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21 September (SUN)
Arrival in Busan and Icebreaker Party
Arrival in Busan
20:00

Icebreaker Party at the New Malden

22 September (MON)
Pre-meeting field trip
Eastern coastal area: Quaternary terraces & NPP sites
09:00

Excursion to Eastern coastal area: Departure at VISTAS, PKNU

10:40

Field work at site.1 – Quaternary marine terrace (Yonghan-ri site)

12:00

Field work at site.2 – Suryum Fault

13:00

Lunch

14:00

Field work at site.3 – Unusual columnar joints

14:30

Field work at site.4 – Monitoring System for Epcheon Fault

15:30

Field work at site.5 – Nuclear waste disposal site

19:00

End of excursion and arrival in PKNU
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23 September (TUE)
1st day of Main Conference
09:00

Registration

10:00

Opening Ceremony

10:20

Session [1] Earthquake Geology
Time

Chaired by : Luca Guerrieri and Vince Cronin

10:20-10:50
Keynote

John Suppe

Active folding of landscapes and sedimentary basins

10:50-11:05
Keynote

Vincent Cronin

Seismo-Lineament Analysis Method(SLAM), Using
Earthquake Focal Mechanisms to Help Recognize
Seismogenic Faults
Coffee break

11:25-11:45
Invited

Klaus Reicherter

Progress in active bedrock normal fault investigations
throughout the Mediterranean

11:45-12:00
Talk

Alessandro Maria Michetti

Late Quaternary evolution and potential for faulting
along the Monferrato Arc, N Italy

12:00-12:15
Talk

Luca Guerrieri

Fault Displacement Hazard in urban areas in Italy: a
first assessment

12:15-12:30
Talk

Yukari Miyasita

Correlation between fault activity and fault gouge color:
toward the development of a new method for
evaluating fault activity

12:30

Lunch

13:40

Session [2] Remote Sensing & Geomorphology
Time

Chaired by : Christoph Gruetzner and Paul Edwards

13:40-14:10
Keynote

Ramon J. Arrowsmith

High resolution topography and active faulting

14:10-14:30
Invited

Daiei Inoue

Lineament analysis using ASTER satellite images around
the coastal area of Korean Peninsula

14:30-14:45
Talk

Weon-hack Choi

Neotectonic evolution of the Ulsan fault system at the
southeastern part of Korean peninsula

14:45-15:00
Talk

Raqeul Felix

Mapping of the Inabanga Fault in Bohol, Philippines
using High Resolution LIDAR Imagery and Field
Mapping Verification
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15:00

Poster Session & Coffee break

16:05

Session [3] Archeoseismology
Time

16:50

Chaired by : Koji Okumura and Kwangmin Jin

16:05-16:35
Keynote

Shmulik Marco

What can we learn about paleo-earthquakes from the
anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility?

16:35-16:50
Talk

Miklos Kazmer

Damages to the 9th century Prambanan temple caused
by the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake (Java, Indonesia)

Lecture

Archaeoseismology. Where do we stand a century after Sir Arthur Evans? (by Sintubin Manuel)
18:00

Welcoming Dinner: Haeundae, Busan (move to by bus)
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24 September (WED)
2nd day of Main Conference
09:00

Session [4] Paleoseismology
Time

Chaired by : Shahryar Solaymani Azad and Takashi Azuma

09:00-09:30
Keynote

James McCalpin

Surface faulting without earthquakes; sackung and salt
tectonics

09:30-09:50
Invited

Thomas Rockwell

Great earthquakes in the western Transverse Ranges of
southern California on the Pitas Point-Ventura thrust
system

09:50-10:10
Invited

Takashi Azuma

Reconstruction of a lateral offset paleo-channel on the
Kego fault, western Japan

10:10-10:25
Talk

Koji Okumura

Important Issues Solved and Unsolved on the
Paleoseismology of the North Anatolian Fault

10:25-10:45
Invited

Shahryar Solamany Azad

Persia as a Paradise for Paleoseismological Studies,
Example: Paleoseismologic and Geodynamic Issues, NW
Iran

10:45-11:00
Talk

Sowreh Rezaei

Geometric and kinematic characteristics of the
Mosha-North Tehran Fault system, Northern Iran

11:00

Coffee break

11:20

Session [5] Korean Active Tectonics
Time

12:40

Chaired by : Heekwon Lee and Jeong-Heon Choi

11:20-11:50
Keynote

Heekwon Lee

Review of paleoseismological studies in South Korea

11:50-12:10
Invited

Myung-Soon Jun

Earthquake characteristics in and around the Korean
Peninsula and their tectonic implication

12:10-12:25
Talk

Jeong-Heon Choi

Optical dating of marine terrace sediments along the
eastern coast of Korea, relevant to local crustal
stability and Quaternary tectonics: Experiences and
Expectations

12:25-12:40
Talk

Sung-Ja Choi

Distribution of Marine terraces and their tectonic
implication, Southeastern Korea

Lunch
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14:00

Session [6] Seismic Hazard Assessment for Critical Facilities &
Session [7] Secondary Effects of Earthquakes
Time

Chaired by : Alessandro Michetti and Hyunwoo Lee

14:00-14:30
Keynote

Ruben Tatevossian

Earthquake databases in hazard assessment of critical
facilities

14:30-14:50
Invited

William Lettis

Emerging Concepts In Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analysis and the Use of the SSHAC Process for
Assessing Uncertainty

14:50-15:05
Talk

Tomas Fernandez-Steeger

Evaluation of seismic stability of coherent landslides:
Analytical approach versus FEM

15:05-15:20
Talk

Kenji Satake

Long-term Forecast of Large Earthquakes: Lessons from
the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake

15:20-15:35
Talk

Yael Braun

Paleo- tsunami event reconstruction using sediment cores
along the upper shelf of the eastern Mediterranean
basin- Caesarea and Jisr Al-Zarka, Israel

15:35

Poster Session & Coffee break

16:30

Lecture

Paleoseismology as a tool to view long-term earthquake production on plate boundary faults (by Thomas Rockwell)
17:10

2015 Meeting in Fucino, Italy

17:20

Awards ceremony

18:00

Main reception: Gijang area, Busan (move by bus)
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25 September (THU)
Post-meeting field trip (I)
Active faults along the Yangsan-Ulsan Fault system
09:00

Excursion to active fault sites: Departure at the VISTAS, PKNU

10:00

Field work at site.1 – Southern part of the Yangsan Fault: Gacheon site

11:30

Field work at site.2 – Middle part of the Ulsan Fault: Ipsil and Malbang sites

12:30

Lunch

14:00

Field work at site.3 – Middle part of the Ulsan Fault: Jinhyun site

16:00

Field work at site.4 – Northern part of Yangsan Fault: trench site (or Wangsan Fault)

18:00

End of excursion and arrival in the KT&G Training Center

26 September (FRI)
Post-meeting field trip (II)
Archeoseismology in Gyeongju
09:00

Excursion to archeological sites: Departure at the KT&G Training Center

10:30

Field work at site.1 – Fallen Yeolam Buddha statue

11:40

Lunch

12:30

Field work at site.2 – Ancient observatory: Cheomseongdae

13:00

Field work at site.3 – Ancient tomb: Cheonmachong

14:00

Field work at site.4 – Seokguram

15:30

Field work at site.5 – Bulguksa Temple

18:00

End of excursion and arrival in KT&G Training Center

27 September (SAT)
Departure
10:00

Bus transfer to Busan International Airport
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Poster Sessions

No.

Author

Title

1

Soehaimi, Asadani*, J.H Setiawan,
Marjiyono

Seismotectonics and active faults of Bali Island

2

Jin, Kwangmin*,Young-Seog Kim

Interpretation for the propagation characteristics associated with the
1999 Chi-Chi earthquake faulting event

3

Whitney, Beau*, James Hengesh,
Dan Clark

The Western Australia shear zone

4

Schürmann, Evelyn, Christoph Grützner*,
Jochen Hürtgen, Klaus Reicherter

Slow active faults in an intracontinental setting – limits of standard
morphometric analyses in tectonic geomorphology

5

Cita, Akbar*, Soemantri Poedjoprajitno

Geomorphologic Indicator of Tectonic Activities in Bakauheni,
Lampung, Indonesia

6

Yudhicara*, Dicky Muslim, A. Sudradjat,
D.H. Natawidjaja, R. Siahaan

Identifying an active Sumatra Fault Segment In Liwa Region using a
Morphotectonic Approach

7

Kim, Hyun-Tae*, Young-Seog Kim,
J. Ramón Arrowsmith, Kwang-Jae We

A case study of the application of LiDAR technique

8

Choi, Jin-Hyuck*, Young-Seog Kim

Damaged speleothems and their implications for Paleo-earthquake: A
case study from Seongryu Cave in Uljin, Korea

9

Jin, Kwangmin*, Young-Seog Kim,
Hee Cheol Kang, Hyeon Cho Shin

Preliminary study on developing characteristics of the Quaternary
Gusan Fault

10

Hwang, JongSun*, Sung-Il Cho,
Weon-Hack Choi, Jae-woong Ryu

Operation and Managemen to fEupcheon Fault Monitoring Systemin
South Korea

11

Kim, Ju-Yong*

Last Glacial Neotectonic Records in Prehistory Archeological Sites of
Inland, Korea

12

Biju John*, C.P Rajendran,
Yogendra Singh

Surface deformation characteristics at two locations in Peninsular India
and its implications on seismic hazard

13

Folguera, Andrés*, Guido Gianni,
Lucía Sagripanti, Emilio Rojas Vera,
Bruno Colavitto, Darío Orts, Victor A.
Ramos

Active tectonics in southern South America: a general review about
its development and mechanisms

14

Hengesh, James*, Beau Whitney

Quaternary Reactivation of Australia’s Western Passive Margin:
Inception of a New Plate Boundary?
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Active folding of landscapes and sedimentary basins
John Suppe (1)
(1) Department of Geosciences, National Taiwan University, Taipei 106 Taiwan. Email: suppe@princeton.edu

Abstract: Large kilometer-scale folds that actively deform the landscape or sedimentary basins are typically closely linked to
major faults at depth. Much of this fold growth is coseismic in major earthquakes, for example the Tungshi anticline in Taiwan
grew ~12m in the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake (MW=7.6). In contrast, some folds grow continuously such as the Tainan anticline in
Taiwan, which is uplifting at ~1cm/y above a creeping backthrust. These “fault-related folds” provide important geomorphic,
stratigraphic and geodetic records of their growth from which we can constrain both the long-term and short-term slip on their
associated faults. Quantitative relationships have been demonstrated between fault-displacement histories and the progressive
stratigraphic changes in fold size and shape for several important folding mechanisms. We illustrate some of these phenomena
and methodologies by introducing several well-characterized case studies from the active western Taiwan fold-and-thrust belt,
the southern Tianshan in western China, and California.
Key words: Coseismic folding, fold scarps, fault-related folding, blind thrust faults, fault-slip rates

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a brief introduction and partial
overview of active fold growth that deforms the surface
of the Earth. It is a subject that provides a direct interface
between structural geology, earthquake geology,
surface processes and tectonic geodesy. For structural
geology this interaction with the surface provides
fundamental constraints on fold kinematics and insight
into how structures grow by the summation of
incremental deformation, in many cases in large
earthquakes but also by continuous creep. For tectonic
geomorphology it provides insight into the mechanisms
by which the land surface is forced, providing a
boundary condition for surface processes such as
bedrock incision (e.g. Cook et al., 2014). For earthquake
hazards, the progressive changes in fold shape and size
within a sequence of dated geomorphic surfaces or
horizons of growth strata provides a decipherable record
from which a long-term fault slip history can be
extracted (e.g. Suppe et al., 1991; Shaw & Suppe, 1994,
1996). Holocene paleoseismic records of major blindthrust earthquakes have been obtained by excavation of
fold scarps in the Los Angeles basin (Leon et al., 2007,
2009). Study of ancient inactive fold scarps in outcrop
has given a basic understanding of their kinematic and
stratigraphic complexities, which is needed for active
tectonic applications (Suppe et al., 1997).
FOLD SCARPS & FOLDING MECHANISMS
Several fundamental end-member folding mechanisms
are well documented based on analysis of seismic
imaging, especially for compressive deformation. These
include fault-bend folding, shear fault-bend folding,
fault-propagation folding and detachment folding (e.g.
Suppe, 1983; Suppe et al., 2004; Gonzalez-Mieres &
Suppe, 2006, 2011). Many structures combine these

21-27 September 2014

Fig. 1: Fold scarp produced by slip of a bedding-parallel
thrust sheet through a fault bend. The magnitude of slip
through the bend since the formation of a geomorphic
surface can be deciphered from quantities that describe
the fold geometry. The fault slip recorded by the terrace
profile is 525m in the last 30Ka; the Chi-Chi coseismic
slip was ~7m (Lai, et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Yue et
al, 2005, 2011; Le Béon et al., 2014).

mechanisms, as is best known from interpretation of
petroleum seismic images (Shaw et al., 2005).
In classic fault-bend folding, kink bands progressively
widen as fault slip increases, which can produce fold
scarps at the surface. For example the HsinShe
cumulative fold scarp in Fig. 1 grew by about 7m fault
slip in the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake and by about 525m
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slip in the last 30Ka, based on a sequence of dated
terraces (Le Béon et al., 2014).

Fig. 2: Coseismic fold scarp of the 1999 Chi-Chi
earthquake, showing tilted betel nut trees at Hsiaolipu. The
fold scarp is wider in the distance on an older surface
covered by pear trees beyond a terrace riser. The nearby
river cut across the same fold scarp shows an internal
structure characteristic kink-band migration (cf. inset and
Suppe et al., 1997; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2007), recording
substantial folding prior to strath formation, followed by two
folding events with the overlying gravel recording an old
buried fold scarp, prior to the Chi-Chi fold scarp.

Fold scarps are now rather widely recognized but in the
past were often misinterpreted as fault scarps or terrace
risers, especially when they were narrow. Fig. 2 shows a
coseismic fold scarp of the Chi-Chi earthquake with trees
tilted, reflecting the fact that beds progressively tilt as
they pass through fold hinges of finite width. A nearby
cross section of this fold scarp is exposed in the river cut
and shows characteristic unconformity geometries and
thickness changes that imply kink-band migration with
an earlier buried fold scarp. The origin of these bed and
unconformity geometries is discussed in Suppe et al.
(1997).
The relationship between fault slip and fold-scarp
geometry is different from that of fault scarps (Suppe, et
al., 1997; Hubert-Ferrari, et al., 2007; Le Béon et al., 2014).
The scarp width is the width of the underlying fold hinge
plus the horizontal component of displacement through
the hinge, whereas the scarp height is the vertical
component of the folding vector that describes the

21-27 September 2014

Fig. 3: Coseismic fold scarp of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake
near Neiwan, which continues into a higher terrace beyond
a terrace riser. The fold-scarp in the foreground is ~27m
wide, which is substantially wider than the ~7m horizontal
displacement in the earthquake. This is because fold-scarp
width is the hinge-zone width plus the horizontal
displacement through the hinge zone in the earthquake, as
discussed in Suppe et al., (1994), Hubert-Ferrari et al.,
(2007), and Le Beon et al., (2014). In this example it takes
about four Chi-Chi earthquakes to traverse the hinge, which
is the case for the high terrace beyond. The scarp height
~4.8m is the vertical component of the folding vector, which
is the change in particle displacement across the fold.

change in particle displacement across the hinge zone
(Fig 3). Many fold hinges are much wider than the slip in
a single earthquake and therefore require many
earthquakes to traverse their width. The inclination of a
point on a folded surface rotates progressively as it
traverses the hinge until it reaches a maximum as it exits,
for example the cumulative fold scarp on the upper
Neiwan terrace is more steeply inclined than on the
lower, reflecting more earthquakes (Fig. 3). To fully
determine the displacement of a fault at depth requires
some knowledge of the underlying structure (e.g. Fig. 1)
and in some cases the full 3D motion can be determined
(Le Béon et al., 2014).
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Cumulative fold scarps forming by kink-band migration
can grow to enormous sizes in areas of low erosion such
as the 660m high foldscarp on the south limb of Quilitak
anticline, southern Tianshan (Fig. 4). In addition to kinkband migration, fold scarps also can grow by a limbrotation mechanism that is intrinsic to shear fault-bend
folding and some detachment folding (Suppe et al.,
2004). Coseismic limb rotation was observed on the
west limb of the Tungshih anticline in the 1999 Chi-Chi
earthquake and cumulative limb rotation is recorded by
progressively tilted sequence of terraces on the east limb
of the Pakuashan anticline in central Taiwan (Yue et al.,
2011).

Fig. 4: Giant fold scarps south flank of Quilitak anticline,
southern Tianshan in western China, showing 660m high
fold scarp that is progressively incised to form triangular
facets and wine-glass canyons. The active synclinal axial
surface runs along the base of the slope. The surface of
the facet has been shown by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2007) to
be the folded equivalent of the flat land surface in the
foreground and has a dip of 31° that is predicted by faultbend folding theory, indicating 1.1km of fault slip since
formation of the folded geomorphic surface.

AREA OF RELIEF & SHORTENING HISTORY
Fig. 5: Low-relief Yakeng anticline deforming alluvial fans
south of Quilitak anticline, southern Tianshan China. The
complete shortening and detachment slip-rate history is
extracted from magnetostratigraphy combined with
measurements at every seismic horizon of area of structural
relief as a function of height using concepts and techniques
developed by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005, 2007), GonzalezMieres & Suppe (2006, 2011) and Suppe (2011).

21-27 September 2014

The growth of folds produces changes in elevation of
pre-existing surfaces, therefore fold growth can be
described as an area of structural relief relative to the
initial elevation in cross section. We can use these areas
of structural relief to accurately determine the
shortening consumed in a structure, if relief is measured
on many stratigraphic horizons, because horizontal
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shortening is the vertical gradient in area of relief (Epard
& Groshong, 1993; Gonzalez-Mieres & Suppe, 2006).
Classically area of relief was discussed in the context of
detachment folding and depth to detachment, but
modern concepts and techniques (Hubert-Ferrari, et al.,
2005; Gonzalez-Mieres & Suppe, 2006, 2011; Suppe,
2011) can be applied to a wide variety of folding
mechanisms with few assumptions, given reasonably
well-imaged structures, for example in depth-converted
seismic images (e.g. Yue et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012).
Shortening histories of folds can be determined from
area-of-relief measurements on growth strata, but
shortening is no longer given by the vertical gradient in
area of relief. This is because area of relief in growth
strata is not just the structural relief, but also includes a
stratigraphic thinning or thickening of each growth layer
that must be corrected for in determining the shortening
history (Gonzalez-Mieres & Suppe, 2011).
An example of a shortening history determined from
area of relief is the Yankeng anticline (fig. 5), which is the
frontal fold of the south Tianshan thrust belt, just south
of the Quilitak anticline (Fig.4) and part of the same
thrust sheet (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2011). The Yakeng anticline grew very slowly starting
~5.5Ma shortening at ~0.16mm/y with no surface
expression, continually buried by growth strata (HubertFerrari et al., 2007; Gonzalez-Mieres & Suppe, 2011).
However, about half of the 1.2km total shortening was
consumed in the last ~200Ka following with an order of
magnitude acceleration in shortening rate to ~1.21.6mm/y and an emergence with a folding of the preexisting alluvial fans and the production of numerous
wind gaps. This acceleration is also seen in the
previously low-relief Quilitak anticline (Fig. 4), producing
widespread wind gaps and extreme topographic relief
(Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2007).

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to acknowledge the
gracious support of ROC National Science Council grant
NSC102-2116-M-002-002, the National Taiwan University and
previously Princeton University. I have had the pleasure of
working with many co-authors in this research over the years,
some of whom are listed in the references below.
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Seismo-Lineament Analysis Method (SLAM), Using Earthquake Focal Mechanisms to Help
Recognize Seismogenic Faults
Cronin, Vincent S. (1)
(1) Geology Department, Baylor University, Waco, Texas 76798-7354, USA. Email: Vince_Cronin@baylor.edu

Abstract: The Seismo-Lineament Analysis Method (SLAM) uses an earthquake focal mechanism in a process intended to spatially
correlate a shallow-focus earthquake with the ground-surface trace of the fault that generated the earthquake. The nodal planes
(NP) derived from the focal mechanism are projected upward to the ground surface, represented by a topographic/hillshade map
based on a digital elevation model. The intersection of a NP and the ground is called a seismo-lineament. When uncertainties in
hypocenter location and NP orientation are incorporated, the seismo-lineament is a swath on the ground surface. If the NP is the
fault-plane solution (i.e., coincides with the causative fault), the fault that generated the earthquake is likely to be found within
the seismo-lineament if the fault is emergent and approximately planar from the hypocenter to the ground. Faults that are
spatially correlated with earthquakes as small as M 2.9 have been located using SLAM.
Key words: earthquake, focal mechanism, active faulting, paleoseismology, fault geomorphology

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental goal of the paleoseismology
community is to identify and usefully characterize
seismogenic faults that can generate damaging
earthquakes, so that the risks associated with these
hazards can be avoided or mitigated. Faults that have
ruptured the ground surface and that have generated
moderate or larger (M>5) earthquakes are generally
good targets for trench studies. Some faults capable of
generating significant earthquakes are inaccessible to
trenching because they are not emergent (i.e., they are
"buried" or "blind"). Some seismogenic faults have not
caused co-seismic ground-surface rupture during
historic times, and have remained unrecognized. There
are many examples of faults that had not been
recognized as seismogenic (or that were not mapped at
all) before they produced damaging earthquakes. The
quality, completeness, and coverage of active-fault
mapping is still highly variable worldwide.
Most earthquakes along a typical fault do not rupture
the entire fault surface -- large faults do not generate
only large earthquakes, and small earthquakes do not
occur only along small faults (Cronin et al., 2008). Active
faults that can produce major earthquakes also produce
myriad smaller earthquakes that spatially correlate with
the primary fault surface. We can use small earthquakes
to help us identify seismogenic faults that are capable of
producing large earthquakes.
The Seismo-Lineament Analysis Method, or SLAM, uses
earthquake hypocenter and focal mechanism data,
hillshade maps derived from digital elevation models
(DEM), geomorphic analysis and geologic field work to
help identify the ground-surface trace of faults that
produce earthquakes (Cronin et al., 2008). The current
version of SLAM can accommodate a triaxial-ellipsoidal
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uncertainty region around the hypocenter, and
incorporates reported uncertainties in nodal-plane
orientation (Cronin & Cronin, 2014). SLAM has been
used to spatially correlate faults and well-located
earthquakes with reported magnitudes as low as 2.9.
SLAM has also been used to discover new faults and to
spatially correlate earthquakes with mapped faults that
were not thought to be seismogenic, faults that were
thought to have Neogene displacement but that were
not known to have been seismogenic in historic times,
and faults that had been associated with historic
earthquakes (Cronin et al., 2008; Millard, 2007; Lindsay,
2012; Reed, 2013). I will use the pronoun "we"
throughout this single-author paper because the
development and initial applications of SLAM have been
collaborative efforts involving several co-workers,
acknowledged at the end of this paper.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SLAM
Details about focal mechanism solutions and their
derivation are available elsewhere (e.g., Dziewonski et al.,
1981; Reasenberg & Oppenheimer, 1985; Hardebeck &
Shearer, 2002; Stein & Wysession, 2003; Shearer, 2009;
Cronin, 2010). Some comments about focal mechanisms
are appropriate here in the interest of clarity. The focal
mechanism for an earthquake with a double-couple
mechanism includes two nodal planes, oriented
perpendicular to one another. The fault that generated
the earthquake is coincident with one of the nodal
planes (called the fault-plane solution), while the other
plane is a symmetry plane called the auxiliary plane that
does not (necessarily) have any displacement along it.
The slip vector on the fault plane is parallel with the
vector normal to the auxiliary plane. The geometry of a
focal mechanism solution is often graphically
represented using a focal mechanism (or beach ball)
diagram.
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The minimal data required for a SLAM analysis are a
hypocenter location (latitude, longitude, depth), the
corresponding earthquake focal mechanism (dip
azimuth or strike, dip angle, and rake of the hanging-wall
slip vector for one of the nodal planes), and a map of the
epicentral area. It is better, but not necessary, if the map
is a topographic map. The ideal input data for a SLAM
analysis are the hypocenter location with associated
uncertainties, the corresponding focal mechanism with
uncertainties, and a DEM of the epicentral area that is of
sufficient resolution to capture significant geomorphic
features related to fault displacement of the ground
surface. Hypocenter locations that result from multipleevent relocation studies of the epicentral region are
preferred to single-event locations (e.g., Waldhauser &
Ellsworth, 2000; Waldhauser, 2001).

Fig 1. Vertical cross section of a seismo-lineament,
shown perpendicular to the strike of the mean nodal
plane.
=dip angle of mean nodal plane, t=tangent
point, eh=horizontal uncertainty, ez=vertical uncertainty.

A key element of SLAM is a procedure to project a nodal
plane from the hypocenter upward, defining the
intersection of the nodal plane and the ground surface
(Figure 1). We call this intersection a seismo-lineament
(Cronin et al., 2008).

nodal plane are projected to the ground surface,
defining the seismo-lineament as a linear swath as seen
in map view. If uncertainties are known for both the
hypocenter location and nodal plane orientation, the
resulting seismo-lineament has the appearance of a bow
tie, with the epicenter located near the narrowest part of
the swath (i.e., near the "knot" of the bow tie). An opensource code written in Mathematica (available via
http://bearspace.baylor.edu/Vince_Cronin/www/SLAM/)
is used to define the boundaries of a seismo-lineament,
using a DEM to represent the ground surface.
The seismo-lineament for a given nodal plane defines
the area where the trace of the fault is likely to be found
if the causative fault is emergent and approximately
planar from the hypocenter to the ground surface, and if
the given nodal plane is coincident with the fault.
There are two seismo-lineaments for each earthquake,
each corresponding to one of the two nodal planes. We
create a hillshade map of the DEM in the area of each
seismo-lineament, with low-angle illumination directed
parallel to the mean dip direction of the corresponding
nodal plane. Fault-related features on the landscape are
likely to be oriented perpendicular to this illumination
direction. We conduct a geomorphic analysis using the
hillshade maps of seismo-lineaments, intending to
identify possible fault-related features. We also consult
published geologic maps and compile the traces of
known faults in our study area. The geomorphic analysis
and fault-trace compilation generate hypotheses about
the possible causative fault that can be tested during
subsequent geologic fieldwork, and help us to
differentiate between the fault-plane solution and the
auxiliary plane.
An additional aide in differentiating the fault-plane
solution from the auxiliary plane involves mapping
earthquakes that occurred in the epicentral region
perhaps six months before and six months after the main
event. Plainly, this would include the aftershock
sequence of a large earthquake (Figure 3), but mapping
temporally related earthquakes can help us interpret the
fault plane solution for smaller events as well.
EXAMPLES

Fig 2. Examples of seismo-lineaments (SL) for an
inclined nodal plane projected onto an irregular ground
surface. Solid curve is the SL for the mean nodal plane
alone, with no uncertainties reported or used. Area
between long-dashed curves is the SL for a case when
only the hypocenter uncertainty estimates are used.
Area between short-dashed curves is the SL when
uncertainties for both the hypocenter and nodal plane
are used. Focal mechanism diagram plotted at the
epicenter.

If the uncertainties in hypocenter location and nodalplane orientation are not specified, the seismolineament will be a line or curve on a ground-surface
map (Fig. 2). If the hypocenter location uncertainty is
known, two planes that are tangent to the hypocenter
uncertainty ellipsoid and that are parallel to the mean
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The largest recorded earthquake in the North TahoeTruckee area of east-central California is the ML 6 event
of September 12, 1966, at an estimated depth of 10 km
(Ryall et al., 1968). This earthquake caused damage
throughout the epicentral area, but caused no reported
injuries (Kachadoorian et al., 1967). The Dog Valley Fault
Zone (DVFZ) was recognized as a result of the 1966
Truckee earthquake, based on geomorphic lineaments
that are sub-parallel to the long axis of the aftershock
cluster, and also sub-parallel to the strike of the inferred
fault-plane solution (Hawkins et al., 1986). Minor,
discontinuous ground rupture was mapped in ~7
locations between Prosser Reservoir and Hoke Valley, in
a zone that was ~3 km wide (Figure 3). Ground cracking
occurred mostly in the area where aftershocks were
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concentrated (Kachadoorian et al., 1967; Greensfelder,
1968). Hawkins et al. (1986) described the DVFZ as
"concealed" after digging two exploratory trenches
across geomorphic lineaments without exposing any
faults.
We used the hypocenter location of Ryall et al. (1968)
and the focal mechanism of Tsai and Aki (1970) in the
SLAM analysis of the 1966 Truckee earthquake (Figure 3).
Neither published source provided formal uncertainties
for their data. We used horizontal and vertical
uncertainties of 2 km to define the seismo-lineament,
based on an informal assessment noted by Ryall et al.
(1968). Greensfelder (1968) and Ryall et al. (1968)
determined the locations of aftershocks.

No ground deformation was reported for either of these
minor events, although both were felt locally. Seismolineaments associated with both earthquakes correlate
spatially with the DVFZ, as well as with the trend of
aftershocks and ground deformation noted from the
much larger ML 6 earthquake of 1966 (Figure 4). SLAM
provides the tools to recognize that the DVFZ is
seismogenic based on data from recent magnitude 3.2
and 4.0 events, even without knowledge of the ML 6.0
events of 1948 and 1966 along the same fault zone.

Fig 3. Focal mechanism, seismo-lineament (light gray
swath), and trace of the mean nodal plane for inferred
fault-plane solutions (dark gray dashed curve) of the ML
6 Truckee earthquake of 12 September 1966. Red
dashed curves are inferred strands of the DVFZ (US
Geological Survey, 2014). Small circles are aftershock
epicenters, from Greensfelder (1968). S=Stampede
Reservoir, P=Prosser Creek Reservoir, B=Boca
Reservoir.

Hawkins et al. (1986) indicated that the ML 6 Verdi
earthquake of 29 December 1948 and an earthquake
sequence from January to September 1983 also occurred
along the DVFZ. Lindsay (2012) and Reed (2013) applied
SLAM to several earthquakes with epicenters in the
vicinity of the DVFZ, including the M 4.0 event of 3 July
1983 and the M 3.2 event of 30 August 1992 (Figure 4).
Hypocenter location data for the 1983 event are from
the Northern California Earthquake Data Center (NCEDC,
2013), and the relocated hypocenter data for the 1992
event are from Waldhauser (2013). Horizontal
uncertainties for both events are <0.54 km, and vertical
uncertainties are ≤0.8 km. Focal mechanism solutions
used to define the seismo-lineaments are from the
NCEDC catalog (2013).
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Fig 4. Focal mechanisms, seismo-lineaments (light
gray), and traces of the mean nodal planes for inferred
fault-plane solutions (dark gray dashed curves) for two
minor earthquakes. [A] M 4 earthquake at 11.05 km
depth on 3 July 1983. [B] M 3.2 earthquake at 5.344
km depth on 30 August 1992. The star marks the
epicenter for the 1966 Truckee earthquake. Other
symbols are the same as in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION
When well-located earthquake hypocenters coincide
with a fault, and the slip characteristics defined by the
corresponding earthquake focal mechanisms are
compatible with slip indicators along the fault, it is
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reasonable to conclude that the fault is seismogenic.
SLAM provides several potential benefits for those who
need to identify seismogenic faults. As seen in the DVFZ
example, SLAM can utilize data from small earthquakes
to help identify seismogenic faults capable of large
earthquakes. SLAM can be used along with traditional
methods to help identify places where trench studies
might produce useful information about suspected
active faults. Seismo-lineament swaths might also be
used to define survey tracks for airborne laser swath
mapping (ALSM) along suspected fault trends. The
combination of SLAM with ALSM to create bare-earth
surface maps should be particularly useful in seismically
active areas where forest cover has inhibited traditional
geologic mapping, as is common in tropical and
temperate rain forests.
The primary limitations in the application of SLAM to
identify seismogenic faults are the availability and
accuracy of hypocenter and focal mechanism data. The
earthquake-seismology community should continue to
create and routinely update searchable catalogues of
relocated earthquakes (e.g., Waldhauser, 2013) and highquality focal mechanism solutions, along with their
uncertainty estimates. These data are only as good as
the seismograph networks that collect them. The
geoscience community should continue to stress the
importance of building, maintaining, and improving
seismograph networks in seismogenic areas worldwide,
with appropriate shared/open-data policies, so that we
can recognize earthquake hazards more effectively and
assess the corresponding risks.
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Progress in active bedrock normal fault investigations throughout the Mediterranean
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Abstract: Earthquakes in the Mediterranean larger than M=5.5 leave there imprint in the landscape as fault scarps. The majority
of normal faults through this region comprise postglacial bedrock footwall scarps juxtaposed against Quaternary hanging-wall
sediments. By using a combination of investigative techniques on both the footwall and hanging-wall, paleoseismologists are
able to evidence individual paleoearthquakes and determine slip rates. Investigative techniques include t-LiDAR, geophysics,
trenching and fault scarp dating. This information is then used to determine the seismic hazard of the individual fault. In this
paper we provide a review of the state of the art in this field.
Key words: Bedrock normal fault, slip rate determination, geophysics, t-LiDAR, trenching, cosmogenic nuclide dating

INTRODUCTION
Decoding paleoearthquakes on normal bedrock fault
scarps and their associated deposits on the hanging-wall
is an important factor in estimating the seismic hazard
potential of active fault zones. The Mediterranean region
hosts many of these fault scarps with extensive outcrops
of Mesozoic carbonate deposits of the Tethys. Typically
the normal faults associated with the scarps are 15-30
km long, have a free-face height of several meters, slip
rates of 0.3-1 mm/yr and recurrence periods of more
than 1000 yrs. These normal faults occur in diffuse plate
boundaries and back arc provinces and generate strong

are considered to be capable; a capable fault is defined
as a fault that has significant potential to cause
displacement at or near the ground surface (IAEA SSG-9,
2010). Normal fault scarps throughout the
Mediterranean range in height from decimeters to many
meters. Care must be taken when measuring scarp
heights to estimate long-term throw rates as the height
can be influenced by erosion and sedimentation;
however, the preservation of many several-meter high
scarps implies that regular seismic activity must have
been occurring for a significant period since the last
glacial maximum.

earthquakes from 5.5 ≤ M≤7.0. They are of great
importance in terms of seismic hazards due to their
proximity to human habitation. The last few destructive
earthquakes
in
comparable
tectonic
settings
demonstrated that these faults pose a significant threat
due to their large number and long recurrence intervals.
POST GLACIAL SCARPS
The majority of the normal faults throughout the
Mediterranean comprise bedrock fault scarps which are
juxtaposed against Quaternary alluvial-colluvial or
marine sediments (Figs. 1 and 2). These faults are easy to
recognize as they offset smooth mountain slopes and
have steeply dipping fault scarps that are several meters
in height. These preserved fault scarps are coseismic and
result from cumulative earthquake events on the
individual fault. In the Mediterranean the common
theory is that during glacial conditions the erosion rate
of these bedrock fault scarps, and sediment deposition
on the hanging-wall, was faster than the fault’s slip-rate.
This resulted in the bedrock fault scarp not being
preserved in the landscape (Fig. 1a). In postglacial times,
however, the improved climatic conditions reduced
erosion rates allowing fault scarps caused by recurrent
earthquakes to be preserved (Fig. 1b). Fault scarps can
only be preserved when the slip rate is higher than the
erosion rate (Benedetti et al., 2002; Papanikolaou et al.,
2005; Reicherter et al. 2011). This is the situation we have
throughout the Mediterranean and the preserved faults
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Figure 1: Geomorphology of a typical Mediterranean normal
fault scarp with respect to climatic conditions (modified after
Benedetti et al. 2002; Reicherter et al. 2011).

Not all of the normal faults throughout the
Mediterranean juxtapose bedrock against Quaternary
sediments. Many other faults are located in Tertiary Quaternary sedimentary basins, and therefore do not
have impressive morphological expressions. These faults
are generally smaller in length and therefore can
produce smaller magnitude earthquakes compared to
the larger normal faults with exposed bedrock scarps
(Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). The longest of these
faults do pose a hazard if they are capable, and in order
to determine this paleoseismological studies are needed
on the individual faults. The techniques needed to study
the larger bedrock faults are mentioned below; however,
the same ‘trenching study’ techniques can be used for
faults within sedimentary basins.
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INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES
Through studying the hanging-wall, fault scarp and
footwall of these earthquake derived morphological
features (Fig. 2), the reconstruction of prehistoric events
in terms of their magnitude and intensity within an
effected area is possible (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994;
McCalpin, 2009). A review of the state of the art in this
field is provided in the sections below:
Fault scarp dating and slip-rate determination
Dating of earthquake events is a central issue for
paleoseismological studies. As many bedrock normal
faults throughout the Mediterranean exhibit preserved
fault scarps, it is possible to date when these scarps were
first exposed to cosmic rays. This fault scarp dating
technique, known as cosmogenic nuclide dating, has
been carried out by various authors in central Greece
(Sparta and Kaparelli fault, Benedetti et al., 2002, 2003),
central Italy (Magnola-Velino fault, e.g., Palumbo et al.,
2004; Schlagenhauf et al., 2011), the Hebgen Lake fault
in Montana US (Zreda and Noller, 1998;), and northern
Israel (Nahef East fault, Gran-Mitchell et al., 2001). In all of
these studies the authors sampled and dated carbonate
fault planes based on cosmogenic nuclide 36Cl
concentration. Locations on the fault plane where there
is a rapid change in 36Cl concentration define the
sections that were exhumed by different earthquakes.
These, therefore, define the paleo-ground levels or event
horizons for each earthquake. When these event
horizons are known, the 36Cl concentrations can be
transformed into ages that date each earthquake event.
The distance between event horizons represents the
amount of slip during each earthquake. This can then be
used, in combination with empirical relationships (e.g.,
Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), to estimate the
magnitude of paleoearthquakes. Event horizon
determination is, therefore, the controlling factor when
interpreting earthquake history. Fault scarps have also
been
relatively
dated
by
correlating
the
enrichment/deletion of rare earth elements (REE). This
technique has been successfully used on the MagnolaVelino fault in Italy by Carcaillet et al. (2008) and
Manighetti et al. (2010). The Magnola-Velino fault was
chosen as cosmogenic nuclide dating had already been
undertaken on this fault and its Holocene earthquake
history is known, which allowed correlations and
comparisons to be made. The application of the 36Cl
dating technique relies hugely on sample site selection,
and there are many pitfalls associated with this which
need to be considered. A perfect sampling site would be
a fresh bedrock scarp with no cemented colluvium
attached to the fault plane, which is common in the
Mediterranean region; the sampling site should be
located away from nearby catchments and must show
no evidence for any anthropogenic activity which may
have contributed to the scarp’s exhumation (see Fig 2).
Long term throw rates can be calculated using the
height of exposed fault planes, assuming a post glacial
exhumation date of 15±3 ka. When undertaking this kind
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of throw estimate, a great deal of care needs to be taken
that the height of the fault plane used in the calculation
is natural and has not been affected by processes such as
erosion of cemented colluvium, human activity, or
catchments as large throw-rate overestimations will
result. Also, if these calculations are undertaken in areas
where sedimentation is occurring, the throw-rate will be
underestimated.
Hanging-wall investigations
The hanging-wall of normal faults throughout the
Mediterranean are possibly the best place to focus
paleoseismological studies, as within the hanging-wall
sedimentary
architecture
is
evidence
for
paleoearthquakes. The technique of paleoseismic
trenching has been used for decades to identify
earthquake event horizons and collect samples for
dating paleoearthquakes. For normal faults where
bedrock fault scarps are juxtaposed against Quaternary
sediments, trenches can obviously only be excavated in
the hanging-wall where no cemented colluvium is
present. Within trench walls, sedimentary structures
caused by coseismic earthquakes can be visualized very
clearly, e.g., colluvial wedges, disrupted and displaced
strata, grabens and half-grabens, sand blows, fissure fills,
etc. Datable material within or buried under these
sedimentary structures can provide dates for
earthquakes, and with several generations of structures
formed by different earthquakes, recurrence intervals for
individual faults can be determined.

Figure 2. Sketch showing the features of a typical
Mediterranean normal fault where paleoseismological
investigations should be carried out. Fault scarp dating
should be avoided at locations (1) due to presence
cemented colluvium, (2) due to proximity to catchments,
and (3) due to anthropogenic activity. Fault scarp dating
should be undertaken at (4), and trenching investigations
should be carried out where there is continuous
sedimentation such as at alluvial fans (5).

Trench site selection is a major factor which will
determine the quality of trenching results. An ideal
trench site would have a continuous sediment record
and contain sedimentary structures caused by recurrent
earthquakes. Geophysical reconnaissance has been
extensively used by many authors to determine good
trench sites as sedimentary structures can be identified
(e.g., Chow et al., 2001; Reiss et al., 2003) prior to the
excavation and many surveys can be done in order to
find optimum locations (e.g., Demanet et al., 2001;
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Anderson et al., 2003; Alasset and Meghraoui, 2005;
Grützner et al., 2012) since tectonogeomorphic features
greatly vary along fault (Bubeck et al., 2014). In particular
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT) have been used (e.g., Grützner et al.,
2012). Previous work by many authors has shown that a
large variety of sedimentary structures can be identified
in GPR and ERT data. GPR in particular is ideally suited for
imaging stratigraphic features of the shallow subsurface
because it can detect contrasts in the dielectric
properties by emitting high-frequency electromagnetic
waves within the radiowave band into the subsurface
(e.g. Daniels, 2004). Stratigraphic offset of sediments has
been identified using GPR by many authors (e.g.,
Reicherter and Reiss, 2001; Anderson et al., 2003; Reiss et
al., 2003; Alasset and Meghraoui, 2005) and a
combination of GPR and ERT was used very successfully
by Demanet et al. (2001) and Grützner et al. (2012) to
image offset strata. Colluvial wedges have also been
identified in GPR data by a number of authors (e.g.,
Chow et al., 2001; Christie et al., 2009; Denith et al.,
2010); Reiss et al. (2003) identified event horizons
beneath colluvial wedges indicating two co-seismic
ruptures and post seismic sedimentation. Other
structures that have been successfully imaged include
small graben structures caused by antithetic faults
(Christie et al., 2009), sand blows and fault related
folding (Chow et al., 2001). Once a promising site has
been identified using geophysics, a trench needs to be
excavated (e.g., Grützner et al., 2012).
ERT measurements complete geophysical surveys by
compensating for the handicaps of GPR studies. With
GPR the electromagnetic waves are primarily influenced
and attenuated by the moisture content of the
subsurface materials (Daniel, 2004), but ERT rests on the
electric conductivity of layers and is thus not limited by
moisture, salinity or clays. Furthermore, ERT prolongs
penetration depths commonly down to 25 – 30 m (e.g.,
McCalpin, 2009).
Rockfall wedges may be another indication of
earthquake events (Reicherter et al. 2003). Rockfalls are
usually quite localized when triggered by meteorological
events; however, if the same rockfall wedges of similar
thickness can be visualized over a large extent along a
fault’s strike, they are most likely formed due to
earthquake shaking. This visualization can be done using
geophysical techniques.
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t-LiDAR
Terrestrial Light Detection and Ranging (t-LiDAR) has a
wide range of applications with regards to active
tectonics and paleoseismology. This remote sensing
technique has been used by several authors to trace or
map ruptured surfaces from recent earthquakes
(Engelkemeir and Khan, 2008; Hunter et al., 2011). Other
authors have used t-LiDAR to quantify the damage, side
effects and urban structure changes related to strong
events (Kayen et al., 2006; Pesci et al., 2010). These are
descriptive approaches used to characterize, archive and
document the surface ruptures as well as the primary
and secondary effects of earthquakes. If the fault rupture
is mapped along strike using t-LiDAR, high resolution
morphological analysis can be performed with a high
accuracy to characterize the fault in terms of tectonomorphology and slip distribution (Wilkinson et al., 2014).
Wilkinson et al. (2010) used differential t-LiDAR to
monitor the slip after fault ruptures and Karabacak et al.
(2011) monitored aseismic surface creep along fault
strike.
Wiatr et al. (submitted) carried out a long-range t-LiDAR
investigation on various active bedrock faults on Crete.
The authors describe a methodology (Fig. 3) for
quantitatively determining areas along strike where the
scarp has had minimal influence from erosion and
sedimentation. These areas can then be confidently used
for long-term throw rate calculations and also
cosmogenic nuclide dating.
t-LiDAR data were also used in combination with the
results of geophysical investigations on the near
subsurface by Bubeck et al. (2014). Through studying the
surface morphology (of the footwall, fault scarp,
hanging-wall) and subsurface structures (sediment
formations of the hanging-wall), the authors verified the
presence of tectono-geomorphic features and
determined their relationship with active extensional
faulting. This multi-method approach is also useful to
verify processes which modified the scarp height such as
landslides in the hanging-wall. Up to now the
application with t-LiDAR on naturally exposed bedrock
scarps is rare; however it is slowly becoming more
recognized as a valuable investigative technique.
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(Candela et al. 2009). Wiatr et al. (submitted) carried out
ruggedness analyses on naturally exhumed fault scarps
on mainland Greece. The authors used the whole of the
scanned scarp to determine structural changes over the
scarp height and along strike. A methodology was
produced to image surface features on the weathered
fault plane which can be interpreted as being produced
after exhumation from individual strong earthquakes.
CONCLUSIONS
A combination of techniques including t-LiDAR,
geophysics, trenching and fault scarp dating must be
used by paleoseismologists to determine the seismic
hazards posed by individual faults throughout the
Mediterranean. These faults are complex and are
undergoing constant changes through erosion and
sedimentation.
Only
when
paleoseismologists
understand these processes fully can reliable locations
for sampling, trenching and slip-rate determination be
chosen.
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Abstract: The Monferrato Arc is the westernmost arc of the Northern Apennines fold and thrust belt in the Po Plain foredeep. It
belongs to the frontal sector of the most active mountain belt in Northern Italy. Since the historical and instrumental seismicity of
this sector is moderate to low, the potential for earthquake surface faulting here has been overlooked and possibly
underestimated.. The objective of this work is to review the evidence for Late Quaternary active tectonics and capable faulting,
based on: A) the reinterpretation of very detailed subsurface information collected by ENEL in 1980’s for the Italian Nuclear siting
program, including extensive seismic reflection investigations, boreholes, and trenching, B) new airphoto interpretation of the
regional area, C) geomorphic and paleodrainage analysis, and D) field mapping. We conclude that the seismic landscape of the
Monferrato Arc in terms of the maximum earthquake magnitude is not different from the other Quaternary tectonic structures of
the Apennines arcs affecting the Po Plain foredeep; therefore coseismic surface faulting events along the Monferrato Arc should
not be viewed as a surprise.

Key words: Monferrato Arc, Po Plain foredeep, seismic landscape, capable fault, earthquake surface faulting.

INTRODUCTION
The assessment of tectonic surface rupture hazard in
regions of moderate historical seismicity is a crucial topic
both in terms of understanding of recent landscape
evolution and from the applied perspective (siting of
critical facilities, safety of large metropolitan areas). The
lessons learned after the 2010 Darfield is that most
“unexpected” surface faulting events occurs in fact in
areas characterized by poor or largely incomplete
geological and geophysical database. In Italy, a similar
debate has been triggered by the Emilia and Lombardia
2012 seismic sequence in N Italy (two main shocks of Mw
ca. 6.0 along buried thrust faults). No unequivocal
surface faulting has been identified during the 2012
seismic sequence due to the relatively low magnitude.
However, available data show that the reference
earthquake in the epicentral area is in the order of Mw
6.3 – 6.5 (e.g., Serva, 1990; Michetti et al., 2012; Vannoli et
al. 2014). This is based on historical seismicity (several
events with epicentral intensity MCS IX) and estimated
rupture length for local Quaternary faults. Therefore,
surface faulting hazard should be carefully evaluated for
all relevant Quaternary tectonic structures of the Po Plain
foredeep (e.g., Serva, 1990; Boccaletti et al., 2010; Picotti
and Pazzaglia, 2008; Ponza et al., 2010; Galadini et al.,
2012; Zerboni et al., 2014).
SEISMIC LANDSCAPE OF THE NONFERRATO ARC
Here we focus on the W sector of the foredeep. This is
the area with the most controversial interpretation from
the point of view of active tectonics and seismic
potential. For instance, in the ITHACA catalogue of
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capable faults (ITHACA, 2000), the official database for
surface rupture hazard of the Geological Survey of Italy,
available
at
http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/
en/projects/italy-hazards-from-capable-faulting,
the
Monferrato Arc is regarded as a seismogenic structure
with potential for surface faulting earthquakes; while in
the DISS database (DISS WORKING GROUP, 2010) the
catalogue of seismogenic sources compiled by INGV,
http://diss.rm.ingv.it/dissNet/, the W Lombardia and
Piemonte are essentially interpreted as areas lacking any
evidence of active faulting and seismic sources with Mw
> 5.5 (e.g., Vannoli et al., 2014).
In order to attack this issue, we conducted field
investigation, geomorphic analyses and the revision of
the large existing database of seismic reflection profiles
covering the study area (for instance, see in Fig. 1 the
available seismic reflection profiles in the PO1 and PO2
sites, as compiled by ENEL in 1984-1985) in order to
assess the seismic landscape of the Monferrato Arc.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our investigations confirm that the Late Quaternary
landscape evolution of the South-Central Piemonte is
the result of the interaction between active tectonics
and widespread phenomena of river avulsion and piracy,
which affected virtually the whole Piemonte and nearby
Liguria region. In fact, these dramatic changes in the
regional drainage network are controlled by shortening
and thrust fault growth, which started during OligoMiocene times and are still active with visible
deformation rates (Carraro et al., 1995).
The development of the Apennines thrust fronts since
Miocene gave rise to the progressive uplift of the Torino
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and Monferrato Hills, and Casale - Valenza Palteaux (Fig.
2). The continuing deformation and displacement of the
surficial deposits up to the Late Pleistocene to Holocene
(Giraudi, 2014) allow us to regard the buried structures
of the Monferrato Arc as potentially capable faults (IAEA,
2010). Therefore, based on the available data, the
regional seismotectonic framework for the W Po Plain is
comparable to the settings in the Emilia Arc or in the

Lombardia\Veneto S Alps, where several strong
earthquakes have occurred (e.g., Modena 2012, Brescia
1222, Verona 1117). The seismic landscape of the
Monferrato Arc thus includes potential surface faulting
earthquakes, with M max in the order of 6.0 – 6.5
(Michetti et al., 2012), and accompanied by considerable
liquefaction and earthquake environmental effects.

Fig. 1: Quaternary capable thrust faults showing evidence for capability in the Alessandria (AL) and Asti (AT) sector of the
Monferrato Arc; in the background, the traces of the seismic reflection profiles that have been reinterpreted to map the potential
for surface faulting in this area.
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Fig. 2: Geomorphic map of the Monferrato Arc showing the Late Quaternary drainage diversion of the Po and Tanaro Rivers.
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Fault Displacement Hazard in urban areas in Italy: a first assessment
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Abstract:
This paper provides a characterization of Fault Displacement Hazard (FDH) in Italy existing in the 73 most populated urban areas,
with the aim to pinpoint the cities where this hazard is relevant and what directly threatens.
Despite the uncertainties in the location of the FDH areas, this study clearly shows that the problem is particularly evident in some
cities located in Calabria and Sicily, in the inner sector of the Apennines and in Friuli. A more precise FDH zonation is
recommended in these cities through detailed seismotectonic and paleoseismic investigations. Mitigation measures should be
adopted for strategic settlements currently located in the FDH areas and the existing FDH should be taken into account in the
areas that might be characterized by urban expansion in the next future.
Key words: Fault Displacement Hazard, urban areas, capable faults, Italy

INTRODUCTION
Fault Displacement Hazard (FDH) is a component of
seismic hazard that puts the focus on the potential of
coseismic tectonic surface rupture/deformation.
In Italy, FDH is a relevant issue that should not be
disregarded although it is not yet properly taken into
account in official seismic hazard maps and building
codes. In fact, the Italian territory is characterized by:
- a great number of capable faults (i.e., faults able to
produce significant ruptures or deformations at or near
the topographic surface);
- a large urbanization, developed especially in the last
decades, that has largely affected also areas in the
proximity of capable faults.
This paper aims at providing a general indication of Fault
Displacement Hazard in Italy in the 73 most populated
urban areas (population > 60,000 inhabitants, up to
about three million) with the aim to point out the cities:
i) where this hazard does exist and is more relevant (in
terms of maximum expected displacements) and
ii) what is directly threatened by surface faulting.
Of course, this is only a first zonation that shows where
are the most critical areas: instead, a FDH assessment
helpful for siting and land planning purposes, more
detailed site investigations (Quaternary geology and
paleoseismology) will be necessary, aimed
at
characterizing at larger scale the local pattern of capable
faults and the age of last movements.

based on published sources, field checks and ad hoc
studies (for more details, see Comerci et al., 2013).
Currently, the ITHACA database contains about 2000
records (mapped in Fig. 1) including faults that exhibit at
least one evidence of capability among the following: a)
historical coseismic surface faulting; b) creep or surficial
tectonic deformation; c) Late Pleistocene-Holocene
paleoseismic evidence of ground rupture; d)
displacement of Quaternary deposits/landforms.
Moreover, the faults are classified according to the age
of the last ascertained movement.
At the moment, the ITHACA database, although still
incomplete and not homogeneous in terms of resolution
and reliability of supporting data, is the most reliable
tool for a first characterization of Fault Displacement
Hazard in the entire Italian territory.
Among previous studies focused on this topic, Guerrieri
et al. (2009) aimed at estimating the extent of urban
areas exposed to surface faulting hazard within the ZS9
seismotectonic zonation of Italy. The analysis was
conducted for each seismotectonic zone that was
considered homogeneous also in terms of Fault
Displacement Hazard, through the intersection of
ITHACA and CORINE Land Cover databases. The results
of the spatial analysis have been weighted through the
introduction of a Fault Class parameter which takes into
account the expected maximum displacement
associated to capable faults in each zone. For this
assessment a standard 300 m-wide buffer area around
capable faults was considered.

A MODEL FOR FAULT DISPLACEMENT HAZARD IN
ITALY
In order to respond to the need of a specific knowledge
regarding the Fault Displacement Hazard, the Italian
Agency for Environmental Protection (ANPA, later APAT,
now ISPRA) in the second half of the 1990s started the
project ITHACA (ITaly HAzard from CApable faults). The
project is aimed at building a tool for summarizing and
making easily available information on capable faults,
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for instance due to bending-moment faults. This zone
may be located at a variable distance (up to some km) in
the hanging wall of the main thrust. Thus, the width of
hazard zone in the hanging wall of reverse faults has to
be significantly larger than in the hanging wall of normal
faults.
Concerning strike-slip environment, each individual fault
segment should be managed as an independent source
of Fault Displacement Hazard, locally with normal or
reverse component. In this case, the hazard zone is
symmetrical, 30 m wide, and expected width along
principal faults (Petersen et al., 2011). Instead, when fault
segmentation is not very well constrained, surface
ruptures out of the 30m-hazard zone of the primary fault
cannot be excluded.

Fig. 1 – The ITHACA database (Comerci et al., 2013;
http://sgi1.isprambiente.it/geoportal/catalog/content/project/i
thaca.page) over the ZS9 seismotectonic zonation (Meletti
and Valensise, 2004). According to the Fault Class
parameter (Guerrieri et al., 2013), it is possible to evaluate
maximum expected offsets: 1: 0-5 cm; 2: 5-20 cm; 3: 20-50
cm; 4: 50-150 cm; 5: up to 250 cm.

More recently, Guerrieri et al. (2013) proposed a more
refined zonation of the area around the mapped capable
faults, whose shape and width depend on the
seismotectonic behaviour (i.e., type, style and amount of
faulting) and the severity of the maximum expected
earthquake. These two factors control also the amount
of maximum expected surface displacements.
Five Fault Classes have been proposed: for each class,
the maximum expected offsets and typical widths of the
hazard zone in the footwall and in the hanging-wall of
the master capable fault are provided. To this end, the
capable faults recorded in ITHACA have been split into
three main groups according to the prevalent fault
kinematics (normal, reverse or strike-slip) and classified
into different classes identified by specific maximum
magnitude ranges (Fig. 3).
In order to take into account the uncertainties affecting
the location of capable faults recorded in ITHACA, a
standard minimum width value equal to 30 m has been
introduced on both sides of the fault trace.
For normal faults (Fig. 2, above) surface primary ruptures
(i.e., principal faulting, sensu Youngs et al., 2004) are
expected to occur mainly in the hanging wall of the
master fault: therefore, the model considers an
asymmetric zone located mainly on the downthrown
block, and width proportional to the maximum surface
offset.
Conversely, in a compressive environment (Fig. 2, below)
surface faulting features typically occur not only in
correspondence to the main thrust but also at the hinge
of the growing anticline, even with normal displacement,
21-27 September 2014

Fig. 2 – ITHACA capable faults have been classified into
five classes according to the maximum magnitude range
values. For each class, the following data are provided: the
maximum expected offsets and typical width of the hazard
zone in the hanging-wall (HW) and in the foot-wall (FW) of
the master capable fault. Above: parameters for normal
faults with some examples of documented surface faulting
events. Below: the same parameters for reverse and strikeslip faults.
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FAULT DISPLACEMENT HAZARD IN URBAN AREAS OF
ITALY
In the frame of the ISPRA project “Quality of Urban
Environment”, the FDH model proposed by Guerrieri et
al. (2013) focused on the administrative territory of 73
Italian cities with population > 60,000 inhabitants, and in
particular on the 45 cities that are crossed by capable
faults (Fig. 3).

exposed to FDH in the 45 cities is equal to about 244 km2,
corresponding to 2.5 % of the study area. In particular
the total area of class 5 risk areas is about 52 km2, with a
large contribution of Reggio Calabria (31 km2; 12% of the
entire territory, see detail in Fig. 4, above) and Messina
(14 km2; 7% of the entire territory). The total areas of
class 4 and class 3 risk areas are respectively 68 km2
(4.2%) and 15 km2 (1.4%).

Fig. 3 – Fault Displacement Hazard in the administrative
territory of 73 Italian cities with population > 60,000
inhabitants. More than 60% of the cities are affected by
capable faults: maximum expected offsets are different
according to the fault class (see text for more details).

Taking into account the maximum expected offsets, it is
possible to state that Fault Displacement Hazard is very
relevant:
 in four cities (Reggio Calabria, Messina
Catanzaro and Cosenza), where offsets even
larger than one meter are expected (class 5);
 in other six cities (Siracusa, L’Aquila, Ragusa,
Benevento, Catania and Potenza), where
maximum offsets are in the order of several
decimeters up to one meter (class 4);
 in other five cities (Trieste, Udine, Perugia,
Treviso and Venezia) where maximum
displacements can reach 50 cm (class 3);
In the other 30 cities, Fault Displacement Hazard does
exist but is much less relevant, as maximum
displacements are in the order of some centimeters (19
cities) or lower (the remaining 11 cities).
In order to better characterize the Fault Displacement
Hazard into these cities we have used the model
proposed by Guerrieri et al. (2013). The total area
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Fig. 4 – Above: Fault Displacement Hazard at Reggio
Calabria mainly located in the hanging-wall of normal
capable faults; Below: Land Cover distribution showing
where FDH areas affect urban (code 1), agriculture (code 2)
and natural (code 3) areas.
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Considering the land cover/use of FDH areas (source:
CLC 2006, EEA (2007), only 17 % is already urbanized
(class 1 of CORINE Land Cover). Conversely, most of the
FDH areas (83 %) might still affect agricultural and
natural areas, but might be theoretically affected by
urban development in the next future (see map for
Reggio Calabria in Fig. 4, below). The land cover
affecting FDH areas for cities where FDH is relevant
(Fault Class 3, 4 and 5) is reported in detail in Table 1.
Of course, these results cannot be taken as a Fault
Displacement Hazard zonation, due to the large
uncertainties introduced in the analysis by the lowresolution in the spatial location of some ITHACA
capable faults and in the CORINE Land Cover (scale
1:100,000).
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the uncertainties in the location of the FDH
areas, this study has clearly shown the Italian cities
where Fault Displacement Hazard does exist and is
relevant, in terms of maximum expected offsets and
extension of risk area.
The problem is particularly evident in some cities located
in Calabria and Sicily, in the inner sector of the
Apennines and in Friuli.
More detailed seismotectonic and paleoseismic
investigations are recommended in the municipality
territory of these cities for a more precise FDH zonation
in order to i) adopt mitigation measures for strategic
settlements located in the FDH areas and ii) to take into
account the existing FDH in the areas that could be
characterized by urban expansion in the next future.
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City
Catanzaro
Cosenza
Messina
Reggio di Calabria
Benevento
Catania
L'Aquila
Potenza
Ragusa
Siracusa
Perugia
Treviso
Trieste
Udine
Venezia

Total
Fault Class Municipality Area
5
112,7
5
37,9
5
213,8
5
239,0
4
130,8
4
182,9
4
473,9
4
175,4
4
444,7
4
207,8
3
449,5
3
55,6
3
85,1
3
57,2
3
415,9

FDH area
4,7
2,0
14,3
30,9
2,7
0,3
37,6
0,3
9,6
17,2
7,2
0,4
5,6
1,8
0,0

FDH % area
4,2
5,3
6,7
12,9
2,1
0,2
7,9
0,2
2,2
8,3
1,6
0,7
6,6
3,1
0,0

Land cover of Land cover of Land cover of
FDH areas
FDH areas
FDH areas
FDH % Urban
(CLC class 1) (CLC class 2) (CLC class 3)
area
0,6
3,2
1,0
12,3
0,0
1,3
0,7
0,3
2,7
4,8
6,8
19,1
3,8
18,6
8,5
12,3
2,7
0,1
0,0
0,3
0,1
0,0
1,2
5,7
30,7
3,2
0,3
0,0
2,6
0,2
8,1
1,3
2,9
13,3
0,9
17,1
0,4
5,5
1,3
6,1
0,0
0,4
3,5
1,6
0,8
3,2
28,3
0,6
1,2
34,3
0,0
0,0

Table 1 – Fault Displacement Hazard in the administrative territory of 13 italian cities with population > 60.000 inhabitants, crossed
by capable faults with relevant expected offsets, ranging from tens cms up to more than one meter (Fault Class 3, 4 and 5) Areas
are expressed in km2. Land cover in FDH areas is based on CLC 2006 and points out urban (class 1), agriculture (class 2) and
natural (class 3) areas.
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Correlation between fault activity and fault gouge color: toward the development of a new
method for evaluating fault activity
Yukari Miyashita (1)
(1) Geological Survey of Japan, AIST, Central 7, Higashi 1-1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8567, Japan. Email: yukari-miyashita@aist.go.jp

Abstract: In order to establish a new method for evaluating fault activity, I analyzed relationship between fault activity and fault
gouge characteristics. In particular, I focused on the color, clay mineral assemblage and chemical composition of fault gouges on
active faults with different recurrence intervals. Trench excavation surveys, X-ray powder diffraction analysis, sequential selective
extraction tests and color measurements of fault gouges were conducted. As the results, the fault gouge from the Otake fault
showing 7-8 ky recurrence interval is mainly composed of illite and chlorite, and the gouge from the Hatakitoge fault with 41 ky or
longer recurrence interval is mainly composed of halloysite. Color measurements revealed that white and greenish colors of
gouges reflected the presence of chlorite, and beige and orange color gouges were derived from crystalline iron oxide. These
results indicate that mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of fault gouges can distinguish clearly the difference of fault
activity.
Key words: active fault, fault gouge, color measurement, fault activity

INTRODUCTION
One of the ultimate aims of paleoseismology is
forecasting the next earthquake. The most effective
approach to achieve this aim is reconstructing
paleoearthquake recurrences by geomorphological and
geological
investigations,
such
as
air-photo
interpretations and trenching surveys.
During the last 15 years, however, Japanese islands have
been suffered various inland earthquakes caused by
unknown active faults, which were undetectable by
geomorphological and paleoseismic investigations. The
Western Tottori Prefecture earthquake in 2000 (Mw: 6.6)
occurred where no active faults were not previously
mapped, and presented a problem how to evaluate such
active faults with ambiguous topography. Another
important topic is how to evaluate the active faults
without age-determinable sediments.
Kobayashi et al. (2003) and Kobayashi & Sugiyama (2004)
suggested that areal distributions and color of fault rocks,
especially fault gouges in the basement granite, might
be effective indexes for evaluating ‘fault maturity’, based
on the detailed field mapping and structural analysis of
fault rocks in the Western Tottori area. Miyashita et al.
(2011, 2012) and Manaka et al. (2012) analyzed mineral
and chemical composition of fault gouges obtained
from the Western Tottori area, and discussed about the
correlation between 1) the composition and color of
fault gouges, and 2) these fault gouge properties and
recurrence intervals of each active fault. These results
indicate
that
mineralogical
and
geochemical
characteristics of fault gouges can clearly distinguish the
difference of fault activity.
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To verify the correlations between fault activity and
mineralogical and chemical properties of fault gouges, I
conducted trenching surveys and fault gouge analysis
on the Iwakuni fault zone, Southwest Japan.
PALEOSEISMIC INVESTIGATIONS AND FAULT ROCKS
SAMPLING
The Iwakuni fault zone is 44-km-long NE-SW trending
right-lateral strike-slip faults located in Southwest Japan.
I conducted trench excavation surveys on four sites. In
this paper I present brief overview of two trenching
surveys, which have the most valuable information to
evaluate fault activity.
Based on the air-photo interpretations and field
observations, the trace of the Otake fault is
topographically clearer than that of the Hatakitoge fault.
The result of trenching surveys show that the last surface
rupturing earthquake of the Otake fault occurred after
2,800 years BP and that of the Hatakitoge fault occurred
at least before 41,000 years BP, respectively.
Trench walls of the Otake fault exposed the fault fracture
zone about 10-m-wide in basement sedimentary rocks
consisting of the Jurassic accretionary complex and the
Cretaceous porphyritic intrusive. Crosscutting relation of
the fault plane to the Holocene sediments easily
identified a fault plane, which slipped during the last
event. The last fault plane is composed of 1-cm–thick
fault gouge showing light gray, white and beige (Fig. 1a).
In contrast, thick fault fracture zone was not exposed on
the trench walls of the Hatakitoge fault, but several small
fault zones accompanying 1-mm to 20-mm-thick fault
gouges showing light green, white and orange were
observed (Fig. 1b&c). I carefully sampled the fault gouges
from each fault plane.
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COLOR MEASUREMENTS OF FAULT GOUGES
I measured the color of the fault gouge samples by
handy spectrocolorimeter. The first color measurement
was conducted on the trench site at just after the

sampling and the second measurement was conducted
on the laboratory after air-drying. On the a*-b* plot on
L*a*b* color space, all of the Otake fault gouges and the
Hatakitoge fault gouges showing light green and white
were plotted same area. In contrast, the Hatakitoge fault
gouges showing orange showed a different trend (Fig. 2).
MINERAL AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF FAULT

Fig.2: a*-b* diagram on the L*a*b* color system of the
fault gouges from the Otake fault and Hatakitoge fault,
Iwakuni fault zone, Japan.

GOUGES
The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis and
sequential selective extraction tests of fault gouges were
conducted. The sequential selective extraction tests
consist of four steps, such as TAO extraction, CDB
extraction, HCl extraction and HF extraction in order. The
XRD analysis identified illite, chlorite, chlorite-smectite
and smectite in the Otake fault gouges, by contrast,
halloysite in the Hatakitoge fault gouges. Focusing on
the Fe content of the sequential selective extraction
tests, the Otake fault gouges and the Hatakitoge fault
gouges were clearly distinguished, i.e. high Fe content of
HCl extraction reflected presence of chlorite in the Otake
fault gouges. On the sequential selective extraction tests,
color measurements were also performed before and
after each extraction steps. Remarkable points are: 1)
after HCl extraction i.e. after chlorite dissolution, L* value
dramatically increases although a* and b* values do not
change; 2) after CDB extraction both of a* and b* values
drastically decrease although L* value does not change,
especially in beige and orange gouges; 3) the decrement
of a* and b* values is larger on the samples showing
originally high a* and b* values (Fig. 3).
DISCUSSION

Fig. 1: Occurrences of the Otake fault (a) and
Hatakitoge fault (b & c) on the trench walls. Sampling
points, names and colors of fault gouges are shown.
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The paleoseismic surveys of the Otake fault and
Hatakitoge fault revealed that the last earthquake event
occurred after 2,800 years BP and before 41,000 years BP,
respectively. The long-term evaluation of the Iwakuni
fault was reported that the last event of the Otake fault
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was about 10,000–11,000 years ago (The Headquarters
for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2004). The
recurrence interval of the fault, therefore, is estimated

about 7-8 ky for the Otake fault and 41ky or longer for
the Hatakitoge fault.
The results of the color measurements, XRD analysis and
sequential selective extraction tests of the fault gouges
indicate that both faults are clearly distinguished. It is
possible to point out that the fault gouge properties
reflect the fault activity.
Successive researches after the Western Tottori
prefecture earthquake in 2000 revealed that correlation
between characteristics of fault gouges, such as clay
mineral assemblages, chemical compositions and color,
and fault activity (e.g. Research Core for Deep Geological
Environments, editor 2012).
The fault gouge properties described above and the
correlation obtained from this study are consistent with
the results of previous investigations of the Western
Tottori. Accumulation of case studies for fault gouges
showing various activities is needed to establish the
method in the future.
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High resolution topography and active faulting
J Ramón Arrowsmith (1)
(1) School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 85287 USA.

Abstract: Active faulting can be characterized with topography sampling the ground once per meter or more. Such data come
from traditional field survey and interpretation of stereo photography as well as airborne and terrestrial laser scanning and
structure from motion. Applications of these data enhance efforts to map fault zones, reconstruct landscapes to infer offset,
characterize surface process response to rock uplift, and quantify near-field coseismic displacements.
Key words: Tectonic geomorphology, earthquake geology, topography.

INTRODUCTION
Earthquake-related displacements of topography and
subsequent surface process responses have meters of
magnitude typically and occur across fault zones 10s to
1000s of meters wide and as much as 100s of km long.
Given these spatial constraints, it is essential to have the
right capability to measure the resultant features at the
appropriate fine scale. High resolution topography
samples the ground surface at least once per square
meter and has decimeter local or preferably global
accuracy. Analyses of high resolution topography in the
study of active faulting can be divided into 4 classes:
fault zone mapping, reconstructing surface deformation
including offset, investigating geomorphic responses to
active deformation, and differencing of repeat surveys
for both fault and ground failure characterization.
In this contribution, I will briefly review high resolution
topography and its applications to the study of active
faulting, largely with a North American-centric
perspective and one emphasizing research in which I
have been engaged to some degree. Meigs (2013)
provides a useful recent review.
GATHERING AND DISTRIBUTING HIGH RESOLUTION
TOPOGRAPHIC DATA
Sampling the ground surface at a fine scale is an
essential part of the earthquake geologist’s toolbox.
Early topographic data were gathered by tape and
compass and plane table and alidade. Traditional
photogrammetry and theodolite and laser range finder
survey followed. LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
from both airborne and terrestrial platforms has
revolutionized the accuracy, density, repeatability, and
breadth of topographic survey in the last decade or so
(Carter et al., 2007). Structure from Motion (Snavely et al.,
2008) has recently made very fine topographic mapping
with associated texture mapping accessible to many
geomorphologists (James and Robson, 2012; Westoby et
al., 2012; Fonstad et al., 2013).
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LiDAR topography applied to active faulting initiated
with the scans of the 1999 Hector Mine, California
earthquake rupture (Hudnut, et al., 2002). That work lead
to important additional surveys including the ground
breaking B4 San Andreas fault system scan (Bevis et al.,
2005; http://dx.doi.org/10.5069/G97P8W9T) and the
GeoEarthScope project (Prentice et al., 2009) both
collected by the National Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping in collaboration with the US Geological Survey
and UNAVCO. These and many other data sets are now
available for processing, analysis, and download via
http://www.opentopography.org/ (also with many
tutorials and other documentation, Crosby et al., 2011).
Airborne laser swath mapping (ALSM) tends to provide a
2.5 dimensional (single z values for each x and y
position) representation of topography with a few to
tens of samples per square meter. It is usually
represented by the regular sampling of a digital
elevation model (DEM) at 0.25 to 1 m resolution and its
various derived products (Figure 1A; slope, hillshade,
contributing area, etc.). ALSM dataset coverage can be
tens to hundreds of square km. Terrestrial laser scanning
often is used to provide a more 3 dimensional
representation from its tripod mounted perspective with
10s to 100s times higher shot densities and cm to dm
resolution DEMs over usually less than 1 km2 (e.g.,
Haddad et al., 2012). Both airborne and terrestrial LiDAR
point clouds can be classified such that the vegetation
and buildings can be separated from the ground returns.
The latter may thus reveal important fault-related
landforms below significant canopy (e.g., Haugerud et al.,
2003; Sherrod et al., 2004; Kondo et al., 2008; Lin et al.,
2012; and Langridge et al., 2014).
Finally, the Structure from Motion (SfM) technique allows
for numerous photographs to be taken of a given target
from multiple vantages and the scene structure
(topography or 3D surface and even the camera
positions) estimated. The images are also used to
produce a seamless texture map to wrap on to the
structural model or to assign color (R G, B) values to 3D
points in the scene. SfM is valuable for mapping of fault
zone topography or even paleoseismic trench
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investigations using kite-, balloon-, drone-mounted, or
hand held cameras (Johnson et al., 2014; Bemis et al.,
2013; and Toké et al., 2013).
FAULT ZONE MAPPING
Classical mapping of fault zone landforms has been
done in the field and with interpretation of aerial
photography (Vedder and Wallace, 1970). The availability
of high resolution topography along many active faults
has been useful for uniform delineation of fault-related
features and their relative activity (but does not supplant
other approaches completely; Treiman et al., 2010).
Many applications have been along strike-slip faults
because of the availability of LiDAR data along the San
Andreas Fault system in California (e.g., Arrowsmith and
Zielke, 2009) and the Alpine Fault in New Zealand
(Langridge et al., 2014). The tectonic landforms (ridges,
troughs, offsets, scarps, benches, etc.) typically delineate
blocks that comprise or bound the fault zone. They
reflect the structural geology of the upper portion of the
fault zone and their activity indicates where the next
earthquake is most likely to slip.
RECONSTRUCTING SURFACE DEFORMATION
Where the fault slip rates are relatively high compared to
the surface process rates, it is possible to reconstruct the
landscape by backslipping faults and attributing the
required displacements mostly to fault motion (e.g.,
Zielke and Arrowsmith, 2012). Cumulative offsets have
been reconstructed using high resolution topography
(airborne—e.g., Frankel et al., 2007; and terrestrial—e.g.,
Gold et al., 2011). High resolution topography has been
particularly useful for reconstructing the fine scale
offsets from a single or a few earthquakes (e.g., Salisbury
et al., 2012; DePascale et al., 2014; Figure 1B). However,
the tension between the ability to reconstruct many
offsets by remote interrogation and the need for
validation in the field is evident (Scharer et al., 2014).
LiDAR scans following earthquake rupture enable clear
mapping and offset reconstruction (e.g., Oskin et al.,
2012; Quigley et al., 2012; Gold et al., 2013).
INVESTIGATING GEOMORPHIC
ACTIVE DEFORMATION

RESPONSES

TO

Surface changes due to erosion and deposition may be
similar in magnitude to the tectonic displacements. The
resulting landforms reflect the geomorphic response to
active deformation. High resolution topography enables
the exploration of the responses at fine scales—that
which is the most sensitive—the hillslopes and lowest
order channels. Tectonic landforms such as the Dragon’s
Back pressure ridge along the San Andreas Fault in the
Carrizo Plain have been illuminated using LiDARtopography (Figure 1A; Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008 and
Hurst et al., 2013).
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DIFFERENCING OF REPEAT TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYS
Direct differencing of topographic data before and after
earthquake displacements can reveal valuable
information about the mechanical behaviour of the fault
zone. Oskin et al., 2012 compared a LiDAR scan collected
for regional topographic survey in 2006 (Glennie et al.,
2014) with a high quality one collected in 2010 spanning
the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor Cucupah earthquake and were
able to demonstrate complex fault slip and block
deformation patterns with only the vertical difference.
Nissen et al., 2012 and Borsa and Minster (2012)
compared portions of the B4 LiDAR dataset (Bevis et al.,
2005) with synthetic displacements to explore optimal
differencing methodology. Nissen et al., in press have
been able to recover impressive 3D surface
displacements using the Iterative Closest Point
algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992) on 50 m x 50 m
samples from paired LiDAR datasets collected before
and after the 2008 M6.9 Iwate Miyagi and 2011 M7.1
Fukushima-Hamadori Japanese earthquake ruptures.
Finally, LiDAR differencing was used by Bray et al. (2012)
to quantify the impact of liquefaction on critical
infrastructure in Christchurch, New Zealand after the Feb
22, 2011 earthquake. They determined the repair rate for
different pipe types as a function of angular distortion
and lateral ground straing computed from repeat LiDAR
surveys.
DISCUSSION
Increasing ease of access to previously gathered and
new high and ultra high resolution topographic data
along with the further refinement of analysis techniques
and inevitable future earthquakes yield great
opportunity and urgency in the study of high resolution
topography and active faulting. Processing and filtering
enhancements help us to find the signal in all of the data.
For example, Hilley et al. 2010 used a wavelet approach
to delineate and morphologically date fault scarps in
high resolution topography. DeLong et al., 2010
analysed high resolution topography along the San
Andreas Fault using spectral power approach to
decompose the topographic signal into different
wavelengths and orientations and evaluated the
statistical significance of the periodic tectonic landforms
along the fault zone. Finally, high resolution topography
and their depiction of geomorphic and tectonic
processes are a valuable asset in geoscience education.
Acknowledgements: Many thanks for numerous discussions
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Fig. 1: High resolution topography and evidence of recent activity along the south-central San Andreas Fault (SAF). A) The
Dragon’s Back pressure ridge shows progressive landscape response to rock uplift and offset relative to a fixed uplift zone in the
SE (Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008). Inset shows drainage network in uplift zone. B4 LiDAR topography (Bevis et al., 2005)
processed at www.opentopography.org. B) Recent offsets along the SAF at Phelan Creeks. Image is from balloon aerial
photography texture-mapped onto topographic model from Structure from Motion (Johnson et al., 2014).
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Lineament analysis using ASTER satellite images around the coastal area of Korean Peninsula
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(2) Tokyo Electirc Power Services Co., Ltd. 3-3 Higahiueno, 3-chome Taito-ku, Tokyo 110-0015, Japan
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Abstract: The lineaments are often related to faults and lithologic boundaries and in some cases to geomorphic relief. They can
be helpfully utilized by investigating active tectioncs as a preliminary data. In order to assess the distribution and activity of the
lineaments around coast area of Korean Peninsula, we have interpreted lineaments using ASTER images. The lineaments range
from 2 km to 50 km long and show a trend in NNW-SSE dominantly. The lineaments judged by the ASTER study ranked from La to
Le. However, there are not many of La and Lb that have a high possibility to be active. We are going to recheck ASTER lineament
existence and activity by aerial photographs and field investigations in the future.
Key words: Lineament, Active tectonic, ASTER Images, Fault

INTRODUCTION
The most observable features on satellite images and
aerial photographs are the linear shapes, so-called
lineaments. They appear as straight or curved lines of
different lengths. They are often related to faults and
lithologic boundaries and in some cases to geomorphic
relief.
The objectives of this study are to interpret the
lineaments along the coastal area of Korean Peninsula
and to classify the activity order on the lineaments.
In this study, the lineaments were interpreted from the
ASTER(Advanced Space borne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer) satellite images. The activity
order on the lineaments was classified by using the Table
1.The ASTER is the sensor with the 14 bands
wavelengths that was loaded on the Terra satellite
launched by NASA in 1999 (Abrams M. and
Ramachandram S., 2003). The ASTER has the
characteristic efficiency to view stereoscopic image
using 760-860 nm near infrared wavelength band of
vertical and backward view (VNIR band 3N(nadir),
3B(27.6 degrees from nadir). The height of satellite is 705
km above the earth surface; therefore resolution on this
stereoscopic band is 15 meters. The ASTER images were
enlarged to 1:100,000 scale in order to interpret the
tectonic geomorphology. The area of one scene image
covers 60 km x 60 km. In order to make a simple and
easy interpretation, one scene is divided into six sheets.
The width of one sheet is A3 size of 420 mm x 297 mm.
LINEAMENT ANALYSIS
The important technical points of ASTER image
interpretation are to observe the large-scale
topographical features arrangement and height
differences of the mountains. The lineaments that
indicate the active tectonics such as active faults, active
flexures etc., are plotted whether the crustal movement
is conceivable or not for the explanation of above largescale cause. For example, when there are abrupt changes
of mountain height, the fault may exist for the lifting up
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the mountain.
When the piedmont line is composed of straight and
steep slope, there may be the active tectonic relief such
as potential or buried active faults. On the contrary, it
might be interpreted as an alternative possibility to be
explained as the results of the differential erosion
process by interpreting surface texture of a mountain,
valley density, and slope inclination etc. of surrounding
mountains. The ASTER interpretation is more excellent
than the aerial photograph interpretation for this
judgment. Therefore, ASTER image interpretation can
cover a wide range at a time and it is possible to
compare the differences.
It is easy to observe the small fault scarps and offsets of
small channels and ridges on the terraces by means of
aerial photograph interpretation, but it is often difficult
by means of ASTER interpretation. But it markedly excels
in interpreting the sharp reverse scarplet when the
height differences are more than 20 meters.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS
Eastern Korean Peninsula
The investigated area is along the eastern coast of the
Korean Peninsula from the border of North Korea to
Busan city. The study extent from the coast line is
roughly 20 km into inland, because this study is to
investigate active fault along the coastal line.
The 69 lineaments were interpreted at the eastern
Korean Peninsula from the 20 sheets of ASTER images
(Fig. 1; Area 2011). The long lineaments that do not
suggest active fault are also picked up to illustrate old
faults or geological boundaries. The lineaments have
NNE-SSW orientation dominantly and range from 2 km
to 30 km long.
The lineaments judged by the ASTER study ranked from
La to Ld. Those of Le rank with longer lineament have
been plotted on the sheets. The Le lineaments do not
necessary to suggest to active faults but the results of
some geological phenomena such as old faults,
geological boundaries etc.
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Table 1. Lineament interpretation crateria for the ASTER image.
Lineament
rank

Ｌa

Ｌb

Definition

Certain tectonic
relief

Probable tectonic
relief (50%)

Ｌc

Probable tectonic
relief (20-30%)

Ｌd

Low possibility of
Tectonic relief
(Because the
possibility of the
active fault
cannot be
denied, extract it
for attention)

Ｌe

No tectonic relief
(Erosional
geomorphology
correlating with
old fault, bedding
stratification, and
intrusive
boundary)

Terraces, small scale stream

Large scale valley and ridge

Mountain, hill, basin

･The cliff and reverse scarplet in the same
direction are admitted on the terrace
surface and the talus slope in the lineament
extension.
･There is surely a reverse inclination on
higher terrace and a back of the hill.
･The lateral offsets are in plural valley and
ridge systematically develop.
The cliff and the reverse scarplet in the
same direction are indistinctly admitted on
the terrace surface and the talus slope in
the lineament extension.
･The reverse inclination is presumed to a
higher terrace and summit level of the hill.
･The lateral offsets are in plural valley and
ridge systematically develop.

This
rank
cannot
be
recognized in mountainous
district geographical features
alone. It is a conclusive
evidence whether there is
displacement in a terrace and
a small-scale valley.

・This rank cannot be recognized in mountainous district
geographical features alone. It is a conclusive evidence
whether there is displacement in a terrace and a small-scale
valley.

Two or more big valley and
ridge offsets.

･Cliff as in same direction is admitted on
terrace surface in lineament extension,
locally.
･The reverse inclination is presumed to a
higher terrace and a summit level hill

A part of big valley and the
ridge shift systematically
offsets

Scarp on the terrace surface and lateral
offsets in a small-scale valley can’t be
admitted.

･Offset is not admitted in a
big valley and the ridge.
･There are a valley and a
ridge that doesn't offset.

Scarp on the terrace surface and lateral
offsets in a small-scale valley can’t be
admitted.

･There is no systematical
offset about the valley and
the ridge.
･It offsets oppositely.

･There is discontinuity in big geographical features
arrangement and the altitudinal distribution of the
mountainous district, and needs assumption of tectonic
movement to explain big geomorphology.
･There are basin and valley that continue straight, long and
slenderly, and needs assumption of tectonic movement to
explain big geomorphology.
･The foot of a mountain line is consecutively straight line
and steep inclination, the tectonic relief is assumed.
･There is highly discontinuity about big geographical
features arrangement and altitudinal distribution of the
mountainous district. However, the terrain feature is a little
insufficient as the lineament.
･There are basin and valley that continue straight, long and
slenderly, However, the terrain feature is a little insufficient
as the lineament.
･The the foot of a mountain line forms a straight line and is a
steep inclination. However, the terrain feature is a little
insufficient as the lineament.
・There is highly discontinuity about big geographical
features arrangement and altitudinal distribution of the
mountainous district. However, the terrain feature is
insufficient as the lineament.
･There are basin and valley that continue straight, long and
slenderly, However, the terrain feature is insufficient as the
lineament.
･The foot of a mountain line forms a straight line and is a
steep inclination. However, the terrain feature is insufficient
as the lineament.
･There is no discontinuity about big geographical features
arrangement and altitudinal distribution of the mountainous
area though there is straight geographical feature.
･There are basin and valley that continues long and
slenderly but the geographical features array bends, and it is
regional.
･Though a foot of a mountain line forms straight line and
step slope, the geographical features array bends, and
regional.

Southern Korean Peninsula
The interpretation of ASTER images was carried out from
Pusan city to Jindo island via Masan and Gwangyang of
south coast line. The interpretation region to inland
direction is generally about 30 km from the coast line,
but the width differs scene by scene.
The 23 lineaments were interpreted at the southern
Korean Peninsula from the 11 ASTER scenes (Fig. 1; Area
2012a). The dominant orientation of the lineaments is
NNE-SSW and NE-SW. The lineaments range from 6 km
to 50 km long and ranks from Lc to Le activity. There are
hills of peneplain remained blocks on the lower land
with elevation less than 200 meter at southern Korean
Peninsula. These hills are composed of close valley
spacing.
Western Korean Peninsula

Fig. 1: Lineament map by ASTER images interpretation
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The interpretation region is from Jindo island to Imjin
river of border line to North Korea. As results, the seven
lineaments were interpreted. The lineaments have NNESSW orientation dominantly and range from 6 km to 26
km long (Fig. 1; Area 2013). The lineament rank is Ld and
Le, except for the Buan lineament of Lc rank. The Ld and
Le rank lineaments have little possibility to be active.
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CONCLUSION
(1) Predominant orientation of the lineaments
Major geological structures of Precambrian gneiss,
crystalline schist, granite etc. in Korean Peninsula are
NNE-SSW direction. The large scale faults that separate
big geological structure and divide Korean Peninsula
with NNE-SSW direction, can be easily delineated by
using small scale satellite image such as Landsat images.
These faults are 200-400 km long. The dominant
orientation of lineaments in this study area is also NNESSW that is the same as the geological structure. Fujita
(1984) released the lineament map of Korean Peninsula
using base map of Kim and So (1977) based on the
Landsat satellite image. According to Fujita (1984), the
dominant orientation of the lineament is from NNE to NE.
The recent activity may be the inversion movement of
the old faults. The lineament density along the eastern
coast line of the Korean Peninsula is higher than
southern and western coast line.
(2) Length of the lineaments
The active or probable active parts of faults with NNESSW orientation such as the Osipcheon fault, the
Maupcheon fault and several lineaments interpreting by
means of ASTER image do not continue long distance, as
from 10 to 40 km long, comparing with the original fault
length. The faults that divide geological distribution
continue several hundred km by interpreting
topographic maps. When ASTER images that correspond
to the 1:100,000 scale topographic maps are used,
lineaments are interrupted by the ridges or hills, and do not
continue long.
(3) Lineaments activity
The Yangsan faults and the Ulsan faults are famous as
the active faults. The Yangsan fault is right lateral fault
and NNE-SSW orientation. Lineament that is located near
the eastern coast is right lateral with NNE-SSW
orientation. This is ranked as Lc rank. It is not confirmed
that above faults have no evidences to be active,
however there may be the possibility to be active,
because they have clear topography as active faults. On
the other hand, there are only three Ld rank
lineaments，and all the others are Le rank lineaments in
this study. The reason why they are judged to be Le rank
is that there are no height differences across the lineaments
or lineaments have smooth curves free from roughness
due to the controlled by the schistosity or bedding plane.
(4) Uneven distribution of lineaments
This is definitely assumption in terms of geomorphologic
situation, lineaments that are located along the eastern
coast line do not continue to the inland. The faults are
more than 100 km long from geological point of view,
however lineaments do not continue long and
distributed fragmentally. The lineaments to be active,
including fragmental lineaments unevenly distribute, are
limited at the east coast of Korean Peninsula.
(5) The long faults that form the geological structure
Why were the topographic features which correspond
the long faults formed? This is the one solution that
intermitted lineaments were formed by the erosion

process. On the other hand, the lineaments interpreted
by the ASTER image are less than 40 km long. The NNESSW lineaments in this study are seven. The one is Lc and
Ld, the five is Ld, the one is Le in the seven. These NNESSW orientation lineaments might be active, otherwise,
they are the remnants that were moved during Neogene.
(6) E-W lineaments
There are seven E-W orientation lineaments. These
lineaments seem that the distribution are systematical
and the same separation between the lineament. But
lineaments are from 5 to 34 km long. It is difficult to
estimate the cause of the lineament formation. They may
be formed by the joints, but if they were formed by
joints, joints were too long. These lineaments might be
formed by the differential erosion of different basement
rock types.
FUTURE STUDY
The lineament rank should be regarded as commonly
applicable for ASTER lineament for the practical use of
engineering geology. However, this ASTER images
interpretation study is preliminary step; hence analysis
on the relationship between ASTER and aerial
photograph lineaments concerning existence and rank is
not yet carried out. We are going to recheck ASTER
lineament existence and activity by aerial photographs
and field investigations in the western coast area first
(Fig. 1; yellow rectangle). The marine terraces of the
extension of lineament by ASTER should especially
reexamined by aerial photographs. It is very important
for the judgments whether an individual lineament
recognized by ASTER affects the deformation on the
terraces or not. Hence, we interpreted the above area by
means of ASTER image, based on the fact that we know
the information of the fault outcrops, existence of
lineaments and terrace deformation. ASTER sheet is very
convenient to view the broad geomorphologic active
tectonics in the view lights of the cause of
geomorphology. We will use both precise lineaments
map by aerial photographs of large scale and broad
active tectonic map by ASTER of small scale.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the
Radioactive Waste Management of the Korea Institute of Energy
Technology Evaluation and Planning (KETEP) grant funded by
the Korea Government Ministry of Trace Industry & Energy
(2012171020001).
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Neotectonic evolution of the Ulsan fault system at the southeastern part of Korean peninsula
Weon-hack Choi(1), Daiei Inoue(2), Sung-il Cho(1), Dong-hee Park(1), Chun-joong Chang(1), Jae-woong Ryu(1)
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Abstract: Many Quaternary faults along the Ulsan Fault System (UFS) have been reported and investigated with outcrop
observation to clarify the neotectonic evloution and fault parameters such as length, displacement, slip rate and recurrence
interval. In order to assess the activity of the UFS, we have interpreted lineaments and terraces using the large scale aerial
photographs and conducted field surveys. The UFS is about 50 km long and trends NNW-SSE, from northern Gyeongju city to
Ulsan city. The vertical slip rate of the UFS ranges between several hundreths of mm to 0.2 mm per year. The latest activity of this
fault system was clarified at two localities by outcrop and trench investigation. The activity is estimated to have happened
between 7,470 and 1,440 yBP from the northern to central part of the fault. The latest activity of the USF differs depending on the
segment.
Key words: Fault activity, Ulsan fault system, Lineament, Terrace, Slip rate,

INTRODUCTION
The UFS is about 50 km long and trending in NNW-SSE,
located between northern Gueongju city to Ulsan city
(Fig. 1). The division of UFS into several segments is
preliminary investigated based on the lineament
geometry and certainty. Also, the UFS is interpreted as a
reverse fault system that made the eastern mountain
uplift. The continuity of its southern extension into the
East Sea is not distinct.

The activity of the UFS was reported by Oh (1977) on the
basis of the displacement of marine terrace near
Bangeojin. Recently, new evidence of activity has been
found at outcrops where Quaternary deposits are faulted
(Ryoo, 1977; Okada et al., 1998; KIGAM, 1998). Okada et
al. (1999), Kaneda et al. (1998) and Suzuki et al. (2005)
confirmed the latest activity of the UFS by excavating
trenches. These studies were concentrated on specific
localities of UFS segments partly but there are little
discussions for the activity along the whole extension of
the UFS.

Fig. 1: Compiled lineament map along the Ulsan fault system.
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The UFS is believed to be an active fault that moved in
the late Quaternary. However, there have been scarce
reports that dealt with the activity through its entire
length, using integrated studies on lineament
interpretation, slip rate, age of recent activity, and return
period (Inoue and Choi, 2006). In order to assess the
activity of the UFS, the ages of Quaternary marine
terraces in this area are very important; however, several
different opinions have been introduced, and they have
not reached a close consensus. For example, the level of
MIS 5e age terrace is different from 20m to 30m
according to each studies (Oh, 1977, Inoue and Choi,
2006)
The objectives of this research are to interpret the aerial
photographs along UFS in detail and to excavate
trenches on the lineament, in order to clarify the
property of the fault activity, such as the latest activity,
slip rate etc. at each locality by means of 14C dating and
tephra chronology. Then the activity along the trace of
UFS will be discussed on the basis of the above results.
The division of UFS into several segments is preliminary
investigated based on the lineament geometry and
activity in order to estimate the magnitudes of
earthquakes caused by the UFS.
We interpreted large scale (1:10,000) aerial photographs
and extracted lineaments by geomorphologic features in
the southern and northern part of the UFS. After a
precise field survey for lineaments, four trench sites were
selected on the lineament to elucidate the fault
movement history.
TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL STUDIES
The aerial photographs study along the UFS, from
Galgok-ri to Bangeojin was carefully carried out by using
1:20,000 aerial photographs, and the 1:10,000 aerial
photographs that were enlarged from the 1:20,000 were
used at the trench points.
The UFS occurs between the eastern mountain front and
the western fluvial plain. The fault trace is not straight
but irregularly undulated. There are fault scarps on the
fluvial terraces and alluvial fan, and they sometimes
make lineaments. The lineaments relating to UFS do not
locate on a single line, but on several lines
corresponding with the topographical feature such as
mountain fronts, fault scarps and channel changes. The
lineaments are sometimes discontinuous even between
the mountainous area and fluvial plain, and the trends of
lineaments change in places. Accordingly, the UFS is
divided into 11 segments, based on the distribution and
character of the lineaments and fault activity, named
Galgok-ri(#1), Wangsan(#2), Dokdong(#3), Hadong(#4),
Shingye-ri(#5),
Malbang-ri(#6),
Gaegok-ri(#7),
Songyegyo(#8), Whajeong(#9), Ulsan Bay(#10) and
Bangeojin(#11) areas, respectively from the north(Fig. 1).
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS
Age determination of marine terrace
The marine terrace distribution along the southeastern
coast of Korean peninsula was mapped. Three wide
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terraces and several sub-terraces were discriminated on
the map.
In order to reveal the ages of the marine terraces, tephra
analyses of the sediments that lie directly above the
deposits were carried out. Volcanic ashes originated
from Aso, Ata and Aira volcanoes Kyushu, Japan were
found at several points. The age of each terrace were
determined by the volcanic ashes. It is concluded that
the lowest wide marine terrace was formed during MIS
5e that is the large transgression period. It can be
correlated to the world standard of marine isotope
stages. Consequently, the ages of older and younger
terraces can also be estimated by correlating them to the
standard ages.
Activity of the Ulsan fault system
The lineament interpretation along the UFS from
Gyengju city to Ulsan city was made by the same
methods used in Japanese style, because the
geomorphologic features to detect active faults are
similar. The UFS will probably be divided into three
segments mainly by the feature of lineaments.
Most of Quaternary fault outcrops along UFS show
reverse movement of east side up, and displacement
from 1m to several meters, such as Wangsan, Galgok,
Malbang, Gaegok and Ipsil sites. UFS is interpreted as
reverse fault mainly based on east mountain area, high
stream index change in east part, west side convex
lineament shape and reverse Quaternary fault outcrops.
The latest activity of the fault system was clarified at two
localities by outcrop and trench investigation. The latest
activity at Galgok-ri located in the northern part of the
fault occurred between 2,840 and 1,440 yBP. The activity
is estimated to be between 7,470 and 2,990 yBP at
Gaegok, located in the central part of the fault. The latest
activity at the Wangsan, which is between Galgok-ri and
Gaegok, is older than 7,000 yBP. The latest activity of the
UFS differs among the localities.
The vertical slip rate of the UFS was calculated from the
amount of vertical deformation and the ages of the
terraces. It ranges between several hundredths of mm to
0.2 mm per year.
FUTURE STUDY
The activity of the UFS was studied during four years
through the study of the terrace stratigraphy. However,
many challenging tasks are still remaining for the
engineering use in order to describe the activity of the
UFS. Following points should be basically studied for
evaluation of the earthquake scale, and time of the UFS.
There are some contradiction of the ages among 14C ,
OSL(Optically Stimulated Luminescence), tephra and
geomorphologically estimated age. The Japanese tephra
that fell in wide areas was used in this study and the
tephra chronology was already established in Japan. The
marine terrace stratigraphy has also been established
using the tephra chronology. In order to solve the above
contradiction, the fluvial terraces should also be carefully
investigated to find primary ash falls in the sediments.
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The UFS is possible to divide into segments by the
topographical feature and the geological evidence. On
the other hand, it is very difficult to determine the
segmentation. This study revealed the latest activity of
the UFS at the two places. Furthermore, especially the
activity data of the southern part of UFS is very little.
More data of activities should be increased not only in
the northern part but also in the southern part of UFS.
The main body of the UFS is composed of low angle
faults that build up the eastern mountain. However, the
high angle faults form boundary between Quaternary
deposits and basement rocks. The high angle faults with
NS trend were recognized in the mountain. The
relationship between the high angle and low angle
reverse faults may show the slip partitioning or
difference of faulting of UFS. The detailed field
geological and geophysical investigation should be
carried out with taking geological history into
consideration.
Parallel lineaments are found at several points. The latest
activity of the fault in them should be selected from the
parallel faults. The seismic exploration for detecting
geological structure, such as relationship of each parallel
fault, structure, dip and dimension will be very effective.
Acknowledgements: This manuscript aims to introduce the
active fault studies on UFS in Korea to foreign visitors and
researchers who participate in 5th International INGUA Meeting
on PATA and be summarized from the previous research results
of “The Activity of the Ulsan Fault System Based on Marine
Terrace Age Study at the Southeastern Part of Korean Peninsula
(2006)”. Also, this work was supported by the Radioactive Waste
Management of the Korea Institute of Energy Technology
Evaluation and Planning (KETEP) grant funded by the Korea
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Mapping of the Inabanga Fault in Bohol, Philippines using High Resolution LIDAR Imagery and
Field Mapping Verification
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Abstract: A Mw 7.2 earthquake devastated Bohol Island in the Central Philippines region on 15 October 2013 at 8:12 am. The
temblor was associated with severe ground rupture, intense ground shaking and other earthquake hazards. Along with
numerous landslides and sinkholes that formed during the event, the Bohol earthquake caused 222 deaths and massive
destruction to infrastructure amounting to 1.64 million Philippine Pesos (US$38.21 million). The source of the main shock is from
an unmapped reverse fault with slight strike-slip component. Ground rupture of the Bohol event is best exposed in Barangay
(village) Anonang, Municipality of Inabanga where a fault scarp 3-m high, with mean principal orientation of N51°E is observed.
Thousands of inland and offshore aftershocks were recorded, which plots on a general N55°E trend, defining a plane about 100
km long. Using a 1-m resolution digital terrain model (DTM) derived from a Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) airborne survey
after the earthquake, lineaments were identified and validated through field mapping to define the extent of the inland portion of
the earthquake source. Other lineaments within the northern portion of Bohol Island were identified using the Lidar DTM to map
out other possible structures in the region that may have been responsible for significantly large aftershocks with strike-slip
movement as defined by focal mechanism solutions. Pre-event, 5-m resolution IfSAR DTMs mapped in 2012, were also used to
determine changes in morphology after the 2013 temblor, including the identification of older fault scarps in Inabanga, where the
newly-formed fault scarp is now seen. Results of this work can be used as reference for future studies to understand the tectonics
of Bohol Island and the fatal 15 October 2013 earthquake to mitigate the impacts of future earthquake hazards in the area.
Key words: Bohol earthquake, Magnitude 7.2 earthquake, Inabanga Fault, Philippine earthquake

earthquake (Coppersmith and Wells,1994), the exposed
rupture length is incomplete and may constitute only
part of an approximately 90-100 km long fault defined
by the distribution of epicenters associated with the
2013 Bohol Earthquake (Lagmay, 2013, Aurelio, 2013).
Here, we map the surface rupture of the fault associated
with the 2013 temblor and determine its possible land
extent from lineament mapping using pre- and posthigh-resolution Digital Terrain Models (DTM) derived
from Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IfSAR)
and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) airborne

INTRODUCTION
A Mw 7.2 earthquake shook eastern Bohol, Philippines on
15 October 2013 at 8:12 am (local time) and resulted to
222 deaths and massive destruction of property
amounting to 1.64 million Philippine Pesos (US$38.21
million) (Lagmay, 2014, NDRRMC, 2013, PHIVOLCS, 2013).
The main shock produced a 6.8 km-long ground rupture,
best exposed in Barangay Anonang, Municipality of
Inabanga. Although the reverse fault displacement of 3
m as seen in Inabanga is consistent with a Mw7.2

a

b

Fig. 1: (a) Lineament map using IfSAR-derived DTM of the Inabanga and East Bohol Fault. Colored circles represent epicentres
related to the 2013 Bohol earthquake from October 15 to Dec 21, 2013 (source: PHIVOLCS). Beachballs are focal mechanism
solutions of the mainshock and two other recorded aftershocks (source: Lagmay and Eco, 2013). (b) Rose diagrams for each field
sites overlain on post 2013-earthquake LiDAR-derived DTM. The general readings for Barangay Napo and Barangay Anonang are
shown on the lower left and lower right, respectively.
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surveys, respectively (Figure 1). The results of field
mapping of the fault at Inabanga and vicinities, herein
referred to as the Inabanga fault, are also presented to
define the field expression of the geometry and
kinematics of the ground rupture plane. Shaded relief
and slope-aspect maps (Figure 2) were processed from a
post-2013 earthquake LiDAR-derived DTM with pixel size
of 1 x 1 m. The sharp relief and linear surface shadows
created in these maps facilitated the recognition of
linear morphology and served as basis for the
delineation of lineaments. To confirm which lineaments
correspond to the fault rupture of the 2013 Bohol
earthquake, field investigations were conducted on
target sites selected from the processed lineament map.
The field mapping comprised of measurement of the
orientation of the fault plane, amount of surface
displacement and identification of kinematic structures
present on the ground surface and within the fault
rupture plane. All measured joints and faults in each
structural station were shown as rose and cyclograph
diagrams and plotted against the lineament map.
The pre- 2013 earthquake DTM with pixel size of 5 x 5 m
was also processed to interpret lineaments present prior
to the development of the 2013 ground rupture. This
map was compared with the post-2013 earthquake DTM
to identify lineaments coincident or near the location of
the 2013 ground rupture and also to determine the
direction of gross movement of the ground surface in

North Bohol.
RESULTS
Lineament analysis using the shaded relief images and
slope-aspect (Figure 2) maps show that there are five
major trends found. These are shown as different
colored arrows in Figure 2. The discussion on each of the
trend is shown below.
(a) The most prominent lineament orientation is NE-SW.
This lineament orientation is of the same orientation as
the ground rupture that formed during the 2013 Bohol
earthquake and the East Bohol Fault located in the
southern portion of the island (Figure 1a), originally
believed to have been responsible for the 2013 temblor.
(b) There are also numerous NW-SE trending lineaments.
They are most evident on the mountainous area in the
southwestern tip and northeastern area of the LiDAR
image as incised valleys.
(c) The NNE-SSW lineaments have longer continuity of
lineaments on the southwest than on the northwest.
Parallel valleys mostly define lineaments that were
identified along or near the coast. Linear ridges, river
valleys and fault scarps, define others with the same
NNE-SSW orientation.

Fig. 2: Shaded relief images and corresponding slope aspect maps and their interpretations. Figure (a) is in Barangay
Anonang while figure (b) is in Barangay Napo. Both villages are in the municipality of Inabanga.
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(d) There is a consistency on the number of NNW-SSE
trending lineaments over the study area. Massive
landslides were observed along one of these lineaments
in the southwestern mountainous area, beside the main
NE-SW trend of the Inabanga fault. The NNW-SSE trends
are also defined as valleys and scarps.

have left-lateral oblique-slip sense of movement. The
sense of movement of the rupture was determined from
horizontal displacement of structures as seen in plan
view.

(e) There are few E-W trending lineaments in the area.
The most distinctive is the grouped E-W lineaments
cross-cutting the folded features located in the
southwest of the LiDAR image in relatively lowland areas
beside mountainous terrain.

The pre-2013 and post 2013 Bohol earthquake DTMs
clearly shows major NE-SW lineaments traversing the
northern portion of the island. This lineament is
coincident with the 1.8 km ground rupture, first seen
and best exposed as a 3 m-high nearly vertical scarp in
the municipality of Inabanga. The lineament evidence
along with the observation of older kinematic indicators,
such as the presence of nearly horizontal and subvertical slickenlines, suggest that the 2013 ground
rupture took place along a major structure that already
existed with surface manifestation. Morphological
evidence, such as ground rupture taking place at the
boundary of hilly terrain and gently sloping ground,
further supports this observation (Figure 4).

Pre-2013 earthquake DTMs show a prominent lineament
structure consistent with the location and orientation of
the Inabanga Fault (Figure 1). This structure is part of a
network of NE-SW trending faults about 4 km wide with
an onshore extent of 66 km from the northeast to the
west coast of Bohol Island. The lineament trace is
segmented because of the quality of the DTM but the
structures are nonetheless clearly evident. The post2013 earthquake DTM also clearly shows the lineament
coincident with the ground rupture.

DISCUSSION

Field Measurements
Field measurements made in structural stations along
the rupture zone are consistent with the orientation of
the lineaments identified from the DTMs. The 1.8 kmlong rupture zone in Barangay Anonang, Inabanga,
which has maximum vertical displacement of 3 meters
and indicators of right-lateral oblique-slip movement,
has a mean strike direction of N51oE. The angle of pitch
of slickenlines in the exposed scarp is 60 degrees (Figure
3a). Older slickensides with chattermarks (Figure 3b) in
some places of the Inabanga fault plane indicate nearly
horizontal movement of this fault. Further southwest in
Barangay Napo, municipality of Inabanga, ground
rupture with a more east-west direction and having

Fig. 4: LiDAR-derived DTM showing the ground rupture
lineament between the hilly terrain and gently sloping
ground.

The USGS focal mechanism solution for the 2013 Bohol
mainshock is dominantly for reverse faulting but also
indicates minor lateral sense of movement (Comcat,
2013). The style of faulting derived from the estimated
moment tensor has two nodal planes (table 1) and is
consistent with the fault rupture in terms of fault
orientation. The scarp found at Inabanga also exhibits
the lateral sense of motion described by the focal
mechanism solutions.

Table 1: Two nodal planes derived from the estimated
moment tensor for the 2013 Bohol mainshock. On the
right is the focal mechanism solution from the estimated
momento tensor (Comcat, 2013).

Fig. 3: Outcrops with slickenlines showing angle of pitch
ranging from 3-60 degrees.

vertical displacement that range from 0.1-0.5 meters
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Many fracture sets were measured along the Inabanga
fault rupture plane. These are consistent with the 5
major lineament sets identified in the DTMs (i.e. NE-SW,
WNW-ESE, E-W, NNE-SSW, NNW-SSE). The dominant
orientation is the NE-SW trending fault with a mean
principal orientation of N51oE. The next major lineament
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orientation is at an acute angle relative to the mean
principal orientation (refer to rose diagram and
lineament interpretations in Figure 1b) and may
represent Riedel fracture sets of the main shear.

assistance. Special thanks to the geologists of Project NOAH
landslide component who participated with the fieldwork.
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Further to the southwest in Barangay Napo (see Figure
2b and 2d), ground rupture is observed but have much
less vertical displacement and a more east-west directed
strike orientation compared to those observed in
Barangay Anonang, municipality of Inabanga. These
faults are also oblique-slip faults but with a slight leftlateral sense of movement. Since they have a different
orientation and are not continuous with the major
lineament in north Bohol nor coincident with the main
ground rupture found at Barangay Anonang in Inabanga,
it is possible that these faults are Riedel shears of the
main fault rupture. However, there is also the possibility
that the observed left-lateral sense of movement is an
artifact of lateral spreading.
Focal mechanism solutions of aftershocks that are strikeslip in nature must represent strike-slip faults traversing
the subsurface of Bohol Island. These were not
investigated in detail in this study but are important
because they may be key in understanding the stress
regime, tectonics and earthquakes of the central Visayas
region. Identification of the lineaments is very important
because these may be sites of surface ground rupture.
This is clearly seen from the pre-2013 earthquake DTM
where lineaments identified corresponded to the actual
fault rupture in 2013. It is important that faults in the
area, both mapped and unmapped, be understood for
disaster preparedness and mitigation against
earthquake hazards.
CONCLUSIONS
The Inabanga fault is a NE-SW trending, oblique fault
showing reverse slip and minor lateral displacement. It
has the approximate extent of 66 km onshore – a
measurement starting from the northernmost NE-SW
trending lineament going towards west of the island in
Loon. The remaining several km from the expected
rupture length of 100 km is offshore.
This paper shows the initial results of an on-going study
of the Inabanga fault. The lineament interpretations
from pre- and post-2013 high resolutions DTMs and the
field mapping of structures within the zone of the
Inabanga ground rupture can be used as reference for
researchers doing related field studies on this newly
discovered fault.
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What can we learn about paleo-earthquakes from the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility?
Shmuel Marco (1), Tsafrir Levi (2), Ram Weinberger (2)
(1) Department of Geosciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 6997801, Israel. Email: shmulikm@tau.ac.il
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Abstract: The magnetic susceptibility of sediments is anisotropic. It can be described by three orthogonal principal axes of an
ellipsoid, which correspond to the maximum, intermediate and minimum magnetic susceptibility. The magnetic fabrics may
develop during depositional and/or subsequent deformation processes. We show how analyses of the anisotropy can be applied
to identifying seismites, reconstruct the flow direction of earthquake-induced injections of liquefied clastics and how the stress
orientation in fault rocks can be recovered in order to reconstruct the palaeo-focal-plane solution and damage zones near fault
planes.
Key words: anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility, paleoseismology, deformation, Dead Sea Fault

Introduction
The magnetic susceptibility  is the ratio of induced
magnetization M of a material to an applied magnetic
field H (M=H). The bulk magnetic susceptibility of rocks
is primarily determined by their composition. The
anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) is commonly
described by three orthogonal principal axes, kmax (k1),
kint (k2), and kmin (k3), which correspond to the maximum,
intermediate and minimum magnetic susceptibility.
The AMS mainly depends on the mineral shapes and
their arrangement in the material (fabric), compositions
and concentrations. The magnetic fabric, which is
manifested in the measured orientation of the principal
axes, may develop under different geological
environments: 1) depositional processes, 2) flow, and 3)
subsequent deformation. Generally, the principal AMS
axes are coaxial with the directions of the principal stress
axes. Therfore, in cases of known depositional conditions
we can identify the ‘Deformation fabrics’ and determine
the directions of the principal stress axes.
We show how the AMS analyses can be applied to
reconstruct the flow direction of earthquake-induced
injections of liquefied clastics, and how the stress
orientation in fault rocks can be recovered in order to
reconstruct the palaeo-focal-plane solution. These
results, as well as previous ones (e.g., Marco et al., 1998;
Marco et al., 1997; Mörner and Sun, 2008) can serve as a
tool for recording invisible deformation caused by past
earthquakes. The term “seismomagnetization”, which
was suggested by Mörner and Sun (2008) can be
adopted.

grouped subhorizontal and parallel to the dike walls and
k2 are well grouped and in many cases subvertical. Field
evidence and AMS analyses indicate that most of these
dikes were emplaced by injection inferred to be due to
seismically triggered fluidization. The magnetic fabrics
and their parameters along the dikes and possible grain
imbrications along dike walls support organization of
grains under high strain rates We therefore argue that
the AMS provides a petrofabric tool for identifying
seismites and inferring their flow kinematics in complex
geologic areas (Levi et al., 2006a; Levi et al., 2006b; Levi
et al., 2008).

Injection
clastic dike

Case studies
Clastic dikes (Fig. 1) can be formed either passively by
filling of open fissures with sediments, or actively by
injection of liquefied clastics into fractures that were
formed in response to loading stresses (Marco et al.,
2002). We discovered that passively silt-filled dikes, are
characterized by oblate AMS ellipsoids and vertical k3.
On the other hand, dikes that contain sediment
connected to a source layers are characterized by a
triaxial AMS ellipsoids in which the k1 axes are well
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Source layer

Figure 1. A clastic dike filled with material that was
injected about 5 m upward from a silt layer at the
bottom. Hammer is 30 cm long.
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Variations in the AMS fabrics and magnetic lineations
define the size of the inelastic damage zone around the
faults. The deformation-triggered magnetic fabrics and
the associated inelastic deformation zones are
compatible with coseismic dynamic faulting and the
effects of the local strain field during earthquakes. Most
of the AMS fabrics show a conspicuous similarity to that
of the fault-plane solutions, i.e. the principal AMS axes
and instantaneous strain ellipsoids are coaxial. These
results suggest a novel application of the AMS method
for defining the shape and size of the damage zones
surrounding dynamic faults and for determining the full
tensor of the local strain field (Levi et al., 2014).
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the Israel Science
Foundation for funding the study through grants No. 1245/11
and 1736/11, and to Geological Survey technicians Moshe
Arnon and Yaacov Rafael for their assistance during fieldwork.
We thank N.A. Mörner for a constructive review.
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Figure 2. A fault that offsets laminated lacustrine Lisan
Formation section. The layers are warped (dragged) near
the fault. Width of image is about 1 m.

In addition to flow, the AMS also reflects the inelastic
permanent strain preserved in the rocks. Therefore, the
tectonic stresses that induce fracturing and faulting
leave their mark on the AMS in the vicinity of the
ruptures. We demonstrate how AMS can be applied to
distinguish between the effect of remote and local strain
fields, determine the size of the related inelastic damage
zone, and resolve the fault-plane solutions of past
earthquakes. The AMS fabrics were explored within the
seismically active Dead Sea Fault zone, next to late
Pleistocene normal faults that offset lacustrine rocks and
exhibit total displacements of up to ~3.5 m (Fig. 2). We
detected ‘Depositional fabrics’ that are characterized by
scattered maximum and intermediate principal AMS
axes a few meters away from the fault planes. In contrast,
within tens of centimeters from the fault planes we find
‘Deformation fabrics’ that are characterized by wellgrouped AMS axes, in which one of the principal axes is
parallel to the strike of the adjacent fault.
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Damages to the 9th century Prambanan temple caused by the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake
(Java, Indonesia)
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Abstract: An M 6.5 earthquake hit Yogyakarta on May 26, 2006. The region, considered aseismic, suffered high damages: 155,000
houses were destroyed. The Prambanan temple complex was among the severely damaged masonry buildings. Location and
direction of damages have been investigated: displacement and falling directions of masonry blocks were surveyed. We
reconstructed the direction of strong motion responsible for the damages. It is parallel to the strike of the causative fault (30°210°).
Key words: archaeoseismology, Java, Indonesia, Middle Ages.

INTRODUCTION
There was an M 6.5 earthquake on 26 May 2006 at dawn
in Yogyakarta sultanate on Java island, Indonesia (Fig. 1).
The city of 4 million did not suffer considerable damage,
but 150,000 houses collapsed in the surrounding rural
area and further 200,000 were severely damaged. Six
thousand people died.

earthquake-induced damages. The displacements – if
caused by an earthquake of known focal mechanism –
will be suitable for calibration of archaeoseismological
studies, where the mechanism is unknown. The largest
temple complex, Prambanan, suffered heavy damages in
2006. Restoration was in progress, and we were allowed
to study the shrines before repairs covered the damages.

The earthquake occurred in a sector of Java which have
been considered aseismic (Luehr et al., 2008). There was
no surface rupture and the causative fault could not be
identified with any of the known faults (Setijadji et al.,
2008). Twelve temporary seismic stations were operated
for three months to record aftershocks (Walter et al.,
2007). Engineering geological mapping provided
explanation for the great damage caused: thick, loose
succession of repeated mudflows, lahars, derived from
nearby Merapi volcano amplified the shaking (Walter et
al., 2008).

Fig. 2: Aerial view of the Prambanan temple complex.

PRAMBANAN

Fig. 1: Location and focal mechanism of the May 26, 2006
Yogyakarta earthquake

We carried out an archaeoseismological survey three
year after the earthquake, supposing that Medieval
Hindu masonry temples in the region preserved
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The Loro Jonggran temple complex (mentioned by the
better-known name of the village Prambanan where it is
located) was probably built during the first half of the
9th century (Fig. 2). The pervasive Hindu cultural
influence and rule erected a multitude of temples at that
time, including the UNESCO World Heritage site
Borobudur 35 km to the NW. Prambanan has been a site
for cultural and religious tourism (Jordaan, 1996) since its
discovery by Sir Thomas Raffles, the then British
governor of Java during the Napoleonic wars (Raffles,
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1817). Excavation and surveying started at that time has
been going on for two centuries (Tiffin, 2009): old
temples are restored and long-forgotten ones are
excavated from below thick volcano-sedimentary
succession.
A modern restoration of Prambanan satisfying the needs
of the tourist industry followed the grandiose aims set
for Borobudur nearby. That, financed by UNESCO in the
1960s, was completely dismantled and re-built again,
supported by a reinforced concrete structure (Soekmono,
1976). Therefore nothing can be seen on Borobudur
which could offer any information on its twelve-century
history in earthquake-stricken Indonesia. Fortunately,
Prambanan’s reconstruction was made in a financially
less successful environment: only the external, carved
stones were removed, a reinforced concrete layer
constructed, and the carved stones replaced on select
portions.
METHODS
Visibly recent damages on several buildings of the
temple complex, considered to be made by the 2006
earthquake by Mr. Darmojo, the master builder, have
been surveyed by compass and measuring tape, and
documented
on
photographs.
Restoration
documentation prepared at various times was studied,
commented by Mr. Darmojo. A manuscript map
recording the surface deformations right after the 2006
earthquake was seen as well. Although the fallen
masonry have mostly been removed by the time we
visited the site, a few major pieces were located and
their falling direction recorded. Observed damage
features are also named as Earthquake Archaeological
Effects (EAE - Rodríguez-Pascua et al., 2011), and are
correlated to the intensity scale of Rodríguez-Pascua et
al. (2013). We determined the shifting directions of
masonry blocks as well. Recorded features were
interpreted as parts of a strong-motion field. and
principal directions were determined graphically
(Angelier, 1984).

EARTHQUAKE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EFFECTS
The Shiva shrine of the Prambanan complex has
excellent foundations: 8 m deep white tuff blocks,
underlain by compacted sand down to 14 m.
Groundwater level is at 11 m depth (Suryolelono, 2008).
Various damages were surveyed to determine the
direction of the strong motion responsible for the
displacement. The tip of the 14 m high Apit Utara shrine
fell towards 120° for 7.7 m (Fig. 3) (EAE: impact block
mark, I = VI-). The largest shrine, the 60 m high Shiva
temple has a reinforced concrete mantle at the middle
and upper levels, while the lower level has not been
restored extensively. This unreinforced lower part
suffered horizontal extension in 20-200° directon (Figs 45) (EAE: displaced masonry blocks in walls, I = IX-).
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Fig. 3: Tip of Apit Utara temple fell towards 120° for 7.7 m.

Fig. 4: Shiva temple, sanctuary level. 45 mm shift towards
20°

Lower part of the Brahma temple was enclosed in
reinforced concrete, while the middle and upper parts
were left intact. There are centimetre-sized left-lateral
displacements across several rows of masonry in the
unreinforced level,. We suggest that these are surface
features of a left-lateral displacement zone, which runs
diagonally across the monument (EAE: penetrative
fracture of masonry blocks, I = VII-).
Tip of the Brahma temple fell towards 215° for 15 metres.
(EAE: impact block mark, I = VI-).
Ground fissure
A 20 m long, several centimetre wide fissure extended in
15°-195° direction near Brahma temple. Further ground
fissures were mapped regionally by Pramumijoyo and
Sudarno (2008). Was there a a higher water table, this
ground fissure would have yielded liquefaction and sand
volcano (EAE: liquefaction, I = VIII-).
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damages, where the displacement direction is the least
constrained by the geometry of the building.
Additionally, evidence of damages affecting major
buildings are considered stronger than those affecting
minor constructions (Fig. 8).
The least constraints are those which affected the falling
directions of the tips of the Apit Utara and Brahma
temples, both temples close to being centrally
symmetrical. The top part can fall in any direction as
dictated by shaking. Their falling direction is
perpendicular to each other; i.e. both regular
components of strong motion directions could affect
them (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5: Shiva temple as seen from the west (photo of an
architectural drawing). A horizontal shear plane was formed
between the top part containing a reinforced concrete core
and the unreinforced bottom part. Horizontal arrows indicate
the location of 10 cm extension due to seismic shaking

Fig. 7: Strong motion directions (black and white arrows)
reconstructed from damaged temples

Tha causative fault of the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake is
a left-lateral strike-slip fault. Epicentre was at the SW
termination, from where fracture spread towards NE,
probably as far as indicated by the hypocentres of the
aftershocks (Fig. 9). Prambanan complex is
approximately at the hypothetical northeastern
extension of the fault; this explains its major damage as
compared to other temples nearby. Possibly the P-waves
caused the extension of the unreinforced lower level of
the Shiva temple. S-waves caused the jumping of the tip
decorations off their tenons and subsequent fall.
Left-lateral strike-slip faulting of Brahma temple is also
caused by P waves: these created the diagonal fracture
across the building according to the Mohs planes. The
left lateral displacement has no particular meaning: the
shaking stopped at this particular moment. If stopped
another second the displacement would have been
right-lateral.

Fig. 6: Brahma temple: a NW-SE left-lateral fault crosscutting the temple diagonally. A reinforced concrete wall
surrounds the level below this floor. There was 4 mm leftlateral displacement.

DISCUSSION
Displacements are plotted in a single plot describing the
strong motion stress field of the 2006 earthquake.
Descriptors are falling directions, displacement of walls
and ground fissures. The best descriptors are those
21-27 September 2014

These suggestions serve a better understanding of the
multitude of damage data recorded by archaeological
monuments.
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Fig. 8: Map of post-seismic activity after the May 26, 2006
earthquake (after Walter, 2008, modified). Black circle –
epicentre. Hatched – Yogyakarta city. Triangles – temporary
seismic stations. Small circles: epicentres of post-seismic
activity. Hatched line: supposed azimuth of the causative
fault. Prambanan is to the NE. Faults after Rahardjo et al.
(1977). A-B profile: hypocentres of post-seismic activity
compared to the location of the greatest damage.
Unconsolidated sediments of the Opak River valley are
mostly from lahars of Mt. Merapi volcano.
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Surface faulting without earthquakes; sackung and salt tectonics
McCalpin, James (1)
(1) GEO-HAZ Consulting, Inc., Box 837, Crestone, Colorado 81131 USA. Email: mccalpin@geohaz.com

Abstract: Using high-resolution DEMs (LiDAR) we can now detect very subtle fault and fold scarps. But not all such scarps
represent coseismic deformation. “Shallow-Rooted”, non-seismogenic faulting can create linear fault and fold scarps, which are
morphologically similar to coseismic fault scarps. Two common scarp mechanisms are deep-seated gravitational spreading
(sackung) and salt flow or dissolution in the subsurface. In the past decade, trenching has been tried to differentiate non-seismic
from coseismic scarps, in the belief than non-seismic scarps are produced by creep (gravitational sackung or salt flow).
Surprisingly, most trenches show evidence of episodic displacement, even for clearly gravitational and salt faults. For assessing
Seismic Hazards, we need to develop more rigorous methods to distinguish between coseismic and non-seismic fault scarps,
because the former generate both ground motion hazards and surface rupture hazards, whereas the latter generate only surface
rupture hazard. Case histories are described from the USA, Slovak Republic, Andorra, and Spain.
Key words: fault scarps, LiDAR, salt tectonics.

INTRODUCTION
Seismic hazard investigations in the past decade have
identified linear fault scarps within the regulatory study
area, but it is sometimes unclear whether the scarps are
the result of coseismic surface faulting, or of some other
non-seismic process (Hanson et al., 1999; McCalpin,
2003). A critical facility clearly must not be sited across
such scarps regardless of their origin, due to the
potential for future surface fault rupture. But if the scarps
were produced by non-seismic faults, then there is no
corresponding hazard from earthquake ground motion,
which is a very significant matter for designing critical
facilities.

downsection, stratigraphic onlap, and subtle angular
unconformities. The latter would be indicated by brittle
faulting, fissuring, colluvial wedges, and strong angular
unconformities.
SCARPS PRODUCED BY SACKUNG
Sackung (also called deep-seated gravitational
spreading) produces linear scarps on high ridges (Figs. 1
and 2). Normally the scarps are restricted to the upper
1/3 of the ridge landform, trend parallel to contours, face
upslope, are very short in relation to their height, and
occur in swarms. However, they may also be single long
scarps that resemble coseismic fault scarps.

The two non-seismic faulting mechanisms described
herein are deep-seated gravitational spreading (sackung;
Fig. 1) and salt flow and dissolution.

Fig. 2. Antislope scarp on Mt. Chabenec, Slovak Republic.

Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section of sackung scarps. Arrows
show direction of rock movement.

Published literature implies that both processes should
produce slow, creeping movement (e.g., Hanson et al.,
1999). So trenching the scarps was attempted to see if
the near-surface fault movement appeared to be slow
creep deformation or rapid, episodic faulting. The former
would be indicated by folding (rather than faulting),
incremental
increase
in
folding/displacement
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To date, only one trench across a sackung scarp has
exposed evidence for creep displacement (McCalpin and
Irvine, 1995). All the rest (e.g. Gutierrez et al. 2005;
McCalpin et al., 2011; Carbonel et al., 2013) have exposed
normal faults dipping steeply into the ridge, with
associated colluvial wedges and fissures that have
abrupt upward terminations, indicative of rapid, episodic
displacement (e.g., Fig. 3).
Results of worldwide trenching studies indicate that
sackung scarps form during episodic, decimetre- to
meter-scale faulting events. The trigger mechanism
could be earthquake shaking, such as in the 2002 M7.9
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Denali earthquake, Alaska (Jibson et al., 2004), or
periodic groundwater rise due to climatic events.

Fig. 3. Sackung trench on Mt. Chabenec, Slovak Republic.

SCARPS PRODUCED BY SALT TECTONICS
The term “salt tectonics” means faulting and folding
caused by the flowage and/or dissolution of salt in the
subsurface (Hudec and Jackson, 2011). Salt-related faults
can occur in all different tectonic environments
(extensional, compressional, strike-slip), but herein I will
only describe those I have worked on in extensional
continental environments.

Fig. 4. Google Earth image of the Joes Valley graben
(between arrows) disrupting the eastern slope of the
Wasatch Plateau, Utah. The Joes Valley Dam lies close to
the eastern margin fault.

Joes Valley graben; Are the faults seismic?
The Joes Valley graben in central Utah lies in the
transition zone between the extensional Basin and
Range Province to the west, and the weakly
compressional Colorado Plateau to the east (Fig. 4). The
graben is unusually narrow (3 km) for its length (84 km)
and depth (1 km).
In the 1980s a seismic hazard study was performed for
the Joes Valley Dam, including multiple trenches. Based
on the evidence of episodic, meter-scale Quaternary
displacements in the trenches, the graben faults were
considered to be coseismic.
During the following 30 years seismic reflection lines
were collected across the Wasatch Plateau and Joes
Valley Graben by oil companies. These deep reflection
surveys were interpreted by some authors to show that
the graben-bounding faults terminate at a depth of
about 3 km in a thin evaporite formation, and do not
continue downward into the crystalline basement rocks.
If this interpretation was correct then the faults could
probably not generate earthquakes large enough to
cause damage.
I was employed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in
2013 to consult on this controversy (McCalpin, 2013).
LiDAR data revealed small fault scarps that had been
overlooked in the 1980s study (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5: LiDAR image of the Indian Creek scarps (between
red arrows), in relation to the graben-bounding East Joes
Valley fault (EJVF, between yellow arrows).
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No new trenches were dug, because trench evidence
was considered to be inconclusive with respect to the
origin of the fault scarps. Instead, morphologic and
structural parameters of the faults (length, width,
displacement, slip sense, etc.) were compared to those
of known coseismic and non-seismic faults. The
existence of oblique slickenlines on the faults, and
similar length: width: displacement ratios to coseismic
faults, and dissimilarities with known salt tectonics faults,
indicated that the conservative conclusion is that the
faults are coseismic.
Moab valley trench
Ongoing work by the University of Zaragoza and
American collaborators on salt-related Quaternary
faulting (e.g., Gutierrez et al, 2012a, b, in press), resulted
in trenching the eastern margin fault of the famous
Moab salt-anticline valley in Utah, USA (Fig. 6).

Gutierrez et al. (2014) concluded that the deepest
flexural-slip faults had a downdip width of 7.5 km. The
western 8 faults (out of 19 total faults) are shown with a
downdip width of 2.5 km or less. The easternmost fault
flattens and dies out at the toe of the monocline at a
depth of 5 km. As with all flexural slip faults (whether
created by folding or unfolding), displacement is
greatest at the ground surface and decreases downward,
reaching zero displacement at the fold axis or hinge line.
Rio Seco (Spain); monocline, scarps and trenches
This study in central Spain (Iberian Range) focused on
the gravitational structures developed on the NW flank
of Los Mansuetos mesa and along the Rio Seco Creek,
where dissolution of Triassic evaporites has caused the
downward flexure of the overlying Mio-Pliocene
formations. The progressive migration of the dissolution
front to the south has produced a synform and a
monocline over the dissolved evaporites. The crest of the
monocline is affected by a keystone graben 1.7 km long
with conspicuous geomorphic expression (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6: View of Moab Valley, Utah, from the eastern margin.
Arrow points to outcrop of the evaporites.

Although this salt-collapse valley is widely considered to
be aseismic, a trench on the eastern margin fault
revealed evidence for episodic displacement (Guerrero
et al, submitted-2014). Thus, evidence for episodic fault
displacement on this salt-collapse fault cannot be used
as proof that the fault is coseismic.
Grand Hogback monocline, scarps and trench
The down-to-the-west Grand Hogback monocline in the
central mountains of Colorado was formed as a drape
fold over a buried thrust fault during the late Cretaceous
Laramide Orogeny (Kirkham et al., 2002). The folded
Cretaceous and Jurassic formations overlie the
Pennsylvanian-age Eagle Valley Evaporite, which is now
exposed at the surface east of the monocline and has
experienced severe dissolution and collapse in the past
10 Ma.
Cretaceous strata in the center of the monocline have
been disrupted in the past 10 Ma by a series of 19
parallel, down-to-the-west fault scarps (Fig. 7). Individual
bedding-plane faults associated with relaxation or
“unfolding” of the Grand Hogback monocline offset
Miocene basalt as much as 90 m, late Tertiary to early
Quaternary basaltic gravel as much as 30 m, and
Holocene (?) and Pleistocene debris-flow deposits about
3 m. Trenching in 2013 confirmed that the scarps are the
result of episodic displacements (Gutierrez et al, 2014).
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Fig. 7. Downslope part of the Quaternary keystone graben
on the crest of the Rio Seco monocline. Thin red lines in
foreground show faults in cross-section; red lines with
hachures indicate antislope scarps in the graben. Red
evaporites outcrop at bottom center.

Gutierrez et al (2012a) excavated three trenches across
antislope scarps of the graben. Geometrical relationships
in two of the trenches indicated late Holocene episodic
displacement, with as many as 3 events. Some deduced
parameters of the antislope scarps are clearly different
from those expectable for tectonic faults in this
intraplate area. These include anomalously high
apparent vertical slip rates (0.6 to 1 mm/yr), anomalously
short average recurrence of faulting events (1.2 to 2 ka),
and high displacement per event values (>65 cm) for
surface ruptures that are less then 200 m long.
Implications for Seismic Hazard Assessment
There is disagreement about whether shallow-rooted
faults created by sackung or salt tectonics can generate
significant earthquakes. Some authors (e.g. Gutierrez et
al., 2014) have estimated the maximum earthquake
magnitude of such faults from empirical regressions
based on historic surface-rupturing earthquakes (e.g.,
Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). For example, for the
deepest of the Grand Hogback faults, they use maximum
scarp length (25 km) to estimate a magnitude of M6.7
and use fault area to estimate a magnitude of M6.4.
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However, the authors acknowledge that a previous
study (Unruh et al., 1993) proposed a maximum fault
length of 8 km and depth of 6 km, resulting in a
maximum credible earthquake of M5.0.
When estimating earthquakes magnitudes from fault
length and fault area regressions:, one should consider
the difference in slip gradients on shallow-rooted,
flexural-slip faults, compared to planar faults that
penetrate the lower seismogenic crust. The Wells and
Coppersmith (1994) data set is composed mostly of
steeply-dipping, planar coseismic faults that had their
largest slip amounts in the lower part of the fault plane,
where confining stresses are highest and rocks are
strongest. Slip decreased upward. This geometry permits
a lot of crustal stress to accumulate before failure.
However, shallow-rooted flexural-slip faults have the
opposite geometry; the largest slip amounts occur at the
surface (where confining stress is smallest and rocks are
weakest), and the slip then decreases with depth, finally
reaching zero in the fold axis, where the confining stress
is greatest and rocks are strongest. This geometry, it
seems to me, will result in a much smaller release of
energy (for a given amount of slip on a given fault area)
than for a planar, deeply-penetrating fault. So using the
published regressions between magnitude, length, area,
and displacement derived from coseismic faulting (such
as Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) for estimating
earthquake magnitudes on shallow-rooted flexural-slip
faults seems not to have a firm physical justification,
because kinematics are so different (opposite) for these
two different types of faults.
Acknowledgements: I am indebted to my colleagues Francisco
Gutierrez, Jesus Guerrero, and Pedro Lucha (University of
Zaragoza, Spain) for their leadership in trenching fault scarps
formed by sackung and salt tectonics. Bob Kirkham originally
recognized the significance of these scarps over shallow-rooted
faults, and their implication to seismic hazards.
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Great earthquakes in the western Transverse Ranges of southern California on the Pitas PointVentura thrust system
Thomas Rockwell (1), Kate Wilson (2), Lynn Gamble (3), Mike Oskin (4), Erik Haaker (1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Geological Sciences, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182 trockwell@mail.sdsu.edu
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Anthropology, University of California, San Barbara, CA 93106 gamble@anth.ucsb.edu
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Abstract: Slip on the Pitas Point thrust produces uplift and folding of the Ventura Avenue anticline (VAA) in the western
Transverse Ranges of southern California. Rapid convergence has resulted in 2.7 km of uplift on the VAA over the past 200-300 ka,
with as much as 320m in the past 45-50 ka, indicating a long-term uplift rate of 6-7 mm/yr. We mapped four Holocene marine
terraces between Carpinteria and Ventura. The most recent emergence event uplifted a Chumash Indian village at Pitas Point by
5-6 m about 900 years ago; this 1st terrace is nearly continuously preserved towards the fold crest where its elevation increases,
reaching an altitude of 7-8 m, which implies 9-10 m of slip on the causative fault at depth. Radiocarbon dates on marine shells
and culturally derived charcoal indicate terrace emergence at about 0.9 ka, 1.9 ka, and 4.2-4.7 ka, with the 4th (highest Holocene)
terrace slightly older than 6.5 ka.
Key words: Holocene marine terraces, Transverse Ranges

INTRODUCTION
The Transverse Ranges are a major fold-and-thrust
belt in southern California that accommodate as much as
10 mm/yr of shortening (Donnellan et al., 1993a, b; Meade
and Hagar, 2005). The highest rates of convergence are
recorded in the Ventura Basin area, and are also noted by
high geologic rates (Rockwell et al., 1984, 1988; Rockwell,
1988). Although the historical record is devoid of large
earthquakes for the Ventura Basin region (Toppozada et al.,
1981), paleoseismic studies document the occurrence of
large earthquakes on some major thrust faults onshore
(Dolan and Rockwell, 2001).

Fig. 1: Map of the Ventura Basin region showing the
locations of the Ventura Avenue anticline, the Pitas PointVentura thrust, and the San Cayetano reverse fault.

A major structure in Ventura Basin that apparently
accommodates a majority of the motion at the coast is the
Ventura Avenue anticline and associated Ventura-Pitas
Point thrust (Fig. 1). Uplift on the hanging wall of this
coupled thrust-anticline system has produced 2.7 km of
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structural relief in the past 200-300 ka (Rockwell et al.,
1988), with a late Pleistocene to present uplift rate of
6-7 mm/yr at Pitas Point (data from Palmer, 1960
reinterpreted by Lajoie et al., 1979, 1982). This high
rate of uplift has produced an emergent Holocene
marine terrace sequence between Ventura and
Carpinteria (Fig. 2), which is the focus of this study.
In this study, we acquired vintage stereo aerial
photography from the late 1920’s through the 1950’s
to map the emergent marine terraces from Pitas Point
to Punta Gorda; the imagery predates most of the
modern landscape development and disturbance. We
collected marine fauna from three of these uplifted

Fig. 2: Map of emergent Holocene terraces between
Ventura and Punta Gorda (yellow). The Ventura
Avenue anticline and Pitas Point-Ventura thrust are
shown where they trend offshore. Terraces to
Ventura River (orange) are from Rockwell et al.,
1988.

terraces for radiocarbon dating and, combined with
limited dates and results from archeological studies,
provide ages of the past three emergence events,
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which we infer to represent large, coseismic uplifts of the
coastal zone.
HOLOCENE TERRACE SEQUENCE
The coastal terraces were mapped on the early aerial
imagery with the specific purpose of resolving the
elevations of the relic shorelines, which were then
surveyed with differential GPS. We recognize the presence
of four Holocene terrace remnants in the 1928 Fairchild
imagery in the vicinity of Punta Gorda (Fig. 3), and a similar
number on the lee side of Pitas Point in 1940’s vintage
imagery (Fig. 4). The terraces are well expressed, and each
is separated by a 1 to 6 m-high terrace riser.

Archeological excavations at VEN27 in the 1970’s
(Gamble, 1983), located principally on the 2nd
emergent terrace at Pitas Point, support the timing
and magnitude of uplift for the most recent event.
Notably, house pits were emplaced along a paleobeach face of the first emergent terrace. The midden
deposits interfingered with the beach deposits, and
an archeologic trench excavated through the
paleobeach revealed shoreface gravel against the
village deposits (Fig. 6), both indicating that this was
the beach at the time of occupation. As there are no
other recognized shorelines in the 300 m to the

Fig. 3. Map of Holocene marine terraces from Punta Gorda eastward to nearly Pitas Point. Upper map shows the terraces
relative to the modern topography, whereas the lower map shows the environment in 1928; this is the base upon which the
mapping was completed. NOAA coastal LiDAR data aided with elevations (above msl) of preserved terrace remnants. Fossil
localities are shown in yellow, with boxes showing USGS collection sites and stars showing our sites.

Fig. 4. Map of Holocene marine terraces at Pitas Point, using
1950 stereo aerial photographs as the base. Yellow boxes
are USGS sample localities, yellow circles are sample
localities from this study. The location of VEN 27 is indicated.

The lowest three terraces have excellent lateral continuity
between Punta Gorda and Pitas Point, whereas the forth
terrace appears to only be locally preserved as small
remnants. The lowest emergent terrace (Qt1) is almost
continuously preserved from east of Pitas Point to west of
Punta Gorda and reaches a maximum surface elevation of
about 7-8 m above msl near the axis of the VAA. The
terrace deposits may be as much as 2 m thick, where
exposed in roadcuts and railroad track cuts. Radiocarbon
dating of mollusks recovered from the first terrace (Fig. 5)
indicate that emergence occurred in the past millennium,
and probably about 900 years ago.
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Fig. 5. Radiocarbon dates (stars) determined on
mollusks and charcoal from the first three emergent
marine terraces from Pitas Point to Punta Gorda.
The uplift event ages are interpreted to have
occurred at about 4.2-4.7 ka, 1.9 ka, and 0.92ka.

modern beach, the sandy beach deposits south of the
site are interpreted as the first emergent terrace.
Furthermore, the terrace upon which the site rests is
mapped and interpreted as the second emergent
terrace. The site was originally surveyed in feet, with a
datum of MLLW, and shows the first emergent terrace
shoreline to be at 7.6 m elevation (surveyed as 25 ft),
whereas the fore-edge of the second terrace is at 8.7
m (29 ft) (Fig. 7). The trench (Fig. 6) shows that the
marine deposits are on the order of 2 m thick,
indicating a shoreline elevation for terrace 1 of about
5-5.5 m at VEN 27 at Pitas Point.
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Figure 6. Log of trench C from VEN 27 archeology investigation at Pitas Point (Gamble, 1983). The VEN 27 midden deposits
are shown to interfinger with littoral deposits, and several house pits were excavated into the terrace 2 deposits above the
beach face. Radiocarbon dates are reported as uncalibrated ages: the two from the midden that buries the lower marine terrace
are determined on shell, whereas the two from the VEN 27 midden house pit are on charcoal.

Two radiocarbon dates on detrital charcoal from the village
yielded calibrated ages of about 1100 to 1000 AD (Fig. 6).
Two additional dates on mollusk shells from the midden
deposits below the shoreline, which must post-date terrace
uplift, date to the same period. The eight radiocarbon
dates on mollusks collected from the first terrace range in
age from about 500 to 1200 AD. Together, the simple

The fourth terrace is only preserved near the mouths
of a few canyons and reaches reported elevations near
40 m (Lajoie et al., 1979), although we could establish
elevations only as high as about 30 m, which we infer
to have occurred after sea level stabilized 6-7 ka BP.
The surveyed terrace elevations are summarized in Fig.
8, showing the elevations as a function of distance
from the fold crest.

Fig 8. Elevations of emergent Holocene terraces from
Pitas Point westward to La Conchita.

Fig. 7. Topographic map from transit survey data of VEN
27 archeological site. The shoreline for the first emergent
terrace was recognized as a paleo-beach as early as the
mid-1800’s by coastal surveys. This survey used MLLW as
the base elevation, which is slightly lower tan MSL.

explanation is that the village was abandoned at the time
of emergence around AD 1100 during an uplift event of at
least 5 m at Pitas Point.
Similarly, the second emergent terrace was mapped from
Pitas Point westward to Punta Gorda on the vintage aerial
photography. The fore-edge of the terrace is exposed in a
railroad cut at Pitas Point where it is rich with marine fauna.
Radiocarbon dates on mollusks from this and other
localities yield ages that range from about 100 AD to 2200
BC, with a couple of much older outliers (Fig. 5), suggesting
that the second emergent terrace was actively cut between
1900 and 4200 years ago. Maximum surface elevations of
this terrace reach to about 17-18m, and taken together
with an assumed littoral deposit thickness of 2-3 m,
indicates 14-16 m of emergence in the past 1900 years.
The third terrace is well-preserved between Pitas Point and
Punta Gorda and reaches a maximum surface elevation of
27m. Again, assuming a 2-3 m of littoral and colluvial
sediments near the paleo-shoreline, we interpret this to
represent about 24-25 m of uplift. This terrace is dated
with a dozen radiocarbon dates on mollusks that range in
age between 4.7 and 6.5 ka, so we infer it to have been
uplifted at the time between the age ranges of the second
terrace and third terraces, or between 4.2 and 4.7 ka.
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DISCUSSION
Uplift on the crest of the Ventura Avenue anticline is
interpreted to be on the order of 7-8 m per event. The
underlying geometry of the Pitas Point fault, with a
dip of 50-60o, implies as much as 10 m of slip on the
fault at depth. This magnitude of slip is typically
associated with thrust earthquakes in the M7’s, such
as the Chi Chi earthquake in 1999 Taiwan (Mw7.8) and
the 2010 Wenchan earthquake in China (Mw7.9). This,
in turn, requires large source dimensions.
Hubbard et al. (2014) have shown that the VenturaPitas Point fault may connect with the San Cayetano
fault to the east. The hanging wall of this system is
represented by the Ventura Avenue trend, which
continues in the offshore to the west to nearly Point
Conception. This provides a 180 km-long, continuous
zone of thrust faulting and folding that can provide
the source region that is sufficiently large to produce
earthquakes in the magnitude range suggested by a
10 m displacement.
If we are correct that the terrace and village
abandonment occurred about 900 years ago, and that
the preceding event occurred about 1900 years ago,
then the simple interpretation is for the occurrence of
large earthquakes at these times. Similarly, terrace
Qt2 is estimated to have been the active beach from
about 4200 years to 1900 years ago, based on the
many radiocarbon dates determined on mollusks
from this terrace. This implies that it became active
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about 4200 years ago, or slightly earlier, which we interpret
as the age for the abandonment of terrace Qt3, which is
dated as Young as 4.7 ka. Taken together, this allows us to
interpret the length of time between two of the uplift
events to have been about 1000 years and ~2500 years,
and the time lapse since the most recent uplift event to be
about 900 years. These estimates are consistent with the
late Pleistocene uplift rate of 6-7 mm/yr, which
independently would suggest an average recurrence of 8
m uplifts to be about 1100 years.
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Reconstruction of a lateral offset paleo-channel on the Kego fault, western Japan
Azuma, Takashi
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, 305-8567, Japan. E-mail: t-azuma@aist.go.jp

Abstract: This study focuses on the reconstruction of an offset paleo-channel on the Kego fault. The Kego fault is a left lateral
active fault and locates in a major city, so that it is important to evaluate the magnitude of earthquakes from this fault. A
paleoseismological trench survey was conducted at Kamiori on the southern part of the Kego fault. In the trench, fluvial sediments
during Holocene - the last glacial period were exposed, and 25 sections were observed with interval of 30-50 cm along the strike of
fault trace in order to reconstruct a shape of paleo-channel. As a result, this paleo-channel has been offset by the Kego fault one or
twice and amount of offset is estimated ca. 4-5 m. This indicates the possibility of occurrence of M 7.5 earthquake on this fault,
based on the empirical formula between slip per event and magnitude of earthquake.
Key words: Kego Fault, amount of lateral displacement, paleoseismological trench survey, Japan.

INTRODUCTION
This study focuses on the reconstruction of an offset
paleo-channel crossing a left lateral fault. It is important
to measure the amount of slip per faulting event based
on the paleoseismological study, in order to evaluate the
timing of faulting events and magnitude of earthquakes
from active faults. But it is very difficult to measure
amount of lateral offset in single trench.
There are some previous studies showing amount of
offset on lateral faults by analysis of observation of
multiple trenches or three-dimensional trenches. This
study presents one of the examples of a measurement of
offset paleo-channel based on the trenching survey on
the Kego fault, a left-lateral fault in the northern Kyushu,
western Japan.
Affected area and previous studies
The Kego fault is a left lateral active fault in urban area of
Fukuoka (Hakata) City. It located along the geological
boundary between granite and Paleocene and also
along the topographic boundary between hills and
alluvial plain. Because this city is one of the most
populated and industrial cities in Japan, it is very
important to evaluate the timing of faulting and
magnitude of earthquakes from this fault.
Excepting the earthquake (M 7.0) in the west offshore of
Fukuoka Prefecture in 2005, earthquake activities are
very quiet in the northern Kyushu area. Epicenter of the
2005 earthquake located to the north of the Kego fault
and its mechanism is left-lateral slip. It was one of the
reasons that the Kego fault was focused on in the
paleoseismological study and in the governmental
earthquake research program.
Paleoseismological study on the Kego fault started in
1990's. A trench survey showed that the last faulting
event occurred after 17 ka at the Osano site, in the most
southern part of this fault (Shimoyama et al., 1999). AIST
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group conducted trench surveys on the Kego fault and
showed that the last faulting event occurred after 4 ka at
the Kamiori site in the southern part of this fault
(Miyashita et al., 2007). Though this fault is identified as a
left-lateral fault, most of information on the slip amount
is only vertical displacement measured on the trench
wall and estimated from the drilling survey.
Method of paleoseismological trench survey
A paleoseismological trench survey at Kamiori site
showed the existence of paleo-channel. Another trench
was excavated at the Kamiori site. Direction of the new
trench was along the strike of the Kego fault. It was
excavated from the north wall of the previous trench
and set back with 30-50 cm intervals. In the trench, fine
fluvial sediments during Holocene-the last glacial period
are exposed.
26 sections across the fault and 2 sections along the
strike of the fault trace were observed and 26 samples
were obtained for the radiocarbon dating in the trench.
The outline of a paleo-channel crossing the fault was
reconstructed based on the distribution of channel
deposits in the trench.
OBSERVATION ON THE TRENCH WALLS
On the north wall of the previous trench at the Kamiori
site, channel deposits contacted peaty silt with a high
angle fault. Channel deposit contained charred materials
dated 12-8 ka, whereas the age of peaty silt was older
than 14 ka. That means that the channel downcut in the
peaty silt around 12-8 ka and then faulting event
occurred. Channel deposits began to distribute on the
NE side of fault between the KOR-10 and KOR-24. On the
SW side of the fault, distribution of channel deposits
between KOR-10 and somewhere in the previous trench.
From the observations of all of the trench walls, amount
of the offset of paleo-channel are estimated as 4.4-5.6 m
caused by left-lateral faulting.
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Figure 1: Map of the Kego fault. Base map is a 1:50,000 geological map of “Fukuoka” district ( Karakita et al., 1994 ).

DISCUSSION
From a result of observation of trench wall, the axis and
side walls of the paleo-channel deposits has been offset
ca. 4.6-5.4 m. Activities of the Kego fault after production
of the paleo-channel occurred once or twice based on
the observation of the previous trench at Kamiori
(Miyashita et al., 2007). This indicates that the offset had
produced by one or two fault events and amount of slip
per event ranges 2.3 m in minimum and 5.4 m in
maximum. This result means the possibility of
occurrence of earthquake larger than M 7.4 on this fault,
based on the empirical formula between slip per event
and magnitude of earthquake in Japan (Matsuda, 1975).
Acknowledgements: This survey was supported by the
research project of seismic design for nuclear power plants in
JNES in 2007.
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Figure 2: Photo of the trench wall of KOR-26 at the Kamiori site on the Kego fault. Size of grid is 0.5 m. Number in the box shows a 14C age by the
AMS dating.
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Important Issues Solved and Unsolved on the Paleoseismology of the North Anatolian Fault
Koji Okumura (1)
(1) Graduate School of Letters, Hiroshima University, 1-2-3 Kagamiyama, Higashihiroshima, 739-0045 Japan. Email: kojiok@hiroshimau.ac.jp

Abstract: Paleoseismological investigation has been conducted on the North Anatolian fault since late 1980s and advanced
greatly after the 1999 Kocaeli earthquakes. However, we have not learned enough to understand the entire seismic cycles and the
nature of recurring earthquakes. The problems left for further studies are summarized as follows. (1) Incomplete historic catalogs
exerted too much influence on the interpretation of paleoseismological records. Geological data should be taken as primary
information on earthquake records. (2) We learned about the variability and repeatability of coseismic slips over earthquake cycles
on few of the 20th century segments. Much more studies on past coseismic slips are needed. (3) There are few reliable facts on the
repeatability of segmentation and rupture sequence, but there is only optimistic and loosely constrained inference on the repetition
of the 20th century westward-migration. (4) The data on cumulative offsets and slip rates over multiple earthquake cycles are still
sparse. The information on cumulative offsets and slip rates in 1000 years have been reasonably reconstructed in a few
paleoseismological sites. However, the cumulative offsets and slip rates in 1000 to 10000 years are known at very few sites and
reliability is still not very high. It is necessary to conduct intensive and larger-scaled studies on the past history of ruptures and their
natures.

Key words: The North Anatolian fault, recurrence time, characteristic slip, paleoseismology, historic earthquake.

1. Incomplete historic catalogs
The completeness of historic catalogs are seldom
questioned by paleoseismology though it is the only way
to supplement incomplete historic records. Many
paleoseismological works just confirm catalogs based on
historic records. However, the excavation of 1944 and
1939 segments exposed evidence of earthquakes without
any historic reference. (Okumura et al., 1993). Historic
records are unreliable during periods of warfare and
disruption. Historic records are reliable only 500 years
even in Japan and it is presumably the case for Turkey
before the fall of the Byzantine Empire.
Completeness of historic earthquake catalogs must be
examined by geologic records. The historic records on
large earthquakes from the North Anatolian fault are
tested in trenches on the segment that ruptured in 1944.
Previous results indicated 3 historic and 1 geologic events
in past 1000 years with characteristic ~5 m slip and quasiperiodic recurrence every 200-280 years (Kondo et al,
2005a; 2005b, 2010).
The author and the collaborators excavated seven new
trenches at the Ardiçli paleoseismic site, located about 15
km east of Gerede, to resolve displacement on a
Byzantine-aged channel and the times of the offsets. The
channel appears to have been excavated to drain the site
and allow mining of clay to make bricks and tiles. A kiln is
adjacent to the channel. The V-shaped channel thalweg is
offset 13.5+1.5 m, and based on many cross-fault
trenches, represents slip in the past three surface ruptures.
Dating of pine cones, wood, and charcoal in the channel
deposits and in the stratified sediments outside the
channel suggest that this channel was cut in the 11th13th century AD. The surface rupture that initially offset
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the channel postdates the historically-reported
earthquake in 1035 AD and predates the one in 1668.
The surface geomorphology records displacement from
two more recent events. The 1944 surface rupture in this
region produced 4-5 m of slip based on offset field
boundaries and small channels. Older fluvial channels
and rills in this area show about 10 m of displacement. We
dated the fill from a 10 m-offset channel, and place the
penultimate event as younger than about 1650 AD, which
must correspond to the well-documented earthquake in
1668. From our previously reported work, we resolved
22-26 m of displacement for the past five surface ruptures
on a 6th-century channel. Together, these data argue for
fairly characteristic slip for the past five earthquakes. The
interval between events ranges from around two
centuries to four centuries, and there is no apparent
correspondence between elapsed time and the amount
of displacement.
These observations might be
inconsistent with the time- and slip-predictable models of
earthquake recurrence.
2. Variability and repeatability of coseismic slips
The variability and repeatability of slip-per-event have
been studied by Kondo et al. (2005a) on the 1944
segment and further studies are ongoing on the 1943,
1942, and 1939 segments.
Kondo et al. (2010),
interpreted the small slip in 1942 is related to the east-towest rupture of the 1939 earthquake rupturing the
continuous strand along Kelkit Çay in the east toward the
Amasya branch in the west. Large slip on the 1942 from
west may trigger the rupture on the Kelkit Çay strand in
east. Slip variability might be related to the changing
rupture direction across a large jog or segment boundary
in the slip surface.
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The North Anatolian fault is usually regarded as a simple
shear zone with a constant GPS slip rate of 20 to 25 mm/yr.
However, geologic data indicate the fault system is much
more complicated. Geologic slip rates are significantly
smaller than GPS slip rates and recurrence intervals are
different among 20th century segments. The most
reliable slip rate estimates come from the 1944 segment.
Estimated cumulative slips are 14 m for 3 earthquake
cycles in 910 years, and 21 to 23 m for 5 cycles in 1550
years. The slip rate is about 15 mm/yr. On the 1943
segment 10 to 15 mm/yr is estimated in Aslancayir. In
Erzincan a higher slip rate of 20 mm/yr in the past 750
years is estimated. Recurrence intervals are 150--250 yr
(historic) in Marmara, 300+/-30 yr on 1944 segment, 280-600+ years on 1943 segment, and 180--220 years in east
of Erzincan. The slip-rate and event frequency are high on
the 1939 segment and farther east, and in Marmara
region. They are evidently low on the 1943 segment. If
we consider the bifurcation of the fault into Bursa, IznikMekece, and Izmit-Marmara strands, the high activity of
the Marmara segment is remarkable. Geometry and
tectonic settings may explain the variability. The area in
east of Erzincan is under regional NS compression. Main
1939 segment (Erzincan--Niksar) has almost pure strike
slip without extension. There are no pull-apart basins,
which were the result of inaccurate fault mapping.
Regional uplift and rapid lowering of erosional base level
prevail along the 1939 segment. The Amasya branch that
ruptured over 100 km in 1939 is a significant structure
that takes certain amount of the slip and distributes it into
the central Anatolia. The 1943 and 1944 segments consist
of simple and straight strands without large steps,
discontinuities and bifurcations. The Bolu-Mudrunu
duplex is the most complicated with compressional 1999
Duzce segment and short 1957-1967 segments. The
rupture pattern and history differ greatly across this BoluMudrnu area. 1999 and Marmara segments consist of
WNW transtensional and EW less tensional strands.
Realization of the complexity and variability will lead us to

more realistic understanding of the seismic cycles on the
fault.
3. Repeatability of segmentation and rupture
sequence
Judging from the rupture history in and around the 1944
segment, the extent of seismic ruptures differ from one
event to another. Kondo et al. (2005a) hypothesized
characteristic slip in each behavioral segment and
combination of the behavioral segment as a segment of
an earthquake. Okumura (2006) recognized stationary
and variable segment boundaries based on structural
significance or size of discontinuity affecting rupture
propagation.
Through a review of segmentation models of the Median
Tectonic Line fault system in Shikoku, following two main
issues were recognized. Firstly, the segmentation model
based on the geometry and distribution of vertical
movements cannot confine segments because the model
mixes up spatial phenomena of various size and
magnitude. Secondly, the chronological constraints in
geologic data on past earthquakes are too poor to define
the segments. In this paper, the author examined the
20th century segmentation of the North Anatolian fault
from the view points of the size of the segmentation
boundaries and there stability through time. The area
between the eastern end of the 1999 Izmit earthquake
ruptures and the western end of the 1944 rupture, namely
the Bolu-Mudurnu Gap is a 70 km long and 25 km wide
discontinuity of the North Anatolian fault system. This
area is regarded as a gap because the rupture history to
the west (16th century, 18th century, and 20th century) is
completely different from that to the east (14th? century,
1668, and 1939--1944), and because the size of
earthquake inside the gap is much smaller than the
earthquakes on both sides. If we take this gap as a
segment boundary, it has been stable over a few
earthquake cycles. On the other hand, the other minor

Fig. 1 20th century rupture sequence, epicenters, and paleoseismological sites on the North Anatolian fault.
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segment boundaries have not been stable over
earthquake cycles. Especially, the segment boundaries
less than a few kilometers in width or in length like the
1943 and 1944 boundary did not behave as a boundary in
former series of earthquakes. Okumura et al. (2000)
estimated the amount of the subsided mass in a small
pull-apart formed in 1999 Izmit earthquake and
estimated the depth of the pull-apart structure is around
3 to 5 times of the width. If the dimension is similar to the
larger pull-apart, a jog less than several kilometer wide
does not affect the most part of the seismogenic fault.
Therefore, the larger segment boundaries remain stable
over time. On the Median Tectonic Line, only the gaps
around the Okamura fault has significant size and
coincide with a paleoseismological segment boundary.
The area between the Komatsu fault and the Iyo fault may
be taken as a large area of discontinuity.
4. Cumulative offsets and slip rates in 1000 years
The discrepancy between geologic and geodetic slip rate
along the North Anatolian fault has been more evident as
solid incremental (Kondo et al. 2010) and cumulative
(Kozaci et al. 2009, Okumura et al. 2010) slip rate data are
accumulated. The strain transient effect (Kozaci et al.
2009) could be a plausible cause for the discrepancy. At
the same time, the seismicity, crustal deformation, and
active structures indicate significant amount of
distributed tectonic strain far inside the Anatolian micro
plate. The accumulation and release of the distributed
strain may affect the seismic cycle of the plate boundary.
However, there is almost no quantitative information on
the earthquakes and faults in central Anatolia.
Considering the magnitude of the discrepancy, it is
important to understand the intra-plate tectonics and to
prepare for the seismic hazard in less active intra-plate
areas. For this purpose, the author carried out detailed
survey of the Amasya fault. Amasya fault is the only major
branch of the North Anatolian fault in Central Anatolia.
While the main strand of the North Anatolian fault steps
at the Niksar basin, the Amasya fault is the westward
continuation of the North Anatolian fault along the Kerkit
River valley in the east. The fault extends to southwest
over 250 km into the Anatolian microplate. In 1939 about
100 km long eastern portion of the Amasya fault ruptured
together with the 200 km long main strand between
Niksar and Erzincan. The location and slip distribution of
the 1939 ruptures, as well as slip-rate and paleoseismicity
on the Amasya fault have been studied very little.
Preliminary fault mapping between 36 E and 37 E was
done with Google-Earth satellite photos and 1939 rupture
locations were confirmed on site by interviews to aged
local people. Cumulative slip measurement and slip-rate
estimation were conducted in east of Canbolat (37.6228
E) and east of Findicak (36.4572 E). At Canbolat, 11.4 m
cumulative offset was measured on faulted hill slope.
Assuming the periglacial origin of the slope formation,
preliminary slip-rate estimate is around 1 mm/yr. At
Findicak, offset terrace-riser indicate 7 to 8 m cumulative
offset. The riser predates 2000--3000 year old terrace
surface, and a rough estimate of the slip-rate is less than a
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few mm/yr. Further investigation on paleoseismicity is
strongly required.
5. Cumulative offsets and slip rates in 1000 to 10000
years
The cumulative offset and slip-rate in thousands of years
has been very poorly studied until now. Only Kozaci et al.
(2007) examined 2000 to 3000 year long-term slip-rate on
the 1943 segment. Otherwise, long-term slip-rate has
been discussed on very low resolution data for uncertain
time periods only. These estimates have little to do with
better understanding of fault behavior and earthquake
recurrence. We really need more intensive studies on
high-resolution long-term slip-rate of the North Anatolian
fault. The discrepancy between geodetic and geologic
slip rates (Okumura, 2006) is another important issue to
be further investigated.
The geologic and geomorphic history of Anatolia during
the Late Holocene, or a few millennia since the
chalcolithic age have not been studied in details except
for certain time horizons indicated by rather limited
archaeological or historical markers. Otherwise, the Late
Holocene environmental changes in Anatolia has not
been revealed diachronically. It is mostly due to the
paucity of chronological constraints such as radiocarbon
dates and cosmogenic nuclide dates, and to limited
distribution of continuous fine sediments bearing
microfossils. On the other hand, paleoseismologists have
conducted trenching studies of the North Anatolian fault
since 1990 and 1999 Kocaeli earthquake further
promoted geological research of the fault. There are
many successful trenches that exposed fine sediments
containing datable organic materials, however the
section covers usually less than 1000 years and 2000 years
at most. Since the purpose of paleoseismological
trenching is to know the timing and slip of past
earthquakes paleoenvironmental analyses are not
common, but several sections with tens of fine
radiocarbon dates are the best source of information on
sedimentation, erosion, and fluvial activities.
Around Gerede, in north of Ankara, paleoseismology of
the 1944 segment has been studied very much into
details (Okumura et al., 1990, 1994, 2003, 2009; Kondo et
al., 2010). Repeated trenching in an ideal sedimentary
and tectonic condition demonstrated 6 unequivocal
rupture events in 1500 years. In the Gerede area along the
North Anatolian fault, which lies on the southern foot of
~3000 m mountains between the fault and the Black Sea,
formation of extensive alluvial fan and fluvial terrace
surfaces took place around 1.5 ka (Okumura et al., 1993;
Kondo et al., 2010). This deposition episode of fluvial
gravels is followed by deposition of finer sediments until
around 16th century A.D. Between 16th century A.D. and
1668 Great Anatolian earthquake, most streams in this
area started incision after about 1000 years of stability or
local aggradation. Therefore, it is rather easy to find out
streams offset by one or two events but rather difficult to
find more offset on the surface because of the burial of
the channel before 1668. In summary, in Gerede area
rapid deposition of gravels occurred in 5th century and
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aggradational condition lasted until 16th century. Then,
degradation has been prevailing until present day.
In recent years, cosmogenic nuclide dating of alluvial
deposits enabled estimation of longer term slip-rate
based on cumulative offset over 3000 years in central
Anatolia on the 1943 segment. At Eksik, Kozaci et al. (2007
and 2009) applied 36Cl dating on alluvial sediments to
estimate ~3 ka slip-rate. Kozaci et al. (2007) measured 46
m offset of valley walls derived from deep incision and
then dated the top of the valley fill to be 2.0 to 2.5 ka by
10Be and 14C. They yielded a rather high slip rate of 20.5
± 5.5 mm/yr by taking the termination age of valley fill as
the age of incision. At Eksik, we can recognize three
phases of fluvial activity. The incision indicates the first
phase characterized by degradation. The second phase is
aggradational and terminated before 2.0 to 2.5 ka. After
the filling up, the top of the fill is now incised deeply, so
the third degradational phase begun after 2.0 to 2.5 ka
and continues until present. The timing of the first phase
is not known, but applying the slip-rates acquired on 1942
and 1943 (Okumura et al., 2003; Kondo et al., 2010), 46 m
offset could have been accumulated during 3000 to 4000
years.
At Taphtaköprü on the 1943 segment, Kozaci et al. (2009)
reported a formative age of an alluvial fan at 3.0 to 3.5 ka.
This may coincide with the degradational phase at Eksik
which is located higher altitude and surrounded by steep
mountain slopes while Taphtaköprü is located further
down reach.
In the Erzincan Basin in the eastern Anatolia about 1300
year long records of sedimentation and faulting were
exposed in a trench (Okumura et al., 1993). The
aggradational condition lasted between 8th century A.D.
and 13 century A.D. Later half of the 2nd millennium is
characterized by incision except for modern alluvial fans.
The timing is slightly different from Gerede area, but the
long term tendency is similar.
Up to now, such well-dated sedimentary and erosional
histories are limited. Studies on fluvial terraces and
deposits of Late Holocene will bring perspective into the
diachronic change of fluvial activities in Anatolia.
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Abstract
Iran belongs to the central portion of the Arabia-Eurasia collision zone. Consequently, strong-moderate earthquakes (mostly with
long recurrence intervals), as a part of total tectonic deformation, strike this domain. In most cases, the well-preserved coseismic
surface faulting features (according to low rate of erosion) and more than 2500 years long history of the seismically active Persia
makes it to a suitable domain to perform paleoseismological studies. In this study, to prepare more reliable data to assess the
seismic hazard for the highly populated region of Iran we focus our study on two seismogenic fault zones of the Mosha-North
Tehran (E-striking), in Tehran capital city and the North Tabriz (SE-striking) in Tabriz metropolis within NW of Iran where several
historical seismic records have been well-documented. Preliminary results reveal different seismic behavior for the eastern and
western sectors of the faults especially in terms of slip-rate and kinematic. Moreover, the results could be used to better
understanding of the geodynamics of the NW Iran.
Key words: Paleoseismology, geodynamics, Tehran, Tabriz, NW Iran

Introduction
Iran is part of the Alpine Himalayan orogenic belt that
extends over more than 10000 km from west Europe to
Southeast Asia (e.g. Stöcklin et al., 1968). It is actively
deforming in response to the northward motion of the
Arabian plate that collides with Eurasia. As indicated by
GPS measurements (e.g. Vernant and Chéry, 2006;
Reilinger et al., 2006) the general direction of crustal
motion in Iran, compare to Eurasia fixed, is toward the
north at 23–25 mm/yr. The GPS strain field can be
divided into several areas: the central Iranian plateau
appears to move N355°E at 14 mm/yr. while north of
Tabriz, the Talesh and Armenia move N10°E at 12 and 8
mm/yr respectively. A part of deformation (5-6 mm/yr)
seems to be accommodated across the Alborz Range,
which have partitioned generally to N-S compression
and E-W horizontal shearing. In response, strong to
moderate earthquakes (with mostly long return periods)
strike this mainly intraplate region. According to
historical seismicity catalogues (e.g. Ambraseys and
Melville 1982; Berberian, 1994; Berberian and Yeats
1999), at least 450 destructive earthquakes were
reported in Iran since 600 BC (Solaymani Azad et al.,
2011a). Comparison of historical and instrumental
earthquake catalogues of Persian territory reveals an
intraplate tectonic regime and then, long return periods
for most of strong seismic events. In the last decades,
strong earthquakes (M>6.5) occurred at a similar rate,
each five to six years in average (Silakhor (Ms=7.4, 1909),
Salmas (Ms=7.4, 1930), Torud Ms=6.5, 1953), Lar (Ms=6.7,
1960), Buin Zahra (Ms=7.2, 1962), Dasht-e-Bayaz (Ms=7.4,
1968), Qir (Ms=6.9, 1972), Khorgu (Ms=7.0, 1977), Tabas
(Ms=7.7, 1978), Qayen (Ms=7.1, 1979), Rudbar-Manjil
(Ms=7.3, 1990), Sefidabeh (Ms=6.1,1994), Ardebil
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(Ms=6.1, 1997), Birjand (Ms=7.3, 1997), Fandoga
(Mw=6.6, 1998), Avaj (M=6.6, 2002), Baladeh (M=6.3,
2003), Bam (M=6.7, 2003), Zarand (M=6.4, 2004), Tuchahi
(M=5.9, 2010), Negar (M=5.8, 2010), Rigan (M=6.7, 2010),
Arasbaran (M=6.4 and M=6.3, 2012) and Sistan (M=7.7,
2013)). The sources of all of these seismic events are well
identified now and correspond to active reverse or
strike-slip faults mainly concentrated in the south of Iran
(Zagros fold-and-thrust belt), eastern Iran and northwest of Iran (Alborz ranges and Talesh-Azerbaijan
region). However, it is important to point out that for
some of these events, the seismic source was unknown
before the occurrence of the earthquake because active
fault mapping of Iran is still incomplete (Solaymani Azad
et al., 2011a). Mostly shallow moderate-strong
earthquakes of Iran together with low erosion rate
within arid Persian territory help to have well-preserved
surface faulting features for both instrumental and
historical events.
Arid Persian territory contains a number of cities and
villages which have been localized and then developed
near the valleys within mountain fronts to supply water.
In most cases, the mountain fronts in turn have mainly
formed by active structural zones. The well-preserved
coseismic surface faulting features and more than 2500
years long history of the seismically active Persia makes
it to a suitable domain to conduct paleoseismological
studies. To assess the seismic hazard for all Iranian cities,
especially based on detailed and then expensive
paleoseismological investigations, the large and highly
populated regions (such as; NW Iran) have logically the
priority. Within high-populated region of the NW Iran,
Tehran and Tabriz cities are located in well-studied areas
where several destructive historical seismic events have
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been documented. In this domain, the main seismogenic
sources are known as the Mosha-North Tehran fault, in
Tehran and the North Tabriz fault in Tabriz regions (Fig.
1).
The Mosha (Dellenbach, 1964) and North Tehran
(Rieben, 1955; Tchalencko et al., 1974; Berberian et al.,
1985) fault system are mainly reverse ~E-striking faults
with a structural junction zone in east of Tehran city. In
addition, Quaternary markers and structural evidence
reveal active sinistral faulting features concentrated
along the fault zones (e.g. Tchalencko et al., 1974;
Trifonov et al., 1996; Solaymani Azad et al., 2003; Ritz et
al., 2006; Landgraf et al., 2009; Solaymani Azad et al.,
2011b; Shabanian et al., 2012; Ghassemi et al., 2014).
The North Tabriz fault as another main geological
structure of the NW Iran (Eftekharnezhad, 1975; Nabavi,
1976) locates at the immediate vicinity of the Tabriz
metropolis. This dextral active fault was the seismic
source of at least three historical damaging events (e.g.
Berberian and Arshadi, 1976; Berberian 1997;
Karakhanian et al., 2002; Hessami et al., 2003; Solaymani
Azad, 2009; Solaymani Azad et al., in press;
Tectonophysics).

seismic events. Within Tehran region, paleoseismological
studies performed along the East Mosha-North Tehran
fault system (e.g. Solaymani Azad et al., 2003; Ritz et al.,
2006; Solaymani Azad, 2009; Solaymani Azad et al.,
2011b; Ghassemi et al., 2014) revealed larger amounts of
slip rate (i.e. 2-3 mm/yr) rather than western parts of the
fault system (i.e. less than 1 mm/yr: e.g. Nazari, 2006; Ritz
et al., 2012). According to morphotectonic and
paleoseismologic studies within Tabriz region (Hessami
et al., 2003; Solaymani Azad, 2009), the amount of
detected Holocene strong paleo-seismic events along
the western sector of the North Tabriz fault are
significantly greater than the eastern sector of the fault
zone (Solaymani Azad et al., in press; Tectonophysics).
Within central portion of the domain, the main morphostructural result of this deformation pattern has been
developed as N-S Talesh-Zandjan topographic reliefs.
Despite of sparse paleoseismological investigations
within NW of Iran, the slower active deformation in
central portion of this domain could be compatible with
longer return periods (more than 2 kyr; Berberian and
Ghorashi, 1990) of strong earthquakes (e.g. Rudbar
earthquake, 1990, M~7.3). According to historical (e.g.
Ambraseys and Melville 1982; Berberian, 1994) and
instrumental earthquake catalogues, Zandjan city as the
greatest historic metropolis in southern part of this
central domain can be considered as a seismic gap.
Morphotectonic studies performed in Zandjan
historically seismic gap (Solaymani Azad et al., 2011a)
revealed an intraplate active fault network which is
capable to produce strong-moderate earthquakes with
return periods over two thousand years.
Conclusion

Fig. 1: Active faulting within NW of Iran (after Solaymani
Azad, 2009). Note to the Left and right-lateral fault zones of
the Mosha-North Tehran and North Tabriz in eastern and
western portions of the domain. Ta: Tabriz, Th: Tehran,
and Z: Zandjan.

In the present study, we summarize the
paleoseismologic and morphotectonic characteristics of
different sectors of the faults to investigate and compare
the seismogenic behavior of them. In addition, the
results could be used to better understanding of the
geodynamics of the NW Iran.

The features of active deformation in eastern and
western sectors of the NW Iran show respectively left
and right-lateral faulting evidence along roughly Estriking structural zones such as Mosha-North Tehran
and North Tabriz faults. Paleoseismological studies along
the eastern and western parts of the fault zones have
been revealed different amounts of coseismic
deformation rate, which decrease to the central portion
of the domain. Logically, this deformation pattern could
be compatible with longer return periods of strong
earthquakes observed within this intraplate region.
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Discussion
Tehran and Tabriz as the two high populated cities are
located near-by the Mosha-North Tehran and North
Tabriz fault zones at the eastern and western parts of the
NW Iran, respectively. According to historical seismicity
catalogues they were experienced a number of strong
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Geometric and kinematic characteristics of the Mosha-North Tehran Fault system,
Northern Iran
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Abstract: The Mosha Fault (MF) and the North Tehran Fault (NTF), located at the southern part of the Central Alborz mountain
range, northern Iran, are geometrically characterized by fault branching. Since these faults are considered as tectonically active
faults based on historical seismicity records and located near the most populous city of Iran (Tehran), understanding the fault
characteristics and the potential of earthquake hazard around this area is very important. In this study, we carried out preliminary
field work based on geomorphologic and kinematic analyses to understand the deformation history and evolutional characteristics
of the Mosha-North Tehran Fault system. Our field observations indicate that both of the two faults underwent multiple slip events
with different slip senses. The MF has mainly evolved by reverse reactivated strike-slip movements, whereas the NTF is characterized
by multiple reverse reactivations with dip-slip senses. These results may indicate that the two faults have been linked kinematically
as well as geometrically. Therefore, more detailed fault zone characterization and evolution studies should be carefully carried out
to understand active tectonics and related seismic hazards around this area.
Key words: Mosha Fault, North Tehran Fault, fault system evolution, reverse reactivation

Introduction
The Mosha Fault (MF) and the North Tehran Fault (NTF)
are the most important active faults, which are located
near the Tehran metropolis at the southern part of the
Central Alborz Mountain range (e.g. Dellenbach, 1964;
Berberian,1983; Allen et al., 2003). According to historical
seismicity records (e.g. Ambraseys and Melville, 1982) and
active tectonic features observed along this fault system
(e.g. Ritz et al., 2003, Solaymani et al., 2003, Abbassi &
Farbod, 2009), the Mosha and the North Tehran faults are
significant seismic hazard zone of the capital of Iran,
where around 15 million people live.
The Mosha fault is about 200 km long and is located
between Firuzkuh to the east and Abyek to the west (e.g.
Dellenbach, 1964). It can be divided into 3 parts; an
eastern WNW- striking part (EMF), a central NW-striking
part (CMF) and a western EW-striking part (WMF) (Fig. 1b).
The central and western parts have almost a sinusoidal
trace on map view and show thrust mechanism (e.g.
Zanchi et al., 2006; Moinabadi & Yassaghi, 2007), while the
eastern part has a linear trace and shows a left-lateral
strike-slip motion associated with a normal component
(e.g. Solaymani et al., 2011; Ritz et al., 2006).
The North Tehran fault is located between Karaj to the
west and Ira area to the east (Fig. 1b) that Eocene
formations of the Alborz range are thrust over Neogene
and Quaternary sediments of the Tehran embayment
(e.g., Tchalenko et al., 1974). It is more than 60 km long
strikes E-W to ENE-WSW and is an oblique thrust or
reverse fault with a left-lateral component (Alavi, 1996).
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In this paper, we examined the kinematics of the Mosha
and the North Tehran Fault based on geomorphic and
field investigations. This study can contribute to a better
understanding of the evolution and seismic hazards of
these faults.
Geological setting
The Alborz mountain range is an active mountain belt
that formed due to the closure of Paleotethys Ocean and
was affected by Kimmerian and Alpine orogeny. It is
located in the northern part of Iran and northern part of
the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt in Western Asia.
According to Vernant et al. (2004) GPS measurements
along the Iran microcontinent indicate NNE-directed
shortening with a rate of 5±2 mmyr-1, where the Alborz
range accommodate almost one third of the
intracontinental deformation in Iran. Also a wide range
shearing is observed at a rate of 4±2 mmyr-1, which
caused left-lateral motion on E-W striking structures
(Fig. 1a). As a consequence of this stress regime, the relief
has been increased to more than 3000 m alongside the
North Tehran fault and over the Tehran plain, which is an
indicator of strain accommodation in the Tehran region.
Also the Mosha fault accommodates an important part of
lateral shearing in the Alborz mountain belt (e.g. Allen et
al., 2003; Vernant et al., 2004; Ritz et al., 2006).
Field observations
Geomorphic and kinematic characteristics are well
expressed at the eastern part of the Mosha Fault (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. a) Simplified tectonic map of the Middle East. Arrows show sense of relative motion (modified after Landgraf et al.,
2009). The rectangle shows the location of the study area and the star shows the location of Tehran.
b) Central Alborz region and its major faults (modified after Ghassemi et al., 2014). Meisoseismal areas of historical
earthquakes provisionally attributed to the NTF and EMF are shown by ellipses; data on the 958 AD Ray-Taleghan
earthquake, and 1930 AD Ah-Mobarak Abad are from Ambraseys & Melville (1982); data on the 1830 AD Damavand–
Shemiranat earthquake from Berberian & Yeats (1999). Location of pictures are shown by small white circles. The
rectangle shows the study area. CF=Caspian Fault, CMF=Central Mosha Fault, EMF=Eastern Mosha Fault,
FZF=Firuzkuh Fault, KZF=Kahrizak Fault, NAFS=North Alborz Fault System, NRF=North Ray Fault, SRF=South Ray
Fault, WMF=Western Mosha Fault.

In Fig. 2a, the Mosha Fault is marked by a WNW-ESE
trending lineament and a series of geomorphic features.
In particular a large alluvial fan is cut by the fault
indicating left-lateral movement. Towards the west and
near the junction zone of MF and NTF, a ridge is also cut
by the fault (Fig. 2c), indicating left-lateral movement (Fig.
1b). Several geomorphic markers indicate that the Mosha
fault underwent left-lateral movement and this is what
happens now. In Fig. 2d, the Mosha Fault zone is exposed
on the N-S road-cut section, where the fault has a WNWESE trend and a sub-vertical dip. The fault core thickness
is about 7 m and a high density of fractures is developed
near the fault core. The Quaternary deposits are cut by
faults with normal slip sense. Many field observations on
the North Tehran fault indicate clear dip-slip movement
(Fig. 3). Figure 3a shows a 12 m high N-S road-cut section
of the NTF. Displaced layers along faults and field
measurements are good indicators of normal faulting.
Another 20 m high cross section in Abbasabad hills shows
several dip-slip movements along faults (Fig. 3c and 3d).
In this outcrop, Plio-Pleistocene sediments are affected by
the fault and there is a time gap during sedimentation,
which is distinguishable by a clear unconformity surface.
Several events of dip-slip faulting before and after the
unconformity are recorded along the faults. Field
observations show several normal and reverse
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movements along faults, which clearly indicates reverse
reactivation along the North Tehran Fault.
Discussion
Most of faults are not always a straight single line but
show complex geometry. Especially, many strike-slip
faults show lateral geometric variation along strike such
as bending, stepping, and branching. The kinematics of
faults can be controlled by the geometry of faults and
local dip slip movement can occur along strike-slip faults
as illustrated in Fig. 4.
MF and NTF do not cross each other and the NTF
geometrically merges into the MF showing a branch
pattern. They underwent a dextral transpression stage
under a NW-shortening (before Pliocene) and a later
sinistral transtension stage under a NE-shorting with
changing stress condition (from Pliocene to recent) (e.g.
Landgraf et al., 2009), which may have inverted the
kinematics of the Mosha and North Tehran Fault system.
Although both MF and NTF underwent reverse
reactivation, they show different movement patterns. MF
shows strike-slip reverse reactivation that it reactivated
from dip-slip to strike-slip fault (Fig. 2) and the NTF shows
dip-slip reverse reactivation that the fault is reactivated
from one type of
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Fig.2. Geomorphic and kinematic
indicators on Mosha Fault. a) and b)
show a alluvial fan that is leftlaterally offset by fault (vertical
arrows in b) indicate the minimum
offset along the fault). c) shows a
shutter ridge that is affected by leftlateral movement along fault. d) and
e) show a cross section along fault.
Fabrics on fault surface indicate a
clear normal component on fault.

Fig. 3. Kinematic indicators on the North Tehran Fault. a) and b) show a road-cut section across faults. Bedding
displacements along faults, mainly indicate a clear normal movement. c) shows a road-cut across fault in Abbasabad
hills. d) is a detailed sketch of the Abbasabad road-cut section. The location of d) is shown in c) by dashed square.
Several clear dip-slip faulting events are recorded along faults.
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region: effects of a rigid basement block within a collision
zone. Tectonophysics 366, 223–239.
Ambraseys, N.N., Melville, C.P., 1982. A History of Persian
Earthquakes. Cambridge University Press, London (219 pp.).
Berberian, M., 1983. The southern Caspian: a compressional
depression floored by a trapped, modified oceanic crust.
Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences 20, 163–183.
Berberian, M., Yeats, R.S., 1999. Patterns of historical earthquake
rupture in the Iranian plateau. Bulletin of the Seismological
Fig. 4. Dip-slip movement along branches of strike-slip faults.
a) and d) show dextral movement and b) and c) shows
sinistral movement. Note that change of kinematic
characteristics along the main fault can control the type of
dip-slip faulting on fault branches.

dip-slip faulting to another type of dip-slip faulting (Fig. 3)
depending on stress condition such as the strike of the
fault relative to the maximum compressive direction.
The main fault geometry and movement patterns along
many faults based on field observations strongly indicate
that they are kinematically linked. Therefore, we suggest
that NTF and MF are one fault system and NTF is a
splaying fault of MF. Thus, the kinematic characteristics
on NTF can be controlled by the kinematics along MF.
Based on this interpretation, reverse faulting on NTF
might occur when the Mosha Fault undergoes rightlateral movement (Similar as in Fig. 4d) and normal
faulting might occur during left-lateral movement (similar
to Fig. 4c).
Conclusion
Based on historical seismic events, MF and NTF are the
main sources of seismic hazard to the most populous city
of Iran. These two faults cut Quaternary deposits in many
places indicating active faults. According to previous
studies and our field observations, MF and NTF
underwent reverse reactivation resulting in strike-slip
reverse reactivation along MF and dip-slip reverse
reactivation on NTF. Fault kinematic data and fault
geometry indicate that these two faults behave as a fault
system and NTF is a branch of MF. Therefore, the
kinematic changes on MF can control kinematic
characteristics of NTF.
Acknowledgements: We thank to all concerned staffs of
Geological Survey of Iran (GSI) for preparing the best conditions
for this research project.
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Review of paleoseismological studies in South Korea
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Abstract: This paper reviews the studies on paleoseismology in South Korea over the past 20 years. Most of Quaternary faults
have been reported along the Yangsan and Ulsan fault zones that define prominent lineaments in southeastern Korea. Dozens of
trenches have been excavated along these fault zones and southeastern costal region of Korean peninsula. Dozens of fault
exposures cutting Quaternary fluvial, colluvial and marine terrace deposits have been studied. Some dating methods including C14, Be-10, OSL, ESR were applied to constrain the age of Quaternary activities of many faults. These studies have supplied some
reliable data on the Quaternary activities of many faults in South Korea
Key words: paleoseismology, Quaternary faults, trenches, terraces, dating

but present some case studies of paleoseismology in this
country.

Introduction
Heavy industrial complexes including nuclear power
plants have been constructed along the southeastern
costal region of the Korean peninsula. Most of the
studies on paleoseismology have been focused
Quaternary faults developed in this region. In order to
overcome time limitations exhibited by instrumental
and historic earthquake records, paleoseismic studies
have been applied in South Korea. I present a short
review on the study of Quaternary faults in this country. I
do not herein intend to review all the undertaken studies

Studies on Quaternary fault in South Korea
A summary on the Quaternary faults in South Korea
was provided by Kyung (2003, 2007) and Chwae and
Choi (2007). Major tectonic deformation of southeastern
region of the Korean peninsula was discussed in these
papers. Kim et al. (2011) also summarised the research
methods on active faults and limitations on these
methods. Quaternary faults are recorded by multiple
criteria in South Korea: Geomorphological features,
primary fault plane, dating of fault gouge, offset of
Quaternary deposits. The geographic locations of
Quaternary faults are given in Fig. 1.
Quaternary faults in the Yangsan fault zone

Fig. 1: Locations of Quaternary faults (1 to 17)
discovered in the southeastern part of South
Korea. A to F; lineaments representing major
strike-slip faults in the Yangsan fault system
(after Ree and Kwon, 2005).
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A Quaternary fault was firstly reported by Okada et al.
(1994) through trench study at the Wolpyung site on the
Yangsan fault. This fault is the most prominent right
lateral strike slip fault in the southeastern region of the
Korean peninsula. After that, many trench studies have
followed along this fault. Most of trenches have been
practiced across the fault traces (lineaments) identified
by geomorphic expression (Kyung, 2003). The fluvial
terraces along the southern part of the Yangsan fault
zone were divided into 4 levels (Qt1, Qt2, Qt3 and Qt4;
Kyung, 2003).
The fault in the Wolpyung site forming the boundary
between Cretaceous andesite and Quaternary alluvial
fan deposit (Qt4), is exposed on the trench walls. The
orientation of this fault is N25E/90. Dextral strike-slip
movement with reverse component tend to be
dominated (Okada et. al., 1994, Kyung, 2003).
Quaternary alluvial sedimentary rocks (Qt4) are
exposed in fault contact with granite in a small road cut
at Sangchon-ri, Sangnam-myon (Kyung, 2003). The
orientation of this fault is N23E/90 and is subparallel with
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the main trace of the Yangsan fault. This fault consists of
4 fault gouge bands and 1 microbreccia band. Each band
has very sharp and planar fault planes in the both
contacts. In the trench near this outcrop, the fault plane
strikes N25E and dips 80 SE. Fault rock zone in this trench
consists of 2 fault gouge bands and 1 microbreccia band.
It suggests that the fault rock zone is very variable along
the strike and dip directions and some fault gouge
bands merge with the sharp fault planes. Dextral strikeslip movement with reverse component tends to be
dominated. The deduced evolution of the fault rock zone
in the Sangchon site using the ESR age data can be
summarized as follows: at least 3 Ma years ago, a few
meter wide cataclasite zone was formed during main
active period of the Yangsan fault zone. The Quaternary
alluvial sediments (Qt4) were deposited unconformably
in this area. The localization of shear deformation by
strain softening had occurred resulting in the
development of the fault gouge band (770 ka). At about
660 ka ago, the new fault gouge band was added next to
the older gouge band by a strain hardening process. At
approximately 600 ka ago, a new gouge band and a
microbreccia band were formed at both sides of a given
fault rock zone. One of the main fault plane was
reactivated and created the well foliated gouge band in
about 410 ka ago.
Quaternary alluvial sedimentary rocks are exposed in
fault contact with Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the
trench at the Shinhwa site. The orientation of the fault is
N46E/70NW. The main gouge zone is typically 10 cm
wide, and varies in strike and dip directions in trench
surfaces. Dextral strike-slip movement with reverse
component tend to be dominated.
Yang and Lee (2012) tested the consistency of ESR
ages along the fault gouge zone developed on the same
fault strand about 25 m long at the Kachon site. They
found that ESR ages of three samples collected along the
same band of fault gouge about 25 m in length show
consistent ESR ages, equivalent doses and dose rates.
Results of this ESR age estimates suggest that the fault
strand in this site was formed before the Quaternary
period and was reactivate at least two times within the
Quaternary period.
The fluvial terraces along the northern part of the
Yangsan fault zone were divided into 5 levels (Qt1, Qt2,
Qt3, Qt4 and Qa). Qa represents the alluvium deposits of
the latest Pleistocene to Holocene (Kyung, 2003). Fault
gouges developed in the basement thrust over the
alluvium deposits aged about 3298 by C-14 method. A
layer of humic silt ranging from 1314 to 2356 B.P. by C14 method was displaced by the latest thrust fault
movement at the Yugye-ri site (Kyung, 2003).
Quaternary faults in the Ulsan fault zone
The NNW-SSE trending Ulsan fault passes through a
long valley showing a distinct lineament. Quaternary
reverse fault movements were reported along this fault.
Kyung (2007) reported the average slip rate of the Ulsan
fault ranges from 0.08 to 0.13 mm/yr by trench studies of
the Malbang and the Kalgok sites.
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The thrust fault developed at the outcrop on the
northern wall of the Sagok reservoir in the eastern part
of Malbang-ri, Waedong-up. The interbedded sequence
of laminated sandstone, mudstone, and matrix
supported conglomerate and massive very coarse
sandstone on the hanging wall is folded forming the
fault bend fold. The fault at the Malbang site moved at
least 2 times within 500ka (Lee and Yang, 2007b).
The subhorizontal fault (NS/12W) is developed on
the outcrop near the Wonwonsa temple. The medium
light gray fault gouge at the floor fault is massive and
about 20 cm thick at the Wonwonsa site. The thickness
of fault gouge is various along the dip direction. The
lenticular Quaternary sedimentary rock and the granite
are exposed at the foot wall. The Quaternary
conglomerate deposited on the granite unconformably
on the hanging wall block thrust over the lenticular
sedimentary rock and granite. The fault gouge zone is
about 10-30 thick and branched and recombined on a
scale of a few meters in the granite. ESR data for fault
gouge suggest that the thrust fault at the Wonwonsa
site was reactivated at least 4 times during the
Quaternary period (Lee and Schwarcz, 2001).
The Ipshil fault is well exposed at the boundary
between granite and andesitic rocks at the Ipshil-ri,
Waedong-up, Korea. The exposures of the main fault
rock zone consists of northern wall 2m high, and
southern wall 2 0m high in the Ipshil creek. The fault rock
zone of this fault consists of fault gouge, microbreccia
and fault breccia. The andesitic rock near the fault is
severely fractured. Anastomosing cataclastic shear
bands are well developed in the granite near the fault
rock zone. ESR data and geological structure in the fault
rock zone indicate the evolution of the fault rock zone of
the Ipshil site as follows; at least a few Ma years ago,
anastomosing cataclastic shear band had formed in the
damage zone of sheared granite. The localization of the
shear deformation had formed the microbreccia zone
about 1 m thick in the foot wall side and andesitic fault
breccia in the hanging wall side. The main gouge zone
was reactivated within the microbreccia zone in about 2
Ma ago. The microbreccia band located between the
sheared granite and the main gouge zone at present is
the relics of the older microbreccia zone. The last
movement of the fault had occurred along one of the
main fault surfaces in 1.4 Ma ago.
The Ihwa fault, forming the boundary between
Tertiary granite and Quaternary deposits, is exposed on
the wall of the Ihwa creek in Ulsan. The gouge zone 12cm thick branches and merges at the bottom of the
creek. The central block about 20 cm thick, bounded by
fault gouge, is composed of undeformed granite and
basic dyke. Fault breccia is developed in a fractured
granite and in contact with gouge zone but there is no
evidence of deformation in the Quaternary alluvial
sedimentary rocks, even near the fault gouge. The
evolution of fault gouge zone deduced from ESR data is
as follows; a fault breccia zone in granite cut by the fault
zone was formed over 3 Ma ago. After the formation of
this breccia zone in the granite, a basic dyke intruded
along the breccia zone. A gouge zone was later formed
between the basic dyke and fault breccia about1.4 Ma
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ago. A later gouge zone was formed between
Quaternary deposits and the granite about 650 ka ago
(Lee and Schwarcz, 2001)..
The Wangsan fault is exposed at Kyeongju, Korea.
The Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary andesite is
unconformably covered by Quaternary alternating
conglomerate and sandston deposits. The unconformity
is cut by thrust fault which displaces a hanging wall
block of about 30 m (Fig. 2; Ree and Kwon, 2005).
Exposed at the surface of this fault is a light gray and
brown fault gouge about 40-120 cm thick, but varying in
thickness along strike and dip. Because the fault rocks
cannot be generated along faults in unconsolidated
sediments due to low confining stress near the surface,
Lee and Yang (2003) consider that this fault gouge has
been moved up along the fault on the Quaternary
sedimentary rock of the footwall. They obtained ESR
ages of 550ka and interpreted that this fault was
reactivated prior to the deposition of the quaternary
deposits (Lee and Yang, 2003). Cheong et al. (2003)
reported the OSL ages ranging from 54 to 90 ka for the
Quaternary deposits. These data suggest that this fault
was reactivated at least 2 times during the Quaternary
period and presents some potential seismic hazards to
the heavy industrial complexes in the southeastern
region of Korea.
Quaternary faults in the coastal area between
Pohang and Ulsan
The Eupcheon Fault was discovered during the
construction of a primary school in an area close to a
nuclear power plant. Most of the research has been
focused on the evaluation of the potential seismic
hazards associated with this nuclear power plant (Kee et.
al., 2007; Kim et. al., 2011). This fault zone was formed as
a normal fault in the late Oligocene to early Miocene and

Fig. 2: Outcrop photograph of the Wangsan Fault showing
ESR ages of fault gouge and OSL ages of sandstone. UC:
unconformity. QD: Quaternary deposit (modified from Ree
and Kwon, 2005).

an analysis of colluvial wedges, and measurements of
displacement–distance relationships along the fault. And
they estimated the amount of slip in the range of 0.7–1.8
m for each of the five identified faulting events and the
earthquake magnitude in the range of Mw 5.4–7.4. Lee
and Yang (2007a) studied temporal pattern of
Quaternary activities of this fault, using ESR dating of
fault gouges collected from basement. They suggested
that this fault was reactivated at least five times during
Quaternary period. These data indicate that long-term
cyclic fault activity of this fault continued into the
Quaternary. This fault presents some potential seismic
hazards to the nuclear power plants in its vicinity.
Marine terraces
Marine terraces have been reported along the
southeastern costal region of the Korean peninsula. They
were classified as T1, T2, and T3 with ages ranging
from127 ka to Holocene. The altitudes of inner edges are
0.5 m for T1, 10 m for T2 and 25-30 m for T3 in Daebo
and Gori blocks. Whereas, the altitudes of inner edges
are 4 m for T1, 20 m for T2 and 45 m for T3 terraces
respectively in Wolsong block (Chwae and Choi, 2007).
Aeolian dune sands are well preserved on top of each
terrace surface, underlain by palaeo-beach sediments.
OSL ages of the palaeo-beach sediments from T3 (127
ka) and T2 (73–80 ka) indicate that these terraces were
formed during marine isotopic stage (MIS) 5e and MIS5a,
respectively (Choi and Cheong, 2007; Choi et al., 2009).
Uplift rates are 0.2 m/ka at the Daebo and Gori blocks
and 0.3 m/ka at the Wolsong block indicating the middle
Wolsong block was more active than the others (Chwae
and Choi, 2007)..
Space-Time patterns of Quaternary fault activity in
the southeastern part of the Korean peninsula
Lee and Yang (2007b) studied space-time patterns of
Quaternary fault activity in southeastern part of the
Korea, using ESR dating method. A plot of the
distribution of ESR ages of the Yangsan fault zone shows
that fault movements are clustered between 800 and
200 ka. That is, the fault movements appear to occur in
active period, averaging 50 ka in length, separated by
inactive periods of about 100 ka average length (Fig. 3).
A plot of the distribution of ESR ages of the Ulsan fault
zone and its vicinity shows that fault movements are
clustered within 7 active periods (Fig. 4). Some faults in
east side of the Ulsan fault were reactivated between
160 and 120 ka. Some strike-slip faults in the Yangsan
fault zone and thrust fault in east side of the Ulsan fault
were reactivated at 800 ka. Some thrust faults in the
northern part of the Yangsan fayult zone and east side of
the Ulsan fault were reactivated between 500 and 700 ka.
Some thrust faults in the southern part of the Yangsan
fayult zone and east side of the Ulsan fault were
reactivated between 200 and 300 ka.

It was then was reversely reactivated during the
Quaternary (Kim et al., 2011). Kim et. Al. (2011) identified
four or five Quaternary faulting events upon the fault
based on an interpretation of the trench logs including
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Earthquake characteristics in and around the Korean Peninsula and their tectonic
implication
Myung-Soon Jun
Earthquake Research Center, Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, 124 Gwahang-no, Yuseong-gu,
Daejeon, 305-350, Korea. Email: junms@kigam.re.kr

Abstract: In and around the Korean Peninsula, 21 intraplate earthquake source parameters since 1936 were analy-zed to
understand the characteristics of focal mechanisms and regional stress orientation and tectonics. These earthquakes are the
largest ones from the last century and may represent the characteristics of typical earthquakes in this region. Focal mechanisms
of these earthquakes show predominant strike-slip faulting with small amount of thrust components. The average P-axis is
almost horizontal in ENE-WSW direction. This mechanism pattern and the direction of the maximum stress axis are very similar to
the northeastern part of China and southwestern part of Japan. However they are quite different from the eastern part of East Sea.
This may indicate that not only the subducting Pacific Plate from the east but also the indenting Indian Plate control focal
mechanisms in the far east of the Eurasian Plate.
Key words: Intraplate earthquake, Korean Peninsula, Earthquake mechanism.

Introduction
Earthquakes in and around the Korean Peninsula are
rather small in size with infrequent occurrence and show
rather diffuse geographic distribution, which are typical
characteristics of intraplate events. The occurrence of
earthquakes in this region does not correlate with any
known specific surface geologic features.
In Korea, instrumental earthquake recording has started
in 1905. However, Korea has a 2000-year long history
with more than 2000 documents which include not only
earthquake information but also many other natural
phenomena. Figure 1 shows the historical seismicity for
2000 years as well as instrumental seismicity since the 20
century.

The seismogenic zones indicated by the deduced focal
depths of earthquakes using the teleseismic short period
waveform modelling from the Yellow Sea, the Korean
Peninsula (Jun, 1990) and the western part of the East
Sea (Jun, 1993) are very shallow and restricted

Data Analysis
The focal mechanism of 21(M>4.5) shallow intraplate
earthquakes in and around the Korean Peninsula since
1936 were analyzed (Fig. 2). Considering the low
seismicity in the region, these earthquakes may
represent and characterize the state of stress of the earth
crust for the epicentral region. Nodal plane was obtained
from the best double couple solutions of the moment
tensor solutions. The majority of earthquake source
mechanism in this region show predominant strike-slip
faulting on steeply dipping nodal planes together with
small amount of thrust components. In the Korean
Peninsula, six earthquakes show predominant strike slip
faulting while one event from the western central part of
Korea shows normal faulting. In the Yellow Sea, six
earthquakes show strike slip faulting and two events
show thrust faulting. Along the eastern coast of the
Korean Peninsula, from the East Sea (Sea of Japan), four
earthquakes show strike slip faulting and two events
show thrust faulting.
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Fig. 1: Seismicity in and around the Korean Peninsula.

to the upper 10km of the crust. While focal depths from
the southwestern part of the East Sea are deeper than 20
km (Jun, 1990). Since the depth of the crust in the southwestern part of the East Sea is about 15km which is the
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half of the typical continental crust and the crust is
probably being oceanic, these events from the SW of the
East Sea might occur in the uppermost mantle.

Fig. 2: Epicentral distribution of 21 studied earthquakes and
their focal mechanisms.

I compared the earthquake source parameters in and
around the Korean Peninsula with neighbouring regions.
I used earthquake source parameters obtained by USGS
using centroid moment tensor inversion since 1976 (U.S.

Geological Survey, 2010) from north-eastern China, the
south-western part of Japan and the eastern part of the
East Sea, which are also part of the Eurasian plate.
Used data are the shallow focus (h<60Km), and their
magnitude is larger than 6.5. From Figure 3, two major
differences are evident from the pattern of earthquake
mechanisms. The first difference is the faulting style.
Thrust faulting is dominant in the eastern part of the East
Sea, while strike slip faulting dominates around the
Korean Peninsula, south-western part of Japan and in
north-eastern China.
The horizontal projection of P-axis directions represent
the directions of the horizontal maximum strain and also
correspond to the directions of SHmax. Figure 4 shows the
principal stress axes of the 21 studied earthquakes
together with the neighbouring regions. Epicenters
associated with strike-slip and normal-fault mechanisms
are denoted by open circles and those associated with
thrust-fault mechanism by solid circles. The horizontal
projections of P-axis for strike-slip and thrust fault
mechanism are indicated by lines through epicentral
symbols. For normal faults, the T-axis is represented by
outward pointing arrows.
Around the Korean Peninsula, the trend of P-axes is
almost horizontal in ENE - WSW direction. In NE China
and SW Japan, the P-axes trend ENE - WSW direction
which are similar to that observed around the Korean
Peninsula. By contrast, NW - SE trending P-axes with
almost vertical T-axes are dominant in the eastern part of
the East Sea.

Fig. 3: Comparing earthquake mechanism in and around the Korean Peninsula with neighbouring regions.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of principal stress axes for the 21 studied earthquakes in and around the Korean Peninsula together with
neighbouring region.

Discussion
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Optical dating of marine terrace sediments along the eastern coast of Korea, relevant to local
crustal stability and Quaternary tectonics: Experiences and Expectations
Jeong-Heon Choi (1)*, Seongchan Hong (1), Seoyoung Heo (1), Sung-Ja Choi (2)
(1) Division of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Korea Basic Science Institute, Ochang Centre, Chungbuk 363-883, South Korea. *
Corresponding author: jhchoi@kbsi.re.kr
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Abstract: The formation ages of marine terraces along the eastern coast of Korea have long been the key issue for understanding
Quaternary tectonics of the region. As some of these terraces, particularly those near the nuclear power plants, were cut by
Quaternary faults with unknown age, establishing a chronological framework became critical for the assessment of local crustal
stability of this area. Since the early 2000s, intensive works have been made to date Quaternary sediments covering each terrace
platforms using the quartz OSL dating method, and the sedimentation ages corresponding to MIS 5a and 5e were suggested for
2nd (~18-25 m a.m.s.l) and 3rd terraces (~40-50 m a.m.s.l), respectively. In this paper, we briefly summarise our efforts to OSL date
marine terrace sediments during past decade, and explore future possibilities.

INTRODUCTION
Along the eastern coast of Korea, five to six flights of
marine terraces are recognised (Lee, 1987; Kim et al.,
1998). Controversially, these terraces are classified as 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th terraces at the elevations of < 5 m, 1020 m, 20-40 m, 40-60 m and 70-80 m, respectively (Kim
et al., 1998; Fig. 1).

In this paper, we aim at briefly summarising our decadal
experiences to OSL date marine terrace sediments, and
further introducing future possibilities to extend the
datable age range using luminescence techniques,
particularly for dating marine sediments before last
interglacial period.

(a)

Recently, the formation timing of these terraces have
drawn considerable attention because some of these
terraces and overlying Quaternary marine sediments
were found to have been cut by Quaternary faults with
unknown ages (Lee et al., 1999). Because these fault
systems are located near heavy industrial complexes and
nuclear power plants, the reliable assessment of the local
crustal stability of this region is of importance not only
for tectonics, but also for natural hazard prediction.
There have been, however, very few reports on the
chronology of these terraces and faults (e.g. Choi, 2001;
Lee and Yang; 2007), mainly due to the lack of suitable
materials for dating; for instance, it is difficult to find
charcoal or other organic materials for radiocarbon
dating.
Thus, recently, OSL (Optically Stimulated
Luminescence) dating methods, which are to date time
elapsed since last exposure to sunlight, are widely
applied to date these marine terrace sediments; in this
dating method, quartz grains, ubiquitous in almost all
the sediments, are the usual target materials for dating.
While OSL dating marine terraces along the eastern
coast of Korea, we observed several quartz OSL signal
properties unsuitable for routine dating protocols, which
we could later overcome through modification of
experimental conditions and simple mathematical
analysis. In addition, some quartz samples seemed to
have depositional ages far beyond the usual datable age
range of OSL method (> ~ 150 ka).

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Location of marine terraces (modified from Choi
et al., 2003a). Closed and open circles represent 2nd and
3rd terraces, respectively. Solid lines indicate tectonic faults
with unknown ages. (b) Schematic view of marine terraces
along the eastern coast of Korea (modified from Choi et al.,
2003a)

OSL SIGNAL PROPERTIES OF QUARTZ GRAINS
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components (Fig. 3), which led to stratigraphically
inconsistent OSL ages in our pilot scheme.

2nd terraces
Quartz OSL signals are known to have several
constituent components, each having different
photoionisation cross sections, namely fast, medium,
slow 1, slow 2, and so on, in the order of the size of
photoionisation cross-section (Bailey et al., 1997;
Singarayer and Bailey, 2003; Choi et al., 2006). The
separation of these OSL signal components can be easily
done by linearly modulating the power density of
stimulation light source from 0 to maximum (LM-OSL,
Linearly Modulated OSL; Bulur, 1996); in this study, the
OSL signal stimulation was by blue-LEDs with
wavelength of 470±30 nm and a maximum power
density of 40 mW·cm-2.
Of these components, when the conventional SAR
(Single Aliquot Regenerative Dose; Murray and Wintle,
2000, 2003) protocol is applied, the fast OSL component
(σ = ~ 2.5×10-17 cm2) is known to be the best signal for
estimating equivalent dose values (De, Wintle and
Murray, 2006).
In a series of performance tests (i.e. dose recovery test,
preheat plateau test and thermal transfer test, etc), we
recognised that the conventional SAR protocol was not
working properly for dating quartz grains from some of
the 2nd terraces, for instance, those from Yangnam site.
This was due to the presence of the ultrafast OSL
component (Jain et al., 2008), which is thermally
unstable and can be removed by heating the samples at
220oC or higher (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3: LM-OSL curves in quartz from a 2nd terrace in Oryu
site. The OSL signals in these samples are dominated by
slower OSL components (from Choi et al., 2003b).

3rd terraces
Marine terrace sediments at the Suryum site are cut by a
Quaternary reverse fault with unknown age, thus have
been intensively investigated to figure out the
recurrence interval of the fault and the timing of terrace
formation (Fig. 4); Considering its elevation (~ 45-50 m
a.m.s.l), it should be classified as 4th terrace (see the
Introduction section). However, here we refer to this as
3rd terrace, because, in this area, no terrace platform was
clearly observed between 2nd and the terrace at Suryum
site.
Quartz grains from the Suryum site appear to have
suitable OSL signal properties for dating as the samples
passed through all the performance tests, the OSL signal
being dominated by the fast OSL component. The OSL
ages are in the range of ~60-90 ka (Choi et al., 2009) in
single aliquot scale, made up of ~ 3000 sand-sized
quartz grains.

Fig. 2: LM-OSL curves in quartz from 2nd terraces. (a-c)
Quartz samples PNA, PYN and WYN show distinguishable
signature of component A’ (ultrafast OSL component), (d)
while this is not observed in the sample WKR-5B (from Choi
et al., 2003a)

In addition, the fast OSL component in quartz grains
from one of the 2nd terrace site, Oryu site, were observed
to be contaminated by huge amount of slower
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Fig. 4: Suryum fault site. Quaternary marine terrace
sediments were deposited on top of Tertiary volcanic.
There were cut by a Quaternary reverse fault with unknown
age.
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OSL AGES OF 2nd and 3rd MARINE TERRACE
SEDIMENTS

FUTURE WORKS TO EXTEND THE LUMINESCENCE AGE
RANGE: CAN IRSL DATING BE AN ALTERNATIVE ?

As indicated earlier, the ultrafast OSL component is
thermally unstable and could be removed by increasing
the test-dose preheating temperature up to 220oC in the
SAR cycles. In case of marine sediments at Oryu site, we
could pick up the fast OSL component only, through
deconvolution of the LM-OSL curves.

The usual datable range of OSL method is limited by the
concentration of defects in the crystal lattice that can
accommodate electrons released by ionising radiation.
It is well known that, although it varies from sample to
sample, quartz OSL signal begins to be saturated at De
values of ~ 200-300 Gy (~ 100-150 ka, assuming a dose
rate of 2 Gy·ka-1). Thus, many attempts have been made
to extend the datable luminescence age range.

After
these
experimental
and
mathematical
modifications, we could obtain internally consistent OSL
ages of ~60-70 ka from 2nd terrace sediments in the
Gijang-Gampo area. This age range was, then, compared
with OSL ages of 2nd terrace sediments from Pohang area
(~50-70 ka), which is ~ 40 km to the north of Gampo (Fig.
1). Later, considering that the elevations of the 2nd
terraces in Gampo-Jeong Ja area (~15-25 m) are
systematically higher than those of Jeong Ja-Gijang (~712 m) area, Choi et al. (2008) proposed a “pop-up” model,
in which, since at least MIS 5a, the middle part of the
southeastern coast of Korea had uplifted more quickly
than northern and southern parts.
The OSL ages of marine terrace sediments at Suryum site
(~60-90 ka) are still controversial, because these ages are
stratigraphically inconsistent with the ages of the lower
2nd terraces; In theory, located at higher elevations, the
3rd marine terraces should be older than the 2nd terrace.
However, the OSL ages of both 2nd and 3rd terrace are
indistinguishable.
Recently, based on single grain OSL dating, Heo et al. (in
press) showed that quartz grains within the marine
terrace sediments at Suryum site were of several age
components (Fig. 5), presumably due to mixture of
grains by post-depositional disturbance (e.g. roots or
earthquake shock etc.). They also observed an OSL age
component corresponding to MIS 7 (~ 190 ka) and
concluded that it would be prudent not to exclude the
possibility of its being MIS 7 terrace, although this will
provoke further controversies over the absence of MIS 5
terrace in this region.
Fig. 5: The distribution of single grain De values of quartz
from marine terrace sediments at Suryum site.
Central Age Model (CAM)
De = 219 ± 10 Gy (1σ SE), n=93
Overdispersion = 30 ± 4 %

Finite Mixture Model (FMM)
De,1 = 160 ± 7 Gy (41±9 %)
De,2 = 250 ± 12 Gy (54±10 %)
De,3 = 514 ± 64 Gy (6±4 %)
Assumed Overdispersion = 10 %
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Minimum Age Model (MAM)
De = 157+9-18 Gy (2σ SE), n=93
Assumed Overdispersion = 10 %

Sum of all grains (simulated single aliquots)
De = 191 ± 7 Gy (simulated n =12)

In this respect, dating with IRSL (InfraRed Stimulated
Luminescence) signal in K-rich feldspar has long been
one of the key issues for extending the luminescence
age range, as this signal saturates at much higher doses,
up to ~ 1000 Gy (corresponding to ~ 500 ka, assuming a
dose rate of 2 Gy·ka-1). However, anomalous fading of
IRSL signal, which leads to significant age
underestimation unless properly corrected, hindered its
use for routine dating of Quaternary sediments (Wintle,
1973).
Recently, several works have successfully shown that
there is no or negligible anomalous fading in post IR-IRSL
signals measured at 290oC (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2008),
and these signals could be applied to date sediments as
old as 600 ka (Thiel et al., 2012).
Although there are still debates on the bleachability of
the post IR-IRSL signal at deposition, this gives a new
possibility to challenge for dating sediments older than
MIS 7 period.
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Distribution of Marine terraces and their tectonic implication, Southeastern Korea
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Abstract: From detailed GPS surveying and mapping of marine terraces and their former shoreline angles along the southeastern
coast of the Korean Peninsula, we determine patterns of late Quaternary uplift over a coastal distance of ~100 km. The survey
area is divided into three distinct parts named here the Daebo, Weolsung, and Gori regions from north to south based on relative
differences in altitude of marine terrace platforms. In the Weolsung region, terrace inner edge altitudes are 3-5 m (T1), 19-24 m
(T2), 30-35 m (T3b), 40–50 m (T3a), 65-70 m (T4), and 75-85 m (T5) above msl. In the Daebo and Gori regions, the inner edge
altitudes of the five terraces are 0.5 m (T1), 9-11 m (T2), 18-22 m (T3b), 27-33 m (T3a), and 40-44 m (T4; locally as high as 50 m).
The sequences of four to five terraces correlate with sea-level high stands as follows: T1 = 6 ka (i.e., Holocene? sea level high
stand); T2 = 80 ka; T3b = 105 ka; T3a = 125 ka; and T4 = 200 ka. Using a paleo-sea level of +6 m for the 125-ka sea level highstand,
the long-term uplift rates are 0.33 m/ka in the Weolsung region and 0.19 m/ka in the Daebo-Gori regions, respectively. The
difference in uplift rate between them suggests local block tilting driven by the Ulsan fault and Gampo lineament. Persistent uplift
that generated marine terraces is the result of a WNW to ENE maximum compressive stress.
Key words: marine terraces, southeastern coast of Korean Peninsula, MIS 5, uplift rate, block tilting.

Introduction
The Korean Peninsula located in the far eastern
intraplate region of the Eurasian Plate is considered a
stable continental area lying at least 550 km northwest
of the Nankai Trough. Nevertheless, emergent flights of
marine terraces occur extensively along the
southeastern coast of the Peninsula. In this paper, we
present the results of marine terrace mapping in locally
active coastal region and assess variations in coastal
uplift rates. We surveyed the former shorelines of coastal
area 100km long and determined the rates and patterns
of the late Quaternary uplift based on detailed Global
Positioning System (GPS). This paper will present the
local major faulting in the intraplate regime and define
an independent crustal block with an isosceles triangle
shape.
Result of Marine Terrace mapping
The survey area is divided into three parts based on the
relative differences in elevation of marine terrace
platforms; the Daebo, Weolsung, and Gori regions from
north to south (Fig.1). The Daebo region extending
southward 35 km from Homigot to Gampo consists of
five well-expressed marine terraces that get narrower
toward the south. The paleo-shoreline angle elevations
of the five terraces are: ~1 m asl (T1), 9–11 m asl (T2), 18–
22 m asl (T3b), 27–33 m asl (T3a), and 40–50 m asl (T4;
locally as high as 50 m asl). The third T3 terrace in the
Daebo is the broadest and best expressed of all the
marine terraces on the Korean Peninsula. Sediment
overlying terraces in the Daebo region is poorly
developed and contains no fossils.
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Fig. 1:Satellite image of the southeastern Korean Peninsula,
showing Yangsan and Ulsan faults with the thick red line
and three study regions.

The Weolsung region has been studied in the past
because important industrial facilities had built since
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1977. The central Weolsung region is 35 km long and
contains six marine terraces: 2–5 m asl (T1), 19–24 m asl
(T2), 30–35 m asl (T3b), 40–50 m asl (T3a), 60–70 m asl
(T4), and 75–85 m asl (T5) (Fig. 2). Most of the platforms
are covered by thick marine deposits overlain by
younger fluvial sediments. Among them, the second
terrace T2 and the third terrace T3 generally are broad
and overlain by thick marine and fluvial deposits. There
are several possible marine terraces above 90m asl, but
they lack lateral continuity.

four terraces: T1 = 6 ka (i.e., Holocene sea level
highstand); T3b = 105 ka; T3a = 125 ka; and T4 = 200 ka.
We estimated uplift rates of marine terraces in order to
understand the cumulative vertical motion along the
southeastern coastal area of the Korean Peninsula for the
last Pleistocene. While elevations of original global
paleo-sea level highstands are not uniform for different
regimes, those of MIS 5e are generally agreed to be 6 m
asl (Chappell and Shackleton, 1986). The inner edge
elevation of the T3a is 40–50 m asl in the Weolsung
region and 25–33 m asl in the Daebo–Gori regions. Using
a paleo-sea level of + 6 m for 125 ka, the maximum and
minimum uplift rates were estimated to be 0.27 m/ka
and 0.35 m/ka for the Weolsung region, and 0.15 m/ka
and 0.22 m/ka for the Daebo–Gori regions. Mean uplift
rates of the Weolsung and Daebo–Gori regions are 0.31
m/ka (~0.3 m/ka) and 0.18 m/ka (~0.2 m/ka), respectively
(Fig.3).

Fig. 2: Map of Marine terraces (middle) with detailed maps
(A and B) and Profiles of former shoreline angle elevations
(lower) in the Weolsung region.

In Gori region, which is 26 km long, four marine terraces
occur along the Bangeojin to Gijang: ~0.5 m asl (T1), 8–
11 m asl (T2), 17–22 m asl (T3b), 25–30 m asl (T3a), and
40–44 m asl (T4).The Gori region is composed of low
relief similar in elevation to the lowest four terraces of
the Daebo region. The terraces in the Gori region
generally are more narrow and discontinuous than that
in the Daebo region. The T3 terraces are classified into
two; T3a and T3b. The Terrace T3b continuously is
developed while the T3a is not extended to the south of
Ganjeolgot.
Estimation of Marine Terrace Ages and its Tectonic
implication
Twenty-four OSL dates from beach sands overlying the
T2 platform in the Daebo, Welsung, and Gori regions
yield ages that range from 72-84 ka. The T2 terrace is
correlated with the 80 ka (~75 ka) (MIS 5a) highstand. At
Masan-ri and nearby Ipam-ri in the Daebo region, the
range of OSL ages for six dates on dune sand
immediately above a thin layer of beach gravel on the
T3a wave-cut platform is 119–99 ka, in agreement with
the paleomagnetic age estimate of 117–111 ka for the
same stratum at Masan-ri. Given that these are minimum
estimates of the age of the terrace, we conclude that the
T3a terrace most likely correlates with MIS 5e, the 125 ka
sea level highstand. Using the 76–80 ka of T2 terrace,
which has the best age control by OSL dating in this
study area, and the assumption that uplift of the marine
terraces is steady over a period of tens of thousands of
years, we derive the following inferred ages for the other
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Fig. 3: :(A) Global eustaic sea-levlel highstand elevations of
the late Pleistocene (Chappell and Shackleton, 1986;
Ludwig et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 2005;
Siddall et al., 2007).(B)Inferred uplift of each terrace plotted
versus terrace age for the Weolsung and Daebo-Gori
regions.

The uplift rates of the Weolsung and Daebo-Gori regions
are similar to those of California and of the Ryukyu Island.
However, they are located in active plate boundaries, for
example the east Pacific Plate or the Nankai trench. The
Korean Peninsula is far from the plate margins seen as
the India-Eurasian collision belt or the Pacific and
Philippine subduction zones. The vertical movements
causing marine terraces result not only from the
subduction or collision of regional plates but also from
local movements on individual major faults (Ota and
Omura, 1992; Zazo et al., 1999; Marquardt et al., 2004).
We assume that plate tectonic motion has had a
relatively insignificant influence over the uplifted flight
of marine terraces in the Korean Peninsula. The local
tectonic activity along the major Yangsan and Ulsan
faults mainly resulted in uplift of five to six marine
terraces along southeastern coastal area. Each marine
terrace in the Weolsung region is slightly higher in
altitude than its Daebo-Gori counterpart. This difference
might be associated with structures separating crustal
blocks. The structures are the Ulsan fault along the
southwestern margin of the Weolsung region and a
prominent Gampo lineament along the northern
regional margin (Fig.1). The Quaternary faults are
exposed on Ulsan fault. Gampo lineament showing a
topographic discontinuity could be an active fault. The
intersection of the Ulsan fault and Gampo fault lines
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defines a crustal block as an isosceles triangle in the
middle of the survey area.
In conclusion, the Korean Peninsula belongs to an
intraplate regime where there is sufficient local tectonic
activity to generate earthquakes. Vertical movements
reflect an uplift rate of 0.2–0.3 m/ka which is similar to
that at active plate boundaries in other areas, for
example, California, northern Chile, the Ryukyu Islands,
and the Strait of Gibraltar (Ota and Omura, 1992; Hanson
et al., 1994; Zazo et al., 1999; Marquardt et al., 2004).
Acknowledgements: This work was funded from 1999 to 2006
by the Atomic Energy Fund of the Korean Ministry of Science
(KINS) and supported by the Korea Institute of Geoscience and
Mineral Resources (KIGAM).
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Earthquake databases in hazard assessment of critical facilities
Ruben Tatevossian
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Abstract: The IAEA considers compilation of the comprehensive earthquake database as first order task. However, compilation of
the database is often treated as secondary technical procedure. Meanwhile the result strongly depends on this stage of work. No
sophisticated computer program is able fully and truly compensate the lack of high quality data on earthquakes. In this paper we
present materials and summarize the experience accumulated by the Institute of Physics of the Earth (Moscow) in seismic hazard
assessment of pipe-lines in Siberia, Altai and South-East Europe (Serbia). Comprehensive databases have to include information
starting from local high resolution instrumental network up to palaeo earthquake data. Before entering the database each data
type has to be critically examined. One should be very careful to avoid mixing different data types at too early stages of the
database compilation.
Key words: earthquake databases; critical facilities, seismic hazard assessment

INTRODUCTION
Seismic hazard assessment for critical facilities is
mandatory requirement in several countries. Without
being approved by corresponding authorities, no
engineering part of projects can start. Assessment has to
be done on the firm ground of comprehensive
earthquake databases. This is crucial requirement for
hazard assessment of critical facilities: nuclear power
plants, pipe-lines (e.g. IAEA, 2010). However there is
rather dangerous modern tendency in hazard
assessment, which is based on sophisticated statistical
analysis, generation of artificial earthquake catalogues
instead of addressing the data. Thus, the result departs
far from observed data toward models and concepts. We
definitely stand on the position that real data plays the
primary role and no sophisticated computer program is
able fully and truly compensate the lack of high quality
database.

aftershock was reported in the Regional catalogue.
Detailed analysis of the Skovorodino earthquake is given
in (Bykova et al., 2014). In case of the Skovorodino
earthquake, the local network not only provides directly
useful data for seismic hazard assessment (location,
strike-and-dip, and slip sense of a previously-unknown
fault capable of generating at least Mw6 earthquakes)
but
also
indicates
the
scope
of
future
palaeoseismological detailed studies for realistic
assessment of maximum expected magnitude and its
return period. Therefore, local network data is not only
important as the information source on the current
seismic activity but also as a sort of “guidelines” for
planning the further studies.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate what is
understood by “comprehensive earthquake database”
based on the experience accumulated during several
projects of seismic hazard assessment carried by the
Institute of Physics of the Earth (IPE, Moscow).
LOCAL NETWORK DATA
Data of local network is essential part of the
comprehensive earthquake database. In the area the
pipe-line crosses in Siberia (Fig. 1), there were no
regional stations. In 2010 – 2011 more than 40 seismic
stations were installed. They recorded ca. 300 local
events from June 2010 to October, 2011 (Fig. 1), only 2
out of which were reported in regional catalogue of
Siberia. In October 14, 2011 occurred strong (Mw6)
earthquake recorded by the Global network. It followed
by very active aftershock process. Local network
recorded ca. 1300 seismic events (Fig. 2). The aftershock
sequence was rather unusual; the strongest aftershock
had magnitude 3.5 only. Only one (the strongest)
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Fig. 1: Temporary seismic stations (triangles) in the pipeline area in Siberia. The square in the inset shows the area.
Epicentres of earthquakes recorded by the temporary
network before October 14, 2011 (circles) and the
mainshock of the Skovorodino earthquake (star) are plotted.
From two alternative pipe-line traces (shown in blue and in
red) the red one was chosen based on the seismic hazard
assessment.
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In Serbia rather dense national seismic network is
installed. The average spacing between stations is 50 km.
For seismic hazard assessment denser temporary local
network was organized by the IPE. The average spacing
between stations is 15 km (Fig. 3). Thanks to denser
station coverage in the vicinity of the pipe-line much
more earthquakes where recorded. And what is even
more important for seismic hazard assessment, the focal
depth are better constrained.

Fig. 2: The Skovorodino, October 14, 2011 earthquake
(Mw6) and the shocks recorded by the local network in two
months after the mainshock.

USING PALAEOEARTHQUAKE DATA
Local network supplies precise but unfortunately very
short-term information on earthquakes. The most longterm data follow from paleo earthquake studies.

Local networks designed especially for hazard
assessment of critical facilities are important also in
regions with relatively good station coverage.

a)

a)

b)
Fig. 4: (a) Four earthquakes in the Baikal region catalogue
and (b) parameters of paleo-seismo-structures (PSS) used
for their parameterization according to the New
Catalogue ..., 1977.
b)
Fig. 3: Earthquake on 13.02.14 at 7:33 is missing in the
Serbian regional catalogue (a); earthquake on 15.02.14 at
19:17 is located at much shallower depth in the regional
catalogue (b).
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Definitely, search for paleo earthquakes must be
planned for hazard assessment of critical facilities
regardless of the modern activity level, to obtain stable
and well grounded result. Paleo earthquake data have to
be included in the earthquake database as independent
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component to be taken into account in hazard
assessment. One should resist the temptation to
combine paleo earthquake and historical (macroseismic)
data at early stages of the analysis elaborating, so called,
comprehensive solution. The following shows that it can
lead to unjustified solutions.
In the earthquake catalogue of Baikal seismic region
there are four earthquakes, which parameters are
evaluated based both on paleo and macroseismic data
(Fig. 4). Among these earthquakes is the largest one
(M8.2), which determines the level of the seismic hazard
in the region (so called the Great Siberian Earthquake).
These solutions were reported first time in the New
Catalogue … (1977) and then used in several projects
including the current official Russian General Seismic
Zoning map. It is believed that large magnitude is
supported both by the macroseismic and geological
data. But careful re-examination of historical data (dairies
of German traveler Messerschmidt, the eyewitness of the
earthquake, were checked) using modern approaches of
verification demonstrated that macroseismic data do not
correspond to the given solution. Details of this study
can be found in the paper (Tatevossian et al., 2013).
Actually, magnitude of the Great Siberian Earthquake is
based on the PSS parameters only. Possible solutions
compatible with macroseismic data are shown in Fig. 5
(from Tatevossian et al., 2013).

Fig. 5: Possible solutions for the “Great Siberian
Earthquake” in 1725. (a) Solution from the New Catalog,
M8.2; (b) alternative solution, M8.1 which at least not in
contradiction with some of the macroseismic data; (c)
solution corresponding to macroseismic data; M6.8.

DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION
In this paper only two components of comprehensive
earthquake database for hazard assessment of critical
facilities are considered. The complete database has to
include also historical earthquakes and instrumental
data from Global and regional seismological agencies.
For the later data type one should be careful to ensure
homogeneous
magnitude
calibration
for
all
instrumentally recorded earthquakes. Often it is believed
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that instrumental data is precise by definition and it is
just enough to download the catalogues from the
website.
Combination of different data types creates illusion of
more reliable solution. Seismologists are well aware
about the limitations and possible accuracy of
parameters derived based on macroseismic information
but they do trust the catalogue record because it is
supported by geological data. The geologists, just the
opposite, know problems of magnitude calibration of
palaeo earthquakes, but the final solution is considered
to be reliable, because it is supported by macroseismic
information.
Clearly, the main obstacle in combining paleo and
historical data is the incompatibility of their dating
accuracy. Usually, it is believed that accuracy of dating in
written historical documents is much more precise. In
general it is true, but not always. Serious problems with
dating of historical documents arise when studying
cross-border earthquakes (Tatevossian et al., 2011) or
during transition period when calendar is changed in the
country (Tatevossian & Albini, 2010). Combining two
uncertain pieces of information will only increase
uncertainty of final conclusions but not reduce it.
Seismic hazard assessment is mandatory for critical
facilities; it is required by the design codes in many
countries. Without conducting proper probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment projects can not pass
licensing procedure in corresponding authoritative
organizations. Of course, this is just beginning of the
design process. Normally, engineers need much more
information than just hazard level expressed in ground
acceleration or macroseismic intensity. Moreover, when
expected seismic loading is not very high (say, less than
intensity 8) engineers do not care much about level of
shaking. Crucial information for them is whether the
pipeline trace will cross active or capable fault and what
displacement could be associated with it. These topics
are far out of the scope of the paper. My goal is to call
attention to the problem of databases: their compilation
is not a trivial task, because they have to cover very large
time span, have to take into account wide range of
magnitudes and spatial scales. There is a strong
temptation to mix different data types from the very
beginning and forget about the problem of databases.
Actually, when preparing this paper the intention was to
share some of my thoughts and concern on the essence
of earthquake databases for seismic hazard assessment
of critical facilities illustrated by a few examples related
to different time-scales. Data should govern conclusions
and not models.
Acknowledgements: I’m grateful to PATA Scientific and
Organizing Committees for invitation and financial support. The
work was partly supported by the RFBR Grant 14-05-00258. It is
my pleasure to express the gratitude to the Reviewer for
valuable comments, which help me more clear to formulate the
goal of the paper and understand what is left out of its scope.
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Emerging Concepts in Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and the Use of the SSHAC Process
for Assessing Uncertainty
William Lettis
Lettis Consultants International Inc., Walnut Creek, United States

Abstract: Emerging best practice is increasingly using probabilistic approaches to assess seismic hazard at nuclear facilities and
other important structures throughout the world. Probabilistic seismic hazard analyses (PSHA) involved developing both a
Seismic Source model (SSM) and Ground motion model (GMM) based on all available data, methods and models and that
properly capture the range in aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty in each input parameter. Seismic source models
include a full description of both areal (or “background”) sources and fault sources, including location, geometry, rate, magnitude
distribution, and recurrence. Ground motion models include a description of applicable ground motion prediction equations
applicable to the tectonic setting, style of faulting, and regional and site-specific crustal properties. The Senior Seismic Hazard
Analysis Committee (SSHAC) developed explicit methods and guidance for developing SSM and GMM for input to PSHA that
properly capture and quantify the center, body, and range of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in technically defensible
interpretations within the professional community. Four levels of SSHAC study (Level 1 to 4) are described with increasing
complexity and scope with higher study level. Given the importance of seismic hazard to nuclear safety, a SSHAC Level 3 or 4 study
is recommended to develop PSHA for nuclear facilities. This presentation will describe the essential steps in developing SSM and
GMM for PSHA, and the use of the SSHAC methodology for assessing uncertainty in the SSM and GMM input parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Risk analysis for nuclear and other critical facilities
requires a probabilistic assessment of seismic hazard.
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA), in turn,
requires as input a seismic source model (SSM) and
ground motion model (GMM) that fully capture the
range of aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty in
the model parameters. Aleatory variability describes the
natural randomness in Earth processes that cannot be
reduced through further data acquisition or knowledge.
Epistemic uncertainty describes the uncertainty in Earth
processes that can be reduced through further data
acquisition, modeling, and knowledge. It should be
noted that the deterministic approach to seismic hazard
analysis (DSHA) does not explicitly incorporate either
aleatory variability or epistemic uncertainty, and cannot
be used for input to a probabilistic risk analysis for a
critical facility. Thus, PSHA has replaced DSHA for
modern assessments of seismic hazard for nuclear and
other critical facilities, and represents current
International Best Practice.
Explicitly capturing the full range of aleatory variability
and epistemic uncertainty in SSM and GMM for input to
a PSHA is not easy. Developing an acceptable SSM or
GMM requires careful analysis, discussions with
members of the professional community (both sitespecific experts and experts on generic issues), and
through documentation of the data, methods and
models (including alternative models) that were used to
construct the SSM and GMM. The objective in
developing an acceptable SSM and GMM is to capture
the full center, body and range of technically defensible
interpretations (termed the CBR of the TDI) within the
professional technical community.
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Capturing the CBR of the TDI for seismic hazard analysis
is not an activity performed by one person or small
group of individuals that develop a “preferred” SSM or
GMM. This activity requires soliciting input from
knowledgeable experts throughout the informed
technical community, and assessing this input through a
formal, structured “evaluation” and “integration” process
to develop an SSM and GMM that captures the CBR of
the TDI.
The SSHAC process was explicitly developed to provide
an acceptable approach to develop an SSM and GMM
that captures the CBR of the TDI with a high level of both
technical and regulatory confidence. The SSHAC process
was first published in NUREG/CR-6372 (Budnitz et al,
1997) and has been updated with explicit
implementation guidance in NUREG 2117 (NRC, 2012).
As shown on Figure 1, the SSHAC Level 3 process
consists of a variety of work activities that fall under one
of four main components: (1) Evaluation, (2) Integration,
(3) Documentation, and (4) Peer Review, and is
performed by a Technical Integration (TI) Team,
supported by Resource and Proponent Experts, Hazard
analysts, and a Participatory Peer Review Committee
(PPRP). The four process components are summarized
below. The analysis is “hazard-informed” whereby the
hazard analyst iteratively performs sensitivity analyses
throughout the study to inform the TI Team of those
issues and parameters that are most significant to hazard.
EVALUATION
The process of evaluation involves the consideration of
all data, models and methods proposed by the larger
technical community that are relevant to seismic hazard
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at a site. The process of evaluation includes: (a)
identification
of
hazard-significant
issues;
(b)
compilation of relevant data, models, and methods (e.g.,
published research papers, geologic and geophysical
data); (c) collection and analysis of new data to address
focused issues; and (d) evaluation of the data, models,
and methods with respect to their impact on the SSM or
GMM models. The overall goal of the evaluation process
is to compile and evaluate all of the data that are
relevant to the SSM and GMM. The data evaluation
process is led by the TI Team, with specific input from
the TI Team technical staff and Resource and Proponent
Experts (REs and PEs). Most of the interactions between
the REs and PEs and the TI Team occur at the formal
project Workshops as shown on Figure 1. The PPRP is
involved in the evaluation process through attending
workshops, reviewing interim project documentation,
and participating in field reviews and/or working
meetings.
INTEGRATION
The process of integration involves developing an SSM
and GMM model that represents the CBR of the TDI in
light of the evaluation process (i.e., informed by the
assessment of existing data, models and methods).
Following the evaluation process, the TI Team integrates
the relevant data, models, and methods to develop an
SSM and GMM model that captures the CBR of the TDI.
The process of integration typically includes: (a)
developing a preliminary version of the model; (b)
performing hazard sensitivity analyses to document the
impact of model parameters on the seismic hazard at the
frequencies of interest; (c) obtaining feedback from REs,
PEs, and the PPRP on the preliminary model and hazard
sensitivity; and (d) developing the final version of the
SSM and GMM model. The PPRP is involved throughout
the integration process through attending workshops,
reviewing interim project documentation, and attending
selected working meetings.
PEER REVIEW
A Participatory Peer Review Panel (PPRP) is an integral
component of a SSHAC study. The overall goal of the
participatory peer review is to ensure that the SSHAC
process is adequately followed and that the technical
results adequately characterize the CBR of the TDI. As
described in NUREG 2117 (NRC, 2012b), the review is
participatory in that it is a continuous process
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throughout the study, and not a singular review at the
end of the study. The PPRP is kept abreast of project
developments through a combination of attending
workshops, reviewing interim project documents, and
attending selected field reviews and/or working
meetings.
DOCUMENTATION
As described in NUREG 2117 (NRC, 2012),
documentation is an integral component of a SSHAC
study in that it provides a record of the final technical
results, how they were reached, and how the SSHAC
process was implemented. In addition, the
documentation provides the basis for review by any
pertinent regulatory officials, if needed. Documentation
for a SSHAC study typically includes (1) a Final Report
describing the technical judgments and rationale for the
logic tree elements (i.e., nodes), parameters and weights,
(2) Workshop summaries and presentations, PPRP letter
reports and TI Team responses, (3) the GIS Geospatial
Database, with summary tables describing the contents
of the database and the reference library, (4) the project
earthquake catalog, (5) source-specific Data Summary
and Source Evaluation sheets, and (6) the final Hazard
Input Document (HID).
Acknowledgements: This work was funded from 1999 to 2006
by the Atomic Energy Fund of the Korean Ministry of Science
(KINS) and supported by the Korean Institute of Geoscience and
Mineral Resources (KIGAM).
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Evaluation of seismic stability of coherent landslides: Analytical approach versus FEM
Koltuk, Serdar (1), Fernandez-Steeger, Tomas M. (1)
(1) Department of Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology, RWTH Aachen University, 52062 Aachen, Germany;
E-mails: koltuk@lih.rwth-aachen.de, fernandez-steeger@lih.rwth-aachen.de

Abstract: One of the major causes of landslides is earthquake loading. Conventionally, the evaluation of landslides under seismic
load is performed by using pseudo-static and displacement-based methods. However, through recent advances in computational
ability, numerical methods have become popular to evaluate the seismic stability of slopes. This study aimed to investigate the
seismic stability of a two-dimensional slope model. For that purpose, the results obtained from pseudo-static and permanent
displacement-based methods are compared with those obtained from finite element analyses. The results demonstrate that the
displacements obtained from finite element analyses are larger than that obtained from displacement- based methods. Both
pseudo-static method and FEM yield similar failure surfaces. However, a Rayleigh damping of 5% used in the numerical analyses
leads to a significant decrease in the displacement of the slope, while no failure surface develops.
Key words: slope performance, seismic load, pseudo-static, finite element method, permanent displacement

1. Introduction
From a global perspective, earthquakes are a main cause
of large destructive landslides, like the ones in Fig. 1.
Landslides triggered by earthquakes can be grouped
according to their fragmentation-placement and material
type as: 1) disrupted slides and falls of rock and/or soil, 2)
coherent slides, rock and/or soil masses with welldeveloped failure planes and 3) lateral spreads and flow
slides due to liquefaction (Keefer, 1984).

method and so on, are used. The pseudo-static lateral
force is applied to each slice through its centroid, as
is
shown in Fig. 2. The pseudo-static lateral force
calculated by using Eq. (1)
1

where

is the weight of slice, is acceleration of gravity,
is maximum horizontal acceleration at ground
surface that is induced by the earthquake. The maximum
horizontal acceleration is commonly referred to as peak
/ in Eq. (1) is
ground acceleration (PGA). The ratio
called seismic coefficient .

Fig. 1: Landslides caused by earthquakes. At the left the
2001 Las Colinas slide in El Salvador and at the right a
landslide dam NW of Jacmel triggered by the 2010 Haiti
earthquake (source: USGS).

The main methods to investigate the stability of coherent
slopes under seismic load fall into three categories:
pseudo-static method, displacement-based method, and
numerical methods. The approaches of those methods
are briefly described in the following.
Pseudo-static method: This method ignores the dynamic
nature of earthquakes and treats it as if it applied a static
lateral force acting through sliding mass, in an out-ofslope direction (Terzaghi, 1950). For stability analysis, any
limit equilibrium methods, such as ordinary method of
slices or Swedish method, Bishop`s simplified method,
Janbu`s method, Spencer`s method, Morgenstern‐Price`s
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Fig. 2: The ordinary method of slices and forces acting on a
slice under seismic loading.

Determination of seismic coefficient is the most
important and difficult aspect of a pseudo-static analysis
since
depends on local seismic activity, local soil
conditions and topography, as well as the importance of
facilities. Terzaghi (1950) suggested the following values:
0.1 for severe earthquakes,
0.2 for violent and
0.5
catastrophic
destructive
earthquakes,
earthquakes. However, there are no sharp defined rules
for the determination of the seismic coefficient for design.
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The selection of
takes considerable experience and
judgment (Kramer, 1996).

2.71
0.424

Displacement-based method: Newmark (1965) presented a
technique for estimation of the displacements of slopes
due to earthquake. This approach assumes that a slope
will deform only if the factor of safety obtained from
pseudostatic analysis is smaller than 1.0. In this case, the
seismic coefficient is reduced until a factor of safety equal
to 1.0 is reached. A horizontal acceleration that leads to a
safety factor of 1 is referred to as yield acceleration. The
sequence of an earthquake strong-motion record that
exceed the yield acceleration are integrated to obtain the
velocity-time history, and the velocity-time history is then
used to obtain the cumulative displacement of the slope
(see Fig. 3).

.

1

.

.

∓ 0.454

3

where
is slope displacement in cm,
is moment
magnitude of earthquake. This equation is valid for
magnitude range of 5.3-7.6.
The question whether the calculated displacement is
acceptable or leads to a failure is not easy to answer.
According to Blake et al. (2002): ”1) for slip surfaces
intersecting stiff improvements (such as buildings, pools, etc.)
median displacements should be maintained at < 5 cm; 2)
for slip surfaces occurring in ductile (i.e., non strain softening)
soil that do not intersect engineered improvements (e.g.,
landscaped areas and patios), median displacements
should be maintained at < 15 cm; 3) for slip surfaces
occurring in soil with significant strain softening (i.e.,
was calculated from peak strengths,
sensitivity > 2), if
displacements as large as 15 cm could trigger strength
reductions, which in turn could result in significant slope destabilizatio. For such cases, the design should either be
performed using residual strengths (and maintaining
displacements < 15 cm), or using peak strengths with
displacements < 5 cm”. Critical displacement values
suggested by further researchers are given in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Critical displacement induced by earthquakes.
Source
California
Geological
Survey (2008)

Displacement [cm]
0-15
15-100
> 100

Miles et al.
(2009)

Jibson et al.
(2011)
Fig. 3: Illustration of the Newmark Method: a) earthquake
acceleration-time history; b) velocity-time history; c)
displacement-time history (modified from Wilson & Keefer
1985).

Several simplified approaches have been developed
utilizing the Newmark method (Makdisi et al., 1978;
Ambraseys et al., 1988; Bray et al., 1998; Jibson, 2007). In
this study, the Eq. 2 and 3, which were presented by
Ambraseys & Menu (1988) and Jibson (2007) respectively,
are used to evaluate permanent displacements induced
by an earthquake.
0.9

1

.

.

.

∓ 0.3

2

where is slope displacement in cm. This equation is
valid for earthquakes with surface-wave magnitude in the
range of 6.6–7.2. It should be mentioned that the
permanent displacement increases with increasing
magnitude of earthquake due to increasing duration of
seismic loading .
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<2
2-5
5-10
> 10
<1
1-5
5-15
> 15

Hazard level
unlikely serious
movement
slope failure
damaging
landslide
movement
very low
low
moderate
high
low
moderate
high
very high

It should be noted that the Newmark method may only
be applied for slopes that will deform as a single massive
block, and not for those cases were the sliding mass
disintegrates and sections will tend to individually
deform (such as slopes in cohesionless granular soils).
Numerical methods: The pseudo-static method is not
applicable to soils that may change their shear strength
during seismic loading. This means, this type of stability
analysis cannot be applied to soils with high sensitivity
and to soils in which large excess pore water pressure
builds up, and therefore the loss of shear strength occurs
due to cycling loading.
The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful numerical
method, which is used as an alternative to the pseudostatic and displacement-based methods. The advantages
of FEM to slope stability analysis over conventional
methods can be given as follows: 1) no assumption needs
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to be made in advance about the shape or location of the
failure surface; 2) If the stress-strain properties of the soil
are available, the finite element method gives
information about the deformations of the slope; 3) the
excess pore water pressures that are generated by
earthquake within the slope can be determined.

2. Numerical Investigations
This study aims to compare established methods to
investigate slope performance under seismic load.
Results obtained from numerical FEM analysis are
compared with those obtained from conventional
pseudo-static and displacement-based methods.
The slope consists of a slightly overconsolidated cohesive
soil, overlying a rock formation. Moisture unit weight of
the soil is taken as 18 kN/m3. It is assumed that no
groundwater level exists. Therefore, no excess pore water
pressure occurs during seismic loading. Dimensions of
the slope model and the soil parameters can be seen in
Fig. 4. The factor of safety for the slope under gravity
loading is determined as 1.25. Mohr-Coulomb material
model is assigned to the soil, which requires two elastic
(Young’s modulus E’ref = 5.000, 10.000, 20.000 kPa; Poisson’s
ratio ν’ = 0.3) and three plastic parameters (cohesion c’= 5
kPa; friction angle φ’ = 25°; dilatancy ψ=0).

Fig. 5: Acceleration-time history of the El Salvador
earthquake (U.S.G.S.-N.S.M.P.).

A plain strain model of 15-noded triangular elements is
used for numerical modeling. The mesh is refined in the
slope zone where the stress concentration is expected to
develop. The number of elements and nodes are 1.447
and 11.819 respectively. Figure 6 shows the dimensions
and the boundary conditions of the numerical model. The
vertical model boundaries of the soil model are chosen
sufficiently far from the slope zone to avoid disturbances
due to reflections. In addition to standard fixities
boundaries, absorbent boundary conditions are applied
at the vertical boundaries of the model to absorb
outgoing waves. To convert the unit of displacement
from cm to m, a prescribed horizontal displacement of
0.01 m is imposed at the base of the model since the
displacement unit in the acceleration-time history is cm.
The prescribed vertical displacement is kept to zero.

Fig. 4: Slope model and soil parameters.

The pseudo-static stability analyses are performed using
Bishop`s simplified method (1955), which ignores vertical
forces Eν(i) and Eν(i+1) on the lateral boundaries of the slices
(see Fig. 2). In order to apply Bishop`s simplified method
to the stability analysis of the model slope, the software
GGU-Stability version 10 is used in which the failure
surface is automatically searched. Subsequently, the
permanent displacements due to seismic loading are
determined by use of Eq (2) and Eq (3).
The dynamic numerical analysis of model slope has been
carried out using the software Plaxis 2D version 2012,
which is based on the finite element method. The
analyses are performed in three stages: 1) in the first stage,
the gravity acceleration of 9.81 m/s2 is applied to the
ground to obtain the initial stress conditions; 2) in the
second stage, the model slope is generated though
excavation; 3) in the third stage, dynamic analysis is
performed using the acceleration-time record of
Ahuachapan station / 4354a from El Salvador earthquake
in 2001 (see Fig.5.) The moment magnitude and
maximum horizontal ground acceleration were 7.6 and
2.1 m/s2, respectively.
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Fig. 6: Numerical model of the slope (Boundary conditions
and model dimensions).

For three Young`s moduli (E’ref = 5.000, 10.000, 20.000 kPa)
and two Rayleigh damping ratios (ξ = 0 % and 5 %), the
stability of the model slope is examined under seismic
loading given in Fig. 5 for a time interval of 33 s. As a result
of numerical analyses, the time histories of the
displacements at different locations of the slope (at
points A, B, and C) and the potential failure surfaces are
shown. However, the factor of safety is not determined
since the value and the direction of the seismic force
change with time.
3. Results and Discussions
For a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.21, the pseudostatic analysis yields a factor of safety of 0.85. The most
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probable failure surface developed under seismic loading
is demonstrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: Failure body obtained from pseudo-static analysis.

is determined
Yield horizontal seismic coefficient
as 0.115, and subsequently the permanent displacement
of the slope is calculated according to Eq. (2) and (3) as
2.05 cm and 1.24 cm, respectively.
Acceleration-time and displacement-time histories for
the slope obtained from numerical FEM analysis are
shown in Fig. 8. The data clearly indicate that not only
maximum acceleration but also duration control overall
displacement. Another maybe surprising but never the
less relevant point is that material damping parameters
have a considerable influence on the distribution of
acceleration and displacement over the slope height.
Material damping is caused by the viscous properties of
soil, friction and the development of plastic strains. The
occurring plastic strains in dynamic analyses cause
material damping. However, this damping is generally
not sufficient to simulate the damping of real soils. Thus,
an additional damping of 5% is used in this study by
means of Rayleigh damping (Plaxis 2D, 2012).
Unfortunately damping is usually not determined even so
considerable research exists.

from analytical and numerical methods. Moreover, they
show an unexpected soil behavior, namely, the
displacement does not decrease with increasing Young’s
modulus, but it increases. This is due to the fact that
compression and shear wave velocities increase with
increasing Young’s modulus whereas the strength
parameters of the soil are kept constant in the numerical
analyses.
Finally, Figure 10 indicates that the displacement solely
might provide misleading information regarding slope
stability. It demonstrates deformed meshes and failure
surfaces for various Young`s moduli and a damping factor
of ξ = 0%. The displacement in point A (see Fig. 9) is
according to all proposed values in Table 1 points out a
slope failure. However, the shear zone in Fig. 10a is not
continuous. This indicates that no slope failure occurs.
Furthermore, no failure surface has developed in the
cases with a Rayleigh damping of ξ = 5% although the
displacements are sufficiently large according to Table 1.
a)

b)

Fig. 8: Horizontal acceleration-time (a) and displacementtime (b) histories for Eref. = 10.000 kPa and ξ = 0%.

The Comparison of the slope displacements obtained
from FEM and permanent-displacement methods
according to Ambraseys & Menu (1988) and Jibson (2007)
is shown in Fig. 9. It is apparent from the figure that a large
difference exists between the displacements obtained
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the slope displacements obtained from
FEM and permanent-displacement methods: a) for a
Rayleigh damping factor of ξ = 0%; b) for a Rayleigh damping
factor of ξ = 5%.

4. Conclusions
Based on the results of conventional and numerical
analyses, the following conclusions have been achieved:
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1) Although the permanent displacements obtained
from simplified methods are determined using the
peak ground acceleration, finite element analyses
give larger displacements.
2) An increase of Rayleigh damping from 0 % to 5 %
causes a significant decrease in the displacement of
the slope.
3) Both pseudo-static method and FEM for ξ = 0% give
similar failure surfaces. However, no failure surface
has developed for a Rayleigh damping of 5 %.
4) In contrast to pseudo-static method, the
acceleration occurring over the slope is not
constant, and the maximum displacement appears
between the toe and the crest of the slope.
5) Mohr-Coulomb law is used in the FE analyses
performed in this study. More qualitative results can
be achieved by using advanced constitutive models,
such as Hardening Soil Model with small-strain
stiffness.

Finally, it should be pointed out that, in this study, the
acceleration-time history of El Salvador earthquake in
2001 is used to compare different methods with each
other with regard to permanent displacements. However,
a further acceleration-time history may cause a more or
less difference between the displacements obtained from
FE and simplified approaches. Because the simplified
approaches used to determine permanent displacements
do not consider the frequency of acceleration-time
histories and the duration of earthquakes. Additionally,
further simplified methods, such as Makdisi & Seed`s
method (1978), may give larger displacement than those
calculated according to Eqs. (2) and (3).
Acknowledgements: The numerical analyses performed in this
study were supported by the Department of Geotechnical
Engineering of RWTH Aachen University. This support is greatly
appreciated.

Fig. 10: Deformed meshes (left side) and failure surfaces (at the right): a) for Eref. = 5.000 kPa; b) for Eref. = 10.000 kPa; c) for Eref. =
20.000 kPa.
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Long-term Forecast of Large Earthquakes: Lessons from the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake
Satake, Kenji (1)
(1) Earthquake Research Institute, the University of Tokyo, 1-1-1 Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0032 Japan. E-mail: satake@eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp.

Abstract: The 11 March 2011 Tohoku earthquake (M 9.0) was the largest instrumentally recorded earthquake in Japan.
Numerous source models using various kinds of data show a common feature that a very large, several tens of meter, slip
occurred east of the epicenter. The long-term forecast of large earthquakes, based on past data and characteristic earthquake
model, failed to predict size and source region of this gigantic event, while the 30 year probability of an M~7.5 earthquake was
estimated as 99 % just west of the 2011 epicenter. The historical and paleoseismological data indicated that the 869 Jogan
earthquake produced similar earthquake and tsunami damage in Sendai plain. One simple way to include such an infrequent
gigantic earthquake in the existing characteristic model is a hierarchy supercycle model. Several factors must be incorporated to
improve long-term forecasts of large earthquakes, including the estimation of probable maximum earthquake size.
Key words: long-term forecast, subduction zones, tsunami deposits, paleoseismology, the 2011 Tohoku earthquake

THE 2011 TOHOKU EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI
The 11 March 2011 Tohoku earthquake was the
largest earthquake instrumentally recorded in Japan. The
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) named it “the 2011
off the Pacific coast of Tohoku earthquake” and provided
source parameters of an epicenter at 38° 06.2’ N, 142°
51.6’ E, a depth of 24 km, a magnitude of M 9.0 and an
origin time of 14:46:18.1 JST (GMT+ 9 hours). Here we
call it “the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.”
The earthquake and tsunami caused devastating
damage, including approximately 15,900 deaths and
2,600 missing, as well as serious damage to nearby
Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station.
Numerous source models of the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake have been proposed using seismic, landbased and marine geodetic, and tsunami data (see e.g.,
Tajima et al., 2013; Satake and Fujii, 2014 for a review).
Although these models show common features such as
a seismic moment or a general pattern of slip
distribution, they also show differences in the exact
location of the largest slip, the northern extent of the slip,
as well as the duration of the tsunami source.

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of coseismic slip for the 2011
Tohoku earthquake. The counter interval is 8 m. Black stars
indicate the epicenter. (a) Solution from teleseismic body
waves (Yoshida et al., 2011). Circles indicate aftershocks
(M≥5) within 1 day after the mainshock. (b) Solution from
land-based GPS and marine GPS/A data (Geospatial
Information Authority of Japan, 2011). (c) Solution from
tsunami waveform data (Satake et al., 2013).
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The Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) solution
obtained by JMA (2012) indicates a seismic moment of
4.2 x 1022 Nm (moment magnitude Mw 9.0) and an
underthrust faulting mechanism (strike 193°, dip 10°, and
slip angle 79°) associated with subduction of the Pacific
plate beneath Tohoku.
Seismic wave analysis resolves the temporal change
of the source process very well. Many seismic wave
studies (e.g., Ide et al., 2011; Yoshida et al., 2011) show a
source duration of up to ~160 s, with most of the
moment release limited to the first 100 s and a total
moment of ~4 x 1022 Nm (Mw 9.0). Spatial distributions
of slip differ somewhat from study to study but have the
common feature that the largest slip of >20 m was
estimated east of the epicenter, with considerable >10 m
slip at both the shallowest part of the fault plane near
the trench axis and the deeper part (Fig. 1a).
A land-based Global Positioning System (GPS)
network recorded large coseismic displacements up to 5
m in horizontal and 1 m in vertical components (Ozawa
et al., 2011). Inversion of land-based geodetic data
indicates that the slip on the fault extends several
hundred km with a maximum of 27 m near the epicenter.
Marine geodetic measurements begun before 2011
(e.g., Sato et al., 2011) detected large vertical
displacements of up to 5 m and even larger horizontal
displacements of up to 74 m. The joint inversion of landbased GPS data and marine geodetic (GPS/A) data
yielded a coseismic slip of >50 m near the trench axis
(GSI, 2011) (Fig. 1b).
Tsunami waveforms were recorded on many coastal
and offshore tsunami gauges, such as bottom pressure
gauges or GPS buoys, near Japan and around the Pacific
Ocean. Inversion of tsunami waveforms also yielded a
huge (50 to 70 m) slip near the trench axis (Fig. 1c). The
tsunami waveforms require delayed tsunami sources
along the Japan trench, north of the epicenter (Satake et
al., 2013).
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LONG TERM FORECAST BY JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
The occurrence of an M~9 earthquake along Japan
Trench was a surprise to the Japanese and global
seismological communities. The long-term forecast
made by the Earthquake Research Committee (ERC) of
Japanese government failed to predict the size (M) and
the source region of the Tohoku earthquake. Here we
review the long-term forecast made by ERC before and
after the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (ERC, 2009; 2011).
The ERC has annually publicized long-term
forecasts of large earthquakes in and around Japan for
the purpose of creating national seismic hazard maps.
Long-term forecasts were made for individual
segments of subduction zones or inland active faults
based on dates and locations of past large earthquakes.
Thirty-year earthquake occurrence probabilities are
calculated by fitting a probability density function to
the frequency distribution of inter-earthquake times. If
earthquakes of similar size (“characteristic earthquakes”) recur more or less regularly and both the
average recurrence interval and most recent event
dates are known, the Brownian Passage Time (BPT)
model is used to calculate time-dependent
probabilities. “Characteristic earthquakes” are more
broadly defined than the original definition (Schwartz
and Coppersmith, 1984) or “repeating earthquakes”. If
data indicate that temporal distribution is random, or if
available data are insufficient to indicate regular
occurrence, the Poisson process is assumed to calculate
the time-independent probability.
The highest 30-year earthquake probability in
Japan was calculated off Miyagi prefecture (called
Miyagi-oki region), west of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
epicenter (Fig. 2). In this region, M~7 earthquakes have
occurred repeatedly since 1793 at an average interval
of 37 years, although individual sequences are complex
and cannot be modelled by a simple “characteristic
earthquake” model. In the 1930s, three M~7 earthquakes occurred: M 7.1 in 1933, M 7.4 in 1936 and M 7.1
in 1937. The 1978 earthquake of M 7.4 seemed larger
than any of the 1930s earthquakes and possibly
ruptured all three asperities. In 2005, another interplate
earthquake of M 7.2 occurred that may be similar to the
1936 earthquake but smaller than the 1978 event. The
2005 earthquake was therefore not considered a
“characteristic earthquake” in this region, or the sum of
earthquakes in the 1930s or the 1978 earthquake.
Because 34 years have passed since the last
“characteristic earthquake” in 1978 (Fig. 2), the
probability of a large M~7.5 earthquake occurring
between 2010 and 2040 was estimated at 99 % based
on the BPT model.
Just to the east, in the southern Sanriku-oki
region where the 2011 epicenter was located, the 30year probability of an earthquake of M~7.7 was
estimated at 80-90 % based on the BPT model. The
forecast stated that an earthquake that simultaneously
ruptured these two regions –the Miyagi-oki and
southern Sanriku-oki regions– would be M~8.0. To the
north, in the central Sanriku-oki region, no large
earthquake occurrence was known to have occurred
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hence probability could not be calculated. To the south,
off Fukushima prefecture (Fukushima-oki region),
swarm activity with a maximum M of 7.5 was recorded
in 1938. Assuming that these were the only large
earthquakes since the 1600s, the 30-year probability of
an M 7.4 earthquake was estimated at <7 % based on
the Poisson model.
Along the Japan Trench, the ERC made long-term
forecasts for two types of earthquakes – “tsunami
earthquakes” and outer-rise normal-fault earthquakes.
“Tsunami earthquake” refers to one with relatively
minor ground shaking but very large tsunami
occurrence (Kanamori, 1972). Three tsunami
earthquakes are known to have occurred along the
Japan Trench –the Sanriku earthquakes in 1611 and
1896 and a Boso earthquake in 1677. The 30-year
probability of a tsunami earthquake with tsunami
magnitude Mt 8.2 was estimated at 20 % using the
Poisson model and based on the fact that three
tsunami earthquakes occurred somewhere along the
Japan trench in the last 400 years.
A normal-fault earthquake occurs outside the
trench axis, in what is often called the outer-rise region.
The 1933 M 8.1 Sanriku earthquake was the only known
great normal-fault earthquake and the 30-year
probability of similar earthquake was estimated at 47 % based on the Poisson model.
The 2011 Tohoku earthquake was much larger
than the forecast, both in magnitude and source area.
The rupture started in the southern Sanriku region and
propagated to the neighboring regions of central
Sanriku, Miyagi-oki, southern Sanriku, and Fukushimaoki regions and parts of Ibaraki-oki and along the
Japan Trench.
After the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, the ERC
tentatively revised long-term forecasts, characterizing
the 2011 event as an M 8.4-9.0 earthquake and
estimating the recurrence interval at ~600 years based
on paleoseismological studies. The ERC also considered
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake to have a component
similar to a tsunami earthquake and revised the 30-year
probability of tsunami earthquakes to 30 % based on the
four earthquakes occurring in the last 400 years (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. (a) Segments along the Japan trench and the ERC
30-year probabilities of earthquake as of January 2011 in
blue and as of January 2014 in red (ERC, 2009; 2011).
(b) Magnitude-time plot of large earthquakes used for
long-term forecasts.
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THE 869 JOGAN EARTHQUAKE AND A SUPERCYCLE
MODEL
While it was not considered in the long-term
forecast of ERC (2009), the AD 869 Jogan earthquake is
now considered to be a predecessor of the 2011
Tohoku earthquake. According to a historical document
reporting this disaster recorded near Sendai, the strong
ground shaking and the ensuing tsunami caused 1,000
fatalities. Tsunami deposits attributed to this
earthquake have been found on the Sendai and
Ishinomaki Plains (Minoura and Nakaya, 1991; Sawai et
al., 2012). Tsunami deposits typically associate with the
AD 915 ash layer from Towada volcano, and extend at
least 1.5 km inland from the AD 869 shoreline, which is
1–1.5 km inland from the present coast. The tsunami
deposits also indicate that several similar earthquakes
occurred with recurrence interval of 500 to 800 years
(Sawai et al., 2012).
The Jogan-type earthquake shows much longer
recurrence interval than that of M~7 earthquakes off
Miyagi (Fig. 2). One simple way to reconcile this
discrepancy is a supercycle model (Fig. 3). The average
interval of M~7 off-Miyagi earthquake with a typical slip
of ~2 m is 37 years, meaning that the cumulative
coseismic slip is about 6 m per century. Because the
plate convergence rate is ~8 m per century, 2 m slips
may remain unreleased. Such a difference has been
interpreted as aseismic slip or coupling factors smaller
than 1, but if this amount has accumulated at the plate
interface, a slip of ~15 m could be released by an
earthquake with a longer recurrence interval, e.g., ~700
years. This is similar to the 2011 earthquake slip amount
in the deeper part near the source of past Miyagi-oki
earthquakes. Along the trench axis, the slip deficit for
700 years exceeds 50 m, similar to the estimated slip
near the trench axis. Although such a hierarchy in
earthquake cycles may be too simple ignoring the
variation in physical states of plate-boundary with
depth, it can be tested using paleoseismological data
before consideration for long-term forecast.

earthquake of M 9.1 in the Indian Ocean, it was
proposed that subduction zones worldwide could
produce M~9 earthquakes (McCaffrey, 2008). A similar
proposal was made following the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake which shows a return time of an M >9
earthquake off Tohoku in the range of 300 to 400 years
based on the moment conservation principle (Kagan
and Jackson, 2013). Matsuzawa (2014) recently
proposed that we should globally prepare for an M~10
earthquake.
Various estimations of maximum earthquake size for
Nankai trough have been recently made by different
government committees. The Central Disaster
Management Council in 2012 assigned M 9.1 as the
maximum size of earthquake along the Nankai trough,
then computed the ground shaking and tsunami
inundation for several scenario earthquakes, and
estimated the human and economic losses. The ERC
recently (2013) revised the long-term forecast of Naknai
trough earthquake; while the 30 year probability (60 –
70 %) is similar to the previous estimate (in 2001), they
noted the size can be M 8 to 9, considering the variability
of past earthquakes. The Nuclear Regulation Authority,
established in 2012, assigned probable maximum
earthquake magnitude of 9.6 for Nankai an Ryukyu
troughs, 9.6 for Kuirl-Japan trench, and 9.2 for Izu-Bonin
trench (Fig. 4).

Fig.4 Possible source area and maximum size of interplate
earthquake along three subduction zones around Japan, as
estimated by Nuclear Regulation Authority in 2012.

IMPROVEMENT OF LONG-TERM FORECAST

Fig. 3. Schematic model for earthquake supercycle off
Miyagi in red and near the trench axis in blue.
If
accumulated slip is released by giant earthquakes such as
the 2011 event, the recurrence interval or supercycle
becomes about 700 years.

MAXIMUM SIZE OF LARGE EARTQUAKES
How big is the largest earthquake in individual
subduction zones? Answering this question may
require a global perspective (Satake and Atwater,
2007). Following the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman
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Several other factors must be incorporated into
long-term
forecasts
of
large
earthquakes.
Paleoseismological data for hundreds to thousand years
must be included to assess the recurrence of
earthquakes. Monitoring plate coupling using landbased and marine geodetic data will provide important
information on the state of stress on the plate interface.
The greatest challenge, however, remains how to
incorporate non-characteristic behavior. Studies of
giant earthquakes in global subduction zones have
shown such behavior (Satake and Atwater, 2007), so
probabilistic estimates require detailed recurrence
histories within the individual region. The occurrence of
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giant earthquakes such as the 2011 earthquake may
also influence probability in neighboring segments
(Somerville, 2014). In fact, the several large M >7
earthquakes occurring around the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake source include normal-fault earthquake of
M 7.5 on the east side of Japan trench and a few M >6
earthquakes far from the source region.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by KAKENHI
(24241080).
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Paleo- tsunami event reconstruction using sediment cores along the upper shelf of the eastern
Mediterranean basin- Caesarea and Jisr Al-Zarka, Israel
Braun Y. (1), Tyuneleva N. (1,2), Ben-Avraham Z. (1), Goodman-Tchernov B.N. (1)
(1) Department of Marine Geo-science, The Leon H. Charney school of marine sciences, University of Haifa. yaelsyb@gmail.com
(2) Odessa I.I. Mechnikov National University

Abstract: Recent research argues for the presence of tsunami deposits offshore Caesarea Maritima, along the coast of Israel. The
study presented here compares sediments identified offshore Jisr Al-Zarka, to the north of Caesarea, and presents at least three
distinct tsunami events for the area.
A 2.19 m sediment core, from 15.3 m water depth off the coast of Jisr Al-Zarka, was collected and studied for paleo-environmental
reconstruction and correlation of possibly tsunamigenic horizons. It was sampled at 1cm intervals for multi-proxy analysis
including granulometry, micropaleontology, XRF, and FTIR measurements.
Two 14C ages correlate to previously identified tsunamigenic layers from offshore Caesarea: 749CE; Santorini eruption of ca. 3.5ka;
and one, previously unidentified, event at ca. 5.6-6ka is also present.
By comparing similar cores from different locations we reassert the validity of this approach for discovering, identifying and
studying continuous records of paleo-tsunami events.
Key words: Paleo-tsunami, tsunamigenic, tsunamite

Introduction
Identifying distinct tsunami sediment layers continues to
be a major preoccupation for tsunami researchers and
advancements in the field are occurring constantly.
Generally, tsunami deposits are recognized when certain
conditions are met, particularly the presence of a laterally
continuous, allochtonous, anomalous occurrence in an
otherwise predictable or well-defined sedimentological
setting. Therefore, in order to identify the distinct
signature of tsunami sediment layers it is important to
also understand the characteristics of the "normal"
sediment sequence in a specific depositional setting. The
south eastern Mediterranean continental shelf is part of
the 650km long Nile littoral Cell and is dominated by
siliciclastic quartz sands, derived from the Nile drainage
basin. These sediments are transported along the Israel
shoreline from the Nile Delta by a counter-clockwise long
shore current that flows along the south eastern
Mediterranean shores. Another main component of
sediments in this region is carbonaceous sand derived
from biogenic material, namely shell fragments (Zviely et
al., 2007). Along the central coast of Israel (i.e. the area of
Caesarea Maritima) the percentage of siliciclastics in the
sand is approximately 92%. At -5m to -30m water depths,
the average size of the siliciclastic grains is 0.12-0.16mm
(Almagor, 2005 and references therein). In Caesarea
specifically, the mode grain size measured in cores from 15msl was particularly conservative, varying only slightly
from 169 micron.
Tsunamigenic deposits within this sedimentological
framework have been identified offshore Caesarea
Maritima. In these layers easily recognized coarse grained
sediments were embedded in the sand, including whole
and broken shells, rip-up clasts, archaeological material,
beach-zone pebbles and even rafted organics or pumice
(Reinhardt et al., 2006; Goodman-Tchernov et al., 2009).
These deposits were then further analyzed by GoodmanTchernov et al. (2009) in order to identify and define
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tsunami deposits using a multy-proxy approach, which
included looking into the smaller components of the
sediment (e.g. grain-size distribution for particles smaller
than 2mm and microfossil assemblages of foraminifera).
In order to expand on these findings and continue to
determine the lateral extent of these tsunamites, another
sediment core (core 6) was extracted from a nearby
location, offshore the village of Jisr Al-Zarka (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Location map of sediment cores 1-8 (marked as
black hexagons) and Area W underwater excavation (marked
as black square).

The tsunami sources for the events identified in the
Caesarea cores vary. There are presumed far field events,
like the tsunami waves caused by the Thera volcano
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eruption in Santorini, Greece. There are also presumed
near field events, such as the 749 CE tsunami, which is
believed to be connected to the Dead Sea Fault
earthquake. The sources of other events have not been
clearly established to date, e.g. the 115 and 551 CE
tsunamis. Our working assumption is that Jisr Al-Zarka,
which is a mere 1km to the north of Caesarea (Fig. 1)
would have been impacted by some, if not all, of the
tsunami events that affected Caesarea. According to the
bathymetric map shown in figure 1, the two sites are part
of the same sedimentary basin. The stretch of shoreline
itself cuts through a small sandstone ridge (known locally
as Kurkar) that is partly underwater. This ridge is cut off to
the north by the Taninim (Crocodile) stream and opens up
to a sandy soil-rich trough, north of Jisr, known as the
Kabara marsh, between the south western edge of Mt.
Carmel to the east and the Kurkar ridge along the coast to
the west. This marsh was dried up during the beginning
of the 20th century. During the Byzantine period the area
was dammed and the water was converted to a reservoir
for Caesarea (Mart & Friedman, 2003 p. 34). The water that
flows through Crocodile stream originates from the local
"Yarkon-Taninim" aquifer and except for extreme
flooding events flows at a very slow and steady pace
through a flat terrain that cuts the sandy soil. In fact, most
of the stream's water trickles into the sandstone aquifer
rocks of the coastal plains, and never reaches the sea. The
stream's outlet is blocked by a sandbank, causing the
water to trickle into the sea and at times sea water actually
flows into the stream, rather than the other way around.
During flooding events the stream flows at a higher pace
and transports colloids of clay and silt from the
surrounding soil (Almogor, 2005).
Both Jisr Al-Zarka and Caesarea Maritima boast a
significant history of human occupation (Almagor, 2005
and references therein) but as will be noted below, it is
probably only the monumental harbour at Caesarea and
its nearby structures that left their mark on the
archaeological component of the later tsunamigenic
sediment layers.
Methods
After extraction, the core was described, documented,
photographed and sampled at 1cm intervals for multiproxy
analysis
that
included
granulometry,
micropaleontology, XRF, and FTIR measurements. The
aim of these analyses was to reconstruct the
environmental trends and determine the general
character and sedimentological history of typical
background sediments versus anomalous horizons. Five
articulated bivalves and 2 gastropods in pristine
condition were extracted from key locations in the core
for 14C dating. These dating samples were chosen because
the organisms that were housed in them are believed to
have died and been buried in the location in which they
were found with little transport post-mortem, thereby
representing the age of that sediment within a
reasonable window.
Results and Discussion
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In core 6's "normal" sediment the dominant grain size is
sand (125-250 micron). Shell fragments are embedded
into the sand and are not larger than 4mm. In the upper
part of the core (0-29cm) the mode grain size measured is
similar to that of the -15m cores from offshore Caesarea,
varying only slightly from 168 micron. Downwards into
the core the mode grain size is consistently around 185
micron (Events 1,3,4 in Figs. 2,3). Most of core 6 is
comprised of "normal" sandy sediments, typical of this
environment. Within these sediments three distinct
anomalous horizons were identified as tsunami events. A
Principal Coordinate Analysis of similarity index for
particle size distributions of Core 6 matrix sediments also
shows a distinct clustering of the separate events.

Figure 2: Core 6 description and grain size analysis results.
Grain size distribution analysis is displayed in a particle-size
distribution contour map of the core. Data were plotted using
Ocean Data View Software (version 3.3.2). Identified tsunami
events are marked as E1, E2 etc.

Although it cannot be completely negated, the
anomalous horizons found in all the sediment cores
mentioned here were not considered to represent storm
events.
This assumption is based on a) the transport mechanism
of sediments by strong storm waves can be similar to that
of tsunamis but they should be more repetitive and the
anomalous horizons in the core do not appear in a distinct
pattern, b) no recently recorded storm events have been
strong enough so as to create such distinct deposits, c)
there are no known historical records of storm events
available, d) the ages of these horizons match those of
historically known tsunami and earthquake events. Even
without a statistical analysis that can show the rarity of
the chances of this compatibility, we do not consider it
likely that it is random.
Event 1 was clearly noted at a depth of 29-49cm. At this
depth fine grained sand was embedded with rare gravel
(round flint), whole Glycymeris shells, shell fragments and
an articulated Glycymeris shell at 40-43 cm. This shell was
dated to ca. 658-781 CE and corresponds chronologically
with a historically documented event at 749 CE (Amiran
et al., 1994; Ambraseys & Synolakis, 2010). This event may
be represented within the anomalous horizons identified
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in all of the cores and trenches from Caesarea to the
mixed layer that was dated to the late Byzantine period
(ca. 4th-6th century CE) (Fig. 3). The layer was presumed
to be the tsunamite caused by the 551 CE tsunami
(Reinhardt et al., 2006; Goodman-Tchernov et al., 2009),
but since pottery dating could not clearly distinguish
between the two events, the later event may have mixed
the previous tsunami sediments and re-embedded them
both as one in Caesarea. This is further discussed in
relationship to deposits found terrestrially and described
in archaeological reports (Dey et al., in press).
The tsunamite in core 6 does not suggest such a mixing
event, implying that the 551 CE tsunami either a) did not
impact this portion of the shoreline, b) it impacted but did
not leave a distinctive deposit, or c) its deposit was
reworked/removed without any clear indication to
differentiate it from the later event. Considering the
domination of archaeological findings within this layer
offshore Caesarea harbour that was identified by
Reinhardt et al. (2006) as ship ballast, it is not surprising
that an area less occupied at the time of the event may
not have left a distinctive anthropogenic signature in the
sediment. A further understanding of the dynamics of the
551 CE tsunami event may shed some light on the subject.
The clear tsunamigenic horizon of the 115 CE event,
recognized in all cores and trenches at Caesarea, is
markedly lacking in core 6 (Fig. 3). This horizon of a thick
layer of Glycymeris shells was found right outside
Caesarea harbour, at the W areas (Fig. 1) (Reinhardt et al.,
2006). The anomalous horizon is also very distinct farther
north and south in cores 3 and 4 respectively (GoodmanTchernov et al., 2009). Its absence from core 6 may be
explained by an apparent hiatus that is clear in the very
thin 10cm layer of sediments (49-59cm) between the first
tsunamigenic horizon of ~1.3Ka and the second one of
~3.5Ka. According to the dating done for this study, those
ten centimetres represent more than 2,000 years of
sedimentation (Fig. 2). With the important exception of
the Crocodile stream outlet, the two sites have near
identical bathymetric settings (Fig. 1). Therefore, the
stream must be taken into account as a possible
explanation for the hiatus; either directly related to the
increased inundation and intensified back-channel
scouring which occurs during tsunami or even storm
events or an outcome of rare flooding events. It should be
noted though that during extreme flooding events, which
happen every few years, the streams along the coast
deposit a significant amount of debris that may contain
sand from the river banks. This debris does, on occasion,
accumulate as sandbanks off the stream outlets, which
may survive for a few years at most. The silty and clayey
materials in these floods are dispersed by the waves,
creating plume like structures to hundreds of meters off
the coast that may last a few weeks (Almogor, 2005 and
references therein). It is therefore expected that flooding
events actually add sediments to the surrounding area
and not cause hiatuses in sedimentation. As it turns out,
these flooding events do not seem to leave any distinctive
mark on the sea floor even a few months after and have
not been identified in any of the sediment cores that have
been collected to date. As aforementioned, although
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sediment scouring due to a storm event cannot be
completely negated, it seems highly unlikely in this case,
since this hiatus is an atypical sedimentation occurrence
in the area and storms are expected to occur more often
than tsunamis and in a somewhat repetitive pattern.
Event 3 (Fig. 2) was identified at a depth of 59-75cm,
where fine grained silty-sand was embedded with round
pebbles, whole Glycymeris shells, shell fragments and an
articulated Glycymeris shell at 63-74cm. This shell was
dated to ca. 3,582-3,400 BP and corresponds
chronologically with tsunami waves produced during the
Thera volcano eruption in Santorini, Greece, dated to ca.
3.5Ka (e.g. Yokoyama, 1978; Bruins et al., 2008). This
anomalous horizon was also clearly identified in cores 1-4
(Fig. 3). As stated by Goodman-Tchernov et al. (2009),
during this event (Late Bronze Age) no major settlement
is known to have existed at this area and therefore no
anthropogenic debris was found in any of the cores.

Figure 3: Stratigraphic correlation of cores 1-6 and Area W,
as well as terrestrial nearshore excavation in Caesarea (TNS).

Here we present a fourth and previously unknown
tsunami event (Event 4- Fig. 2) that was identified at the
downcore depth of 199-211cm. In this horizon the fine
sand was embedded with shell fragments, whole shells,
gastropod shells in pristine condition and at the bottom
of the layer a 3cm Kurkar fragment that was covered with
calcareous worm deposits. The pristine condition of the
delicate gastropod shells and the worm deposits on the
Kurkar pebble indicate that they were all buried very
quickly. This layer may also represent two separate
tsunami horizons since there is a three centimetre gap of
"normal" sedimentation between 199 and 203
centimetres. The two separate ages obtained from the
gastropod shell samples (ca. 5.6 ka from the sample taken
at 192-193cm and ca. 6ka from the sample taken at 210211cm) could imply that this separation of the two
horizons into two separate events may have merit.
Furthermore, the <2000 micron granulometric analysis
(see Fig. 2), clearly shows a distinct change between the
two horizons' matrixes. Yet, the principal coordinate
analysis of similarity index for particle size distributions of
Core 6 revealed that maybe those two horizons are not so
different after all. Further analyses of other elements in
the core are expected to yield a clearer picture of these
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distinctions, or lack thereof. This anomalous horizon is
much older than the horizons found to date. The
sedimentation rate at this location appears to be nearly
half (0.2mm/yr) of the calculated sedimentation rate
calculated for the area with cores 1-4 (0.4mm/yr) (Fig. 3).
Under these circumstances it is clear that this unique
location afforded us a farther glimpse into the past within
a ~2m core than would be expected. It will be interesting
to find these horizons in other sediment cores so a
comparison could be made. Such a comparison may give
us answers as to the validity of our interpretation of this
horizon and may dramatically enhance our physical
evidence-based catalogue of tsunami events in the
eastern Mediterranean.
Conclusions
At least three distinct tsunami events were identified in
core 6, taken from offshore Jisr Al-Zarka.
Two tsunami horizons can be correlated to tsunami layers
from offshore Caesarea; an event at 749 CE and the ca.
3.5ka tsunami caused by the Santorini eruption. The two,
previously identified events at 115 and 551 CE were not
identified in this core. The absence of some of the events
and the appearance of others signifies the complexity of
this approach and better helps our understanding of the
effects of tsunamis on different sedimentological basins,
as well as the dynamics of the events themselves.
A third event at ca. 5.6-6ka has not been previously
identified. The tsunamigenic horizons that define it may
in fact record two separate tsunami events. Further
analyses of other tsunami indicators as well as a
comparison with similar results from other cores may
contribute to a better understanding of this layer. This
event is significant in that, to our knowledge, it is the first
and only evidence to date of a tsunami event along the
eastern Mediterranean coast during the mid Holocene. If
a correlation can be made to other paleo-seismological
evidence from this time, we may even be able to define
the extent and the implications of this event in a
previously untapped line of research.
By comparing similar cores from different locations along
the upper shallow continental shelf in the eastern
Mediterranean basin, we reassert the validity of this
approach for discovering, identifying and studying
continuous records of paleo-tsunami events that
occurred during the Holocene. Studies (e.g. DomineyHowes, 2004) suggest that for tsunami events the
sedimentological fingerprint, in the offshore and onshore
environments, can vary greatly from place to place, even
at very short distances, due to changes in bathymetry,
coastal morphology and differing sediment regimes, as
well as the type and direction of the waves themselves.
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Therefore, changes in the appearance of these horizons
are expected, and indeed welcomed since they are
invaluably important for site specific paleoenvironmental reconstructions. In learning to understand
these variations we enhance our understanding of their
effects on our surroundings.
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The island of Bali is part of an active arc seismotectonic unit and is an earthquake prone area in Indonesia (Geological Research
and Development Center, Department of Energy and Mineral Resource, 2004). Seismotectonics and active fault studies have been
conducted in order to understand the seismogenetic condition and the potential earthquake hazard of this region. This island and
surrounding areas are controlled by three main submarine seismotectonic zones; Bali Subduction Zone (South), Bali Back Arc
Thrust Zone (North), and Lombok Strait Zone (East). Several destructive earthquakes (M ≥ 6 Mb) have occurred in these
seismotectonic zones. Seririt Earthquake (1976) occured in-land in the northern part of Bali Island and had a thrust fault focal
mechanism. Culik Earthquake (1979) located in-land in eastern Bali island had a left lateral strike slip fault focal mechanism. Both
earthquakes affected the environment and human life in the region. Earthquake intensities in this region were influenced by the
physical character of several lithological units of Pleistocene volcanic products (Seraya, Buyan – Bratan and Jembrana), Holocene
volcanic products (Buyan – Bratan, Batur, Agung,Lesong, Tapak, Pohen, Adang, Batukau and Sengayang) and coastal alluvial
deposits. Pleistocene volcanic products are consolidated and Holocene volcanic products are unconsolidated. According to
Regional Seismic Hazard Map of Indonesia (Badan Standarisasi Nasional, 2012), Bali Island, has bedrock acceleration at short
period SS = 0.8 to 0.9g and at 1 second period S1 = 0.3 to 0.4g (MCER, 2% in 50 years), and therefore is within a high seismic hazard
zone. Moreover, those destructive earthquakes had maximum intensities of VIII (MMI Intensity Scale).
Keywords: Seismotectonics, Active Fault and Potential Seismic Hazard.

Introduction
Bali Island is one of the popular tourism destinations in
the world. Tourists from many countries all over the
world visit this island. Therefore, this island is densely
populated and has important infrastructure facilities for
tourism such as international airport, hotels, high way
and harbours. According to tectonic framework, the
island is located in the northern part of Sunda
Subduction Zone and belongs to the Indonesian
Earthquake Hazard Prone Region No. IX (Geological
Research and Development Center, Department of
Energy and Mineral Resource, 2004) and shown in figure
1. In order to know the seismogenetic conditions and
the potential earthquake hazards of this region,
seismotectonics and active fault studies have been
conducted. Some mmethodologies have been applied in
this study, such as research, evaluation and analysis of
the the primary and secondary geological and
seismological data were used to evaluate the potential
earthquake hazard.
Geology of Bali Island
Bali Island is described here in terms of geomorphology,
lithology, and structure geology and active faults.
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Figure 1. Indonesia Earthquake Hazard Prone Areas
(Geological Research and Development Centre, 2004)

Geomorphology
The geomorphology of Bali Island can be divided into six
geomorphological units: folded ridges, faulted hills
volcanic cones, caldera and crater lakes, volcanic slopes
and costal planes.
The folded ridge unit is located in western part of Bali
Island and represents an east-west elongated ridge. This
region consists of Tertiary Formations and old volcanic
products such as breccia, conglomerate, lava and tuff.
Faulted Hills is found in separate regions in the
northwest, south and southeast of Bali Island. The hilliest
have steep slope which are controlled by faults. The
lithology of the hilliest area consists of marine sediment
such as marl, sandstone, shale and limestone, breccia,
lava and tuff. Volcanic cone consist of the volcanic cones
of Agung, Lesong, Tapak, Pohen, Adang, Batukau and
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Sengayang. These volcanic cones have steep slope
which is consist of breccia, lahar, agglomerate, lava and
tuff. Some parts of these volcanoes cone have the steep
slopes which are controlled by faults. Caldera and crater
lakes are found in volcano of Batur and Buyan-Bratan.
These lakes and calderas are formed of breccia, lava, tuff
and lake deposits. Volcanic slopes are widely distributed
throughout Bali Island, especially in central of Bali. The
volcanic slopes can be divided into north region and
south region and consist of breccia, lahar, agglomerate,
lava and tuff. The costal plane area is located from west
to east coast of northern Bali, from Singaraja to
Gilimanuk. In south of Bali island, the coastal plane
occupy the Negara District, south of Denpasar City (Kuta,
Jimbaran and Benoa) and consist of coastal alluvial
deposits.
Lithology

Seismicity
The seismicity data from this region are taken from the
NEIC, USGS from 1973-2014. This seismicity data divided
can be into three class of magnitudes are 4 – 4.9, 5-5.9
and 6-7 Mb with four depth classes of 0-60 Km, 61-100
Km, 101-200 Km and 201-600 Km. These are based on
the vertical hypocentre distributions which is shown on
the seismotectonic map and seismicity profile (northsouth direction) and shown in figure 2. The seismicity of
this region can be divided into two seismogenic source
zones. First is the South Bali subduction seismogenetic
zone (Hindia-Australia Oceanic Plate) and second is the
upper crust of Bali ccontinental seismogenic zone
(Eurasia Continental Plate). The seismicity at the upper
crust of Bali continental seismogenetic zone is
associated with the in-land active faults of Bali Island, the
Bali back arc thrust fault and the Lombok Strait right
lateralstrike slip active fault.

Bali island consist of Tertiary, Pleistocene, Holocene and
recent lithological groups. Base on the geological map of
Bali Island at a scale of 1: 250,000 (Purbo Hadiwidjoyo et
all, 1998) these groups are:
Tertiary Lithology Group (Miocene – Pliocene) consisting
of several formation such as the Asah Formation,
Prapatagung Formation, Sorga Formation, Ulakan
Formation and South Formation. Other lithology include
in this group called as the Pulaki volcanic product. All of
this group consist of marl, sandstone, shale, limestone,
breccia, lava and tuff. This group is mostly physically
hard and dense.
The Pleistocene lithology group consists of Seraya,
Buyan-Bratan and Jembrana old volcanic products. The
lithology of this group consists of breccia, conglomerate,
lava and tuff. The breccia and conglomerate are mainly
compact and dense; sometimes these rocks are
comprised of soft and loose material. Tuff in this group
is also comprised of loose material. The lavas are dense.
The Holocene lithology groups consist of young volcano
products of Agung, Lesong, Tapak, Pohen, Adang,
Batukau and Sengayang. The lithology of this group
consists of breccia, agglomerate, lahar, tuff and lava.
The recent alluvial deposits group consist of coastal, river,
and lake deposits. The lithology of this group mainly
consists of loose gravels, pebbles, sands, shale and clay.
Structure Geology and Active Faults

Figure 2. Seismotectonics map of Bali Island

Structure geology in Bali Island and surrounding areas
consist of thrust faults, strike slip faults and normal faults.
The Seririt active thrust fault (East – West direction) is
located in north of this island. The main active left lateral
strike slip fault (Northeast - Southwest direction) is
located in central and eastern Bali. Normal faults which
are generated in the tensional zone of the main fault and
appear in and around volcanoes complex show a radiate
pattern. Sub-marine active faults are located in northern,
eastern and southern part of Bali Island. The northern
part of this island has the Bali back arc thrust active fault,
Lombok Strait right lateral strike slip active fault and
South of Bali subduction zone.

Bali Island has historically been struck by more than 5
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destructive earthquakes (M ≥ 6 Mb). These earthquakes
occurred in 1976, 1979, 1984, 2004 and 2013 and
affected the environment and human life. The Seririt
destructive earthquake of 1976 had the magnitude of 6.5
Mb and a depth of 40 Km. The epicentre of this event
was located near Seririt city. The aftershock of this
earthquake had the magnitude of 5.9 Mb with the depth
of < 33 Km. In this event 559 people died, 850 people
were seriously injured and more than 3000 people
slightly injured (Governor Office of Bali Information
Centre, 1976). The infrastructure damage consisted of
elementary schools, intermediate schools and high
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schools, temples and mosques, government offices,
hospital (Puskesmas), major office, markets and houses,
road and irrigation. The material loss estimated in three
districts (Buleleng, Jembrana and Tabanan) was more
than $39 Million USD (Bali Pos, Juli 1976). The maximum
intensity of this earthquake was felt in Seririt district and
was VIII in the MMI Scale.
The Culik destructive earthquake of 1979 had a
foreshock which occurred on 21 May 1979 with
magnitude of 5.7 Mb at a depth of 76 Km. The main
shock occurred on 30 May, 1979 with the magnitude of
6.1 Mb at a depth 25 Km. The aftershock on 21 June,
1979 had a magnitude of 5.1 Mb and a depth 33 Km. This
was followed by another aftershock on 21 October, 1979
with the magnitude of 6.2 Mb at a depth 38 Km. In this
event a maximum intensity of VIII of MMI Scale was felt.
The last big earthquake occurred in this region occurred
on 1 January, 2004. The epicentre of this earthquake was
beneath the Hindia Ocean south of Bali Island, and there
was no reported of damage.

Potential Earthquake Hazard
The potential earthquake hazard for Bali Island is
expressed by in the Indonesia Seismic Hazard Map,
Badan Standarisasi Nasional (2012). In this map Bali
island is located in a high- seismic hazard zone which has
bedrock acceleration at short period SS = 0.8 to 0.9 g
(Figure 3) and bedrock acceleration at 1 second period S1
= 0.3 to 0.4 g. The maximum intensity of destructive
earthquakes in Bali Island shown by the Seririt
Earthquake (1976) and the Culik Earthquake (1979) is VIII
MMI Scale (Figure 4).

Seismotectonics of Bali Island
The seismotectonics of Bali Island (Figure 2) is controlled
by four main seismotectonic zones: South Bali
Subduction Zone, North Bali Back Arc Thrust Active Fault
Zone, Central and East Bali Active Fault Zone and
Lombok Strait Active Fault Zone. The South Bali
Subduction Zone is associated with mainly thrust fault
earthquake focal mechanism. Base on the distribution of
earthquake hypocentres, the subduction zone beneath
Bali Island has the angle of 30o- 60o. The 30o angle of the
Benioff zone shown by the earthquakes at depths of 0 100 Km, and the 30o- 60o angle Benioff zone is located
below Bali island and proven by the earthquake at
depths between 100 – 200 Km. The North Bali Back Arc
Thrust Active Fault Zone is shown by shallow earthquake
hypocentre and thrust fault focal mechanisms. The
activity in these seismotectonics zone followed by other
thrust fault in land and call as Seririt Active Thrust Fault.
Other shallow earthquake hypocentres of Bali Island are
associated with the Central and West Bali Left Lateral
Strike Slip Active Fault and Lombok Strait Left Lateral
Strike Slip Active Fault.

Figure 4. Composite intensity of destructive earthquake in
Bali Island (Soehaimi et al, 1993).

Summary / conclusions
Earthquake events in Bali Island are controlled by three
main sources: mainly low angle submarine active
subduction, upper crust active faulting (offshore), and
active faults onland of Bali Island.
The earthquake intensity on this island is controlled by
magnitude and depth, epicentral distance and soil
properties.
Dissemination of potential earthquake hazard and risk to
the local people and government officials, who have
responsibility for earthquake mitigation, is necessary.
Settlements (building, houses) should strictly follow the
building code.
Acknowledgements

Figure 3. Bedrock acceleration at short period SS = 0.8 to
0.9g in Bali island (Badan Standarisasi Nasional, 2012).
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Abstract: The Chi-Chi earthquake (Mw=7.6) took place in central western Taiwan in 1999. The earthquake caused reactivation of
the Chelungpu fault and resulted in 100 km-long surface ruptures. The fault strikes mostly N-S to NNE-SSW, however, the northern
tip of the southern segment of the surface ruptures rotates clockwise to define an E-W trend, and then jumps to a shorter NNWtrending rupture. The largest vertical displacement is recorded in the Shihkang area of the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone, where
vertical slips are up to 8-10 m. The Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone displays a complex fault pattern as a linkage damage zone
between two fault segments with the greatest concentration of faults and fractures. We suggests that the Shihkang-Shangchi
fault zone is not a simple termination zone, but it may be an ‘overstep zone’ or a ‘transfer zone’ between two fault segments. A slip
analysis along the surface ruptures indicates that the surface ruptures are composed of three fault segments and the amount of
slip partly depends on the intersection angle between slip direction and fault strike. Our numerical modeling for the area
surrounding the Chi-Chi earthquake ruptures indicates that Coulomb stress changes are mainly concentrated on tips and bends
of the surface ruptures. It indicates that the fault propagates toward the northeast. Therefore, this study suggests that there is a
high potential for future earthquake activity along the unruptured Shangchi segment. Hence, future geohazard studies in this
area should be focused on the Shangchi segment so as to evaluate future potential earthquakes, to determine recurrence
intervals, and to reduce future earthquake hazards.
Key words: Chi-Chi earthquake, Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone, Shangchi segment, linkage zone, fault damage zone

INTRODUCTION
The Chi-Chi earthquake (21 Sep. 1999) is the most recent
major earthquake in Taiwan. This seismic event
represents Taiwan’s largest on-land earthquake
(Mw=7.6) during the last century (Chung & Shin, 1999;
Shin & Teng, 2001). The earthquake resulted in surface
ruptures of about 100 km in length (Chung & Shin, 1999;
Shin & Teng 2001). This earthquake ruptured along the
pre-existing N-S to NNE-SSW trending Chelungpu
reverse fault. Coseismic movement shows a northward
increase in horizontal displacement along the
Chelungpu fault, from 2-3 m in the south to 7-9 m in the
north. In addition, vertical displacements along the N-S
trending segment of the Chelungpu fault (2-6 m) are
significantly greater (8-10 m) in the Shihkang area of the
Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone (Lee et al., 2002).
This study mainly reviews previous studies on the ChiChi earthquake and rupture properties, as well as
heterogeneous distribution patterns of displacements
along the Chelungpu fault and the Shihkang-Shangchi
fault zone. In addition, the rupture patterns and the
explanation for the slip distribution are reinterpreted
using recently developed fault damage models (Kim et
al., 2004), and a new evolution model is proposed for the
Chelungpu fault and the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone.
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In addition, a Coulomb 3.1 modeling study has been
applied to the earthquake slip data along the surface
ruptures associated with the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake for
the purpose of demonstrating the stress changes around
the ruptures.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Taiwan is presently located on the complex plate margin
between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea plates. The
convergence is occurring at a rate of 82 mm/yr on an
azimuth of 299 (Blenkinsop, 2006) (Fig. 1a).
According to previous studies (Lin et al., 2001), the
surface ruptures associated with the 1999 Chi-Chi
earthquake is generally subdivided into four or five
segments based on characteristics of coseismic
displacement, geometry of the surface ruptures,
geological structure, and distinct change of orientation.
This study mainly focuses on the northern part of the
earthquake ruptures (Fig. 1), which we divide, based on
distinct change in orientation and slip pattern; (1) the
main N-S trending Chelungpu fault segment, (2) the E-W
to NE-SW trending Shihkang-Shangchi fault segment,
and (3) the NNW-SSE trending Shangchi segment (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. (a) Tectonic setting of Taiwan. Red lines indicate the location of the Chelungpu Fault (modified from Ching et al.,2007). (b)
Geological map and cross-section (modified from Lee et al., 2002).

SURFACE RUPTURE PATTERN
SHANGCHI FAULT ZONE

OF

SHIHKANG-

The general trend of the surface ruptures associated
with the earthquake is north-south to NNE-SSW.
However, in the Shihkang-Shangchi Fault Zone, the
trend changes abruptly clockwise 90 to an E-W trend. In
addition, vertical offsets along the Shihkang-Shangchi
Fault Zone are large.
Some unsolved questions with respect to the ShihkangShangchi fault zone stem from previous studies and
include; 1) Why are displacements in the ShihkangShangchi fault zone greater than the main Chelungpu
fault and Shangchi segment? 2) Why does the strike of
the Shihkang-Shangchi fault segment change abruptly?
3) Why are strike-slip displacements dominant on both
sides of the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone? 4) Why do
the Chelungpu fault and Shangchi segment show
different slip senses?
This study undertook geometric and kinematic analyses
on the Chi-Chi earthquake-related surface ruptures using
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published data and our own field work to answer these
questions. The proposed new interpretation for the ChiChi earthquake faulting event is mainly based on the
application of recently developed fault damage models
(Kim et al., 2004) and the earthquake fault migration and
propagation model (e.g., Stein et al., 1997; Kim &
Sanderson, 2008).
SLIP DISTRIBUTION AND APPLICATION OF THE FAULT
DAMAGE MODEL
Fault damage zones refer to the volume of deformed
wall rocks around a fault surface that result from the
ignition, propagation, interaction and build-up of slip
along the fault (Kim et al., 2004). Fault damage zones
can be classified into tip-, linking-, wall-, and distributed
damage zones based on their relative position with
respect to a fault plane (Fig. 2).
The fault displacement gradient is relatively steep
around the relay zone (Willemse et al., 1996). These
asymmetric patterns are very similar to the slip
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distribution along the surface ruptures associated with
the Chi-Chi earthquake.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the principal locations of the
fault damage zones around a strike-slip fault (modified from
Kim and Sanderson, 2006).

The earthquake slips along the main Chelungpu fault
increase from about 3-4 m in the south to 5-8 m in the
north (Fig. 1). The maximum slip is commonly reached in
the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone (8-10 m). However, the

slip distribution is variable along the ruptures, and only
2-3 m of earthquake slip is recorded along the Shangchi
segment (Fig. 1). The slip components (vertical and
horizontal separations; SV & SH) and total separations
(scalar sum) are plotted from the south to the north
based on the GPS data (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the
separations and the ratios between the vertical
separation and the horizontal separations (SV/SH) versus
the intersection angle between slip direction and fault
strike on each data points are plotted (Fig. 3c). The
separation profiles with three local maxima and three
local minima show an asymmetric pattern, being skewed
to the north (Fig. 3b). Probably, this slip pattern depends
on rupture segmentation and propagation (Kim &
Sanderson, 2008), because the slips generally increase to
the north and the local minima (points 6, 13, 16) are wellmatched with the segment boundary or bending points
(Fig. 3a). This kind of asymmetric slip distribution occurs
where segments interact or displacements are
transferred by relay structures (Peacock & Sanderson,
1999).

Fig. 3. Plot of vertical and horizontal separations (SV/SH) and separation ratio (RS) associated with the Chi-Chi earthquake.
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The fault geometries and structures in the northern part
of the main Chelungpu fault show oblique slip
displacement, with a left-lateral strike-slip and thrust
component. However, the Shangchi segment shows
right-lateral strike-slip movement with a minor thrust
slip component (Fig. 1). This pattern of different slip
senses and fault types around the overstep zone
indicates that the hangingwall of the Chelungpu fault
(the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone) extrudes like a
wedge between the main Chelungpu fault and the
Shangchi segment. The main Chelungpu fault (leftlateral) and Shangchi segment (right-lateral) link with
thrust faults at the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone in the
form of jogs (or oversteps) between two segments (Figs.
1). This interpretation is obvious from the geometric and
kinematic analyses of the fault system including in-situ
measurements and coseismic GPS measurements (Yu et
al., 2001). The transpressional overstep and transferring
of fault patterns indicates that the Chi-Chi earthquake
migrates from the main Chelungpu fault to the Shangchi
segment. This unusual fault pattern (opposite slip senses
with wedge-shaped push-up structure) may be due to
oblique slip (strike-slip plus reverse slip) faulting.
Therefore, this Chi-Chi earthquake fault is interpreted as
a mode II and III mixed mode fault system.
DISCUSSION
Fault activity
When an earthquake occurs along a fault, the rock
volume around the rupture breaks in response to
changes in stress with distance from the rupture. These
rock volumes that are brought nearer to failure are
closely associated with aftershocks (Harris, 1998). Many
aftershocks occurred after the Chi-Chi earthquake, and
most of the aftershocks are generated around the areas
of large slip. In particular, the large aftershocks (M>6) of
the Chi-Chi earthquake were mainly concentrated on the
epicentral region of the main Chelungpu fault. However,
some aftershocks are also observed around the
Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone, corresponding with areas

of large slip (Ma et al., 2001), even though these areas
are not located within the main fault zone.
Recently, Kim & Sanderson (2008) argued that the
location of the main shock, aftershock clusters, and
secondary fault distribution along a fault are closely
related. Aftershock clusters are generally associated with
secondary faults (or damage zones) around the main
fault (Sibson, 1989). This indicates that damage zones
are closely related with earthquake mechanisms and
stress release around earthquake faults. This indicate
that the Shihkang-Shangchi fault zone is a linking
damage zone. Therefore, there is a high potential of
future earthquake rupture along the northern extension
of the Shangchi rupture segment .
Numerical modelling for the Chi-Chi earthquake ruptures
When an earthquake occurs, the shear stress is
commonly reduced along the fault that slipped.
However, new shear stress change is concentrated
around fault tips (Stein, 1999). This concentration could
contribute to the triggering of the next earthquake at
this position. Therefore, understanding stress changes
around earthquake ruptures is a very important factor in
the evaluation of future earthquake hazards. We used
Coulomb 3.1 to estimate the Coulomb stress change.
We modeled for two different scenarios (Fig. 4) to test
our interpretation. In Figure 4c, only the associated
ruptures are considered for the modeling, while the
inferred fault (lineament along the Chinshui Shale) is also
considered in Figure 4d. The two modeling results
consistently show that the stress changes concentrated
at the tips of the main Chelungpu fault, bending point of
the main fault, and the Shangchi segment (Fig. 4). The
main difference between the two modeling results (Fig.
4c & 4d) is the concentration of the stress change around
the Shangchi segment. The Coulomb stress changes
shown in Figure 4d are gradually widened toward the
extended lineament (inferred fault) of the Shangchi
segment. This suggests that the stress can easily be
accommodated and propagated toward the north and
northeast if a fault segment exists in this location.

Fig. 4. Calculations of Coulomb failure stress change on surface ruptures of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake and along the lineament
of the northern extension of the Shangchi segment. The red region indicates positive Coulomb stress changes, while the blue
indicates a negative change.
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Fig. 5. Northern surface ruptures of the 1999 Chi-Chi
earthquake illustrated in a 3D block diagram (modified from
Lee et al. 2002). There is a high potential for future
earthquake activity and related hazards along the Shangchi
segment.
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Abstract: Tectonic geomorphology along the continental margin of Western Australia indicates the presence of an
approximately 2000 km long zone of dextral-oblique neotectonic faults and folds referred to as the Western Australian shear zone
(WASZ). The WASZ reoccupies older rift related structures that initially formed during periods of continental-scale fragmentation
in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Eras. Reactivation in the WASZ is coincident with late Neogene reorganization of Australia’s plate
boundaries and realignment of the intraplate stress field. Neotectonic deformation in the southern WASZ is dominated by
transpressional inversion within the extended crustal domain between Australian oceanic crust to the west and non-extended
Australian continental crust to the east. The WASZ appears to accommodate differential motion expressed as dextral
transpression between oceanic and non-extended continental tectonic blocks—or micro-plates.
Key words: neotectonics, geomorphology, micro-plates, Australia, SCR

INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms by which tectonic strain is distributed
within Stable Continental Region (SCR) crust are poorly
understood. However, to a first order approximation,
strain distribution is thought to vary predictably as a
function of crustal type (age and composition) and
geologic history (structure and architecture), such as
described in the domain model of Clark et al. (2012).
Johnston et al. (1994) and Clark et al. (2012) propose that
crust extended during the Mesozoic (and in some cases
the Paleozoic) tends to be more ‘active’ than nonextended Phanerozoic crust, which in turn is more active
than non-extended Precambrian crystalline basement
(cratonic interiors). Additionally, kinematic relations
between reactivated crustal elements and intraplate
stress fields indicate that preferentially oriented
structural architecture can concentrate reactivation and
thereby transmit stress generated by far-field plate
boundary processes far into the plate interior (e.g., Storti
et al., 2003; Hillis et al., 2008).
The central west margin of Western Australia preserves a
rich record of Neogene and younger tectonic
deformation (e.g. Quigley et al., 2010) that follows the
extended continental margin between the Indian
oceanic basin and non-extended Precambrian SCR crust.
Neotectonic reactivation has been documented on
preferentially oriented structures across this region (Fig.
1) (e.g., Boutakoff, 1963; Hengesh et al., 2011; Clark et al.,
2012; Müller et al., 2012; Whitney & Hengesh, 2013).
Herein, we present on overview of recent tectonic
geomorphological and paleoseismological studies in the
Western Australia shear zone (WASZ). The WASZ is a belt
of neotectonic reactivation that extends from Australia’s
northern plate boundary at least 2000 km into the plate
interior along the former rifted margin (Whitney &
Hengesh, 2013). We propose the WASZ accommodates
differential motion between Australian oceanic crust on
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Fig. 1: Regional tectonic setting showing major tectonic
elements and locations discussed in text.

the west and non-extended Australian continental crust
on the east, which are effectively behaving as two microplates (Hengesh et al., 2011; Whitney & Hengesh, 2013).
The “micro-plate” model provides a tectonic framework
to explain the driving mechanism behind neotectonic
deformation in this region, while the “domain” model
provides a means to characterize parameters of
neotectonic deformation. The domain and micro-plate
models address the two most pressing questions in the
field of intraplate earthquake geology. Namely, where
are earthquakes prone to occur, the micro-plate model;
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and, what are their likely parameters upon occurrence
(e.g., recurrence, maximum magnitudes), the domain
model. Patterns of seismicity, and Neogene and
younger tectonic geomorphology, have the potential to
provide data to further test these hypotheses within
intraplate settings globally, at least for the seismogenic
component of crustal strain. We discuss the micro-plate
model for west-central Western Australia in this paper.
DISCUSSION
The WASZ is an approximately 2000 km long zone of
actively growing faults and folds that follows the former
rifted margin and continental-oceanic crust transition in
Western Australia (Whitney & Hengesh, 2013). The WASZ
exhibits an overall dextral-oblique sense of motion along
older high-angle normal faults (e.g., McWhae, et al., 1956;
Hocking, 1988). The normal faults are relicts of Mesozoic
and earlier rifting associated with large-scale continental
fragmentation (e.g., Iasky & Mory, 1999).
The most recent structural reactivation is widely
attributed to the reorganization of the northern
Australian plate boundary that initiated during the
Neogene (Cathro & Karner, 2006; Audley-Charles, 2011)
when the horizontal stress field in the region realigned to
approximately east-west and northeast trending
compression (Hillis & Reynolds, 2000; Hillis et al., 2008).
The WASZ includes both onshore and offshore structures.
Tectonic geomorphology onshore includes warping and
uplift of emergent marine deposits, offset marine
deposits, tectonically influenced fluvial drainage patterns,
and a system of faults and folds in the Mt. Narryer Region.
Offshore reactivated structures include the Barrow Island
anticline, Rowley Shoals Ridge, Scott Reef and faults in
the Browse Basin (Fig. 1) (e.g. Boutakoff, 1963; Keep et al.,
2007; Hengesh et al., 2011; Hengesh & Whitney, this
volume).

Fig. 2: DEM showing Faults and fold structures in the
onshore WASZ.

The most topographically prominent structure in the
WASZ is the Cape Range anticline. The structure is a
doubly plunging anticline that has a flight of four
emergent marine terraces on its western limb
consequent of late Neogene-Quaternary tectonic uplift
(van de Graaff et al., 1976; Clark et al., 2012). A late
Pleistocene (Marine Oxygen Isotope Stage 5e) emergent
marine sequence fringes over 400 km of coastline in the
Cape Region, including the Cape Range (cf, Stirling et al.,
1998). The marine sequence provides elevation and agecontrol to determine rates and patterns of Pleistocene
tectonic deformation.
High-precision leveling of
shoreline features conducted to determine elevation
change along the coastline demonstrates late Pleistocene
tectonic uplift and subsidence consistent with late
Neogene deformation on the Cape Region anticlines (Fig
2). Uplift rates for the Cape Range are estimated at
between a few tens to up to 50m/Ma (0.05mm/yr) (Clark
et al, 2011, 2012; Whitney & Hengesh, in review, a).

topographically expressed structures across the
Carnarvon alluvial plain (Fig. 2) (Denman & van de Graaff,
1977).
The Rocky Pool anticline is the most
topographically expressed fold east of Lake MacLeod and
has documented late Pleistocene deformation (Allen,
1972). Whitney & Hengesh (in review, b) analyze channel
planform characteristics and morphodynamics of
ephemeral streams that cross the Carnarvon alluvial plain
to determine whether tectonic deformation is evident in
the fluvial geomorphological record.
Their study
concludes that stream response to tectonic deformation
is demonstrated by channel deflections, recurrent nodal
avulsions, and systematic changes in channel form and
gradient within tectonically controlled reaches.
Individual tectonic structures (fold hinges are evidenced
by variations in channel characteristics for antecedent,
supercedent, and obsequent streams within the lowgradient arid landscape.
The trend and style of
progressive deformation to Neogene and Quaternary
deposits on the Rocky Pool anticline suggest ongoing
activity (Allen, 1972).

Active folds within the WASZ extend south of the Cape
Region and include the Minilya folds and less

The Toolonga group of scarps are south of the Carnarvon
alluvial plain in the Southern Carnarvon and Northern
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Perth basins (Fig 2). These structures trend north-south
and individual scarps are greater than 60 km in length
with up to 30 m of vertical displacement of the surface
(Clark, 2010). Regressive marine strandlines of assumed
early Pliocene age (McPherson et al., 2013) have been
uplifted across these features, with total displacement
across the fault complex in the order of 90 m (Clark et al.,
2011). Folded Neogene sediments in the Carnarvon
alluvial plain, and displacement across the Toolonga
scarps in Neogene strata, indicate uplift rates less than
10m/Ma in this region of WASZ (McPherson et al., 2013).
Southeast of the Carnarvon alluvial plain and east of the
Toolonga structures is a system of north-south oriented
left-stepping en echelon high angle dextral-reverse faults
denoted the Mt. Narryer fault zone (MNfz) (Fig. 2). The
MNfz consists of at least five fault segments within a
reactivated Proterozoic mobile belt at the crustal
transition from the Archean Yilgarn craton to the east and
the Phanerozoic Carnarvon Basin to the west. Folding in
the near surface sediments is the predominant style of
surface expression of reactivated basement faults, which
is consistent with other neotectonic structures
throughout the Western Australia shear zone. Fold
expressions range in length from 11 to 68 km (total
length 120 km) and deform alluvial surfaces with westside up displacements of the Roderick, Sanford, and
Murchison River alluvial deposits (cf, Whitney & Hengesh,
2013). The folds have captured and diverted active
stream flow, formed sag ponds, and impounded Lake
Wooleen.
Shear zones within folded Pleistocene
duricrust indicate a right-lateral component of motion
(Whitney et al., in prep.). Age-control on folded and
uplifted sediments indicate multiple late Pleistocene
morphogenic events occurred within the MNfz (Hengesh
et al., 2011). Fold structures within the Mt. Narryer fault
zone have uplifted mid- to late Pleistocene surfaces
approximately 11m, equating to uplift rates of >5 m/Ma.
(Whitney et al., in prep.).
There is a paucity of neotectonic features east of the MNfz
within the craton interior Clark, 2010). East of the MNfz
scarps are less frequent, spatially isolated from one
another, predominantly less than 5 m high, and less than
50 km long (Clark, 2010; Clark et al., 2012).
The WASZ has elevated historic seismicity compared with
the interior of the Yilgarn craton to the east and adjacent
oceanic crust to the west (cf, Leonard, 2008). The WASZ is
within the North West seismic zone (Hillis et al., 2008;
Leonard, 2008) and has experienced multiple large
magnitude historical earthquakes including an 1885 ML
6.6 event, a 1959 M 5.9 event, and the 1941 M 7.1
Meeberrie event—Australia’s largest historic earthquake
(Everingham & Tilbury, 1972), as well as numerous
offshore events between M5.0 and M6.6. Other than the
Southwest seismic zone, the WASZ has the highest
seismicity derived strain rates in Australia (Leonard, 2008).
Earthquake focal mechanism data are sparse for Australia.
However, a regional study collected microseismic data
that yield focal mechanisms in the Carnarvon basin that
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are predominantly strike-slip and consistent with regional
dextral transpression (Revets et al., 2009).
Models of intraplate stress predict an ENE principal stress
direction in the onshore WASZ (Hillis and Reynolds, 2000).
Modeled stress orientations and predicted trajectories are
predominately based on shallow geotechnical indicators
(e.g., borehole break-outs) (Hillis and Reynolds, 2000).
Deeper microseismicity data (Revets et al., 2009; Keep et
al., 2012) and geomorphological data (Hengesh et al.,
2011; Whitney and Hengesh, 2013) indicate an SHmax
direction consistent with the Hillis and Reynolds (2000)
stress model.
In stark contrast to the compelling geomorphological and
seismological indicators, GPS data suggest that the
Australian continent is not internally deforming at a
detectable rate (Tregoning, 2003; Prawirodirdjo & Bock,
2004). However, these GPS data only record a 3-10 year
period, stations are all located on the inboard side, or
southeast, of the WASZ, and have a resolution of
~2mm/yr (Tregoning, 2003). The poor station coverage,
short time-frame of observation, and the coarseness of
resolution preclude the ability of geodetic measurements
to detect differential intraplate motion within the WASZ.
CONCLUSIONS
Structures within the WASZ exhibit a consistent set of
characteristics. Key observations include:
 faults and folds are within a discrete extended crustal
domain that lies between two predominately rigid
tectonic blocks;
 reactivated structures follow a dominant northeast
trend;
 tectonic
geomorphological
indicators
are
concentrated within the WASZ compared with
adjacent crustal domains;
 shallow surficial sediments on individual structures
are gently warped into asymmetrical hanging wall
anticlines above blind oblique-reverse faults;
 historical seismicity is concentrated in the WASZ;
 tectonic uplift rates range predictably from the craton
margin across the WASZ from ~5-50m/Ma;
 seismicity and geomorphological data suggest a
regional dextral oblique sense of motion.
We suggest the Australian plate is not behaving as a
single rigid tectonic block. The data suggest the WASZ is
behaving as a nascent transform boundary zone
accommodating differential motion between nonextended Australian continental crust and Australian
oceanic crust. Using the WASZ as an example, the microplate model should be examined elsewhere to test if the
continent as a whole is behaving as a confederation of
micro-plates that at first order are bound by former rifted
continental margins and Proterozoic mobile belts. If so,
the boundaries between micro-plates would be more
likely to contain geomorphological indicators of tectonic
deformation, have elevated post-Neogene strain rates
and pose greater seismic hazard.
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The efficacy of the micro-plate model has the potential to
focus intraplate paleoseismological research and aid
seismic hazard characterization at the continental scale.
Strategically designed and longer duration GPS studies,
and additional strategically located microseismicity
studies are tools that could further test the Australian
micro-plate model.
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Slow active faults in an intracontinental setting – limits of standard morphometric analyses in
tectonic geomorphology
Schürmann, Evelyn (1), Christoph Grützner (2), Jochen Hürtgen (1), Klaus Reicherter (1)
(1) Institute of Neotectonics and Natural Hazards, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
(2) Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, UK. Email: chg39@cam.ac.uk.

Abstract: We applied tectonic geomorphology techniques to intracontinental region, the Lower Rhine Graben in Germany, where
known faults have very low slip rates and where erosion/sedimentation rates are high. Aim of the study is to evaluate which
morphological indices can be used in such regions and what DEM resolution is required under such challenging conditions.
We produced DEMs based on various data sources and with different horizontal resolutions (SRTM, ASTER and airborne LiDAR
data) and calculated the stream network. Then, we applied basic procedures such as hillshade analyses, shaded relief, slope angle,
slope aspect, curvature, and re-classified elevation to identify lineaments with possible tectonic origin. For these lineaments we
then calculated geomorphic indices, most of them based on drainage pattern analyses. Indices used were: stream length gradient
index (SL), valley floor width to valley floor height ratio (Vf), asymmetric factor (Af), basin shape index (Bs), basin hypsometry (HI),
and terrain ruggedness index (TRI). Our results show that ASTER and SRTM3 data do not allow conducting detailed analyses and
can only be used for general overview maps. We found that the differences between the LiDAR DEMs of 1 m and 10 m resolution
are negligible for our purposes and that the 10 m DEM can be used for index calculations. We show that some of the indices still
work under the challenging circumstances while others fail to reveal any tectonic imprint on the landscape.

Key words: tectonic geomorphology, slow active faults, Lower Rhine Graben
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During the last decades, it has become clear that
earthquakes in slowly deforming regions significantly
contribute to the overall seismic risk. Faults in
intercontinental settings with their usually high slip rates
and short recurrence intervals are relatively well
understood and their seismic hazard has been
intensively studied. However, despite the fact that plate
boundary mega-quakes may result in hundreds of
thousands of fatalities in a single event, more people
were killed by intracontinental earthquakes (England &
Jackson, 2011) during the last Century. The reasons for
this are manifold: underestimated recurrence intervals
and maximum magnitudes, poor building standards, a
general lower public awareness, specific local geological
settings and site amplifications effects, and the fact that
some or many faults are unknown, not known to be
active, or their rupture did not reach the surface.
Tectonic geomorphology techniques can help to
evaluate fault activty. The calculation of geomorphic
indices from digital elevation models (DEMs) allows us to
evaluate the balance between tectonic movements and
erosion/sedimentation, and therefore, identify areas
with tectonic activity (Burbank and Anderson, 2001).
Tectonic geomorphology techniques work best where
tectonic activity is high and/or sedimentation and
erosion rates are low. In intracontinental regions faults
often have very low slip rates and their imprint on the
landscape can easily be overlooked if erosion and
sedimentation outpace (vertical) movements. Limits of
the technique may not only be set by the landscape
itself but also by the DEM dataset and may result from
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the way the indices are computed. It is therefore
important to investigate which geomorphic indices can
be used in such regions and what DEM resolution is
required for them to work.
In this short paper we present a study from Germany.
After summarizing the geological setting we discuss
different types of elevation data and how they influence
the calculations. We then introduce the geomorphic
indices that we used and summarize the results. In the
last part, we discuss our results and present possible
explanations for our findings.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Lower Rhine Graben (LRG) in W Germany serves as
test area. It is part of the European Cenozoic Rift System.
Extension here started in Late Oligocene, reactivating
older structures of (pre-)Mesozoic age. During the Late
Quaternary activity increased, accompanied with the rise
of the Eifel mountains and associated volcanic activity in
the Eifel volcanic field to the south of the working area.
The lithology varies: Paleozoic carbonates and shales
(folded during the Variscan orogeny and now forming
the northern Eifel mountains) are present as well as
Upper Cretaceous sediments, predominantly in the
south and west of the investigated area. Tertiary sands
and lignite beds underlie thick Quaternary sediments
including periglacial loess deposits in the rest of the
study area (Fig.1). The lithology and a moderate, rather
humid climate lead to high sedimentation and erosion
rates. The entire study area is also intensely modified by
lignite mining, farming, and amelioration for many
centuries.
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The LRG is an intracontinental rift with numerous normal
faults in a horst and graben geometry. Variscan
structures and strike NW-SE, accommodating NE-SW
extension. All faults move slow and slip rates do not
exceed 0.1 mm/yr, most faults slip with less than 0.06
mm/yr (Vanneste et al., 2013).

GEOMORPHIC INDICES
A number of indices are described in the literature and
most of them are based on the analysis of stream
networks and longitudinal stream profile analysis. In
most cases one single geomorphic index alone cannot

Figure 1: Topography of the study area with the main faults (red lines): FBF: Feldbiss Fault, HHF: Heerlenheide Fault, LBF:
Laurensberger Fault, RRF: Rurrand Fault, SGF: Sandgewand Fault, SSF: Stockheimer Sprung Fault. Dots are cities, black lines
are contour lines. Inset shows location of the study area in Germany. Note the Hambach and Inden open pit mines S of Jülich
and the linear erosion features created by the River Rur between Kreuzau and Linnich. Map is in ETRS1989 UTM zone 32N,
inset is in Mercator projection.

Seismicity is among the highest in Germany but still low
on a global scale. Paleoseismological investigations
prove a number of surface rupturing events in the late
Quaternary (see Vanneste et al. (2013) and references
therein). Convincing evidence for surface rupturing
events in the Holocene is, however, lacking. All these
factors make the LRG a perfect area for studying tectonic
geomorphology under challenging conditions.
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be considered significant (Hürtgen et al., 2013). Usually,
a combination of different indices is used to quantify the
tectonic activity of an area (El Hamdouni et al., 2008). The
indices applied in this study are designed for identifying
(vertical) movements in tectonically active areas,
especially along mountain fronts (see Burbank and
Anderson (2001) for details. Vertical tectonic movements
cause changes in the course of rivers and streams,
especially in their profiles. These movements lead to
knick points in stream profiles, they control the shape of
valleys, drainage basins and mountain fronts, and they
act on erosion and sedimentation.
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When rivers cross faults, often their course changes
abruptly, although this may also be caused by changes
in lithology. The indices work well in tectonically highly
active areas, but have proved to be a useful tool in

76.69º in DEM10 to only 37.24º in the SRTM dataset. The
mean slope angles are relatively constant.
The drainage patterns for the different DEMs were
computed without a threshold value for the stream

Figure 2: Comparison of the different DEMs used in this study.Note that DEM 1 produced so many shadows due to small artifacts
that no geomorphological featrues were visible anymore.

medium activity areas, too (e.g. Spain: Silva et al., 2003; El
Hamdouni et al., 2001; Hürtgen et al., 2013). Peters and
van Balen (2007) addressed the tectonic geomorphology
of the Upper Rhine Graben. This region can also be
considered a low activity area, but its morphology is
more clearly shaped by graben bounding normal faults
than it is in the LRG. We used ESRI ArcGIS 10.1 and
applied the following workflow in our study. Aim was to
investigate the influence of DEM resolution on the
results and to see which indices still work in slowly
deforming regions. DEMs were calculated based on
various data sources and with different horizontal
resolutions: SRTM 3 (90 x 90 m tile size), ASTER (30 x 30 m
tiles), airborne LiDAR (50 m, 25 m, 10 m, and 1 m point
distance, respectively). We applied basic procedures
such as hillshade analyses, slope angle, slope aspect,
curvature, and re-classified elevation to identify
lineaments with possible tectonic origin. The stream
network was calculated by filling the DEMs, determining
flow direction and flow accumulation, and finally
delineating waterways and watersheds. For the
lineaments identified we then calculated geomorphic
indices, most of them based on drainage pattern
analyses. Indices used were: stream length gradient
index (SL), concavity index (Ac), valley floor width to
valley floor height ratio (Vf), asymmetric factor (Af), basin
shape index (Bs), basin hypsometry (also referred to as
hypsometric integral; HI), mountain front sinuosity (Smf),
and terrain ruggedness index (TRI).
RESULTS
Elevation histograms reveal that both ASTER and SRTM
DEMs fail to detect the small scaled variations in the
terrain, especially in the area of the open pit mines. Here,
the minimum elevation is underestimated by 90 and 50
m, respectively. Both datasets are characterized by
spikes in the histograms, while the LiDAR data show
similar results and smooth curves.
Figure 2 illustrates hillshades calculated from the
different DEMs. The maximum slope values vary
depending on the DEM. Generally, the coarser the DEM
is the less steep are the calculated slopes, ranging from
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accumulation. The output was classified using Strahler’s
stream classification (table 1).
The SL index was calculated for the different DEMs and
for DEM10, 52 high-order streams have been analysed.
The SL index highlights gradient changes in rivers is
sensitive to changes in lithology and/or tectonic uplift It
is also suitable to identify knickpoints. The SL indices for
the different models have been compared using the
example of the river Inde (table 1). We found that the
LiDAR-derived DEMs produce results which are very
similar to each other, but the ASTER and SRTM datasets
show noticeable deviations. Despite the fact that the
mean SL values are comparable, the maximum values
differ widely for single streams. All streams in the study
area show relatively low SLmean values, indicating
gentle slopes, but may produce extreme peaks when
crossing known faults or when changes in lithology
occur. SLmax values of >900 may be produced. The
density of the fault network in the study area often
causes oscillating SL profiles. Generally, SL values as well
as river profile shape indicate tectonic activity.
The valley floor ratio measures the ratio between valley
heights to valley widths and has been measured at
numerous sites for the different models. It describes if a
valley is rather V-shaped (active)
or U-shaped
(tectonically inactive). To choose Vf sample locations, the
faults were buffered by 250 m. At the intersection of this
250m line and a stream, the Vf value is measured, and
also at locations where a stream crosses a fault. All
streams in question are perennial. The Vf ratios suggest
that the study area is tectonically inactive, even where
the streams cross known active faults. This may be due
to broad valleys eroded by fluvial processes. The Vf ratio
results thus might be fully controlled by the strong The
HI is defined as the area below the hypsometric curve of
a basin and expresses the volume of a basin that has not
been eroded. We calculated the HI of seven high order
basins from DEM10 (table 2). High values of HI > 0.5
usually represent convex river profiles, indicating that
the basins uplands have not undergone much erosion as
a result of tectonic activity. Another explanation for high
HI values is recent incision into a young geomorphic
surface. Our calculations show that the HI results are
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inconsistent and do not provide hints for the landscape's
tectonic activity.
We calculated the asymmetric factor (AF) for the same
seven basins. AF is used to evaluate tectonic tilting at the
scale of a drainage basin. An AF value close to 50
indicates no or little tilting perpendicular to the trunk
stream, AF values significantly greater or lower than 50
indicate either tectonic tilting causing river migration, or
a strong lithological influence. Af values for the study
area range between 26 and 68 (table 2). All basins have
AF values greater or smaller than 50, AF values close to
50 do not occur. This points to tectonic activity.erosion
The basin shape index BI (width of a basin divided by its
length) was also calculated for the basins mentioned
above (table 2). Elongated shapes are associated with
relatively young basins in tectonically active areas
(Ramírez-Herrera, 1998). The basins studied here are well
elongated, which is a hint for a tectonically active
landscape in this area.

Figure 3: The basins analyzed in this study.

The mountain front sinuosity represents the ratio
between the actual length of a mountain front and the
nlength of a straight line along the mountain base. It is
one of the standard indices in tectonic geomorphology
but could not be applied here. Due to the slow tectonic
movements no mountain front had developed.
We calculated and re-classified the terrain ruggedness
index (TRI) for the study area. TRI is a measure developed
to express the amount of elevation difference between
adjacent cells of a digital elevation grid. High TRI values
representing highly and moderately rugged terrain,
occur in the Eifel region in the south. Mapped geological
structures of interest, such as the Rurrand Fault, the
Stockheimer Sprung Fault, the Sandgewand Fault and
the Feldbiss Fault can be recognized. The Laurensberger
Fault and the Heerlenheide Fault can not be seen clearly,
but these two faults are located in areas with a strong
anthropogenic overprint. This shows that the TRI can be
considered reliable for tectonic geomorphological
investigations.
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Table 1: Results of hypsometric integral, asymmetric factor
and basin shape analysis.
Basin

Area [km2]

HI

Af

Bs

0

70.4

0.86

64

3.5

1

60.7

0.54

26

2.9

2

115.9

0.65

33

4.1

3

193.4

0.58

66

3.8

4

114.2

0.30

38

4.8

5

156.3

0.50

33

3.4

6

296.1

0.65

68

2.5

DISCUSSION
Our results show that ASTER and SRTM3 data do not
permit detailed analyses and can only be used for
general overview maps. We found that the LiDAR DEMs
of 25 m and 50 m point distance lack the resolution
necessary for calculating geomorphic indices.
Differences between the LiDAR DEMs of 1 m and 10 m
resolution are negligible for our purposes, since the scale
of the features we looked at exceeded several tens of
meters. We used the 10 m DEM for index calculations.
Especially for calculating the stream network the 1 m
DEM significantly increased the computing time (more
than a day on a reasonably powerful multicore PC with 8
GB of DDR3 RAM and 1GB graphics card) and the file size.
The 1m data produce lots of artifacts and highlight even
minor elevation changes unrelated to geomorphology,
thus hampering a proper analysis..
The results of the general geomorphometric analyses of
elevation, shaded relief, slope, and aspect images show
that NW-SE oriented features characterize the study area.
These features can be matched with known, mapped
tectonic structures.
We can show that some of the indices still work under
the challenging circumstances while others fail to reveal
any tectonic imprint on the landscape. Indices SL, Af, TRI
and Bs pointed to an active tectonic landscape even
though all calculated values were typical for very low
tectonic activity only. Indices HI, Vf and Smf failed to
recognize the landscape as active. The reasons for this
are probably complex, as the entire rift system was
reactivated during the Late Quaternary and the rise of
the Eifel mountain associated with volcanic activity.
Another factor is provided by the varying lithology in the
area from Paleozoic carbonates and shales folded during
the Variscan orogeny, Upper Cretaceous sediments,
Tertiary sands and lignite beds to Quaternary periglacial
Loess deposits. Rock resistance and inherited tectonic
structures seem to have a major influence on the activity
indices in the LRG and they are often not overprinted by
the young tectonics.
Acknowledgements: The LiDAR data were provided by the
Geoinformationszentrum Nordrhein-Westfalen. Thomas Wiatr
and Sascha Schneiderwind helped to solve GIS problems. Some
figures have been produced with the Generic Mapping Tools
software.
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Geomorphologic Indicator of Tectonic Activities in Bakauheni, Lampung, Indonesia
Akbar Cita (1), Soemantri Poedjoprajitno (1)
(1) Center for Geological Survey, Jl, Diponegoro 57 Bandung, Indonesia 40122. Email: akbarcita@gmail.com

Abstract: Morphotectonic illustrates the tectonic pattern at the surface. The research aims to inventory the distribution of
landforms controlled by tectonic activities and to identify existing active faults. The study was conducted in Bakauheni with
detailed investigation at Pegantungan and Jering village. Pegantungan and Jering are selected for detail investigation because
the areas represent the main regional lineaments and located at site location of sunda strait bridge construction plan. The
research applies remote sensing to identify and interpret regional lineament. Field mapping on the selected area is carried out
to identify in detail morphotectonic elements, geological structures analysis and morphometric calculation. The results showed
that the azimuth of lineament predominantly on the direction of N (131-140) E - N (311-320) E. Geomorphologic indicators of
tectonic activities in Pegantungan indicate by some geomorphological feature such as: fault escarpment, free face, debris slopes,
the deviation of rivers, and valleys fault. Geomorphologic indicators of tectonic activities in Jering indicate by Sagpond (Figure 8)
and "Z" form of a river channel.
Keywords: Morphotectonic, Morphological lineament, Landsat, Morphometry, Bakauheni

INTRODUCTION
Landform is essentially controlled by endogenous and
exogenous processes, known as the principle of
antagonism in the evolutionary process of
geomorphology (Scheidegger, 1986). Tectonic activities
formed some distinctive landforms such as fault scarp,
shutter ridge, sag pond and linear valley (Slemmons,
1986). The description of the tectonic activities that is
reflected in the surface is known as morphotectonic.
Bakauheni is an interesting area for geomorphological
indicators of tectonic activities research because it is one
of the site locations of Sunda Strait Bridge. The bridge
will connect two biggest islands in Indonesia, Java and
Sumatra. Information about the morphotectonic
condition is needed for technical consideration of the
construction. The research located in Bakauheni village,
South Lampung regency at the coordinate 105° 41’ - 105
47' E and 05 ° 48 ' - 05 ° 54 ' 30 " S (Figure 1). Detailed
investigation is carried out in Pegantungan dan Jering.
The study area is influenced by Strike Slip Sumatran
Fault patterns. The fault is classified as dextral strike slip
in North–South trending (Nishimura et al. (1986),
Verstappen (2000). Previous researches in the area
mainly only discuss about the tectonic processes
(Nishimura et al. (1986), Pramumijoyo et al. (1991) or
submarine morphology (Boediono et al. (2010), Noviadi
(2010). Soehaimi (2011) identify that the epicentre of
earthquake in the area is 30 – 100 km depth.
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Figure 1. Research area

Geological mapping has been done by Kamawan et al.
(2011) and produce 11 lithological unit such as sand,
limestone, alluvium, pumice tuff, breccia tuff, Rajabasa
tuff, welded tuff, columnar joint, blocky lava, sheeting
lava and diorite.
Kamawan et al. (2011) also indicate some fault in the
direction of North West – South East and North North
East – South South West. This research aims to inventory
the distribution of landforms controlled by tectonic
activities and identify existing active faults.
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that the highest frequency of morphology lineament is N
(131-140) E - N (311-320) E (Figure 3).

Figure 3. General direction of lineament Bakauheni

Figure 2. Geological map of Bakauheni (Kamawan et al.,
2011)

METHODOLOGY
Preliminary stage of the study is to interpret Landsat
images to determine the condition of landforms and to
identify and interpret regional lineament. A field
campaign is performed to recognise geomorphological
conditions as the basis for determining the chosen area
for detailed investigation. The selected area is a landform
that is formed by tectonic activity.
The investigations in selected area will measure
geological structure and determine the type of local
fault. Morphotectonic mapping is carried out by transect
method. Identification of geomorphologic indicators of
tectonic activities is carried out to compare with
geological structure measurement. Valley cross section
parameter is calculated as morphometric indicator
because the selected area located in a valley. The
elevation is measured by GPS altimeter. The ratio of
valley width and valley height is calculated using the
formula (Bull et al., 1977):

Vf =

The pattern indicate that the area influenced by
Sumatran fault pattern. Pegantungan and Jering are
selected for detail investigation because the areas
represent the two main regional lineaments and located
at site location of sunda strait bridge construction plan.
A. Pegantungan
The morphotectonic map of Pegantungan allows
identifying 9 geomorphologic units: Compressional hills,
eroded scarp, structural valley, plateau, undulating hills,
talus slope, undulating plain, alluvial plain and coral
plain. Geomorphologic indicators of tectonic activities in
Pegantungan indicate some geomorphological features
such as: fault escarpment, free face, debris slopes, the
deviation of rivers, and valleys fault.

2LDL
(ETKi – EDL)+(ETKa – EDL)

Vf:
LDL:
ETKi:
ETKa:
EDL:

Valley floor width/height ratio
The width of the valley floor
The Height of left cliffs
The Height of right cliffs
The valley floor elevation
Figure 4. Morphotectonic map of Pegantungan

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Landform
Regional landform observations showed that the study
area is composed by some processes such as: volcanic,
tectonic, combination of tectonic and volcanic, tectonic
and denudation, and also rivers and marine activities.
Landsat interpretation of regional lineaments showed
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The analysis from Geological structure data in
Pegantungan river allows concluding that Pegantungan
Fault have the same direction with the regional fault
pattern. The type is right thrust fault slip with the
position of the fault N 325 ° E / 22 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Joint and Fault in Pegantungan River Valley

The form of the valley in the upper stream is "V-shaped"
and resembles to "U-shaped" in down stream. This
indicates that the tectonic activity is reduced in the
direction of the beach.
Valley cross section measurement show the value of Vf in
upstream is 0,072, Vf in middle stream is 0,26 and Vf at
downstream is 1,875.
The flow of Pegantungan river cut by a high waterfall
(±10 meters), then turn aside up to ± 800 meters. This
deflection create landslide with orientation N 30 E. This
orientation later labelled as Penobaan fault. The Fault
identified by escarpment that extends toward the
compression hill after cutting Pegantungan River and
create linier landslide (Figure 6). The presence of
Penobaan Fault trending N 30 ° E adds the complexity of
tectonic activities in the area. Pegantungan fault which
has a field of N 325 ° E/22 ° and active, cut by a northeast
- southwest trending Penobaan Fault.

Figure 7. Morphotectonic map of Jering

Geomorphologic indicators of tectonic activities in
Jering indicate by Sagpond (Figure 8) and "Z" form of a
river channel at the foot of the fault escarpment is
identified in Jering village.

30°

20°
Sagpond

Figure 8. Sagpond in Jering Village

Geological structure measurement resulted in Right
Thrust Sip Fault and fault plane N 16 E/ 15°. The fault
classify as active fault because it cut quaternary rocks.
Valley cross section measurement show the value of Vf in
upstream is 0,22, Vf in middle stream is 0,15 and Vf at
downstream is 0,1.

Figure 6 . Morphology Illustration of Pegantungan

Acknowledgements: The Authors express their gratitude to Ir.
Asdani Soehaimi Dipl. Seis Eng. as Geodynamics of Sunda Strait
working group leader and all colleagues in Center for
Geological for discussion.

B. Jering
From the morphotectonic map of Jering we identify 5
geomorphologic units: Lower old volcanic footslope,
faulted old volcanic footslope, eroded scarp, talus slope
and undulating hills (Figure 7).
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Identifying an active Sumatra Fault Segment in Liwa Region
using a Morphotectonic Approach
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Abstract Liwa is a region located at one of the Sumatra fault segments named Liwa fault segment. Some large earthquakes,
such as Ms 7.5 on 24 June 1933 and Mw 6.4 on 18 March 1994, have been occured on this segment and caused many casualties
and damages. Those earthquakes gave permanently deformation on earth surface, reflected by geomorphic offsets observed on
satellite images of DEM SRTM 30 m. Using a morphotectonic approach such as mountain front sinuosity (Smf), valley floor ratio
(Vf), bifurcation ratio (Rb) and drainage density (Dd), this paper tries to explain which one is the most active fault segment
between two blocks separated by the Sumatra fault whether the southwestern block or northeastern block. The Smf average
values of 1,453 and 1,459 show direct uplift and related to an active tectonic movement in Liwa region. The Vf ratio shows an
average of 0,36 along the main fault, values around 0,71 on the northeastern block, and values of 1,40 on the southwestern block.
The smaller Vf value on the northeastern block compared with the southwestern block represents that the northeastern one is
influenced by stronger tectonic movements and its lithology is more resistant compared with the southwestern block. The study
area is characterized by two river drainage patterns. Those are sub-dendritic in the northeastern block and sub-parallel in the
southwestern block. The northeastern block consisted of seven watersheds, while the southwestern block consisted of six
watersheds. The bifurcation ratio and drainage density analysis yield that the northeastern block has larger values than the
southwestern part. It shows that the northeastern block features more river branching compared with the southwestern part. This
indicates that the northeastern part has been tectonically more active than the southwestern one. The morphotectonic analysis of
four different indices (Smf, Vf, Rb and Dd) reflects that the northeastern block has been tectonically more active compared with
the southwestern block. Eventhough, the lithology of the northeastern part is more resistant compared with the southwestern
part which is proven by values of valley floor ratio (Vf), the northeastern block is more deformed than the southwestern part, due
to a more strongly branched river.
Key words: Sumatra fault, Liwa fault segment, morphotectonic, mountain front sinuosity, valley floor ratio, bifurcation ratio, drainage density.

Introduction
The Sumatra fault is a slip partition produced by the
oblique subduction of the Indo-Australian plate beneath
the Eurasian plate (McCaffrey, 2009). Sumatra fault has a
length of around 1900 km and is divided into 19 fault
segments of 60 to 200 km length for each segment.
Sumatra fault is a strike slip fault which has dextral
movement.
Liwa is a region located at one of the Sumatra segments
named Kumering segment (Sieh and Natawidjaja, 2000;
Natawidjaja and Triyoso, 2007), we call it Liwa fault
segment. This segment historically produced some large
earthquakes, such as Ms 7.5 on 24 June 1933 and Mw 6.4
on 18 March 1994 caused many casualties and damages.
Those earthquakes gave permanently deformation on
Earth’s surface, reflected by geomorphic offsets, which
are clearly observed on satellite images of DEM SRTM
(Digital Elevation Model Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission) of 30 m resolution (Figure 1). Offset distance has
an average of 300 m.
There are two blocks separated by this Sumatra fault,
those are the northeastern and southwestern blocks. In
order to understand how tectonic influences to the
region, those two blocks have been analyzed.
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Figure 1. Offset on Liwa morphology (blue line) from SRTM
30m (SF: Sumatra fault).

For this study, we limit the Sumatra fault segments in the
Liwa region which separates the two blocks, starting
from the southeast of Ranau Lake, which is marked by
the River of Way Marikuk and Way Nyerupa, and ends at
the area of Padang Dalom.
According to Figure 1, the southwestern block seems
more deformed and eroded than the northeastern block.
This arises the question: Is the southwestern block more
active than the northeastern block, or vice versa? This
paper gives an answer to this question by using a
morphotectonic approach.
Geological Setting
In general, the Liwa region is composed by three main
rock units (Pardede and Gafur., 1986, Amin et al., 1994,
Natawidjaya et al., 1993, Pramuwidjoyo et al., 1994).
These are sedimentary rock units of Tertiary age,
Quaternary volcanic rock units, and recent alluvium. The
sedimentary rock units consist of laharic breccia with
basaltic composition, intercalated by tufaceous sand and
carbonaceous clay, which has ages of Early to Middle
Miocene. This unit is covered by carbonaceous pumice
intercalated by tufaceous sandstone, mud and
carbonaceous clay (Amin et al., 1994), which is called
Ranau tuf as product of Ranau volcano, which has a PlioPleistocene age. The Quaternary volcanic rock unit is
identified as product of volcanoes of Seminung, Kukusan,
Pesagi, and Sekincau. Seminung volcanic rocks are
composed by andesitic lava and laharic breccia; Pesagi
volcanic composed by andesitic lava and laharic breccia;
Sekincau volcanic rocks by andecites, basalts and
pumices. The recent alluvium mostly consists of
boulders, pebbles, gravels, sand and mud (Figure 2).

Geological structures in Liwa have a major trending of
northwest - southeast and southwest - northeast
directions. Large earthquakes have occurred, such as in
1933 and 1994. The 1933 event has caused phreatic
eruptions at Suoh, while the 1994 event has caused
surface rupture, landslides, liquefaction, and local
subsidences.
Methods
To understand the nature of tectonics in the Liwa region,
a morphotectonic approach has been applied to the two
blocks separated by the Sumatra fault, by using indices
such as mountain front sinuosity (Smf), valley floor ratio
(Vf), bifurcation ratio (Rb) and drainage density (Dd).
A statistic analysis has also been applied to elaborate the
level of tectonic activity between the southwestern and
northeastern block of the Sumatra fault.
Results
The mountain front sinuousity (Smf) were applied in this
study, to determine whether the Sumatra fault is a pure
strike slip or is there any oblique mechanism include into
the system. The Smf calculation is expressed by Smf =
Lmf / Ls. It obtains average values of 1,45 in the
northeastern block and 1,46 in the southwestern block
(Table 1). It indicates that there is no significant uplift
observed related to an active tectonic movement in the
Liwa region (Figure 3).

Legend:
Countour line
Mountain front sinuosity
Figure 2. Simplified geological map of Liwa (after Bellier et
al., 1999)

Sumatra fault
Southwestern block
Northeastern block
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Figure 3. Smf analysis

According to the statistic test, there is no difference
between two blocks. So it may conclude that there is no
significant vertical forces worked in the region. It means
that the Sumatra fault has pure strike slip mechanism.
Table 1. Smf calculation for the two blocks.

Ls

Northeastern Block
Lmf
Smf

4143
5458
1344
2523
4842
7067
4151
6708
3301
4202
1889
2051
4718
7745
1998
2320
1228
1818
1521
1979
1957
2560
2545
3756
2066
3459
2367
3115
2598
3514
2339
3301
939,3
1839
2820
4953
954,9
1139
1127
1427
1393
1914
2549
4681
1585
2460
1690
1981
2031
2978
Sum
Average

1,317
1,877
1,459
1,616
1,273
1,086
1,641
1,161
1,480
1,301
1,308
1,476
1,674
1,316
1,352
1,411
1,958
1,756
1,193
1,266
1,374
1,836
1,552
1,172
1,466
36,325
1,453

Ls

Southwestern Block
Lmf
Smf

2429
2017
2440
4051
2257
910,8
948,2
1535
829,6
1467
2618
1901
3745
2947
1955
2463
2766
2677
2134
2417

2942
2330
4344
4899
2694
1154
1296
2763
1117
2024
4675
2278
4546
6977
4032
4258
3795
3678
2360
3090

Sum
Average

1,211
1,155
1,780
1,209
1,193
1,267
1,367
1,800
1,346
1,379
1,786
1,198
1,214
2,367
2,062
1,729
1,372
1,374
1,106
1,278
29,196
1,459

The second method is a valley floor ratio (Vf), which is
the ratio of valley height and width, and expressed by
Vf=2Vfw/[(Eld-Esc)+(Erd-Esc)].
The Vf is used to determine the level of tectonic activity
in the region, between the two blocks. The Vf average
value along the main fault is 0,39 (Table 2). This shows an
active movement along the fault (according to Bull,
2007).
The calculation of Vf ratio on the northeastern block
obtains the average value of 0,71, while the
southwestern block results in values around 1,40. It
represents that the northeastern block has experienced
stronger tectonic activity, while the lithology is more
resistant compared with the southwestern block (Figure
4). This is supported by statistics which show that the
values of Vf in the two block shows a noticeable
difference.
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Table 2. Calculation of Vf ratio along the main fault.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Vfw
18
29
24
13,2
15,5
18,3
16,1
22,4
26,5
23,3
24,3
22,4
22,8

Eld
870
800
778
855
870
855
870
855
875
875
870
880
845
Sum
Average

Erd
770
720
775
860
825
825
850
860
865
870
860
850
845

Esc
600
595
670
810
795
785
815
805
830
820
815
805
800

Vf
0,08
0,18
0,23
0,28
0,30
0,33
0,36
0,43
0,66
0,44
0,49
0,37
0,51
4,66
0,39

Legend:
Countour line
Vf along the fault
Vf on the southwestern block
Vf on the northeastern block
Sumatra fault
Southwestern block
Northeastern block
Figure 4. Map of valley height and width ratio
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Based on the topographical map and virtually on the
field compared with the river drainage pattern and the
drainage pattern modification (Howard, 1967), the study
area is characterized by two drainage patterns, which are
sub-dendritic in the northeastern block and sub-parallel
in the southwestern block. The sub-dendritic drainage
pattern formed in the northeastern caused by geological
and structural effects. This pattern largely passes
through tuff which are dominantly covered the study
area.
The sub-parallel drainage pattern formed in the
southwestern part due to the formation of the ridge
extending in that region, and passes the lithology of tuff.
The boundary of the river drainage pattern is stretching
horizontally with an East-West direction.
The larger compression resulting the more shattered
rocks, in other words it will have more fractures. The
more fractures, the more branches that formed the river,
so it will have a higher value of bifurcation ratio (after
Strahler, 1957).
The result of bifurcation ratio analysis yield that the
northeastern block consists of seven watersheds, while
the southwestern block consists of six watersheds
(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Analysis of river drainage pattern, bifurcation ratio
and drainage density.

The northeastern block features average bifurcation
values of 4,86, while the southwestern part has average
value of 4,36. The calculation of drainage density of
those two blocks, yields that the northeastern block has
an average value of 2,02, while the southwestern block
has values around 1,80.
The larger values of watershed, bifurcation ratio and
drainage density in the northeast show that the
northeastern block is characterized by stronger river
branching compared with the southwestern part. This
indicates that the northeastern part has been
tectonically more active than in the southwestern.
Based on the four used indices of morphotectonic
analysis (Smf, Vf, Rb and Dd), our results obtain that the
northeastern block has tectonically more active
compared with the southwestern block. Eventhough the
lithology of the northeastern part is more resistant
compared with the southwestern part, which is proven
by values of valley height and width ratio (Vf), the
northeastern block is more deformed represented by a
more branching river than the southwestern part.
Acknowledgements: Our deep gratitude to the Geological
Agency who gave support to do the research. Many thanks to
the head of Technical Implementation Unit of Mines and
Geological Hazard, Indonesian Institute of Science in Liwa and
his crews who have supported and given us what we needed
during the fieldwork.
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A case study of the application of Airborne LiDAR technique
HyunTae Kim (1), Young-Seog Kim (1), J Ramón Arrowsmith (2), Kwang-Jae We (3)
(1) Dept. of Earth & Environmental Sciences, Pukyong National University, Busan 608-737, South Korea. Email: kimht0709@gmail.com
(2) School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University. USA
(3) Geostory Incorporated. S. KOREA.

Abstract: Earthquakes can cause serious loss of life and significant property damage. Thus, the study of active faults is important
in evaluating future fault activity and hazards caused by future earthquake events. Structural mapping and the tracing of active
faults are the primary steps in studies of active faults. Until now, active faults in South Korea have been mapped using aerial
photography, satellite images, and low-quality DEMs. Lineament analysis as a means of identifying active faults is relatively
difficult in Korea due to geological characteristics (weak tectonic activity) and dense vegetation cover. In this paper, we introduce
the basic concept of the LiDAR technique (a new prospective remote sensing method) and a data analysis method that can
overcome these problems. This paper will contribute to a better understanding of the airborne LiDAR technique and its
application to South Korea. Some preliminary results from Korean and USA LiDAR data show the usefulness of this technique for
tracing lineaments, active faults, and terraces in South Korea.
Key words: Active faults, Lineament analysis, Geomorphic analysis, Remote sensing, Airborne LiDAR

INTRODUCTION
Damage caused by earthquakes has been widely
reported all over the world. Most earthquake damage
above a magnitude of 6 is related to fault activity that
involves surface rupturing. Most huge earthquakes of
this size are known to occur because of pre-existing
active fault reactivation. Therefore, active fault research
is an important step for forecasting earthquakes and
studying their characteristics. Active fault research is
progressing in many different ways. Many researchers
are studying fault activity, reactivation cycles,
displacement and earthquake size. However, in order to
understand the characteristics of earthquake activity, we
have to define active fault existence first. Previously we
analyse fault related lineaments using aerial
photography or satellite image. This method brings

about a great improvement in active fault recognition.
Thus, recent active faults are shown as clear lineaments.
This is the most basic, yet crucial information for active
fault mapping. Airborne LiDAR removes vegetation and
buildings on the ground by filtering. This method is very
useful in South Korea as most areas are covered in thick
difficult to penetrate vegetation and are in non-tectonic
areas.
LiDAR data from Hanjin information Systems &
Telecommunication Company is used in this study, from
the Samchuck, Mt. Bomun in Daejeon city, Weolsung
area and Pochun arboretum in South Korea (Fig. 1a). Also,
from the Cape Blanco state park and Kern area in USA
(Fig. 1b) the focus of this study is using new processing
and interpretation tools to re-process old data to make it
more useful and accurate.

Fig. 1: Location maps of the study areas. (a) Locations of the four sites selected in Korea. (b) Locations of two sites selected in
the USA (image is from Google Maps).
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BACKGROUND OF AIRBORNE LIDAR TECHNIQUE
Vegetation
Aircraft equipped with a laser scanner are also
equipped with GPS (Global Positioning System) and INS
(Inertial Navigation System) to give a true location. When
the data is processed, a topographic map can be
produced using 3-Dimensional coordinates (Lee, 2006).
Many researchers are carrying out studies in filtering
techniques from LiDAR binary data (Kraus and Pfeifer,
1998; Haugerud and Harding, 2001; Zhang et al., 2003).
In South Korea many researchers are also studying new
filtering methods (Lee, 2006; Chung et al., 2005; Yoon et
al., 2006). These kinds of technique give us basic
information for detailed field-trip planning (e.g.
Arrowsmith et al., 2009).

First, we processed the Samchuck area in the eastern
part of Korean Peninsula. We removed the vegetation
image (Bare earth) showing topography and lineaments
in a non-tectonic area clearer than all other images. We
can clearly recognize previously unclear streams (Fig. 3d).
Lineament

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram for collecting airborne LiDAR
data (image is from Google Map).

APPLICATIONS OF LIDAR TECHNIQUE TO SOUTH
KOREA
Recently, many countries have collected LiDAR data
from various areas and they have conducted many
research projects using this data (Blair et al., 1999;
Haugerud et al., 2003). South Korea has started to collect
LiDAR data from several years ago. However, these
studies have generally been used in city planning
projects (Lee and Yu, 2003), natural hazards (Han et al.,
2009), etc. So far, LiDAR hasn’t been used in geological
studies to the degree that it has in other countries. This
method removes vegetation or buildings using filtering
techniques to give us better geological data from
Airborne LiDAR. After filtering, we are able to classify two
kinds of point, obstructions (vegetation, building) and
ground. In this study, the sample data is taken from the
Samchuck area and the Bomun Mountain area in Daejon,
South Korea. These areas are mostly covered by
vegetation. We used Optech ALTM 30/70 laser scanner,
the aircraft altitude was between 1,200 and 1,400m and
the point spacing was 3.5 point per m2.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of remote sensing images from the
Samchuck area. (a) Aerial photograph (sourced from the
National Geographic Information Institute), (b) satellite
photograph (image is from Google Map), (c) hillshade
image from a topographic map, and (d) hillshade image
from airborne LiDAR.

Mt. Bomun in Daejon city has much more vegetation
than the Samchuck area (Fig 4a). This area’s vegetation is
similar to typical mountain vegetative cover that is seen
throughout South Korea, after filtering the LiDAR images
using the new software applications we are able to view
much more information than we were previously (Fig
4b). Fig.4c shows an image that has been filtered using
the software and it is quite clear that weak lineaments
have become stronger, rivers are easily visible and weak
lineaments now become clear. It is also quite easy to see
clear displacement of rivers along strong lineaments.
Weolsung area has vegetation like Mt. Bomun in
Daejeon city (Fig 5ª). This area is very important area
because of nuclear power plant.
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Fig. 4: Satellite image and airborne LiDAR mosaic image of Mt. Bomun in Daejeon. (a) Before removing vegetation (DSM), (b)
after removing vegetation (DTM), and (c) image comparison among satellite, DSM, and DTM images for the same area.
Arrows in the DTM image indicate a stream that is offset across the lineament.

Fig. 5: Analysis of airborne LiDAR data from the Weolsung area, SE Korea. (a) Satellite image of the study area (image is
from the Daum map), and (b) bare earth image with geological map (modified from Korea Institute of Geoscience and
Mineral). Red arrows indicate lineaments. Ksh: black shale, Kgr: Bulguksa Group biotite granite, Ktgh: Bulguksa Group
hornblende granite, Qa: Quaternary deposit.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we analysed already collected data and we
were able to remove a high percentage of vegetative
cover and, as software applications improve we will be
able to create higher quality images. Moving to the
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future, we must also look at creating new higher quality
images.
The characteristics of vegetation in Korea are of great
importance. One of the most difficult data accumulation
issues is the high vegetation cover in South Korea. The
transmission of Airborne LiDAR can change depends on
season, with 20-40% transmissivity in the summer which
results in poor imagery and a huge increase to around 70%
in the winter (Yoon and Lee, 2006). It is quite obvious
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that if we collect data at a suitable time of year, when the
level of transmissivity is highest, we would be able to get
far superior images to work with.
Acknowledgements: We thank to reviewers of this paper.
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Damaged speleothems and their implications for paleo-earthquakes:
A case study from Seongryu Cave in Uljin, Korea
Jin-Hyuck Choi, Young-Seog Kim
Dept. of Earth & Environmental Sciences, Pukyong National University, Busan 608-737, South Korea. Email: cjh9521@pknu.ac.kr

Abstract: This study investigates the damage and/or regrowth characteristics of speleothems: stalactites, stalagmites, columns,
and curtains, in limestone Seongryu Cave in Uljin, Korea, and examines their relationships with paleo-earthquakes. Some
stalactites were broken along a sub-horizontal cutting plane and have fallen to the floor of the cave. Stalagmites were tilted
20°~30° to the east or truncated. Columns, joined speleothems of stalactites and stalagmites, were broken by low dipping thrust
faults. The strike of all fault planes is within the range of N20°~40°E and dips are between 10°~20°N. Most of the offset is relatively
constant (around 0.1 m). On the cave wall, convex-shaped re-growths of speleothems can be observed along minor fractures, and
these fractures can be classified into two dominant fracture sets (N60°E~E-W/20°~40°NW and N30°~50°W/20°NE or 20°SW). The
damage and regrowth patterns are various, and depend on the type of speleothems. Each type shows, however, a relatively
consistent kinematic deformation pattern. These results indicate that the destruction and re-growth of speleothems in Seongryu
Cave may be due to ground shaking or surface rupturing resulting from an earthquake rather than other causes such as human
activity.
Key words: Seongryu Cave, speleothems, damaged characteristics, re-growth, paleo-earthquake.

INTRODUCTION
The term ‘speleoseismite’ can be defined as speleothems
in caves damaged by an earthquake (e.g. Cadorin et al.,
2001; Lacave et al., 2004; Kagan et al., 2005). Recently,
paleoseismological studies based on speleoseismites are
actively being carried out due to the very high accuracy
in age dating analysis, in particular for the past 500,000
years (Kagan et al., 2005; Braun et al., 2010). This method
can be very useful in regions characterized by long
recurrence intervals of earthquakes, because it is difficult
to approach paleo-earthquakes which have occurred
before instrumental and historical times.
One of the most notable studies using speleoseismites
has been performed by Kagan et al. (2005). They
interpret the recent history of paleo-earthquakes along
the Dead Sea Transform based on damaged

speleothems and their age information in the limestone
caves near the fault. This is well represented in Figure 1.
They focus mainly on damaged or fractured stalagmites
and their regrowth (Fig. 1a), collapsed ceilings with preseismic stalactites and post-seismic stalagmites (Fig. 1b),
and fallen ceiling pieces on the core sample from a
flowstone deposit (Fig. 1c). Furthermore, the age data for
a wide range of well-preserved damaged speleothems
were used to interpret a temporal history of multiple
earthquakes (Fig. 1d-e).
This study focuses on the damage patterns of
speleothems in the Seongryu Cave in Uljin, Korea. For
this purpose, a structural analysis of damaged or
regrown speleothems was carried out. Then, several
other factors associated with paleo-earthquakes, such as
large-scale or Quaternary faults near the cave and
historical earthquake distributions are discussed in detail.
STUDY AREA & SEONGRYU CAVE

Fig. 1: An example of a paleoseismology study using speleothems in caves along
the Dead Sea Transform (from Kagan et al., 2005). Open stars and solid ellipses
mark pre- and post-earthquake deposits, respectively, and scale bars = 10 cm.
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Seongryu Cave is located at the
eastern part of the Korean Peninsular,
and developed in the Ordovician
Geunnam Formation of the Joseon
Supergroup. Predominant deformational features around the cave
group in two sets: N-S to NNE-SSW
and NE-SW trending compressive
structures like folds and thrust faults.
Maehwa Fault, a N-S trending and
vertically dipping fault, is developed
next to the cave, and the NE-SW
trending Quaternary Gusan Fault is
located 2.5 km southwest of the cave.
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Fig. 2: Distributional maps of the fractures (a); modified from the Cave Research Institute of Korea, 2007),
dominant speleothems (b), and damaged speleothems (c) in the Seongryu Cave.

For the Seongryu Cave, the main passage and branches
are about 330 m and 540 m, respectively, making the
total length of the cave about 870 m (Cave Research
Institute of Korea, 2007). The bedding is approximately
NE-SW trending, and is characterized by subvertical or
slightly southeastern dip. Figure 2a shows a map of the
cave as well as a distribution of geologic structures
which were mapped in the cave. This cave is one of the
most common corrosion caves around the study site
(Cave Research Institute of Korea, 2007), and seems to be
mainly developed along the structural discontinuities
such as bedding and fractures.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Stalactites
Stalactites, one of the most common speleothems in
limestone caves, are generally formed by deposition of
calcium carbonate and other minerals, which are
precipitated from mineralized water solutions. Stalactites
in the Seongryu Cave are frequently observed and
characterized by various dimensions and vertical lengths
of 1-5 m. Numerous stalactites are broken, but only their
lower part appears to be damaged by subhorizontal
cutting planes. The fallen fragments are often well
preserved on the cave floor. In some cases, new
stalactites have developed on the cutting plane,
resulting from the continuous flow of fluids after the
damages occurred.
Stalagmites
A stalagmite is defined as a type of rock formation that
rises from the floor of a cave due to the accumulation of
material deposited on the floor from ceiling drippings,
and commonly developed in limestone caves. They form
through deposition of calcium carbonate and other
minerals, which is precipitated from mineralized water
solutions.
Although the extent and density of the damage on
stalagmites in the Seongryu Cave is relatively lower than
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that of other speleothems, some of them are obviously
tilted or fallen down. Note that they are characterized by
a similar direction and angle of the tilting: they dip to the
east with angles of about 20°. One of the most
interesting points is the re-growth of tilted stalagmites,
which can be inferred by different colours and a vertical
boundary between them.
Columns
A column in limestone caves can be formed by the
connection between stalactites (ceiling formation) and
stalagmites on the floor. The columns are generally
characterized of hourglass shape. Columns are
frequently observed all over the Seongryu Cave, and
some of them have separated by either subhorizontal
extension fractures or low angle faults (Fig. 3). Note that
numerous broken stalactites and their fragments are
observed around the deformed columns. As the
deformed columns themselves act as an offset marker
on each five columns, the strike/dip of the fault planes,
shear senses, and amounts of displacement were
measured. The results indicate that the strike of all fault
planes is within the range of N20~40°E and dips are
around 10~20°NW. Additionally, the amount of offset is
relatively constant (around 0.1 m), with only one
exception.
Flowstone
Flowstones are composed of sheet-like deposits of
calcite formed where water flows down the walls or
along the floors of a cave, and they are typically found in
limestone caves. As flowstones cover basement rocks,
they can be one of the most obvious evidences of rock
deformation associated with paleo-earthquakes.
Numerous flowstones in the Seongryu Cave are
fractured and some of them are filled with newly
deposited calcite (Fig. 4). In the latter case, they
commonly show a projecting pattern and different
colours with their surrounding undamaged flowstones.
This may result from a local regrowth of speleothems by
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floor and associated chambers,
and this is supported by local
false floors under the flowstones.
Another origin can be ground
motion due to earthquakes. The
similarity in the direction and
angle of tilting may indirectly
support this argument. Next, the
consistent displacement of slip
surfaces on the columns is one of
the most remarkable evidences of
earthquake-derived deformation.
In particular, this argument can
be supported by numerous
fractures that are intensely
Fig. 3: Most of the damaged columns are displaced by sub-horizontal fault planes (a,
developed
around
faulted
b). Some of them show typical characteristics of thrust faulting (c).
columns as well as by several
faulted columns showing a giant
concentration of fluid flow along the fractures. On the
size that cannot be broken by human activities. Lastly,
cave wall, a convex-shaped regrowth of speleothems
the consistency of fractures on flowstones, which can be
and their related fractures can be classified into two
inferred as the extension of the fractures on the
dominant sets: set-1 of N60°E~E-W/20~40°NW and set-2
basement rock, is also one of the structural
of N30~50°W/20°NE or 20°SW (Fig. 4e)
characteristics of the tectonic deformation.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PALEO-EARTHQUAKE
Deformed speleothems show various patterns of
deformation, such as cutting, tilting, fracturing, and
faulting, depending on the kind of speleothems. On the
other hand, the result of field-based structural analysis
indicates that deformational characteristics for each
speleothem are relatively consistent in mainly
orientation and dip of fractures (including cutting
planes) and faults. In the latter case, the sense and
amount of slips are also almost same. Furthermore, the
low angle of dip of fractures and faults is a common
feature even if the kinds of speleothems are different.
Note that these consistent patterns of deformed
speleothems may indicate that deformations occurred
due to tectonic process rather than other origins.

The results of the field-based structural analysis imply
that the damaged speleothems in Seongryu Cave have
been deformed probably by natural or external forces
such as ground shaking and fault movement associated
with paleo-earthquakes (Fig. 5). This interpretation is the
first identification of speleoseismites in Korea.
In order to more clearly identify the speleoseismite, it is
necessary to examine active tectonics around the cave.
Maehwa Fault is the nearest large-scale fault around the
Seongryu Cave, and characterized by its surficial
expression as a N-S trending and at least 27 km long
lineament. The fault zone elements indicate that the
fault underwent dominantly strike-slip movement, and
left-lateral slip sense can be inferred based on the offset
of basement rocks. Gusan Fault, one of the Quaternary
faults around the study site, shows N30°E/55°SE and is

Concerning the possible origins
of the deformation, firstly the
stalactites can be cut or broken
either by human activities, such
as tourism development and
vandalism, or by natural effects,
such as cave floods and
earthquakes. As some deformed
stalactites are observed at a high
level and out of reach of humans,
we argue that the natural origins
are more likely to have caused
the deformation. The sharpness
of the cutting planes may
support that falling stalactites
have been caused by preexisting fractures and/or external
Fig. 4: Damage patterns on curtains show minor fractures and regrowth of speleothems
impacts.
Secondly,
the
along them (a~d). These fractures can be classified into two dominant fracture sets (e).
stalagmites can only be tilted
characterized by a dominant left-lateral fault movement.
from natural causes, and we argue that there are two
Quaternary slip was inferred as about 94.63 cm based on
possibilities: One is the erosion of cave deposits on the
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Fig. 4: A schematic diagram showing possible damage to speleothems during paleo-earthquakes.

the slickenline (24°→220°) and apparent displacement
of Quaternary fluvial deposits (0.4 m). The inferred
moment magnitude (Mw) is in a range of 6.4-6.9 based
on the inferred slip amount, and if it is supposed as one
event (Jin et al., 2013). The OSL and Be10 ages of the
Quaternary sediments are 41-50 ka and 80-88.4 ka, and
the ESR age of the fault gouge is 369 ka (Jin et al., 2013).
Two above mentioned faults have some geometric and
kinematic similarities with those of the cave. The results
of structural analysis for two fault zones indicate that a
strike-slip movement was dominant along these faults.
Note that the main trends of two faults (nearly N-S and
NE-SW directions, respectively) match well with the
results of lineament analysis. Especially the NE-SW
direction is also parallel to the main trend of the cave
and its fractures. Although it is not easy to correlate fault
activity and speleoseismites in Seoungryu Cave, we
argue that in future studies these faults should be
carefully considered as one possible source of paleoearthquakes that lead to the formation of
speleoseismites.
FURTHER STUDY
One of the advantages of speleoseismology is that it
allows precise dating using a high-resolution stable or
radioactive isotope record on the speleothems. Note
that age information can be used to infer the timing of
each earthquake and the recurrence interval. These are
key data in paleoseismological studies (e.g. Kagan et al.,
2005). One of the main characteristics of speleoseismites
in Seoungryu Cave is the regrowth or new deposition on
damaged parts of speleothems, such as small stalactites
on the cutting planes, vertical regrowth of stalagmites
on tilted or broken speleothems, and convex-shape
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regrowth along fractures. Thus, in further study, it is
needed to examine the age dating of damaged and
newly deposited speleothems to understand the
relationship between speleoseismites and paleoearthquakes.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Dr. Kim, Ryeon for
his help for cave exploration. We greatly value the careful
review undertaken by Dr. Elisa Kagan
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Abstract: The Gusan Fault is a Quaternary fault discovered in the middle east part of the Korean peninsula, which affects
Quaternary fluvial deposits as well as Precambrian leucocratic granite gneiss. Slickenlines on the surface of the Gusan Fault
indicate strike-slip dominant movement sense. Age dating results on the Quaternary fluvial deposits and fault gouges of the
Gusan Fault demonstrate that the NE-SW trending Gusan Fault might be activated at least two times within 500 ka B.P. Based on
the trench survey across the fault in the Quaternary fluvial deposits covering the basement, aligned long axes of pebbles within
the Quaternary fluvial deposits indicate that the Gusan Fault was activated after the development of the Quaternary fluvial
deposits. The inferred slip associated with the Quaternary fault movement, based on a suggested relationship between true
displacement and apparent displacement, is about 1 m. It is a good indication of neotectonics in this area and to be studied in
detail, although this fault is a small scale fault.
Key words: Quaternary Gusan Fault, strike-slip fault, fluvial deposits, trench survey

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The studied area lies between the northeastern part of
the Yeongnam Massif and the northern part of the
Gyeongsang Basin. The basement around the study area
consists of Precambrian gneiss and Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks. These rocks have been intruded by
Mesozoic and Cenozoic igneous rocks (Fig. 1).
The area around the Gusan Fault is comprised by
Precambrian leucocratic granite gneiss, which is partially
covered by the Quaternary fluvial deposits (Yun & Shin,
1963), some of which are related with river meandering.
The major geologic structure in this area is the N-S
trending Maehwa Fault. The Gusan fault located about 2
km from the Maehwa Fault to the west. Based on the
aerial photograph and lineament analysis, N-S, NNE-SSW
and ENE-WSW trending lineaments are well developed
around the Gusan Fault (Fig. 2).

The studied area lies between the northeastern part of
the Yeongnam Massif and the northern part of the
Gyeongsang Basin. The basement around the study area
consists of Precambrian gneiss and Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks. These rocks have been intruded by
Mesozoic and Cenozoic igneous rocks (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Location and geological maps around the study area
(modified from the Yun & Shin, 1963).
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Fig. 2. Aerial photograph and lineament analysis around the
Gusan Fault. It shows the N-S, NNE-SSW and ENE-WSW
trending lineaments. Red lines show the Seongryu Cave,
Gusan and Maehwa faults. Yellow lines indicate dominant
lineaments around the study area. The small blue line
shows the location and direction of the trench across the
Gusan Fault.
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The area around the Gusan Fault is comprised by
Precambrian leucocratic granite gneiss, which is partially
covered by the Quaternary fluvial deposits (Yun & Shin,
1963), some of which are related with river meandering.
The major geologic structure in this area is the N-S
trending Maehwa Fault. The Gusan fault located about 2
km from the Maehwa Fault to the west. Based on the
aerial photograph and lineament analysis, N-S, NNE-SSW
and ENE-WSW trending lineaments are well developed
around the Gusan Fault (Fig. 2).
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GUSAN FAULT
The Gusan Fault is discovered at the road-cut section in
the western part of the Maehwa Fault, which is located
about 2 km away from the Maehwa Fault (Fig. 2). The
Gusan Fault cuts the Precambrian granite gneiss and
Quaternary fluvial deposits (Fig. 3). The Quaternary
fluvial deposits are relatively poorly sorted, showing
grain size variation of pebbles. Slickenlines on the
Precambrian granite gneiss show strike-slip movement
with 25 cm vertical separation in the road-cut section
(Fig. 3). The general attitude of the Gusan Fault in the
Precambrian leucocratic granite gneiss is N30°E/55°SE
and the lineation of the slickenlines is 24°→220° on the
fault, and the thickness of the fault gouge zone is
approximately 1 cm (Fig. 3). This fault gouge zone is also
observed in the fluvial deposits indicating faulting event
after the deposition. However, the dip-angle of the fault
plane is 42° in the fluvial deposits indicating dip-angle
decreace toward the surface.

TRENCH SURVEY ON THE GUSAN FAULT
To understand the characteristics of the Gusan Fault, we
dig a new trench in the upper part of the exposed Gusan
Fault (Fig. 4). The orientation of the trench is N46°W,
almost perpendicular to the fault. We excavated the
trench as a single slot (California-style) type (McCalpin,
1996). The width of the trench is 1 m, the maximum
depth is 2.3 m, and the length is about 3.5 m (Fig. 4). Log
of the trench section was made using 0.5 0.5 m grids.
Figure 4b & 4c shows a photo mosaic and simplified
sketch of the section. The poorly sorted fluvial deposits
consist of mixture of well-rounded boulders and pebbles,
and sand (Fig. 4). Boulders and pebbles mainly
composed of leucocratic granite gneiss and volcanic
rocks (Fig. 4). The long axis of the dominant boulders is
about 40-50 cm (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Photographs of the trench of the Gusan Fault. (a)
Overview of the trench across the Gusan Fault developed in
the Quaternary fluvial deposits. (b) & (c) Photomosaic and
sketch of the northern trench wall of the upper part of the
Gusan Fault. The dotted line indicates the inferred fault
trace showing clast fabrics. It indicates that the Gusan Fault
obviously passes the Quaternary fluvial deposits.

Fig. 3. Photographs of the Gusan Fault. (a) Overview and
sketch of the Gusan Fault. (b) Detailed photograph and
sketch of the upper part of the fault. The fault cuts the
Precambrian leucocratic granite gneiss and Quaternary
fluvial deposits. Red color lines show the fault and fractures
associated with the Gusan Fault. (c) & (d) Detailed
photographs and sketch of the fault gouge in the
Quaternary fluvial deposits. The brown color gouge cuts the
Quaternary fluvial deposits.
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In general, fault zones in clast-rich unconsolidated
deposits are identified by consistent clast fabric different
from adjacent strata (McCalpin, 1996). The shear along
fault plane may rotate clasts resulting in the long axes of
the pebbles parallel to the fault plane called. Strike-slip
fault movement would rotate clasts into near-vertical
orientations (long axes aligned with dip direction)
(Yount et al., 1987). In the trench of the Gusan Fault, this
kind of preferred orientation is observed along the
inferred fault plane (Fig. 4). The dip-angle of the aligned
boulders and pebbles is about 39°SE (Fig. 4). This angle is
very similar to the dip of fault gouge in the fluvial
deposits on the road-cut section. Similar cases have
already been reported in the surface rupture associated
with 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan and the East
Bear Lake fault in Utah (Fig. 5).
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results in 369 ka. However, 10Be age analysis indicates in
the range of 80-88.4 ka. More data and logical
interpretation are necessary to determine the exact
faulting events because the data were obtained from
different methods.
Although the number of faulting events is another
concern in active fault study, there is no distinct
evidence to interpret deformation events such as
deformed colluvial wedges or stratigraphic offsets (e.g.
Burbank & Anderson, 2001; Keller & Pinter, 2002).
Therefore, further work is necessary to determine the
number of deformation events along the Gusan Fault.
Fig. 5. Examples of the clast fabric. (a) Clast fabric
associated with the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. (b) Clast
fabric along the East Bear Lake Fault, Utah. Note that
anomalous parallel clast fabric and slight discoloration of
gravel along the fault planes.

DISCUSSION
Inferred slip associated with the Quaternary fault
movement
A method to get true displacement based on the
relationship between apparent displacement and true
displacement is suggested by Xu et al., (2009). It is useful
for the following three cases. First, observed section of
outcrops may not be occasionally vertical. Second, the
bedding plane is not horizontal or the strike of the
bedding plane is not parallel to the fault plane. Third,
faults are not complete dip- or strike-slip faults (Xu et al.,
2009).
Although the Gusan Fault shows sub-horizontal
slickenside lineation on the fault plane (24°→220°), we
could not detect the true displacement on the horizontal
plane because the fault is covered by the Quaternary
fluvial deposits. Hence, we adopted the approach to
obtain the true displacement using an apparent
displacement measured from an arbitrary line on a fault
plane, which is introduced by Xu et al. (2009).
The equation is as follow:
St=Smsin(φ+β)/sin(γ+β)=Sm/sin(γ)

(1)

Here, St is the true displacement, Sm is the apparent
displacement, φ is the pitch of the observation line on
the fault plane, γ is the pitch of slip lineation, β is the
pitch of a cutoff (Xu et al., 2009). On the Gusan Fault, the
considered parameters of the fault are as follows: Sm is 40
cm, φ is 90°, γ is 24°→220°, β is 0°. The calculated true
displacement of the Gusan Fault, based on Eqs. (1), is
94.63 cm.
Age of the Gusan Fault
The age of a fault is one of important factors in the
analysis of earthquake hazard. KOPEC (2008) have
attempted to date the Quaternary fluvial deposits and
fault gouges using optical stimulated luminescence
(OSL), electron spin resonance (ESR), and 10Be. Although
these studies yielded inconsistent age data, based on
OSL analysis the ages of the fluvial deposits may lie in
the range of 41-50 ka. ESR analysis for the Gusan Fault
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CONCLUSION
The Gusan Fault cuts the Precambrian basement as well
as the Quaternary fluvial deposits indicating an active
fault. Slickenlines on the fault plane indicate dominantly
strike-slip movement. Based on the trench survey in the
Quaernary fluvial deposits, aligned long axes of pebbles
in the Quaternary fluival deposits demonstrate that the
Gusan Fault was activated after the deposition of the
fluvial deposits. The inferred true slip associated with the
Quaternary fault movement is about 94 cm. Although
the age data related with the Quaternay fluvial deposits
and fault gouges, they demonstrate that the Gusan Fault
probably activated two times within 500 ka B.P.
Acknowledgements: This research was supported by the Basic
Research Project (14-1121) of the Korea Institute of Geoscience
and Mineral Resources (KIGAM) funded by the Ministry of
Science, ICT and Future Planning of Korea.
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Operation and Management of Eupcheon Fault Monitoring System in South Korea
Jong Sun Hwang, Sung-Il Cho, Weon-Hack Choi, Jae-woong Ryu
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Abstract: The Eupcheon Fault Monitoring System (EFMS) has been operated by Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., Ltd from Jan,
2012. Fault movements and seismic events were monitored by seismometers, strainmeters, creepmeter, GNSS, and other gauges,
etc. The trend of compression signal, atmosphere and earth tide effect were removed. 4-directional raw data values from the
strainmeters were converted to 3-directional (areal, gamma1, gamma2) nanostrain data. Seasonal variations of the creepmeter
were also removed by extracting the common components from temperature. GNSS data showed mainly atmospheric effects.
Several earthquake occurred in vicinities of EFMS but did not show any reactivation or movement of fault. The enhanced
monitoring system will contribute significantly in geo-tectonic safety assessment of nuclear plants and other critical facilities
related to the national security.
Key words: Eupcheon Fault, Strainmeter, Creepmeter, GNSS

Introduction
Eupcheon Fault Monitoring System (EFMS) was
constructed to identify seismic safety around Shinwolsung Nuclear Power Plant site and Build up the
foundation for study on fault movement and
predicting earthquakes (Cho et al., 2012; KHNP, 2011).
Central Research Institute (CRI) of Korea Hydro & Nuclear
Power Co., Ltd (KHNP) are operating and monitoring the
fault from jan. 2012. CRI launched the research project
related to fault monitoring system in Apr, 2013 and
presented several research results via papers. Fig. 1 is the
locations of fault monitoring system that shows lots of
installed instruments including three seismometers, two
strainmeters, two Trimble GNSS, one creepmeter, two
groundwater level meters, and other gauges, etc.
Observations acquired from those instruments are
transmitted to CRI in real time, and data processing for
improving data accuracy are implemented

Table 1 shows the details of instruments install near
Eupchoen Fault. The GTSM Strainmeter is a highprecision equipment that can measures nano-scale
strain in borehole (around 150m depth) and widely used
to monitor the changes of strain of active fault. Borehole
seismometer was also installed in borehole (around 150
m depth) and measures the stress changes. A
Creepmeter is also installed across the fault line and
directly measures the movement of fault using 0.025
mm accuracy sensor. Trimble GNSS calculate the relative
displacement between EF01 and EF02 site and postprocessed with 10-min interval.
Data Processing
GTSM strainmeter data were converted to strain
according to GTSM manual (GTSM, 2008). Second, the
trends of compression signals were removed by 2nd
order polynomial(UNAVCO, 2008). Third, tide and
atmospheric pressure effect were corrected using
Baytap08 program (Tamura and Agnew, 2008). Finally, 4directional strains from strainmeter were converted to 3directional (areal, gamma1, gamma2) nanostrain data.
Areal component strain shows the summation of strain
from all directions.
Creepmeter is significantly affected by ambient
temperatures because the sensor is installed between
two Invar rods. In EFMS, without any ground
displacement, creepmeter annually changes 0.15mm
due to seasonal temperature variations. To remove this
effect, displacement and temperature data from 2011
were analysed and pull-out the common components
and one-year mean displacement data were extracted.

Fig. 1 Locations of fault monitoring instruments (red dots)
and Eupcheon Fault (solid red line)
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Table 1. Characteristics of measuring Instruments

Strainmeter
Water Level
Meter

Accuracy

Sensor Depth

Measuring Items

> 5×10-10

EF01 : G.L. -153.3m
EF02 : G.L. -175.4m

Strain Value

EF01 : G.L. -25m
EF02 : G.L. -20m

Groundwater Level,
Temperature

Water Level

± 0.05cm

Temperature

± 0.05°C

Borehole Seismometer

62.2 V/m/s
(Sensitivity)

EF01 : G.L. -145m
EF02 : G.L. -155m

Seismic Wave

GPS

Horizontal : ± 5mm
Vertical : ± 5mm

Surface

Displacement

Surface Seismometer

2×750 V/m/s
(Sensitivity)

Surface

Seismic Wave

Surface

Displacement,
Temperature

Displacement
Creepmeter

± 0.025mm
± 1°C

Temperature
Earthquake near Eupcheon Fault

Conclusion and Discussion

In 2013, four earthquakes that magnitude over 2.0 were
observed near Eupcheon Fault. All earthquakes have
small magnitude around 2.0 to 3.0, and did not affect
fault itself (no strain trend changes were not shown). Fig.
2 shows the strainmeter and seismometer data acquired
in 12th, Aug, 2013. The magnitude of earthquake is 3.1
and the distance from the epicentre is around 26km.
Both observations showed only dynamic stress effect
that did not affect the fault itself. Creepmeter also
showed only the effect of temperature variation and
GNSS post-processed data affected by the delay from
ionosphere.

EFMS is installed and operated by CRI, KHNP and cuttingedge instruments are well managed and processed to
monitor any activities related to Eupcheon Fault. Each
instrument is corrected from environmental errors like
tide, temperature, atmospheric pressure, and etc. In
2013, several earthquakes were observed, but any
displacement of fault (by creepmeter and GNSS) or
changes of strain were not detected yet. It can suggest
that Eupcheon Fault is very stable status, and not
affected or triggered by earthquake in 2013. However,
the small size of earthquake does not allow proving the
stability of the fault, which has to be permanently
monitored. EFMS can help monitoring the safety of
nuclear plants and nuclear waste disposal site near
Wolsung Power Plant. Korea radioactive waste Agency
(KORAD) also start to operating fault monitoring system
in 2014, therefore reliable and detail data can be
acquired if both KHNP and KORAD data are combined.
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Fig. 2 Earthquake observed by seismometer(upper) and
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dynamic stress and similar patterns. Creepmeter indicated
only temporal undulations (lower).
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Last Glacial Neotectonic Records in Prehistory Archeological Sites of Inland, Korea
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Abstract: This study aims to reveal Quaternary displacements found in some archeological excavation sites of inland part of
Korean peninsula. In particular the Last Glacial soil-sedimentary deposits (since ~ 65 Ka) show displacements recorded in middle or
late Paleolithic sites in Korea. It is well-known that important displacements were recorded in the alluvial fan deposits and mass
movements along the Ulsan faults, but it also true that similar displacements are found at fluvial terrace deposits near
Daejeon(Sintanjin), paleosoils and slope sediments near Jeonju city and Kimpo, and regoliths above the basement. Displacements
like ‘Thrust-Up Toward West (TUTW)’ in regoliths developed on the granites can be found also near Pyeontaek area; TUTW
displacements of the paleosoils developed on the slope sediments, ca 30~50ka dated by 14C and OSL, are found at the Mansuri site
near Cheongju city, and also in Kimpo and Jeonju city; Significant vertical vein-rupture was observed in the fluvial terrace deposits,
dated as old as about ~ 45 Ka by 14C and OSL, at Nosanri site near Daecheong Reservoir in the Keum river, where sands were filled
into vertical cracks of about 2 cm in diameter. These displacement evidences may imply that Korean Peninsula has been influenced
by the neotectonic compressional movement that might have been sustained even since the latest Last Glacial Period (ca 25~ Ka).

Key words: Displacement records, Prehistorical excavation sites, Neotectonic movement, Compressional regime, Last Glacial

INTRODUCTION
In Korea neotectonically important Quaternary deposits
have been known to be distributed mainly at the
southeastern part of Korean peninsula, where
neotectonic movement might have been strongly
influenced and sustainably remained up to now due to
relative proximity to the compressional tectonic regime
triggered by subduction of both the Amurain Plate and
the Phillipine Plate. The information on the late
Quaternary displacements induced by 'Thrusting-Up
Towards West (TUTW)' movement has been accumulated
so far in many trench profiles near the Nuclear Power
Plant (NPP) sites and the surrounding Quaternary
outcrops in the SE part of Korea (Choi, et al, 2003; Lee,
1987). Except for marine terrace system, some other
surface environments can be categorized and may be
inventorized for inland illustrations of Quaternary
displacements. For instance, TUTW displacements along
the Ulsan faults in the SE part of Korea have been pretty
well documented and traced by the Korean
paleoseismologists (Inoue, ety al, 2006; KHNP, 2006). It is
well-known that along the Ulsan Fault quite a lot of
important TUTW displacements have been recorded in
the alluvial fan deposits and mass movements in
particular. But TUTW displacements in the fluvial deposits,
slope and Paleosoils of inland side are relatively little
known so far. This study therefore aims to provide some
Quaternary displacement information other than marine
terrace in the East Coast and outside of Ulsan Fault. For
this purpose fluvial deposits near Daejeon(Sintanjin),
paleosoils and slope sediments near Jeonju city and
Kimpo, and regoliths above the basement near
Pyeontaek are included in this research.
STUDY AREAS AND DESCRIPTION OF DISPLACEMENT
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Fig. 1: Distributional maps of five sites of prehistorical
excavation, including Kimpo (Sindoek), Pyeongtae (Jije),
Cheongju/Osong (Mansuri), Cheongju (Nosanri) and Jeonju
(Deokdong) from north to south direction.

Paleosoils on basement (regoliths)
TUTW displacements of the paleosoils developed on
basement were observed at Kimpo county. Prehistorical
excavation trenches in Sindeok site (37°42 50 N,
126°37 29 E) of Kimpo Count (Fig.2) nd Jijae site (37° 1
0 N, 127°3 50 E) of Pyeongtaek city (Fig.3), both
showing hanging-wall thrusting up toward west along
the sharp fault boundary and resulted Jurassic granite
overring late Quaternary Paleosoils in the right side.
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Fig. 2. Prehistorical excavation trench of Sindeok site of
Kimpo count. The hanging wall thrust up toward west along
the sharp fault boundary, resulting Jurassic granite thrusting
up Paleosoils in the right.

Fig.3. Prehistorical excavation pit in Jijae site of Pyeongtaek
city. The hanging wall thrust up toward west along the sharp
fault boundary, and multiple fault-branchings remain in the
regoliths of Jurassic granite.

Paleosoils on slope sediments
TUTW displacements in the Paleosoils and slope
sediments are observed at Mansuri Paleolithic site
(36°37 58 N, 127°19 50 E) at both Mansuri site of
Cheongju city (Fig. 4) and Deokdong site (35°49 45 N,
127°3 53 E) of Jeonju city( Fig 5). At the prehistorical
excavation pit in Mansuri site of Cheongju city, the
hanging wall thrust up toward west along the sharp fault
boundary in the reddish brown paleosoils. The displaced
fault remained in relatively low angle, subjacent
soliflucted slope sediments and Jurassic granite (Fig.4).
.
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Fig. 4: Prehistorical excavation trench in Mansuri site of
Cheongju city. The hanging wall thrusted up in low angle
toward west along the sharp fault boundary. superjacent on
the slope sedimentscomposed og mud and gravels.

At Deokdong site of Jeonju city, TUTW displacements are
observed also in the both palesoils and slope sediments
(Fig. 5). At this prehistorical excavation pit the hanging w
all thrusted up toward west about 40 cm in vertical dista
nce along the fault boundary in the dark brown and/or r
eddish brown Paleosoils. The displaced fault was branch
ed in soliflucted slope sediments and Paleosoils (Fig.5).
Fluvial sand and gravels
Significant vertical vein-rupture was observed in the Last
Glaclal ;fluvial deposits at Nosanri site (36°27 21 N,
127°26 30 E) near Daecheong Reservoir in the Keum
river. Here vertical cracks of about 2 cm in diameter,
extending towards to the basement, caused by seismic
rupture were filled by sands derived from eolian (?) cover
sands on the fluvial deposits.
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CHRONOLOGY OF DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 5: Prehistorical excavation pit in Deokdong site of Jeonju city.
The hanging wall thrusted up about 30 cm along the sharp fault
boundary, which displaced both soliflucted /slope sediments
and Jurassic granite.

Fig. 6: Prehistorical excavation pit in Nosanri site of Cheongju city,
ruipturing vertically the Last Glacial fluvial muds and infilling
with sands derived from sands mantled above the muds.

21-27 September 2014

From the five illustrations mentioned-above, Paleosoils of
Mansuri site near Cheongju city show prevalence of
reddish brown Paleosoils, superjacent either by slope
sediments or on fluvial terrace sands and gravels ( > 70Ka)
(Fig. 7), which are distributed at the level of about 12m
above the present river bottom. The Paleosoils were
formed since the middle of the Last Glacial Period (ca ~ 45
Ka). Therefore the chronology of TUTW displacements
can be presumed as younger than 45 Ka in Mansuri site of
Cheongju city (Fig. 7), and ca 30 Ka at Deoldong in Jeonju
city (Fig. 8), respectively. In Nosanri site near Daecheong
Reservoir in the Keum River, a significant vertical veinrupturing observed in the fluvial deposits and it can be
interpreted as younger than ca ~ 30,000 yrBP by 14C for
fluvial muds. These displacement evidences of inland
Korean Peninsula can support the neotectonic
compressional movement that might have been
sustained even since the later Glacial Period (ca ~ 25 Ka).
In Sindeokri site of Kimpo County and Jije site of
Pyeongtaek city, Jurassic basement was subjacent by
soliflucted regolits and/ or relic sediments. The datings
are not available now, but it is generally covered by
reddish brown or dark brown MIS 3 Paleosoils prevailed
in Korea so that the displaced age may be younger than
25~45 ka maximaly.

Fig. 7. OSL and Radiocarbon carbon ages of the reddish brown
Paleosoils show 28.5~33.5 Ka, so that the latest TUTW
displacement may be younger than ca 30 Ka in Mansuri site of
Cheongju city.
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FURTHER STUDY
Further chronological data and prehistory excavation
evidences will be needed, which will support for the
neotectonic movements, i,e, frequency and intensity; It
may be presumed that the Quaternary displacement will
become much younger than ca 20ka (Last Glacial
Maximum, LGM). In addition it will be highly prospected
that much more recent neotectonic evidences will be
obtained from the prevailing prehistorical excavation
sites in Korea.
Acknowledgements: This study has been performed with
financial support from the KIGAM R/D project (14-4805), and
greatly indebted from Dr McCalpin and anonymous reviewer for
their valuable and constructive comments and suggestions.
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Fig. 8. Radiocarbon carbon ages of the reddish brown and dark
brown Paleosoils indicate the latest TUTW displacement is
younger than ca 30 ka in Deokdong site of Jeonju city.

IMPLICATION OF THRUSTING MOVEMENT
All the displacements mentioned-above in the terrestrial
environment of inlands side of Korean Peninsula have
been triggered by the neotectonic compressional
movement which in turn thrusted up the landmass of
Korean Peninsula during the Quaternary (Choi, 2003; Choi
et al, 2008). Compressional neotectonism also can
explain the uplift history of Korean Peninsula which can
be computed with the help of various chronological
methods (radiocarbon, OSL datings, paleomagnetic
polarity, tephra, etc.), which may in turn be applicable to
map paleoshoreline angles of marine terraces along the
coastal area (Choi, et al, 2003, 2009; Kim, et al, 2008; Choi,
et al, 2008). For the elaboration of spatial and temporal
variability of displacement features of Quaternary faults it
is essential to accumulate further the neotectonic
information on various time scale in Korea. In near future
displacement evidences of the last a few tens of thousand
years may be obtained and it might have been sustained
even since the latest Glacial Period (ca ~ 25 Ka) in Korea.
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Surface deformation characteristics at two locations in Peninsular India and its
implications on seismic hazard
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Abstract: Moderate earthquakes in the intra-plate regions can cause significant damage. Such regions, in general,
experience earthquakes at unexpected locations. The 1993 Killari (M=6.3) earthquake of central Peninsuilar India occurred
in a terrain where there was no historic evidence of damaging earthquakes. The rupture zone produced by this earthquake
was studied in detail. The exploration, on 500 m long main rupture zone, identified modification of surface deformation
induced by the red bole and clay occurring in the intra-trap zone. In another study, a similar rupture zone was identified in
the southern part of Peninsular India where the deformation pattern observed are similar to the one reported at Killari. The
clay zone observed at interface between the laterite cap and the crystalline parent rock controls the rupture pattern at this
zone. Even though there are no historic earthquakes observed in this region the nature of deformation suggest that these
might have produced by moderate event/s. Both these rupture zones have similar deformation pattern and charecteristic
clay injections. These observations will be a yardstick for future studies in similar seismotectonic setup.
Key words: SCR earthquakes, surface rupture, clay injection.

INTRODUCTION
Continental interiors (Stable Continental Regions or
SCR) generally exhibit geologic evidence of neotectonic
stability; neverthless they are not devoid of earthquakes.
Even though earthquakes are occurring in such SCRs, the
rate of seismicity is low in comparision to plate
boundaries (Johnston and Kanter 1990). However,
historic data in SCRs indicate that many earthquakes in
these regions caused substantial destruction. Studies
also suggests that intraplate continental regions contain
many potential seismogenic faults, but rarely produce
earthquakes (Coppersmith and Young, 1989; Seeber and
Armbruster, 1993). Paleoseismic studies of many surface
rupturing continental interior earthquake show that the
return period is very large (Crone et al 1992; Machatte et
al., 1993).

induced by this event (Pande et al., 1995; Seeber et al.,
1996; Rajendran et al., 1996). This surface rupture,
coseismically produced during the 1993 earthquake, was
a rare phenomenon. Only ten stable continental region
earthquakes were known to have ruptured the surface
prior to Killari earthquake (Johnston and Kanter 1990;
Adams, et al., 1992). The surface deformation zone,
located near Talni village (Fig. 2), extends over a strike
length of about 3 km in NW-SE direction with a width of
about 300 m (e.g. Seeber et al., 1996). Even though the
regional alignment of ground cracks was observed in a
NW-SE direction in the trend of the tributary of Tirna
river, prominent deformation zone trends have WNWESE direction.

Historically Peninsular India was also experiencing
earthquakes (Fig. 1). Review of stress field associated
with seismicity in Peninsular India suggests that
damaging earthquakes usually occur at favorably
oriented preexisting faults (Gowd et al., 1996). The 1993
Killari earthquake induced huge damage to life and
property. This event produced surface rupture in the
epicentral area. A similar surface rupture was observed in
the southern part of Peninsular India within one of the
major faults identified in the region. This paper describes
the deformational style of these surface ruptures and
their similarities.
OBSERVATIONS FORM CENTRAL PENINSULAR INDIA
The 1993 Killari epicentral area is situated within the
Deccan traps which lie uncomfortably over Precambrian
rocks. Several studies mapped the ground deformation
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Fig. 1 Peninsular India and epicenters of earthquakes;
Triangles show the study areas described in this paper.
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Paleoseismic studies in this rupture zone identified older
deformational structures (Rajendran et al 1996;
Rajendran and Rajendran, 1999; John 2003). These
studies conclude that the trap rocks in the Killari area
have indeed been affected by previous seismic event/s,
and are characterized by a unique pattern of
deformation.

trench wall. This yellow material was later identified as
clay, rich in montmorillonite.
Trench -2 measuring 5 m long, 2 m wide and 2 m deep
was dug (N20'E) close to the western end of the rupture
zone (Fig. 2). At 1.9 m, the trench exposed the red bole
layer. Several structures, including a low angle (~ 15°)
northeast dipping thrust fault were exposed on the
eastern wall (John 2003). In the western wall of the
trench a wide impact zone, at the interface of a block of
fragmented basalt on the south and more compact
basalt on the north, was observed. The impact zone
comprised minute fragments of basalt embedded in
yellowish and whitish clay (Fig. 4). The XRD studies
indicate that these yellow materials are composed of
montmorillonite-rich clay. This clay at the impact zone
had a ‘dome shape’ and its continuity could be traced to
the underlying red bole layer. This shows that this
material was emplaced to a higher level, during the
faulting episodes.

Fig. 2 Rupture zone in Killari; inset: the regional map
showing E-W flowing Tirna river and NW-SE trending
tributary.

The shallow trench excavated by Seeber et al. (1996) in
the E-W segment of the rupture exposed a reverse sense
of throw and a south dipping fault. According to Seeber
et al. (1996), the mode of faulting observed in these
trenches was influenced by the geometry of the
preexisting exfoliation fractures of basaltic rocks.

Fig. 4 Photograph of western wall of trench TR. Bc:
relatively compact rock; C1: clay injection due to the present
event. Note that the clay C1 has split the Bc during the
injection; C0 shows clay enrichment possibly during an
earlier event. A distinct compact northern block can be
easily distinguished from a crushed and/or shattered
southern block. The clay injection (C1) associated with 1993
event shows an intense yellow colour, which seems to
break through the interface of crushed basalt and the
northern massive basalt (Bc) (John 2003).

Fig. 3 Photograph of western wall of trench 1 (courtesy:
Pande. P) shows a distinct highly weathered southern block
and a much more compact northern block. Note the yellow
coloured clay injection at the bottom.

During the trench investigations it was found that red
bole and clay observed in the intra-trap squeezed up
along the rupture. Trench -1 oriented in N15°E- S15°W
direction was located in the southern scarp of the E-W
segment where the soil cover varies from 10 to 45 cm
(Fig. 2; Pande et al., 1995). Although no fault plane is
visible in the eastern wall of the Trench-1 (Fig. 3), a
yellow clayey material was found at the bottom of the
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Fig. 5 Fault identified in the dug well marked in figure 2; B:
the hard basalt rock; RB: the red bole; C: the clay
perturbation/injection. The man standing has 170 cm height.

Further evidence for the pattern of near-surface
deformation was obtained from a dug well (Fig. 5),
located ~500 m northwest of main surface rupture (see
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Fig. 2 for location). The well section essentially shows
what appeared to be older thrust sheets, interlayered
with red bole material (Rajendran et al 1996; Rajendran
and Rajendran, 1999; John 2003). Apparently the thrust
sheets formed in basalt layers had propagated along the
slipping surface provided by incompetent beds (red bole
layers), capped with a thin layer of clay enriched in
montmorillonite (Rajendran et al 1996; John 2003). Just
like in the rupture zone, a clay perturbation is also
observed at the bottom of the top flow (Fig. 5).

OBSERVATIONS FROM SOUTHERN PENINSULAR
INDIA
The second study area is located in the eastern side of
the Western Ghats (Fig. 6). The Achankovil shear system
is one of the major crustal scale structures in this part of
Peninsular India. A number of NW-SE trending parallel
lineaments demarcate this 15-20 km wide shear zone
(Rajesh and Chetty, 2006). Many studies were carried out
to understand the origin and depiction of this structure.
Low level seismicity reported in this region, however,
does not suggest any relation with this shear zone and
thus no significant study was carried out to understand
its neotectonic behaviour.
The NW-SE trending Thenmala fault is located in the
southwestern end of this shear zone (Fig. 6 shows its
southeast continiety). Even though this fault is very clear
in the hills, its signature in plain area was not identified
in earlier studies. Later studies, delineated the signatures
of these faults further in the southeast from satellite
images. The trace of the fault is visible with distinct
geomorphic features on either side (Fig. 6). A major
drainage seems to be abandoned in the southwestern
block of the fault whereas a big natural pond developed
in the northeastern block in the study area (Fig. 6). The
traces of these faults are observed as multiple slip planes
with varying deformation pattern (Praseeda et al., 2014).

Fig. 7 Rupture zone identified at location B marked in Figure
1. The arrows indicate the locations where faults are studied.

Field studies identified a zone of fractured laterite
extending beyond 500 m (Fig. 7). The laterite developed
on crystalline rocks shows hard vermicular nature (Fig. 8).
A thin layer of aeolian deposit, also was observed over
the laterite, which were deposited in Middle to Late
Holocene (Alappat, et al., 2013). A detail study carried
out in this rupture zone identified reverse movement
faults in the laterite. These faults show no evidence of
leaching after the faulting/fracturing event. This may
indicate that the faulting might have occurred after
ending of the laterization process.

Fig. 8 Rupture zone observed in the area at location 2
marked in figure 7.

Fig. 6 Satellite image of location B of figure no 1. Dotted line
shows continuity of Thenmala fault idenified in the area; A:
abandoned drainage; P: pond developed; R: the active
cannel; H: the hill that separate the fault; K: the knick point
in coastline; S: the location of surface rupture (courtesy:
Google earth.com).
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The deformation pattern observed in this area was
similar to the surface rupture mapped by Gordon and
Lewis, (1980) on laterite terrain during 1968 M= 6.9
Meckering earthquake. Reverse faulting at places
trapped aeolian deposits under the hanging wall (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 11 Synoptic model showing deformation pattern at top
level of the rupture zones observed at both locations
studied.

Fig. 9 Trapped aeolian sediment in one of the fault (location
3 of figure 7).

The presence of aeolian deposits within the fault zone
may indicate that the faulting is geologicaly young
(younger than Middle to Late Holocene?). Faulting was
also observed in gneissic rocks at two dug wells on
either end of this zone (see Fig. 6 for location). A detailed
trench investigation identified a dome shaped clay zone
at the places wherever the basement fault terminate
against the laterite (Fig. 10).

The rupture zone identified in the southern Peninsular
India has similar deformation pattern. It was observed
that the clay zone in the interface between the laterite
and gneissic rock controlled the deformation style. Clay
injections into the overlying laterite were observed at
locations where the faults terminated against laterite
(Fig. 11).
The NW-SE systems are identified as one of the favorable
fault orientations for reactivation in Peninsular India
(Gowd et al 1996). The two rupture zones studied are
also associated with NW-SE trending faults and have
similar deformational pattern. These observations will
provide a clue for future active fault and paleoseismic
studies in Peninsular India.
Acknowledgements: The work is a part of DST and NPCIL
funded projects. The BJ and YS thanks Director, NIRM for
permission to publish this work.
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Fig. 10 Clay injections identified in one of the faults
identified in rupture zone (location 13 of figure 6).

Discussion
Detailed evaluation of the nature of deformations at
Killari indicates that the near surface faulting/rupturing
was controlled by red bole and clay that are found
within the inter-trap zone. Fault propagation was also
modified by this slipping interface. Trench studies in the
rupture zone identified clay injections into the overlying
rocks along the slip planes (Fig. 10). Similar features were
also found in the older deformation pattern identified in
the area.
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Active tectonics in southern South America: a general review about its development and
mechanisms
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Abstract: A range of processes acted during the Quaternary producing topography from the Chilean coast, where the Pacific
ocean floor is being subducted, to the Brazilian-Argentinean Atlantic platform area: On one hand, active mountains in the passive
margin whose origin is discussed; and on the other hand, processes associated with the activity of the eastern Andes, highly active
at the Subandean region bordering the Altiplano plateau and at the Pampean flat subduction zone. We focus our analysis in the
southern Central and Patagonian Andes, where orogenic processes are linked to particular mechanisms: i) impact of mantle
plumes and local weakening of the lithosphere that yield under horizontal stresses producing active deformational zones, ii)
dynamic topography associated with the opening of asthenospheric windows during the subduction of the Chile ridge and slab
tearing processes, with the development of active extensional troughs, and iii) subduction of oceanic plateaus determining outof-sequence active thrust fronts.
Key words: Neotectonics, exhumation Andes, subduction zone.

INTRODUCTION
Active uplift in the Andes has been generally associated
with contraction imposed by the convergence between
the Pacific subducted plates and the South American
plate (Schellart et al., 2011). However, in the last years
multiple mechanisms have been recognized along the
Andes that produce, together with orogenic forces,
regional to local exhumation of the upper crust.
Additionally, segments where exhumation seems to be
governed by thrusting are not clearly delimited and their
associated mechanisms are not totally understood. In
general terms a narrow band of active thrusts has been
described bordering the eastern Altiplano and Pampean
regions from southern Perú and Bolivia to central
Argentina between 10º and 33ºS (Figure 1). This
segment coincides with a broad and high plateau
associated with important amounts of intracrustal
earthquakes that denote active mountain building
processes. South of 33ºS, crustal seismicity on the
eastern Andes diminishes sensibly, becoming mountain
morphology narrower and lower. Even though orogenic
mechanisms are described for these southern Andes, at
least discontinuously, in the last years other factors have
been proposed as linked to active uplift, in particular for
the Patagonian region.
The Andes are formed over a subduction system of three
oceanic plates beneath the South American plate. This
configuration shows a noticeable symmetry with an
Altiplano at its mid sector flanked by two flat subduction
settings, the Peruvian in the north and the PampeanChilean in the south (Figure 1). Topography is higher at
the mid sector and diminishes steadily towards both
edges of the subductive system, where narrow mountain
systems are connected to transform limits between the
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Fig. 1: Exhumation mechanisms associated with the
Central Andes and Atlantic passive margin.

South America, Caribean and Scotia plates respectively
(Figure 1).
Even though this system has a striking symmetry, from
north to south the Cocos, Nazca and Antarctic plates sink
beneath the western border of South America at
different rates. While Nazca penetrates beneath the
continent with varying-relatively high rates between 6
and 7 cm/yr, the Antarctic plate sinks at just 2 cm/yr. This
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change has been attributed to the migration of the triple
junction between Nazca, Antarctica and South American
plates, from south to north in the last 14 My that
provoked the opening of an asthenospheric window
beneath Patagonia and mechanical disconnection of
Antarctica and Nazca plates at depth, consequently
producing a drastic drop in slab pull forces (Cande &
Leslie, 1986).

ACTIVE TECTONICS IN THE CENTRAL ANDES AND
ATLANTIC PASSIVE MARGIN
Anomalously high topography is visualized north and
south of the Arica bend region where the Altiplano is
developed (Figure 1). The Altiplano region is affected by
delamination of the lower lithosphere producing a high
topography partially linked to isostatic readjustments
(Sobolev and Babeyko, 2005). This feature is eastwardly
flanked by the Eastern Cordillera and Subandean system
that accommodated contraction since the last 10 Ma up
to the present (Brooks et al., 2011). At the Atlantic
Brazilian margin another topographic anomaly is
recognized in a passive margin (Figure 1). This has been
associated with active mountain uplifts restricted to the
Atlantic coastal area associated with crustal seismicity
and neotectonics (Riccomini & Assumsao, 2009). These
uplifts are coincident with the area where the Chilean
forearc is relatively static respect to the Brazilian Atlantic
spreading center (Schellart et al., 2011).
Neotectonic deformation between 27 and 36ºS along
the Andes is associated with orogenic mechanisms
determined by the Pampean-Chilean flat subduction
zone (27-33ºS) and a segment to the south where the
Nazca plate changes its angle of subduction smoothly
from flat to 30ºE (Pesicek et al., 2012). Here the foreland
area is fragmented in a series of active basement blocks
such as the Sierras Pampeanas and the San Rafael Block
(Costa & Vita-Finzi, 2006).

ACTIVE TECTONICS IN NORTHERN PATAGONIA
The area interposed between 36 and 38ºS shows
transitional characteristics between the Southern Central
and the Patagonian Andes. Active structures that
accommodate shortening and strike-slip displacements
are present at the Payenia volcanic field in the retroarc
zone. Evidences of young deformation are found in
volcanic products of < 2 Ma age, while morphometric
analyses through the fluvial network allow the
recognition of a non- equilibrium state for most of the
fluvial channels (Galland et al., 2007).
Part of the retroarc zone is affected by regional uplift
linked to the development of extensional troughs such
as the Las Loicas extensional system (Folguera et al.,
2007). These systems are spatially linked to a complex
pattern of mantle plumes that are impacting the lower
crust at the retroarc zone (Burd et al., 2014). A main
asthenospheric anomaly is branched into a series of
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minor anomalies that impact the lower crust at the sites
of neotectonic activity suggesting a mechanical
connection between thermally-weakened crust and
horizontal crustal yielding (Galland et al., 2007; Messager
et al., 2010).
South 38-39ºS, a slab tear has been described from
seismic tomographies after the 27/2/10 Maule
earthquake (Pesicek et al., 2012). This slab tear
determines a slab window south of 38ºS through a WNW direction that coincides with the development of the
Loncopué trough and an attenuation of the Moho that
reduces the Andean roots at these latitudes up to 33 km
(Folguera et al., 2007), uplifting and stretching the Agrio
fold and thrust belt.

Fig. 2: Active uplift mechanisms in Patagonia:
i) extension and isostatic rebound during the opening of an
asthenospheric window (Lagabrielle et al., 2007), ii) forearc
detachment along the Liquiñe-Ofqui fault zone (Lavenu &
Cembrano, 1999), iii) a transform plate boundary between
Scotia and South American plates. Uplift rates of the
Atlantic Ocean taken from Pedoja et al. (2011) and
deflected river patterns from Gillaume et al. (2009).

Collision of transform zones segmenting the Chile ridge
has explained diachronous deformation and exhumation
as out-of-sequence thrust fronts from the coastal sectors
in the latest Pliocene-early Quaternary, to the arc and
retroarc zones up to the Pleistocene an even locally
Holocene times (Folguera and Ramos, 2009).
In the last years, geodetic and satellite-gravity (GRACE)
measurements associated with the Mw 8.8 Maule
earthquake (27/2/2010) have shown the role of large
rupture zones along the Pacific subduction zone in the
active uplift that affects the area interposed between the
coast and the high Andes. On one hand, co-seismic
displacements after 170 years of interseismic strain
accumulation have shown that the coastal areas
emerged creating a topography that explains at least in
part morphology along the western coastal zone (Farías
et al., 2011). On the other hand, crustal-scale extension
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affects the upper plate during co- and post-seismic
displacements due to a strong gradient in horizontal
displacements from 7-8 cm/y in the western retroarc
zone to more than 3 m along the coastal zone. This
extension has been proposed as responsible for regional
uplift of the upper plate during co- and post-seismic
stages (Aaron et al., 2013).

ACTIVE TECTONICS IN SOUTHERN PATAGONIA
The Southern Patagonian region shows particular
mechanisms for young to active uplift (Figure 2). Young
and buoyant oceanic crust subducts at the Pacific
margin decoupling a forearc sliver through the LiquiñeOfqui fault zone (LOFZ) (Lavenu & Cembrano, 1999;
Folguera et al., 2004). This fault zone runs through more
than 1,000 km through the arc front accommodating
strike-slip to reverse displacements creating topography
along the North Patagonian Andes (Figure 2).
Its southern edge occurs at the point of collision of the
Chile ridge against the trench from which a slab window
opens beneath southern Patagonia (Figure 2)
(Lagabrielle et al., 2007). The latitudinal extent of this
slab window coincides with abnormally high
exhumation rates through the Atlantic coast and the
scarped morphology of the Patagonian cliffs (Pedoja et
al., 2011) (Figure 2). In relation to this, Darwin (1846) had
already observed the occurrence of shells on terraces at
various elevations, which he explained by large-scale
uplift over a 2,000 km of coastline. The eastern Patagonia
uplift is constant through time and twice the uplift of the
rest of the South American Atlantic margin, implying a
linkage with the subduction of the Chile ridge and the
associated dynamic uplift (Pedoja et al., 2011).
Additionally, fluvial fluctuations have been linked to the
development of an asthenospheric upwelling coming
through the opened window that would be related to
surface regional uplift (Guillaume et al., 2009; Lagabrielle
et al., 2007).
Finally, localized uplift in the southern extreme of
Patagonia is almost entirely linked to the activity of a
transform boundary zone between Scotia and South
American.

DISCUSSION
Mechanisms associated with uplift along the Andes in
the lasts 2 Ma show to be highly contrasting. While in the
Central Andes predominates contraction mainly
associated with thrust activity concentrated in the
eastern Andean slope, and isostatic rebound in areas of
over-thickened crust suffering delamination of lower
crust, in the Southern Central and Patagonian Andes to
the south asthenosphere dynamics, co-seismic
deformation and collision of ocean bathymetric highs
become predominant factors.
In particular, exhumation across the South American
plate at the Arica region, located at the central sector of
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the Andean subduction configuration, is associated with
the neotectonic activity of the Eastern Cordillera and
Subandean System bordering the Altiplano region. A
nearly static trench, where the slab roll back is inhibited
by a perpendicular-to-the-trench mantle flow, would
favor the westward subduction of the Brazilian craton
beneath the Subandean region, inducing high
shortening rates and consequently exhumation. Crustal
thickening beneath the Altiplano region has led to
delamination of lower crust and lithospheric mantle that
still operates today producing isostatic readjustments at
the highest Andes. This stationary trench also explains
why the Atlantic passive margin is associated at these
latitudes with a neotectonic topography in central Brazil
that would be partially accommodating horizontal
displacements imposed by the ridge push forces
originated in the Atlantic. To the south, between 27 and
33ºS, flat subduction of the Nazca plate induces
neotectonic activity on most of the mountain systems
that are forming part of the eastern Andean slope, such
as the Precordillera and Sierras Pampeanas systems,
while more limitedly over fault systems developed over
the western Andean slope.
South of the Pampean-Chilean flat subduction zone,
between 34 and 38ºS, exhumation seems to be linked to
activity of reverse faults affecting the foreland area in the
eastern Malargüe fold and thrust belt and San Rafael
Block, following the same trend of young tectonic
activity existent to the north, although mantle dynamics
appear as a second order mechanism controlling sectors
where the crust yields in association with higher thermal
fluxes imposed by a complex system of mantle plumes.
South of 38ºS, a strong tearing in the subducted Nazca
plate is associated with neotectonic extensional systems,
where the lower crust is attenuated and consequently
experience isostatic readjustments. Growth of the Pacific
coastal zone is influenced by co-seismic vertical
displacements and by extension achieved during this
and post-seismic stages imposed by the slower elastic
recovering of the asthenosphere after large earthquakes
in the subduction zone. From 38 to 46ºS, a forearc crustal
sliver is detached from South America along the LiquiñeOfqui fault system in relation to the oblique subduction
of young-highly buoyant oceanic lithosphere attached
to the Chile ridge. South of 46ºS, a slow subduction
regime imposed by the collision of the Chile ridge in the
lasts 14-12 Ma coincide with the opening of a slab
window. An associated asthenospheric upwelling
induces an uplifting foreland topography that is
provoking the lateral migration of main rivers of
Patagonia and exhuming anomalously high cliffs along
the Atlantic coast. South of 50ºS a transform-fault
boundary between the South America and Scotia plates
controls younger deformations and uplifting sectors
through the southern edge of South America.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Active exhumation at the Central Andes is mainly
governed by thrusting that accommodates horizontal
displacement of the South American craton beneath the
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orogenic front. To the south, other processes appear as
second-order factors that control active exhumation
such as distribution of mantle plumes, co- and postseismic uplifts associated with large earthquakes,
subduction of young oceanic lithosphere and
detachment of microplates along the fore and arc zones
and
finally
mantle
upwellings
induced
by
asthenospheric windows linked to ridge subduction and
tearings in the subducted slab. This revision exemplifies
the high complexity in the patterns of distribution and
mechanisms associated with exhumation in a
subduction setting. In particular, constitutes a general
framework for the Southern Andes to link different kind
of processes to an evolving landscape during the
Quaternary.
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Quaternary Reactivation of Australia’s Western Passive Margin: Inception of a New Plate
Boundary?
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Abstract:
Alignment of northwestern Australia’s passive margin with the terminations of the eastern Java trench and western Banda arc
has triggered a new phase of reactivation along the Phanerozoic North West Shelf rift system. Dextral faulting in Browse basin
cross-cuts Middle to Late Miocene inversion structures and offsets the seafloor. Similarities in displacements between Quaternary
and Tertiary horizons demonstrate an absence of progressive deformation and recent onset of faulting consistent with the timing
of the collision of the passive margin with the Savu-Rote ridge 0.2 to 1.8 Ma. The reactivated faults may be interpreted as forming
a new plate boundary and the third arm of a nascent triple junction. The geological expression of youthful faulting and rates of
seismic activity indicate that faults in Browse basin are capable of producing Mmax earthquakes of moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0
to Mw 7.75 with recurrence intervals of ~1,000 years as opposed to the 104 to 105 years common in stable continental regions.
Key words: Active faulting, fault reactivation, neotectonics, geomorphology, seismic hazards, North West Shelf, Australia,

INTRODUCTION
(4)

(29 mm/yr)

Australia’s North West Shelf (NWS) is known as a passive
continental margin that formed during rifting of
Antarctica and India away from Australia during
fragmentation of Gondwanaland (Larson, 1977). The
NWS preserves a long history of tectonic deformation
including formation of a Devonian intracontinental rift
system (Yeates, 1987), development of the Triassic to
Late Cretaceous rifted continental margin (AGSO North
West Shelf Study Group, 1994; O’Brien et al., 1999) and
oceanic basins, and reactivation of these former rift
systems during the Late Miocene to recent (O’Brien et al.,
1999; Cathro & Karner, 2006; Keep et al., 2007). The
former rift basins are major depocentres that
accumulated up to ~20 km of Paleozoic and Mesozoic
syn- and post-tectonic sediments (AGSO, 1994; O’Brien
et al., 1999). Neogene fault reactivation has deformed
basin sequences and developed inversion structures of
significant economic value (Longley et al., 2002).
Reactivation of the former rift systems has continued
through the late Quaternary to present with regional
lithospheric scale warping, folding of Last Interglacial
(LIg) shoreline deposits (Whitney & Hengesh, in review;
Hengesh et al., 2011), and faults that offset the seabed.
Earthquake activity yields deformation rates consistent
with several millimeters per year (mm/yr) of motion
across the former rifted margin; a rate inconsistent with
the concept of a “stable continental region”.
This paper presents information on the characteristics of
faulting and seismicity along the NWS, discusses the
kinematic forces that may be the driving mechanisms for
reactivation of this system of faults, and briefly addresses
related hazards.
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Fig. 1: Regional tectonic setting showing major tectonic
elements and locations discussed in text. (1) Java Trench;
(2) Scott Plateau; (3) Continent-Ocean boundary; (4)
Timor trough (orange); (5) Browse-Bonaparte transition
(red-dashed); (6) Browse Basin fault zone (red active
traces); (7) Sumba; (8) Savu; (9) Rote; and (10)
~Bonaparte Basin. White arrows indicate plate motion
directions relative to Sunda Shelf. Orange arrow relative
to Australia.

TECTONIC SETTING
The Australian plate is migrating northward along an
azimuth of 011° to 015° at a rate of 56 to 72 mm/yr
relative to a fixed Sunda Shelf reference frame (Bock et
al., 2003; Nugroho et al., 2009) and is converging with
the Sunda Arc subduction zone (red line) and the Banda
Tectonic Collision Zone (orange line) (Fig. 1). The NWS
part of the western Australian passive margin trends in a
north-northeast direction until it is truncated by the
Banda arc (Fig. 1).
The transition from oceanic to
continental lithosphere within the Australian plate
profoundly changes the style of deformation along the
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northern plate boundary (Silver et al., 1983; McAffrey,
1988, Harris et al., 2009).
There is northward directed Type B (Benioff) subduction
(Bally, 1983) of Indian oceanic crust west of the Scott
Plateau (120°E). However, east of this location the
oceanic crust has been fully consumed and subduction
along the Banda trench has ceased (Hall, 2011; AudleyCharles, 2011). The former subduction zone has become
blocked by the Australian continental lithosphere and
evolved into a Type A (Ampferer) subduction zone (Bally,
1983) or tectonic collision zone (TCZ) where the former
accretionary prism has emerged along large scale nappe
structures to form Timor and Sumba islands and the
Suva-Rote ridge.
The islands of Sumba, Savu and Flores are aligned with
the westernmost margin of the Australian continental
plate (Fig. 1) and are being internally deformed as a
result of the collision (Harris et al., 2009; Roosmawati &
Harris, 2009; Rigg & Hall, 2011). They also are moving
toward 011° to 015°, but at 23 to 32 mm/yr, about one
third the velocity of the Australian plate (Harris et al.,
2009; Nugruho et al., 2009). This implies that two thirds
of the motion is accommodated by deformation of the
back-arc Flores thrust system, the island arc, and
accretionary prism. The collision also is causing regional
warping of the northern ~500 km of the Australian plate
recognizable by the sinuous shoreline morphology,
drowned Last Interglacial (LIg) reef deposits (Collins,
2002), and subsided Stage 8 low stand coastal deposits
(Hengesh et al., 2011). Table 1 illustrates subsidence
rates in the Browse basin.
Table 1. Submergent estuarine features and shoreline
angles yield subsidence rates of 0.2 to 0.29 mm/yr. *Depth
and age of MIS 5e from Scott Reef provide baseline
subsidence curve (Collins, 2002).

Marine
Isotop
e
Stage
2
5e*
6
8

Formation
(m)
-120
+5.5
-128
-108

Current
Elev. (m)
-125
-30
-155
-180

Elev.
Difference
(m)
-5
-35.5
-27
-72

Age
(Ka)
18
125
137
250

Subs.
Rate
mm/yr
-0.28
-0.28
-0.20
-0.29

Type B subduction along the Sunda and Banda trenches
began about 12 Ma in the Timor region and ceased
about 4 million years ago (Audley-Charles, 2011). The
initiation of subduction about 12 Ma coincides with the
timing of fault reactivation and basin inversion along the
passive margin (AGSO, 1994, Keep et al., 1998), but the
onset of continent-arc collision in the past 0.2 to 1.8 Ma
at Scott Plateau, directly on the rifted margin, coincides
with a more recent pulse in activity along the passive
margin. Removing the oceanic crustal buffer along the
northern continental margin allowed initiation of dextral
shear along the margin of western Australia. The former
rift systems are now accommodating a portion of the
strain as the Indian Ocean crust is efficiently subducted
from Scott Plateau (120°E) to the west , whereas the TCZ
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and subduction roll-back are deforming the continental
margin (Hall, 2009; Audley-Charley, 2011) and reducing
relative plate motion rates east of 120°E.
ACTIVE TECTONIC STRUCTURES ALONG THE WESTERN
PASSIVE MARGIN
Harris et al. (2009), and Roosmawati and Harris (2009)
have demonstrated that the collision of the westernmost
Australian continental margin with the Banda trench at
the continental transition initiated near Sumba (2-3 Ma),
then migrated southeast to Savu (0.5-1.0 Ma), and then
Rote about 0.2 Ma. The ongoing collision on Savu has
formed both north and south vergent thrusts, has
caused uplift of pelagic chalk from depths of >2,500m to
the surface in less than 1.0 Ma, and has caused
emergence of the accretionary prism. This collision also
triggered reactivation of the former rift structures on the
western continental margin.
2D and 3D seismic data from Browse basin have been
interpreted to assess the characteristics of recent
faulting along this portion of the “passive margin”.
Browse basin is separated from Bonaparte basin to the
north by a major west-northwest trending bathymetric
scarp (Fig. 1). The scarp extends across the continental
shelf along the trend of Ashmore Reef and aligns with
the tear fault that separates the Timor trough from the
Java trench (Fig. 1). The bathymetric lineament lies
above a major structure that subdivides Browse and
Bonaparte basins (Keep and Harrowfield; 2008) (Fig. 2)
and has generated approximately 100m of up-on-thenorth relief across a drowned Pleistocene erosion surface
and the faults appear to offset the seafloor.

Zone of seafloor faulting

Fig 2. N-S trending 2D seismic line across Ashmore reef
trend (Browse Bonaparte transition). Modified from Keep
and Harrowfield (2008). The faults cut Pliocene deposits
and appear to have seafloor expression.

Faulting north of this structure in Bonaparte basin is
characterized by sinistral transtensional deformation
related to flexure of the Australian continental
lithosphere at the Banda TCZ (Bourget et al., 2012) and
the highly oblique sense of motion between Australian
continental margin and the TCZ. Nugruho et al. (2009)
measured 15 to 24 mm/yr of oblique convergence
between Timor and Darwin, which can be partitioned
into slip that is normal to, and parallel to, the plate
boundary.
Deformation south of the Browse-Bonaparte transition is
characterized by folding and inversion of basin deposits
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as well as dextral strike slip faulting. Figs. 3 and 4 show
examples of 2D lines from the 1996 AGSO Browse basin
high resolution seismic (BBHR) survey. There are two
prominent styles of deformation. Fig. 3 illustrates a
simple inversion structure or anticline that formed
during Middle Miocene time (AGSO, 1997). This is a fault
cored fold that deforms Latest Cretaceous through Late
Miocene marine carbonates and clastic shelf deposits.
The concordant horizons demonstrate a lack of
progressive deformation until Late Miocene time. The
fold is truncated by a Late Miocene/Pliocene erosion
surface that provides evidence for no Pliocene or
younger deformation.
The second style of deformation in Browse basin
involves active faulting with shallow subsurface or
seafloor expression. Fig. 4 is a 2D seismic line from the
BBHR survey across Caswell sub-basin on the outer shelf
(Simpson & Cooper, 2008). The faulting on this survey
extends from the base of the survey at approximately 3
seconds TWT to the shallow sub-bottom sediments. The
fault throw at the base Tertiary, Middle Miocene, and
sub-bottom is all in the range of 0.04 to 0.06sec TWT (Fig.
4), or approximately 50m. The similarity in throw from
the surface to the base of the section shows a lack of
progressive deformation and suggests the onset of
faulting was very recent.
Note lack of progressive deformation in
post-Late Miocene deposits

Fig 4. Example seismic line BBHR 175-10 showing
similarity in fault throw from early Tertiary to Recent on the
outer shelf of Caswell Sub-basin. (Modified from Simpson &
Cooper, 1998).

A significant zone of transtensional faults offset the
seafloor within the north-central Caswell sub-basin (Fig.
5). These appear to be the most recently active faults in
the Browse basin.

Fig 5. Faulting of the present-day seafloor in the northern
Caswell sub-basin. Portion of seismic line BBHR-175/12 on
middle shelf location (modified from Simpson and Cooper,
2008).

The Caswell fault initiate near the Ashmore structure and
trends in a southwest direction. The fault does not align
with the deeper Jurassic/Triassic basin margin and so
may be soft-linked to these deeper basement faults as
suggested by Keep and Moss (2000).
DISCUSSION

Fig 3. Portion of 2D high resolution seismic line 175-03
(modified from AGSO, 1997) showing Middle to Late
Miocene inversion.

The recently active faults in Browse basin (e.g. Caswell,
Bassett, and Scott Reef faults) appear to be forming in a
step-over between the eastern basin margin and the
Scott Reef trend. As the Scott Plateau is migrating
northward at 64.3+/-0.2 mm/yr (relative to stable Sunda
Shelf), the role back of Timor at the Timor trough (~24
mm/yr relative to Australia) is impeding the western
continental margin (Browse and Bonaparte basins) and
creating a dextral transtensional pull-apart along the
southern margin of the Ashmore structure. North of
Ashmore Reef the kinematics of the plate boundary
change and the dominant style of deformation is
sinistral normal oblique. Across the Sunda trench and
Timor trough the dominant style is contractional folding
and thrusting with secondary normal faulting.
The Middle to Late Miocene style of deformation in the
area involved structural inversion of the basin fill related
to subduction along the Banda trench between 4 to 12
Ma. This pattern of deformation changed in the last 0.2
to 1.8 Ma as Savu and Rote have become involved in the
collision (Harris et al., 2009). Seismicity across the
Browse basin yields recurrence parameters of a=4.6906
and b=1.11. Combining these recurrence parameters
with empirically derived relations between magnitude
and displacement, for each 0.1 magnitude bin between
Mw 5 and Mw 7.75, yields deformation rates of
approximately 8 mm/yr across Browse basin. The
magnitude-frequency relations for Browse basin indicate
that earthquakes in the Mw 7.0 to Mw 7.5 range have a
recurrence of approximately 1,000 to 1,500 years. Given
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that there are multiple Quaternary active faults in the
basin, and slip would be portioned across several of
these faults, these relations seem reasonable.
Due to the youthful age of the collision at the
continental transition the evidence of recent tectonic
deformation is only beginning to be expressed.
Evidence for two pulses of reactivation of the plate
margin (Middle–Late Miocene and Pleistocene) are
observable along a 1600 km part of the western passive
margin referred to as the Western Australia Shear Zone
(WASZ) (Whitney & Hengesh, this volume). The onset of
this new pulse of deformation may represent initiation of
a new plate boundary system and possibly the third arm
of a nascent triple junction.
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